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Abstract
The Impact of TQM on a Traditionally Segregated Work Environment: An
Empirical Study of the Healthcare Sector in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
In the last decade,the rapid developmentin the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) has
forced its governmentto implement modem managementstyles such as Total Quality
Management (TQM) to ensure continuous improvement in the provision of
healthcare. There is a considerable body of literature that shows the benefits of
implementing TQM in hospitals, but there is few empirical studies that show TQM
implementation efforts in the healthcaresector. Furthermore,the healthcareliterature
did not explore the implementation of TQM in a context of gender segregated
environmentsuch as the casein KSA.
This researchproject is an exploratory investigation assessingthe impact of TQM in a
gender segregatedhealthcare environment such as KSA. The research design used
triangulation methods to investigate the problem at hand. A combination of
field-work
through
and external
were
used
and
qualitative
methodologies
quantitative
level
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different
between
differences
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gender
population;
account
and similiarities
Examining the approachto TQM implementation and its degree of effectivenessin
four Saudi hospitals to highlight critical factors for effective implementations using
the Baldrige assessmentmethod; (3) Benchmarkingthe Saudi hospital experiencesto
UK and USA hospitals to highlight key facilitating and inhibiting factors; (4) Using
key findings from the previous steps to identify the critical factors and propose a
healthcare
in
for
implementations
TQM
environment such as the
a
segregated
model
casein the KSA.
The survey researchfindings show a weak appreciation,awarenessand understanding
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many employees
clearly shows
degreeof emphasisfor eachquality activity varied and thus more researchneedsto be
done to investigatethe importance of each quality activity to a TQM implementation
board.
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process,as
The KSA casestudies show that in implementing organisations,TQM intentions and
TQM policy frameworks are generally acceptable. However, the implementation
in
lacks
is
the majority of these
coordination
process
generally weak and
in
have
KSA
is
It
the
that
the
not
succeeded
cases
clear
majority of
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total commitment towards a total quality culture. When comparedto the UK and USA
hospitals, the majority of the KSA casesshow deficiencies in most of the critical
Furthermore,
form
foundation
the
that
the
quality
a
successful
process.
of
activities
study indicates three critical factors in KSA hospitals that either did not exist or were
not given full attention. The importance of these factors were further validated in the
literature. The factors were continuous top management commitment, continuous
education and training, and culture awareness.These factors were then used to
developa model for TQM implementationfor a segregatedhealthcareenvironment.
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Chapter One
Introduction
1.1 Background
The rapid development in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) has forced its
government to implement modem management styles to ensure continuous
improvement in the provision of health care for all citizens. This included the
adoption of the Total Quality Managementphilosophy (TQM), a philosophy which
has gained strong acceptanceworld wide in the health care industry (Bigelow and
Arndt, 1995; Brannan, 1997; Shermanand Malkmus, 1994). This is due to the many
benefits which TQM promises to deliver, such as quality patient care, improved
higher
lower
and
morale among employees.
costsof service,
patient satisfaction,

The KSA health care system adoptedthe TQM philosophy for a number of reasons
First, the health care systemsworldwide are facing a growing demand for services
Saudi
its
finance.
With
high
population,
growing
costsand shortageof
combinedwith
Arabia also facesthis problem. Therefore,the provision of high quality servicesto all
the population is placing a burden on the governmentbudget. Second,the health care
health
increased
the
has
to
the
services.
overall expansionof
rapidly match
workforce
In 1997, there were over 14,700 doctors, about 34,739 nurses,and more than 19,000
health technicians.The proportion of thesepositions filled by Saudi nationals is very
low, being only 19% of doctors, 24% of nurses, and 53% of health technicians.
Current indications from the educationand training institutions are that the supply of
Saudi nationals into the healthcareindustry will not be sufficient to reduce this gap
significantly by the end of the Sixth Development Plan in 2000. Thus, an emphasis
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must be put on training programmesfor the Saudi manpower in the health care sector
(Ministry of Planning, 1995).

The TQM programme was implementedin KSA in 1987 by administrative decision
(number 23/78). The purpose of such a programme is to continue to upgrade the
health standards of citizens and provide preventive and curative health care
efficiently. The Ministry of Health developedTQM programmesin chosenhospitals,
and eachhospital was to implement its own programme.

According to Bigelow and Arndt (1995), TQM had gained prominence in the health
managementliterature. Their study on the amount of research done on TQM in
healthcarefound a considerablebody of literature that shows the benefits and the
necessityof implementing TQM in hospitals, but also found that there is very little
data confirming such claims as improved performance, quality, or competitiveness.
The study shows that no comparative research has been published, and the few
exceptional case studies are anecdotal. Shortell (1994) agreeswith them. He states
that there have been few empirical studies of TQM implementation efforts in
healthcare.

TQM hasbeenstatedin the local literatureto be very beneficial,but the amountof
empirical studies to support such claims is minimal. Saeed's(1994) study measured
the effectivenessdegreeof quality programmesin hospitals in the Ministry of Health.
His sample was made up of the nursing staff of six public hospitals. His research
concluded that one-third of the sample believed the TQM programmes were noneffective.
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One issue that the literature did not explore is the implementation of TQM in a
segregatedenvironment. Saudi Arabia is a segregatedcountry. The definition of
segregationin this case is the separationbetween male and female in any public
organisation. For example, there exist girls' schools and boys' schools, male
universitiesand female universities. Males teachthe males, and the femalesare taught
by females.In the work environment, there are separatelocations for the offices that
are usedby the different gendersso they do not physically mix. Most communications
betweenthe two gendersare done through telephonesand faxes when working in a
kind
different
hospital
In
there
the
of
exists a
environment,
segregatedorganisation.
segregation.There is integration (mixing of gender) in the workspace, yet there are
limitations in the communication process.The reasonfor the lack of communication
is the traditions and customs,which havebeenbrought in from the external culture.

Managementapproachesthat are seenas essentiallywestern in origin are viewed with
some suspicion in many,Middle Easternand Islamic countries, and this representsan
Many
2000).
(Al-Zamany
to
their
researcherssuggestthat
et
al.,
acceptance
obstacle
the differences between the Islamic values and Western values represent the main
barrier to implementing western managementtheories and the main reason for the
failure of such implementations(Bjerke et al., 1993;Al-Meer, 1999).

Al-Zamany et al. (2000) examined the cultural acceptability of quality management
in
Model
(EBEM)
Excellence
by
European
Business
the context of
the
exemplified
Yemen (a similar culture to the KSA). The study also investigated the barriers to the
implementationof such a model. Al-Zamany et al. (2000) indicated that there was no
mismatch between the activities proposed by the model's criteria and the Islamic
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culture, since all respondentsperceived them as generic terms that reflect good
managementpractices. One obstaclethat the organisationsin this study encountered
was the resistanceto changingthe culture. Hence considerablework needsto be done
to set priorities for implementation and to facilitate gradual change which will be
acceptedmore readily.

Due to the rapid developmentof the country, the segregatedculture and the limited
researchavailable, this researchwill attempt to measurethe effectivenessof TQM
implementationsin a segregatedculture and thereafterproposea TQM model for this
particular environment.An areawhich has not yet beenexplored in the literature. The
researcherwill attempt to fill a gap that is beneficial to many organizations in the
KSA.

1.2 Research Problem
In orderfor TQM implementationto succeed,certaincharacteristics
mustbe acquired
in the organizationsuch as teamwork,employeeparticipation and involvement,
effectivecommunication,and open suggestionschemes.The TQM philosophycan
not be implemented adequately without these characteristics. The problem to be
explored in this researchis therefore how thesecharacteristicsand others of TQM can
be implementedin a segregatedenvironment.

1.3 Research Questions
The following researchquestionsemergefrom the aboveresearchproblem,
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What are the critical factors of an effective TQM implementation in a segregated
impeding
inhibiting
factors that stop individuals from
the
environment,and what are
working effectively with TQM?
9 What are the critical factors in TQM implementation in healthcare?
9 What are the inhibiting factors in TQM implementation in healthcare?
e What is the current situation of healthcarein the KSA?
*

How is TQM applied in healthcarein the KSA?

9 What is a segregatedorganisationalculture?
*

Does segregationaffect TQM implementation?

1.4 Research Objectives
The research objectives of this study, which will answer these questions, are as
follows:
1. To study understandingof TQM in the SaudiArabia healthcarecontext.
(a) To assessthe level of perceptions and understandingof TQM principles in
female
hospitals,
into
KSA
taking
populations.
and
male
account
several
(b) To compare and contrast in 'intra' and 'inter' approaches,likely differences,
where they occur, and why they might occur.
*

'intra' (samehospital or samecategoryof hospitals)

*

'inter' (betweendifferent hospitals)

*

External benchmarkinganalysisusing secondarydata.

2. To examinein detail the approachto TQM implementationand its degreeof
effectivenessin a sampleof carefully selectedhospitals.
e To,assessthe degreeof systernisation(againstan objective
methodology).
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implementation.
factors
for
highlight
To
effective
critical
9
factors.
inhibiting
highlight
To
9
*

To documenttypes of benefitsachievedagainstthe degreeof maturity.

3. To analyse,using secondarycasestudiesin a healthcarecontext and drawing from
similar researchoutsidethe KSA, factors conduciveto:
Culture of continuousimprovement
o Effective employeeparticipation and involvement
e Employee educationand development
*

Top managementcommitment

e Teamwork
4. To usethis analysisasthe basis for the key elementsof a model for effective TQM
implementationin a 'segregated'environment.
5. To develop a model for TQM implementationin a segregatedenvironment in the
KSA

1.5 Contribution

Originality
and

of Study

Although TQM researchin the KSA has increasedin the past years,it is still generally
investigated
have
Most
healthcare
in
limited,
studies
area.
and especially the
very
Islamic
has
the
is
issues.
There
TQM
special
explored
no study which
general
KSA.
The
in
hospitals
diversified
the
in
the
culturally
segregatedenvironment
literature states that to implement the TQM philosophy, revolutionary changes in
The
be
effects and acceptanceof such
made.
must
and
attitudes
values, methods,
have
be
discovered.
healthcare
in
to
KSA
the
yet
arena
segregated
changes
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1.6 Importance of Study
There are five main reasonswhy this study is important:

9 The rapid growth of the KSA has been requiring advancedmanagerial skills in
order to compete internally and globally. These skills must be adopted in all
industries,particularly the healthcareindustry. The proposed TQM model in this
researchis one which attemptsto customisea successfulmanagementphilosophy
to fit the KSA culture profile.
*

TQM implementation in the service sector in the Kingdom has been facing
obstaclesbecauseit does not take into account the effect of the societal culture.
This researchwill deal with this issue.

9 The consumerin Saudi Arabia has becomewell educatedand well informed. This
enlightenment has led him/her to demand better services from the health care
industry. This researchwill supply the health care industry with an answerto how
to implement the quality that the customerdemands.
*

To compete in today's market, hospitals are finding themselves adopting the
concept of quality. They are hoping to be more effective in allocating their
intends
includes
humans,
This
to
technology,
study
and profit.
resources,which
help them implement the TQM philosophy.

did
implementation
in
been
done
TQM
have
All
the
that
not
previous studies
e
mention the issue of segregationin organisations.This unique study will attempt
to develop a methodology that will successfullyimplement TQM in a,segregated
environment. Thus, all segregatedorganisationsin the Kingdom will benefit from
it.
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1.7 Research methodology
This researchis both exploratory and comparative in nature. It will be based on a
combination of two approaches.First, the researcherwill conduct a questionnaire
survey to establish the level of TQM understanding and perception to assessthe
progressof maturity of TQM in individuals in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Second,
the researcherwill adopt the case study method in a sample of hospitals in order to
measurethe different degreesof segregatedenvironments of TQM implementation
taking into accountits effectiveness,the critical factors and the inhibiting factors. The
both
from
be
benchmarked
data
of
results
methods will
against secondary
regional
hospitals, global hospitals and other organisations where the results may be
for
is
final
to
the
a segregated
comparable arrive at
objective, which a proposedmodel
environment.

The unit of analysis in the first phaseis the employeeof the hospital. This is because
the researcheris measuringthe depth of the individual perceptionof TQM. In the case
is
is
because
is
hospital.
This
the
the
the
researcher trying
study phase, unit of analysis
to analyse the different approachesused in the different degrees of segregated
hospitals.

The population in phaseone will be all employeesof hospitals basedin the Kingdom
Health.
In
Ministry
Saudi
Arabia
the second
the
the
of
of
under
of
and
supervision
in
Saudi
Kingdom
be
hospitals
TQM
the
the
of
will
all
practising
phase,
population
Arabia under the Ministry of Health.
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This study will concentrateon large size hospitals.In the first phase,a random sample
of larger hospitals will be selected and then from each selected hospital, three
departmentswill be selectedrandomly. The questionnaireswill then be distributed to
the employeesof the selecteddepartments.For the secondphase,the researcherwill
use the selectedhospitals in the first phaseto randomly select four different hospitals,
eachhospital representinga category: a public hospital, a private hospital, a specialist
hospital, and an armed forces hospital.

1.8 Limitations

Study
of

All research studies have limitations or constraints imposed or recognised at the
outset,and this study is no exception.The following limitations apply in this case:

e The sample concentrateson large-sizehospitals. This directly affects the validity
of the research.However, this researchis exploratory in nature, and becauseTQM
implementation is still a new phenomenon,it has not been embraced by many
smaller hospitals in the KSA.

One major difficulty with this researchis that there are no studiesdone previously
regardingthe implementation of TQM in a segregatedenvironment. Although this
will add to the originality and value of this study, the researchwill not have the
benefit of learning from others' mistakes.

The Baldrige self-assessmenttechnique suffers from lack of empiricism. This
study however looks at the application of TQM in hospitals, and the Baldrige
model offers the best and most completemeansof conducting such a study.
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*

Also, this study will only researchone side of the equation, the
employees.To
determinethe true successof TQM implementation,another
study would need to
be done regardingthe satisfactionof the real customer,the
patient.

1.9 Structure of Thesis
The thesis is presentedin nine separatechapters,which cover the following aspects:

Chapter One: This chapter has presented an introduction to thesis, the research
problem, the researchquestions,the researchobjectives,the importance of the study,
and the limitations of the study

Chapter Two: This chapterpresentsthe definition of TQM and discussesall aspects
of TQM in the healthcare industry. It includes the major problems of TQM
applications in the healthcarearenaand the critical successfactors. Also, it discusses
approachesto implementing TQM models in healthcare and presents some case
studies from the literature. A section discussing the different categories of the
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award Criteria for healthcareis also presented.

Chapter Three: This chapter will presentthe healthcaresituation in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia. Issues such as gender segregation,the early years of healthcare,the
Ministry of Health, healthcareproviders, and the healthcarebudget will be discussed.

Chapter Four: This chapter discussesthe researchmethodological issuesand design
and arguesfor the approachadoptedand its usefulnessand compatibility.
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Chapter Five: This chapter discussesthe level of perception and understandingof
TQM in the healthcare organisations in the KSA. This is then compared and
contrastedwith other cultural and geographicalsettings to highlight any gaps in the
level of perceptionand understanding.

Chapter Six: This chapter discussesthrough a case study method and using the
Baldrige healthcarecriteria, the degreeof effectivenessand maturity in different types
of hospitalsin the KSA, UK, and USA.

Chapter Seven: This chapterdiscussesthe results of the case-studiedhospitals. First,
the hospitals within the KSA are comparedand contrasted.Then, the KSA hospitals
is
benchmarked
in
USA.
Afterwards,
UK
those
the
model
a proposed
are
and
against
health
in
KSA
TQM
implementation
be
for
the
that
the
presented
of
will
suitable
organisations.

Chapter Eight: This chaptersetsout the main conclusionsand recommendations.
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TQM in Healthcare
2.1 Introduction
Total QualityManagement
(TQM) is a modemadministrativeconcept.Its objectiveis
to improve performanceby answeringto customerrequirements.TQM beganto
impact organisationalstrategyin the 1980s.It has profoundly affected business
performance
of westernorganisations
andcontinuesto changemanagement
strategies
in thesedays. CompaniesadoptingTQM increasequality and efficiency, attain
higher productivity, enhancecustomersatisfaction,and decreasewaste(Waldman,
1993). TQM is a long-term investment, and it should not be viewed as an instant
solution to organisationalproblems (Laszlo, 1998).

One of the fastest growing industries in the service sector is the healthcareindustry.
This rapid growth has been accompaniedwith some significant changes,which have
placed drarnaticpressureson healthcareproviders to re-evaluatetheir strategies.Such
changesinclude the rising standard of living and education, competitive pressures,
advancementin medical breakthro'ughs,alternate healthcare delivery mechanisms,
changing cost structures, better informed customers(Lim and Tang, 2000), and the
pressuresfrom the Joint Commission for Accreditation of Healthcare Organisations
(JCAHO) (Motwani et al., 1996). This has created a difficult task for healthcare
providers. Healthcare organisations need to be reprogrammedand renewed, so that
they can face the future without uncertainties. Some researchers argue that the
application of Total Quality Management(TQM) may solve some of the healthcare
organisations'problems (Anderson, 1992; Geber, 1992;Bergman, 1994).
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TQM has becomemore or less a householdterm (Rao et al., 1996), and it has been
applied in all sorts of industries. Service industry applications include educational
institutions (Chin and Che, 1982), hospitals (Lin, 1980), hotels (King, 1988), and a
host of other places (Stevens and Unal, 1992). In recent years, there has been
significant interest in the application of TQM in healthcareorganisationsaround the
globe. This is evidencedby the proliferation of academicand practitioners' papersin
reputablejournals. Chatifournier and St. Andre (1993) report that about 44 % of 1,083
hospitals in the US have already embracedthe continuous improvement approachto
improve the care delivery process.The hospital industry has embracedthe conceptsof
TQM in the belief that theseconceptsand programmeswill lead to an improvementin
both the quality and efficiency with which health services are delivered (Cannan et
al., 1996).

The application of TQM in healthcareis a challenge that has not been easily met by
in
hospital
(Nance,
1995).
introduction
ideals
The
TQM
the
many organisations
of
environmenthas come to imply various attemptsto re-direct the traditional conception
of medical treatment among practitioners away from a detached and strictly
professionaldoctor-patient relationship to a more service-mindedand customer-focus
for
have
introduced
These
perspective.
efforts
various systems
measuring quality of
servicesdelivery, as perceived by the patient, and using the results as an instrument
for quality management(Hansson,2000).

This chapterwill attempt to explore TQM in the healthcaresector. First, a definition
of TQM and TQM efforts in healthcarewill be presented.This will be followed by a
discussionof the importance ofthe application of TQM in healthcare and the major
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problems encountered. A discussion of the application and the implementation

techniquesof TQM will follow. Next, a comparisonof TQM in healthcareandTQM
in other fields will be made. Afterwards, discussion of the obstacles to TQM
in
healthcare
be
the
applications will
presented,concentrating on
many subcultures
be
followed
by
factors
in
healthcare
This
the
and a
will
major
critical
organisations.
literature review of the case studies in TQM in healthcare. A discussion of the ISO
9000, the Joint Commission and Accreditation of Healthcare Organisations, the
Malcolm Baldrige Quality Award, and benchmarking will be presented next. In
be
forecasted
future
in
healthcare
failures
TQM
the
presented,
will
of
conclusion,
and
and a summaryof the chapter.

2.2 Definition of Total Quality Management (TQM)
Before discussingTQM, we needto define the term "quality". The Oxford Dictionary
(1999) defines quality as concerned with " the value and degree of excellence".
Leading thinkers in the TQM field define quality as:
-

Conformanceto requirements(Crosby, 1979).

-

The characteristics through which the product and service meet the
expectationsof the customer(Feigenbaum,1983).

-

Whateverthe customerneedsand wants (Deming, 1989).

-

Fitness for use. Product features which respond to customer needs, and
freedom from deficiencies(Juran, 1951).

What all of the above definitions have in common is that quality meets the customer
needsand expectationsthat are within an acceptablerangeof the service or product.
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Theseapproachesreflect the many definitions of TQM by the leading thinkers in the
field. TQM is the work of many scholars and gurus like Deming (1989) and Juran
(1951) in the past, and Oakland (1993) and Garvin (1988) in the present.They believe
that TQM is a meansby which organisationaleffectivenesscan be improved through
goal setting and efficient use of resources,and that TQM provides the overall concept
of continuousimprovement for an organisation.TQM philosophy concentrateson an
organisation-wideperspectiveinvolving everyone and everything. It focuseson both
the intemal and extemal customer of the organisation, and it seeks to improve the
entire organisation's systems and processes. The concept of TQM requires
fundamentalchangesin the use of managementtools, and in organisationalstructure,
define
TQM
behaviours
(1994)
(Camison,
1998).
Lakhe
Mohanty
attitudes and
and
philosophy as:
"A continuous quest for excellenceby creating the right skills
and attitudes in people to make prevention of defects possible
and satisfy customer/userstotally at all times."

Oakland(1993)definesTQM as:
"An approachto improving the effectivenessand flexibility of
businessas a whole. It is an essentialway of organising and
involving the whole organisation; every department, every
level.
"
activity, every single personat every

Oakland conducted a comparative study of the works of Crosby, Deming, and Juran
(Oakland, 1989). The results are presentedin Table 2.1. The last column in the table
showsthe common ground of the different works.
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A similar study was conducted by Ghobadian and Speller (1994). This study
comparedthe works of Deming (1989), Juran (1951), Crosby (1979), Feigenbaum
(1961), and Ishikawa (1985). Their analysishighlights the following nine points:

1. It is important to control the process,not the product.
2. It is important not to forget the humanprocess.
3. Top management, not the workforce, is responsible for quality; provide
leadershipand commitment.
4. Managementdeterminesthe climate and organisationfor quality.
5. Educationand training are highly important.
6. Emphasisis on prevention of defects,not inspection.
7. Quality is a long-term processof continuousimprovement.
8. All parts of the organisationmust be included; quality is not a separatefunction.
9. Quality is a company-wide activity.
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Table 2.1 Comparison of Gurus' Works
Crosby

Deming

Definition of

Conformanceto

A predictabledegreeof

Quality

requirements

uniformity and

Juran

Common ground

Fitnessfor use

Focuson customer
satisfaction

dependabilityat low cost
and situatedto the market
Degreeof senior

Responsibility for

Responsiblefor 94% of

Less than 20% of quality

Top management

management

quality

quality problems

problems are due to
a
workers

must be committed

Performance

Zero defects

Quality has many scales,

Avoid campaignsto 'do

Long-termjourney.

standard

inspection

use statisticsto measure

perfect work'

Avoid campaigns.

responsibility

motivation

Generalapproach

performancein all areas;

Everyoneinvolved

critical of zero defects

measureperformance

Prevention,not

Reducevariability by

General management

Prevention/rightfirst

inspection

continuousimprovement;

approachto quality,

time, continuous

ceasemassinspection

especially human

improvementsof

elements

processes,people
empowerment

Structure

14 stepsto quality

14 points for management

improvement

10 stepsto quality

Orgamsefor quality

improvements

Statistical Process

Rejectsstatistically

Statistical methodsof

RecommendsSPC but

Use of SPC or zero

Control (SPC)

acceptablelevels of

quality control must be

warns that it can lead to

defects

quality

used

'toot driven' approach

A 'Process', not a

Continuousto reduce

Project-by-projectteam

Continuous

Programme;

variations Eliminate goals

approach;set goals

improvementof

improvement goals

without methods

Quality improvements

Employeeparticipation in

Team and quality circle

Participation

teams;quality councils

decision making;break

approach

teamwork approach

Improvementbasis

Teamwork

process

down barriersbetween

leadershiphuman

departments

relation skills crossfunctional teams

Costsof Quality

Cost of non-

No optimum, continuous

Quality is not free, there

Measures-Costof

conformance;quality

improvements

is an optimum

non-conformance,

is free

process
improvementsand
waste.

Purchasingand

Staterequirements,

Inspectiontoo late; allow

Problemsare complex;

Supplier seenas an

GoodsReceived

supplier extension of

defectsto enter system

carry out formal surveys

extensionof business

business,most faults

through AQLs; statistical

due to purchasers

evidenceand control charts

themselves

required

Yes, and buyers;

No, critical of most

Yes, but help supplier

Supplier seenas an

quality audits useless

systems

improve

extensionof business

Yes

No, can neglect to

Build lasting

sharpencompetitive

relationships,Price

edge

not sole determinant

Vendor rating

Single Sourcing of
Supply

Source:Oakland (1989)
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2.3 Definition

of Quality

in Healthcare

According to Milakovich (1991), the definition of total quality healthcare is as
follows:
"A unique combination of applied modern high technology,
accessto facilities at reasonablecost, patient centred quality
primary and specialised clinical care, and low tech holistic
human healing skills."
TQM programmesin the healthcareindustry have beendefined by Ummel (1991):
"A highly scientific or structured system for creating hospital
wide or health wide participation from the bottom up,
including the rank and file, doctors, mid-level managers,
senior executives - all working together to plan and
implement continuous improvement in work systems and
"
work processes.
According to Sewell (1997), it is not clear yet what constitutes quality in healthcare,
is
it
believes
it.
He
for
definition
tempted
to
yet many are
of
search
a complete
inappropriateto have a fixed definition of quality for universal application, because
quality is linked to individual values and expectations.These values and expectations
belong to the community which the healthcareorganisation serves.It. includes groups
such as the patients and the professional staff (physicians, nurses, administrators,
technicians, etc.) involved. He concluded that quality could be defined only by
individual
in
the
these
setting.
actual
explicitly exploring
values and expectations
Sewell (1997) links the definition of quality to defining the quality standardswithin
the healthcare quality programme. Although widespread,the usage of standardsis
dangerousif they are placed at minimal levels, and becomethe expectednorms; or if
they are seenat a fixed level, rather than being treated in a dynamic fashion. Sewell
(1997) also stressesthe importance of processesrather than standardsin the delivery
of servicesto patients. The healthcarearenapossessesan extremely complex matrix
of processeswith the special feature that patients are not outside the key processes,
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but an essentialpart of them. The design, operation, and improvement of processes
should include the staff of the hospital.

Zabadaet al. (1998) reinforce the difficulty in defining the concept of quality in the
serviceindustry, and agreethat it has beeneven more difficult to define quality in the
healthcaresector. This is due to the many participants involved in the delivery of
healthcare services; all believe that quality should emerge from their group. For
example, the tax payer is likely to consider cost containment as the most important
thing while assessingthe quality of healthcaredelivery, while the patient is likely to
consider the degree of recovery from his/her initial state of health as the most
important thing (Zabada et al., 1998). Zabada et al (1998) define quality in the
healthcare services to be achieved when the "outcomes matches or surpassesthe
patient expectation." Their definition assumesthat the patient knows in advanceall
the possible outcomes. They believe that without the knowledge, quality cannot be
measuredfrom the patient perspective.
Palmer (1976) points out to the existenceof multiple definitions which incorporate
only certain dimensions, corresponding to the values of particular interest groups.
This of coursecausesconfusion. Hamilton (1982) believes that in healthcareservices
the quantity and quality of the information available limit the consumer.The reasons
for this include the complexity of the healthcare practices and the ethical issues
involved.
The word 'total' refers to the concept of system and wholeness. In the healthcare
system,the activities of TQM have many componentsand processesthat need to be
involved in the organisation; they include physicians, nurses, management, etc..
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Another concept that needs to be emphasised in healthcare is 'commitment

and

dedication'. This means that hospital staff need to look at TQM as the normal
way of
running things on a daily basis and not as a one-time activity. TQM should be seen by
the staff as the way to run things during the life of the organisation. In addition, the
concept of 'culture' is very important in the healthcare industry. Commitment can
only come from a shared belief. It is crucial to find a common ground among all the

employeesof the healthcareorganisation in dealing with TQM implementation. The
entire organisation culture must have precedence over any other professional
subgroup's culture for TQM to be successful.A final and very important concept of
TQM is 'tools and methods', such as variation and measurement.These are used in
TQM to provide a systematicway of carrying out each activity and measuringit. This
meansthat physicians and other staff should accept and learn to use these tools in
decisionmaking (Zabadaet al., 1998).

2.4 Importance of TQM in Healthcare
The benefits of TQM in the manufacturing industry were the first to becomeevident.
This was seenthrough the improvementsof performancein organisations.TQM in the
manufacturingindustry eliminated product defects,enhancedattractivenessof product
design, speededservice delivery, and reduced cost. According to Asubonteng et al.
(1996), TQM in healthcareencompassesa number of strategiesdesignedto improve
quality and reducecost. Thesestrategiesinclude:
Identifying and meeting customerneeds
Reducingthe cost of non-compliancewith standards
Striving for zero defects
Reducingoutcome variability
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Using statistical methodsto identify and monitor processes

*

1, Continually working for improved quality

In the quality chain reaction, as previously discussed,Deming (1989) emphasisesthe
is
less
improvement
is
followed
by
in
because
there
that
rework,
reduction
cost
point
fewer mistakes,fewer delays, better use of machine time, etc.. This in turn increases
healthcare
in
Using
the
the
same chain reaction
productivity and competitiveness.
industry will result not only in cost reduction in the administrative function but also
(Zabada
law
loss
life
fatal
et al.,
that
suits
and
generate
of
prevent costly or
mistakes
1998). According to Hamilton's (1982) report, 90% of drugs prescribed result in
waste of money, risk of serious side effects, unnecessarysurgery which wastes
billions of dollars, and causesthousandsof deatheachyear.

Although TQM promises to deliver many benefits in the healthcareindustry, Zabada
faced
is
TQM
(1998)
believe
with major
that
the
principles
application of
et al.
They
healthcare
inherent
to
the
organisations.
that
nature of
obstacles
are apparently
believe that for TQM to have the full impact on healthcare organisations, those
obstaclesmust be removed.

2.5 Major Problems in Healthcare Systems
In a study performed by Mercer et al. (1996), it was reported that the major problems
in the healthcaresysteminclude:
e Unclear accesspoints
information
Inadequate
9
*

Inconsistencyand inequity of services
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*

Fragmentation

o

Multiple assessments

*

Duplication

9 Inadequatecomplaints and appealsmechanism
4, Lack of holistic approach
*

Lack of planning and strong linkagesbetweeninstitutional and community care

*

Information technology under-utilised

*

Inadequatestaff training.

2.6 TQM Application in Healthcare
The key concepts used by healthcare organisationsdiffer. Several studies (Sahney,
1991; Asubonteng, 1996)outlined the key conceptsusedby the Henry Ford Systemto
implement TQM. They include:
9* Top managementleadership.TQM application needsa strong leadershipthat must
be initiated by top management commitment at the time of implementation.
Employees should be convinced that TQM is the way of life in their particular
organisationand it is not just a fad.
*

Creating a corporate ftamework for quality. TQM must be part of the strategic
plan of the organisation.This needsthe creation of a definition of quality and the
incorporation in both the vision and mission statementof the organisation.

e

Transforming corporate culture. To arrive at the full benefits of TQM, an
appropriateculture must be created.Top managementmust play an important role
in changingthe culture throughout the organisation.Employeesshould be allowed
to participate in problem solving and discussions.Managementstyle should move
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away from an authoritative style to more flexible and participative management
systems.Full implementationof TQM requiresan averageof five to ten years.
focus.
be
Customer
Every
the
tied to and must
activity
within
organisation
must
9
contribute towards the total satisfactionof patients. This is an important factor in
succeeding in the implementation of TQM. The patient is influenced by the
servicesprovided, and thus mechanismsshould be developed so the need of all
customersshould be identified and adoptedin the organisationstrategies.
*

Processfocus.Efforts must be madeto formalise eachactivity in terms of process;
a processis more measurableand controllable than guesswork.The organisation
in
involved
them.
focus
than
the
the
on
people
should
on
major processesrather
Emphasis should be put on improving the process rather than blarning the
bring
is
improvement
the process
first
in
The
to
employees.
step
any process
under statistical control by removing all cause of variation. This requires a
detailed study of the processat every stage.

Top
Collaborative
improvement.
to
management should
approach
process
9
strengthenthe collaborative ethosby serving on teams.Involvement of employees
in process improvement is crucial. The collaboration can result from teams
develop
from
individual
an understanding
who
employees
studying processesand
internal
the
their
customers.
of
needsof
Employee
Employee
training and continuous education
training.
education
and
9
TQM
in
deal
tools
be
institutionalised
to
as
usage
of
such
subjects
with
order
must
forum
be
Also,
knowledge
should
a manager quality
acquisition.
and profound
from
outside the organisation sharing their
speakers
with
guest
established,
be
invited.
ideas
All
the
should
employees
group.
experiencesand
with
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Benchmarking. Benchmarking is a powerful motivational tool. It comparesthe

*

organisation'sperformancewith that of its competitors. For this to take place, the
organisation must have a complete understanding of its own processes and
capabilities.

be
TQM
Qualitymeasurement
tools
usedon
must
statistical
andstatisticalreport.
a regular basis to monitor and measureprogressand performance.The amount of
data generated by hospitals is great, but there is very little shared between
departments.This makes it difficult to transform the data into useful information.
If the data are to be integrated,then quality indicators can be established.These
indicators are important because they reveal if quality improvements are
be
Thus,
trained to use these measurement
should
occurring.
all employees
techniquesat somelevel.
*

Recognition and reward. Rewarding employees is an important aspect of the
TQM process. The recognition and reward system should be revised and made
compatiblewith the TQM philosophy. Senior managementmust play a strong role
in the recognition activity. This recognition can be articles in newslettersor team
presentationsat top level meetings.

*

Integration with theprocess. The quality managementprocesswill only succeedif
it becomes part of every employee's activity. Managers at all levels play an
important role on moving the organisationforward in this process.Each manager
her
in
his
for
develop
the
specific area.
or
quality
progress
a plan
must

Robbins (2000) outlines five powerful myths that need to be confronted to create a
in
healthcare
implementing
TQM
services.
successfulcustomer-driven culture when
They are:
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*

Better quality costs more. Healthcare providers tend to believe that improving
clinical outcomes requires costly tests and procedures.This however has been
proven to be incorrect in every industry. Today, consumersexpect better quality
at lower healthcare costs. Lower costs should improve value, customer
satisfaction,and clinical outcome.

e

Weknow what is bestfor you. The communicationbarrier betweenthe patient and
the practitioner should be abolished.Practitionersneed to recognisethat patients
for
key
in
healing
they
the
play a
role
processand
must assumeresponsibility
their own health.

doctor.
People
People will always get sick, and while
to
the
9
will always come
they trust their personalphysician, they will considerother alternatives.They will
for
treatments
themselves
professional
and search
educate
on potential
intervention. This new shift must be acknowledged in the patient-physician
relationship.
ignorant,
Patients
People
they are capableof
not
are
can'tjudge
quality.
e
clinical
healthcare
faster
The
the
understanding and making educated choices.
know,
desire
the more successful
to
the
the
right
and
organisationsadopt
public's
they will be in creating a superior experiencefor their patients.
*

Healthcare is a local phenomenon. The public continues to rely on
in
friends
from
family
and usually use physicians their
and
recommendations
community. But with the Internet now, choices are getting wider, and shopping
for physiciansis becoming more evident.
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2.7 Critical SuccessFactors of TQM
Few rigorous empirical studies have been conducted identifying the critical success
factors of TQM implementation (Saraph et al., 1989, Black and Porter, 1996,
Savolainen, 1998). The pioneer study by Saraph et al. (1989) developed and
empirically validated a measurementinstrument for quality managementpractices.
Based on extensive literature review of quality gurus, practitioners and academics,
I
developed
in
20
Minneapolis/St.
Paul
the
the
and
and using
study
companies
area,
empirically tested a quality managementinstrument in which eight critical factors of
instrument,
identified.
Saraph
(1989)
The
well
quality management were
et al.
grounded in the literature, was then validated by empirical research using a
questionnairesurvey. The eight critical factors include:
*

Role of managementleadershipand quality practices

9 Role of the quality department
o Training
*

Product/ servicedesign

9

Supplier quality management

e Processmanagement

data
Quality
*
andreporting
e Employeerelations

In a study of 25 plants from the electronicstransportationcomponentsand machinery
industries across the United States, Flynn et al. (1994) developed an empirical
framework consisting of sevenquality dimensionsand eleven constructs.Ahire et al.
(1996) identified 12 constructsof integratedquality managementstrategies,and based
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their study on the vehicle parts and accessoriesindustries,which were mostly located
in the US.

Black (1993) surveyed 'quality experts' in the UK and Europe. His study produced
ten critical factors of TQM, which turned out to be reliable and valid. Their relative
importancewas obtained from the ratio scaling technique in which participants were
asked to rank significant factors that were obtained from published works and
personalinterviews with a small 'panel of experts'. The ten validated critical factors
were divided into 32 sub-items,which were segregatedinto major, intermediate,and
minor categories.Black's ten factors are: people and customermanagement;supplier
management;communication of improvement information; customer satisfaction;
orientation; external interface management,strategic quality management;teamwork
structures for process improvement; operational quality planning; improvement
measurementsystems;and corporatequality culture.

In addition, Black (1993) comparedhis results with those of Saraphet al. (1989). He
factors,
between
two
them,
that
though
there
new
concluded
was strong agreement
differences
introduced.
These
infrastructure
teamwork
customerorientation and
were
illustrated
findings
in
level.
These
due
to
the
are
were
a shift emphasisat
operational
in Table 2.2, which shows the relationship between different factors highlighted in
different studies.

Porter and Parker (1992) designed a list of eight critical factors. They conducted
surveysand interviews in ten organisationsto examine and support their findings. In
addition, Porter and Parker (1992) conducted a comparative study of critical factors
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using Saraphet al. (1989), and the criteria of the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality
Award. They concluded that while there was a close match with Saraph et al., two
differences emerged when compared with the MBNQA. Their explanation of both
differencesrelated to measurementof results (required by the award criteria), while
Porter and Parker and Saraphhad treatedthem as consequences,rather than as critical

elements
of TQM.

A similar survey by Ramirez and Looney (1993) covered organisations in the US,
which have achieved successusing the MBNQA, as well as experts in the field
renowned for their quality accomplishments. The validated questionnaire asked
managersof 37 quality award winning organisations,including Baldrige winners, and
26 quality consultantsto rate the level of importanceof 22 items which are critical to
TQM. After the ranking of the critical factors, Ramirez and Looney (1993) were able
than to rank the quality factors accordingto the level of criticality.

Table 2.2 illustrates several areas of similarities between the studies. There is
agreementon the need for strong leadershipin TQM, and that TQM must form a part
of the planning process, as well as be a part of the corporate strategy. There is
agreement on effective people management, as well as on commitment and
organisationof resources.Black (1993) stressesteamwork structuresand integration
as critical factors of quality management.

Validated and agreed-uponkey factors drive a quality managementprogramme and
form the basis for success of TQM implementation. These factors are used to

determinethe level of maturityof TQM in organisations.
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Table 2.2 Critical Success Factors Compared
Porter & Parker
(1992)

Saraph et al.
(1989)

Black
(1993)

MBNQA
(2002)

EQA
(2002)

Management
Behaviours

Role of Top
Management&
Quality Policy

CorporateQuality
Culture

Organisational
Leadership

Leadership&
Constancyof
Purpose

Strategyfor TQM

Role of Top
Management&
Quality Policy

StrategicQuality
Management

Strategic
Development&
Deployment

Policy & Strategy

Organisationsfor
TQM

Role of the
Quality
Department

Communication
for TQM

Quality Data &
Reporting

Teamwork
Structures
Operational
Quality Planning
Communication
of Improvement
Information

Training for
TQM

Training

Peopleand
Customer
Management

Continuous
Leaming,
Innovation &
Improvement
People
Development&
Involvement

Employee
Involvement

Employee
Relations

Peopleand
Customer
Management

Process
Management&
System

Operational
Quality Planning

Managementof
ProcessQuality

Process
Management&
Operating
Procedures
Product/ Service
Design

Measurements&
Analysis of
Organisational
Performance
Staff Work
Systems,
Development&
Satisfaction
Staff Work
Systems,
Development&
Satisfaction
Process
Management

Quality
Technologies

Quality Data and
Reporting

Quality
Improvement
Measurement
System
Supplier
Partnerships
External Interface
Management
Customer
Satisfaction
Orientation

Supplier Quality
Management
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Development&
Involvement
Managementby
Process& facts

Measurements&
Analysis of
Organisational
Performance
Partnership
Development

CustomerMarket
Knowledge,
Satisfactionand
Relationship
Organisational
Performance
Results

CustomerFocus

Public
Responsibility &
Citizenship

Public
Responsibility

Results
Orientation
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2.8 Critical

Success Factors of Healthcare

Integrating TQM into the strategy of the healthcare organisation requires the
transformation of the organisation culture. Hospitals need to adjust the organisation
structureand culture to the changing hospital environment. A TQM culture requires
certain critical successfactors. Among these factors is the commitment from senior
leadersto the quality journey; the purposeof the leadershipis to improve patient care
and patient/customer satisfaction through efficiently managing the hospital's
organisationalprocess.A key critical factor to TQM implementation is the employee.
Leadershipmust concentrateon employeedevelopmentand growth through increased
is
is
boundary
factor
Another
the
who
patient
employeeempowermentand
spanning.
the ultimate consumerof the healthcareservice and the ultimate arbiter of quality and
form
in
if
do
deliver
Thus,
the
to
the
of
patient
value.
you
not
quality and value
positive outcomes and services that generate satisfaction, then the remaining
successesin operating the healthcareorganisation are pointless (Barber, 1996). The
cost of quality factor also is crucial. The hospital must deliver high quality services
hospital
increase
lower
This
the
the
of
competitiveness
while maintaining
costs.
will
(Godiwalla et al., 1997).

2.8.1 Culture in Healthcare
TheTQM literaturestresses
the needfor the transformationof the entireorganisation
1995,
Rago,
Shortell
implementing
1995;
TQM
(Lengnick-Hall,
et
al.,
culturewhen
1996).It seemsto be the ultimatesuccessfactor for all otherquality critical success
factors (Carman et al., 1996), meaning that without the transformationof an
organisation'sculture, other successfactors cannot be implementedsuccessfully.
Deming's 14 points do not refer solely to the function of a quality departmentbut
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rather to the function of a quality organisation.This is why a healthcareorganisation
should not limit its application of TQM to the administrative and other supportive
activities. TQM should be applied organisation-wide, throughout all activities and
functions. It should be the manifestation of a fundamental and sharedbelief in total
customersatisfaction.TQM is a basic philosophy of managementrather than a set of
tools that can be learnedand applied in an organisation(Legnick-Hall, 1995).

The quality efforts of any organisation must incorporate quality into daily processes
and organisational culture (Lopresti et al., 1993). In healthcare organisations, a
strategic transformation is needed for quality initiatives to be successful (Nance,
1995). Culture change within hospitals and its relationship to patient care is an
important issue now being addressedin the literature (Klingle et al., 1995). Patient
care will benefit if an organisation fosters a culture that promotes widespread
commitment to service quality improvement and facilitates improved communication
and employee training and development (Casalou, 1991). Harber ct al. (1997)
investigated the effects of organisational culture, communication and climate on
service quality in the healthcaresector. It was found that culture for quality service
determinesclimate for change,and recognition of the quality programme determines
communication of

service quality

improvement. Climate for

change and

communication of service quality improvement were found to affect employee
outcomes.

According to Huq (1996), when patient care activities become the focus of TQM
energies, major inroads will begin to take place towards changing the healthcare
organisation culture. Key aspectsof developing TQM culture include management
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commitment,becauseit provides the staff with the necessaryresourcesto participate
in quality improvementactivities.

There are a growing number of studiesthat support the importance of organisational
facilitate
help
in
healthcare.
The
quality
correct organisational culture can
culture
5,174
Counte
(1992)
For
the
studied
et
al.
example,
empowermentof
workforce.
employeesin academicmedical centres.One-half of the employeeswere exposedto
TQM principles, practices, and values, and the other half were not. It was found that
those that were exposedhad increasedjob satisfaction, and more favourable opinion
(1995)
by
done
Shortell
Also,
the
their
al.
et
a study
organisation and
work.
of
reported that hospitals scoring high on group-developmentally-oriented cultures
(emphasiseteamwork, consensusbuilding, adaptability, flexibility, and growth) are
improvement
than
in
developed
activity
quality
employee-reported
significantly more
hospitalswith cultures emphasisinghierarchy and bureaucracy.This was measuredby
the Baldrige Award categories.

Among all the obstacles in the application of TQM in healthcare organisations,
documented
(1995)
Shortell
hardest
to
the
al.
et
remove.
cultural obstacles are
These
healthcare
in
TQM
obstacles
to
the
organisation.
application of
obstacles
include:
Healthcareorganisationsare inward-looking; they tend to focus more on the needs
of care-giversand professionalsthan on the needsof external customers.
Large healthcareorganisationsare typically organisedon a relatively hierarchical
basis, exemplifying bureaucratic cultures that are resistant to employee
empowerment.
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is
lack
There
e
a
of senior managementcommitment to TQM in most healthcare
organisations.
e In healthcareorganisations,leadershipstyles are based on command and control
and hero/ heroine models, rather than empowermentand 'manager as developer'
models.
*

In general,middle managersperceivedTQM as a threat that might eliminate their
jobs. Thereforethey resist its introduction to their organisation.

According to Milakovich (1991), achievingthe goal of creating a positive culture for
total quality healthcare requires a greater degree of horizontal cross-functional
coordination and vertical integration than exists today between most medical,
managerial,and support staffs in many quality assuredhealthcarefacilities. Also, top
managementis responsible for articulating a consistent vision and initiating the
training to changeattitudes and behaviour. Managersmust themselvesrecognisethe
diseasesand obstacles preventing a transformation to a total quality healthcare
culture, and then changetheir behaviourto reflect this new quality-oriented culture.

2.8.1.1 Culture in Healthcare in Middle East and KSA
Managementapproachesthat are seenas essentiallywestern in origin are viewed with
somesuspicion in many Middle Easternand Islamic countries, and this representsan
obstacleto their acceptance(Al-Zamany et al., 2000). Many researcherssuggestthat
the differences between the Islamic values and Western values represent the main
barrier to implementing western managementtheories and the main reason for the
failure of such implementations(Bjerke et al., 1993;Al-Meer, 1999).
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Wong (1998) stressed that many of the TQM programmes implemented in the
developing countries fail due to the lack of a real understandingof the principles. AlKhalifa (2000) suggeststhat the generalway to move forward in developing countries
in terms of quality practices is to create a driving force, which is usually associated
with pressure ftom customers or an initiative ftorn the owner or the managing

director.

Al-Zamany et al. (2000) examined the cultural acceptability of quality management
exemplified by the European BusinessExcellence Model (EBEM) in the context of
Yemen. The study also investigated the barriers to the implementation of such a
between
indicated
Al-Zamany
(2000)
the
that
there
model.
et al.
was no mismatch
activities proposed by the model's criteria and the Islamic culture, since all
respondentsperceivedthem as generic terms that reflect good managementpractices.
One obstacle that the organisationsin this study encounteredwas the resistanceto
for
be
done
Hence
to
to
the
set
priorities
changing
culture.
considerablework needs
implementationand to facilitate gradualchangewhich will be acceptedmore readily.

The KSA is a country of rich culture and enormousdiversity. Harris and DeSimone
(1994) described cultural diversity as "the existence of two or more persons from
different cultural groupings in any single group or organisation." KSA healthcare
organisations rely heavily on foreign labour and expatriate technical and medical
expertise from

the USA,

Europe, and other developed countries. TQM

implementation in this context therefore has to take into account 'cultural diversity',
as well as cultural differences.
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Although generalTQM researchin the KSA has increasedin the past years, it is still
very limited in the healthcarearena. Most studies investigated general TQM issues.
There is no study which explored the special Islamic segregatedenvironment in the
culturally diversified hospitals in the KSA. The literature statesthat to implement the
TQM philosophy, revolutionary changesin values, methods, and attitudes must be
made.The effects and acceptancesof such changesin the KSA segregatedhealthcare
arenahave yet to be discovered.

2.8.2 Top Management Commitment in Healthcare
In the Quality Managementliterature,top management'srole is consideredpreeminent,indispensable
and crucial to the successof TQM implementation(Crosby,
1979,Feigenbaum,1983,JuranandGryna,1988,Deming,1989,LascellesandDale,
1990, Savolainen,1998). The central role of leadershipand senior management
commitmentto implementingTQM or OrganisationalExcellenceprogrammeshas
beenwell documented
(EFQM, 1999;MBNQA, 2000),andsuperiorleadershipstyles
have been identified (Oakland, 1993; Zairi, 1999). Commitmentfrom the top is
consideredthe most important prerequisitefor successfulimplementationof any
major initiative within an organisation.It is the responsibilityof managementto
establishstrategiestowards the objectivesof the organisationas well as to set
prioritiesin accomplishinggoals.It must be recognisedthat no matterhow noble a
includepriority-settingin its strategicplansandset
causemaybe, unlessmanagement
goals, all efforts which are not sanctionedby managementare consideredto be
distractionsfrom otherpriorities(Laszlo,1998).
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As discussedbefore, the pursuit of TQM requires senior managementto think and act
in ways that are very different from their previous modes of operation (Thompson,
1998). Many studies indicate that key behavioural characteristicsof top management
are necessaryfor TQM to be properly implemented(Waldman, 1993; Johnson,1994;
Spencer, 1994; Krumwiede et al., 1995). It is now becoming obvious to state that
strong leadership through top management commitment is the most critical
requirementfor introducing changein an organisation.There is an agreementamongst
academics, management consultants, and award givers that without this crucial
support,any initiative is likely to fail (Prabhu& Robson,2000).

The concept of TQM has so many different aspects that it appeals easily to
for
is
It
difficult
however
to
support
management.
more
retain management'songoing
TQM within the organisation.TQM is basedon the recognition that managementhas
a social responsibility to all stakeholder-owners,customers,employees,suppliers,and
society, as well as a need for leadershipthat is capable of motivating others around
them to share their holistic vision. Everyone likes the concept of TQM; however,
there needs to be an active commitment from and participation by management,
it
in
(2000)
fail
Savolainen
TQM
(Laszlo,
1998).
Lamsa
these
put
otherwise
will
and
words:
"Prescriptions of management's duties include shaping
organisational culture by promoting quality values, strategic
quality management,the developmentand communication of
quality policy, setting and measuring quality systems
development.The well known quality gurus underscoreupper
management's role and commitment and, in the literature,
managerial commitment appearsas a self-evident prescription
widely regardedas a crucial requirementfor successfulquality
improvement efforts. However, this prescription has hardly
beencalled into question."
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The fulfilment

of Total Quality objectives requires the transformation of

organisationalculture, which starts with the change of managementstyle from the
traditional style to the Total Quality style. Leaders must both manage and initiate
changein the organisation.Managementteamsneedto show commitment, leadership,
and willingness to changeprocesses(Albrecht and Zemke, 1985).

As already explained, Tate and Prasad(1998) believe the concept of TQM cannot
work in organisations with control-oriented cultures and mechanistic structures in
which managementplans, organises,directs, and controls employees.TQM suggests
that managementshould lead to createa vision rather than plan one, and partner and
delegaterather than organise and control. TQM philosophy directs managementto
create a vision that incorporates quality as integral to business, and to establish
policies, practices, and structuresconsistentwith that vision (Crosby, 1979; Deming,
1989; Juran, 1989; Pulat, 1994). TQM is more likely to succeedin companieswith
flexibility-oriented cultures and organic structures,where vision replaces fear as the
motivator, and management'srole is to create overall guidelines and parametersfor
employees(Tata and Prasad,1998).

Abraham et al. (1999) surveyed fourteen companies who were winners of the
Australia Quality Award between 1989and 1993.They identified a number of factors
that were important for successfultransformation to a quality culture and practice.
Although clarity of vision, participation, cultural communication, and resource
supportwere all important, the most critical factor appearedto be active management
support for change.Managers must be clearly perceived to be supportive of change,
and this perception must be establishedthrough communication, resource allocation,
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and recognition/reward. They must be prepared to provide sponsorship and
orchestrationof the change process and to 'walk the talk' (Abraham et al., 1999).
Dawson (1995), in a study of eight Australian and New Zealand manufacturing and
serviceorganisations,found that the introduction of quality managementwas viewed
as an ongoing processwhich neededcontinuoussenior managementinput.

Employeeswho are highly committed to their employer and who have confidencein
their top managementdeliver higher returns to shareholders.The WorkUSA (2000)
had
highly
found
three-year
that
produced
committed employees
period,
survey
over a
by
90%
112%
those with average
to
to
compared
a
return
a
return
shareholders,
commitment.

In the 1970sand 1980s,there was a perceptionthat US managerswere less committed
to TQM than Asian managers(Ohmae, 1982). Recent studies comparing the quality
indicate
US
Asian
that successful quality programmes
and
managers
perception of
require that the entire company adoptsthe agreed-uponquality concept, and that the
This
is
that
critical.
the
managerial commitment
concept
work environment supports
Asian
US
found
be
than
to
among
managers
more pervasiveamong
commitment was
(Yavas, 1995).

2.8.3 Patient Satisfaction
industries,thereis an increased
In healthcare,as in other serviceor good-producing
Graham,
feedback
(Marr,
1986;
based
judging
consumer
on
quality
emphasison
1987;McMillan, 1987).Donabedian(1988)stresses
that patientsatisfactionshouldbe
considered
oneof the desiredoutcomesof care,andinformationaboutthe satisfaction
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of patients should be an assessmentof quality in the healthcare system. The use of
patient satisfactionsurveyshas increasedin the healthcarearena.This increaseis due
to the belief that the perception of quality is an important factor in the demand for
services,and the survey result may have a significant effect on provider behaviours
(Nelson et al., 1990).

In a healthcareorganisation, it is important to keep in mind that the patient is the
ultimate consumer. Thus, whenever the organisation is considering any aspect of
performance,it should ensure that everything ultimately contributes to the goal of
quality patient care (Barber, 1996).It is important to keep in mind that patientsare not
the only customers. Customers in the healthcare organisation include families of
patients,community, physicians,employees,medical students,faculty, regulators,etc.
Thesestakeholdersare as important as the patient in the long run, and are a necessary
elementfor excellence.

Nelson et al. (1990) studied the deficiencies in the design and administration of
patient satisfactionsurveysand their actual use in institutional assuranceprogrammes.
Their study analysedthe survey instrumentsand practices of five teaching hospitals,
three community hospitals, and two health maintenanceorganisations.They found a
considerablegap between the content of many patient satisfaction surveys and what
prior researchhas indicated to be important determinantsof patient satisfaction.Their
study also showed that insufficient attention is directed to patient satisfaction with
technical competence,outcomes, continuity, or patient expectations, and that nonsystematic approachesand weak methodologies similarly limit the value of many
patient surveysand inhibit their use in total quality improvement efforts.
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2.8.4 Cost of Quality Healthcare
Sewell (1997) believes that developedhealthcaresystemsare facing similar problems
today in how to respond to increasing patient and professional quality expectations
increased
with
governmentalpressuresto contain the cost of service delivery. In order
for the efforts for containing and reducing the cost of healthcareto continue, Gerber
(1992) believesthat the healthcareindustry must adopt a TQM orientation.

Quality and cost are linked in all services industries, especially in the healthcare
industry. The healthcarereform objective is to reduce cost and ensureaccessibility to
in
jeopardising
Healthcare
the
the
someways
all citizens while not
system.
quality of
is a normal businessin that quality must be maintainedor improved, and cost must be
learning
is
"Hospitals
if
business
Burke
(1990)
the
to
are
contained
writes,
survive.
that quality improvements techniques borrowed from other businessesnot only
improve quality of care, but also help lower costs and improve marketability." It
differs from other industries like the manufacturing industry in that it is a servicedriven industry and a great deal is at stake. This is why TQM has become a vital
ingredient to strategic planning in the healthcarearena. It can contain cost while not
defined,
be
To
must
the
ensure excellence, quality
sacrificing
quality of care.
is
It
issue
is
high
heart
At
the
the
measurement.
of
quality
of
measured,and evaluated.
impossible to ensure quality if it cannot be measured.And it is more difficult to
Zwelling,
(Anderson
be
if
the
and
measured
cost of quality quality cannot
manage
1996).

There is a strong misunderstandingthat quality produceshigher cost. On the contrary,
the primary causebehind the increasedawarenessof service quality has been the link
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between quality and profitability (Reepmeyer, 1991; Shycon, 1992). Organisations
that provide high level of quality can distinguish themselvesfrom other competitors.
This is of coursecrucial in the healthcareindustry.

According to Anderson and Zwelling (1996), TQM techniques can be used in
healthcare, but they should not interfere with productivity or cost, especially if
managedcare, or limit the prices that can be charged for healthcare services. They
believe that costs can be cut but not at the expenseof technical or functional quality.
These measurementsand their relationship with one another will require novel
quantitative approachesof quality assessment.These measurementscan become a
competitive weapon for healthcareorganisationsin the managedcompetition arena.
With the known cost and the understandingof cost and quality, ' the hospital can
distribute its limited resourcesaccording to its personal profile, usually in the areas
is
hospital
improvement
is
trying to
At
the
time,
the
where quality
same
most needed.
maintain its underlying basic objective of increasing profitability while maintaining
lowest
have
best
has
the
(1995)
Appleby
"Whoever
the
quality will
control.
stresses,
in
future
if
healthcare,
improving
the market
the
your
costsand you are not
quality of
is suspect."

2.9 Approaches to Implementing TQM in Healthcare (Models)
Basedon the inputs from a review of the literature, Motwani et al. (1996) generateda
implementation.
from
in
for
implementing
hospitals
TQM
to
start
model
programmes
Their model is composedof five stages,which include awarenessand commitment,
planning, programming, implementing, and evaluation (Figure 2.1). First, top
managementneeds to develop an overall understandingof and commitment to the
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TQM philosophy, and how to achieveit. In the secondstage,the administration must
perform an internal quality assessmentof the organisation to identify strengths and
weaknesses,provide educationto key personnelincluding physicians, set visions and
objectives in writing, and design a new system. The hospital administrators must
review the suitability of the organisationculture to ensurethat TQM values and vision
can be incorporatedand adopted.

In the third stage, managementshould programme the process. Efforts should be
because
industries,
disassociate
in
healthcare
from
TQM
to
the
other
made
sector
in
from
differently
themselves
other
emphasis
medical employees view
very
industrieslike manufacturing. The third stageincludes:
establishinga statementof purposethrough a new TQM framework
2. providing training to all personnel
3. conductinginside and outside surveysto evaluateand adjust the current process
4. formulating a TQM council to overlook and regulatethe quality process
5. benchmarkingthe competition to comparetheir performances
6. forming quality improvementsteams,and
7. establishingquality indicators to measurethe objectives of the organisation.

The fourth stage is the implementing stage.It should provide an ongoing education
hire
departments,
it
form
Also,
teams,
training.
and
and
and
should
new committees,
specialists to help the implementation of the process. Recognition and reward are
This
improvements
this
the
to
that
stage.
valuable tool
of
success
quality
are crucial
last
interest
in
TQM.
The
improve
level
the
and
of
can
employee morale and raise
final stageof the model involves the evaluationof the TQM programme.It will check
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if the programme is successful or not, and lead to altering and redesigning the
programmeaccordingto the needs.

Figure 2.1 Proactive Model to Implementing TQM

Develop understandingof TQM
How to achieveTQM?
Top ManagementCommitment

Phase I
Awareness&
Commitment

Perform internal quality assessment
Provide educationto key personnel
Set visions and objectives

Phase2J
Planning

j
Phase3
Programming

Phase 4
Implementing

Phase 5
Evaluation

Name the process
Statepurpose
Provide training to all personnel
P, Conduct internal
and external surveys
Formulatea quality council
Perform competitive benchmarking
Form quality improvementteams
Establishmeasuresand indicators

Provide ongoing education
Form new committees
Recogniseand reward improvements

Evaluateprogrammeannually
Redesignor revise programme

Source:Motwani et al. (1996)
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Sower et al. (1996) presented a model (Figure 2.2), which states issues which
healthcareorganisationsshould considerwhen applying a TQM programmefrom start
to

implementation. It

presents the current prevailing

process of

TQM

implementations.The model takes into account several issuesthat are recognisedas
good management concepts, and is divided into three stages. There are preformulation, formulation, and implementation.Each part is expectedto take one full
year to complete, but this can vary from one organisationto another.The stepsof the
in
in
logical
but
it
is
this
them
to
model are placed
sequence,
not necessary apply
in
issues
Some
have
the
previously
order.
accomplishedsome of
organisationswill
Also,
issues
the
to
organisation.
some other programmes,and some
may not apply
time and money will causethe organisationto leaveout parts of the model.

Basedon a literature review, Yasin et al. (1998) proposed a framework (Figure 2-3)
that is intended to give healthcareadministratorsand managersa context where they
can examineand understandthe relationshipsbetweentheir organisations' operations,
strategy,benchmarking efforts, and TQM efforts to promote a customer orientation.
They stress that this understanding is critical, due to the increased competitive
is
based
framework
(1998)
in
Yasin
healthcare
The
on
the
et al.
pressure
marketplace.
an open systemapproachto the managementof the modern health organisation.
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Figure 2.2 Conceptual TQM Model for Healthcare Organisation
I

Research
TQM/CQI
Internalqualityassessment
Educatetop staff
Developcommonvision
Stateobjectives/principles
Designa newsystem
Remember
your valuechain
Forecastinternal/extemal
problems
Trainkey physicians
Anticipateculturechange

Pre-formulation stage

Name the process
Statethe purpose
Provide additional training
Human resourceimportance
Customersurveys
Employee satisfaction
Formulate a quality council
Benchmarking
ShareTQM information
Form teams
Establish measurements
Set objectives
Physician involvement
Provide feedback

Formulation stage

Implementation

Continue providing education
Add staff/new department
Recognition and feedback
Provide feedback

Stage

Source:Sower et al. (1996)
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Figure 2.3 Facets and Organisational Role of TQM in Healthcare
Organisation
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Source:Yasin et al. (1998)
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Recker and Oie (1994) described a model called Quality in Daily Work (QIDW),
shown in Figure 2.4. This model can assistin the implementation of TQM at the unit
level. QIDW is patterned after Juran's Trilogy of quality planning, quality control,
and quality improvement.

Figure 2.4 Flow Diagram of Quality in Daily Work
Establish quality council
Develop unit purpose
Identify vital processes
Identify key quality characteristics
Identify quality indicators
Determine quality goals
ýCrformance
Measure

Evaluate gaps between actual and
desired performance
Improve processthrough VALUE

Source:Recker and Oie (1994)
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2.10 Difference between TQM Applications in Healthcare and other
Fields
Mueller(1992)believesthatthehealthcare
industryis significantlydifferentfromits
industryis assemblyline-oriented,
The manufacturing
manufacturing
counterparts.
implementation
and as suchhas manymorebarriersto the successful
of TQM.
Reviewof theliteraturesuggests
in
TQM applications
onemajordifferencebetween
healthcareand other fields. Most applications in other fields of endeavourhave been
directed at the core processesof the firm in areasof greateststrategic priority. In the
healthcare sector, the majority of applications have been in functions providing
administrative support to patient care activities rather than directly addressingclinical
processesthemselves.This correlateswith the belief among healthcareorganisations
that TQM is for cutting costs, and this is why it is usually applied in administrative
and other support functions (Shortell et al., 1995).

In addition, Sower et al. (1996) identified several important elements that separate
TQM in the healthcareindustry from TQM in other industries.They include:
*

The workforce is fragmented.A simple task requires the communication and cooperationof a number of different departmentsand employees.

*

Work flows acrossmany different departmentsin a wide variety of ways.

*

Every situation and every patient is different. You cannot treat patients like an
assemblyline manufacturedproduct.

because
is
be
like
line
Nurses
handled
every
situation
cannot
workers
e
assembly
different.
*

The healthcareindustry is highly regulated,and regulations may get in the way of

someTQM/CQIprogrammes.
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*

It has-always been the industry goal that quality comes first, so quality efforts
should attempt to blend in.

2.11 Obstacles to application of TQM in healthcare organisations
Healthcare organisations should not limit TQM application to administrative and
other support activities. TQM should be applied to the entire organisation in all its
processesand functions. The major and most difficult obstaclein TQM applicationsin
healthcareis culture (Zabadaet al., 1998). Section4.14 discussessomeof the Shortell
et al. (1995) obstacles,which relate to culture.

In addition, Shortell et al. (1995) believe there is an under-involvement of physicians
in TQM efforts. This is due to the lack of time, the belief that they are already doing
quality work, their inexperienceor unwillingness to work as members of teams, and
the perceptionthat TQM is primarily for cost-control. Lopresti et al. (1993) agreewith
Shortell et al. (1995) that the perception of the physician's role as a leader and the
definition of successful outcomes are the two key areas that are challenging the
implementation of quality initiatives in the healthcare organisations. Lopresti et al.
(1993) added that quality education should begin in the medical classroom. Geber
(1992) notes that physicians believe that they are not employees of the hospital,
insteadthey are customersof the administration process.Without doctors supplying
medical servicesthere will be no patients for the hospital. This key challenge for the
hospital administrationjustifies the pamperingof the doctors (Geber, 1992).

Reinertsen (1995) believes the most common obstacle in TQM application in
healthcare organisation is the compensation system. He stressed that piecework
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reimbursementsystems constitute a powerful obstacle to the application of TQM,
since it places individuals at risk from being innovative. Reinertsen(1995) mentions
in
fuzzy
the
poor
communication
skills
other obstaclessuch as
mission statements,
transfer of the organisation purpose and strategy, lack of commitment to employee
training and learning, and corporatesymbols, such as parking spaces.

Greene et al. (1976) discussed approachesto the measurementof the quality of
medical care.They think that healthcareorganisationsdo not give enoughattention to
the presenceof patients as both product and participant. They are the product in the
in
is
done
they
that
their
are participants
sense
work
on
physical or mental state, and
the sensethat their knowledge and collaboration are required. This is the reasonwhy
their behaviour has a great effect on the outcome of quality in the healthcare
organisation.

According to Hamilton (1982), the rigid authoritative and hierarchical structures in
He
for
it
difficult
healthcare
to
changes.
suggest
employees
most
systemsmake very
demanded
to
and
that
those
out
spoke
added
who were sympathetic consumersand
licence
losing
fired
to
harassment,
their
or
such as getting
changeswere exposedto
healthcare
(1982)
the
Hamilton
that
of
majority
also reported
practisetheir profession.
Their
healthcare
in
involvement
the
system.
providers strongly oppose consumer
reasonsinclude:
"

Healthcareis too esoteric for the consumerto understandor control.

"

There are differences of opinion among consumers on how to change the
healthcaresystem,so that there is no one who can representconsumersin general.
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involvement
Patient
in the delivery of the healthcare process will hamper the
e
consistencyof operationof someprogrammes.

Zabada et al. (1998) found some other obstacles in the healthcare organisation
settings. They believe that physicians in most healthcare organisations do not feel
concernedby TQM activities. They feel that TQM is not applicable to their job.
Shortell et al. (1995) did a study at the Northern Telecom Plant, and they found that
workers' inability to seebeyond their own department'sgoal to the organisation-wide
objective and strategic quality issueswas a major reason for TQM implementation
failure. The samewould apply to the hospital enviromnent.

Another barrier is the high turn-over in the executive ranks in the healthcare
organisation.The averagetenure is four years (Geber, 1992). Gopalakrishnanet al.
(1992) note that lack of job security is anotherbarrier to quality improvementsin the
healthcareorganisation. Lopresti et al. (1993) stress that if the employees see the
TQM efforts as decreasingthe headcount,they will resist it.

The above barriers should not stand in the'way of continuous quality improvement.
TQM has a lot to offer to the healthcareindustry, such as eliminating waste, rework,
and unnecessarycomplexities (Fried, 1992). Geber (1992) suggeststhat the start of
TQM should be small, team-based,and use a slow improvement process.

Short and Rahim (1995) comparedthe hospital professionalmodel to the TQM model.
This comparativeanalysis is illustrated on Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3 Comparison of Hospital Professional and TQM Models
Professional
Individualresponsibilities
Professional
leadership
Autonomy
Administrativeauthority
Goalexpectations
Rigid planning
Responses
to complaints
Retrospective
performanceappraisal
Qualityassurance

TQM
Collectiveresponsibilities
Managerialleadership
Accountability
Participation
Performance
andprocessexpectations
Flexibleplanning
Benchmarking
Concurrentperformanceappraisal
Continuousimprovement

Source:Short and Rahim (1995)

2.11.1 Subcultures in Healthcare Organisation
According to Zabada et al.(1998), in the healthcareenvironment there exist various
powerful subcultures(e.g. physicians' subculture).Each has an individualistic point of
view of what quality ought to be, and how the work should be done, and this has
createda situation where managementhas little control over the most strategic areas
where TQM could have greaterresults. Both the heroism factor of physicians and the
human life factor involved in the healthcareserviceshave placed a rational decisionmaking in jeopardy. The existence of many participants with different, sometimes
opposing interests in the healthcare system makes it very difficult to arrive at a
definition for the quality of healthcare(Zabadaet al., 1998).

The healthcare environment (hospital) possessesa special kind work environment.
This environment is usually organised by occupation. The groups within this
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environmentcan be called occupationalsubcultures(Zabadaet al., 1998). According
to Zabadaet al. (1998), these subculturessharein common a distinctive ideology and
identifiable cultural forms or practices that are inherent to their occupation. In a
typical nursing station, for example, we can find registered nurses, pharmacists,
secretaries,nurse assistants,and house-keepers,each doing their independentjob.
Thesegroups or subculturesare different from each other, but they all have the same
common denominator,which is the hospital. They all have a certain belonging to the
organisation(hospital) for which they are working.

The hospital needsto bring these various groups to work together as one in order to
improve its performance (Figure 2.5). This is a very difficult task. According to
Zabadaet al. (1998), the feeling of the common denominator often seemedto take a
back seat in most healthcare organisations, thus hindering the introduction and
development of TQM in hospital. These subcultures seem to let their professional
Bigelow
Arndt
including
TQM.
take
and
needs
precedenceover everything else,
(1995) pointed out that TQM assigns responsibilities to managementthat are vast
underany circumstances.They stated:
"The special role of physicians, the behavioural and political
aspectsof decision making in hospitals and the ambiguities
job
definition
the
of creating
make
of quality
surrounding
unity of purpose and of enforcing rational decision-making
"
in
hospitals.
daunting
and perhapsunrealistic
even more
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Figure 2.5 Extended Healthcare Organisation
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2.12 TQM Case Studies in Healthcare
There are many examplesof healthcareorganisationswhich successfullyimplemented
TQM into their operating philosophies (Bergman, 1994). George Washington
University Medical Centre was able to save $75,000 annually in linen expenses,and
waiting time in the pre-admission surgical-screeningservice decreasedfrom several
hours to an average processing time of 50 minutes (Chaufoumier et al., 1993).
Orlando's Florida Hospital, where 2,000 open-heart surgeries were performed in
1992,expectsto reducethe length of stay in five cardiac wards, and implement other
cost-cutting measures. This will save the hospital nearly $4 million annually
(Lumsdon, 1993).
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Carmanet al. (1996) studied the implementationof TQM programmesin 10 hospitals
for a period of two years. Their study was designed to identify and assessthe
ingredientsthat lead to the successfulimplementation of TQM programmesin acute
carehospitals.Their findings were:
*

An empoweredwork force will create greater outcome gains than the effects of
specific team processimprovement alone.

e The influence of culture and QI output on overall performance was much less
than anticipated.
*

Starting with a project-dominant approach and transitioning to a strategy or
cultural approachproducedthe greatestQI outputs.

9 The early involvement of physicians in the TQM programme through clinical
process and improvement teams early in the programme would have positive
effects on implementation success.
*

The time required to achieveTQM results or the so-called 'depth of involvement'
had very strong significant influence on both the measuresof Ql outputs and on
customersatisfaction.

Lagrosen (2000) completed a study in a hospital in Motala, Sweden, the maternity
clinic of which has received the Swedish Quality Award for the health sector. This
hospital was trying to implement TQM. The purposewas to assessthe effects of using
TQM, thereby judging whether this use could be valid, and to find some success
factors for, implementing TQM in this kind of organisation. Certain quality
dimensions have been defined. Based on them, the results of quality have been
better
found
be
The
to
effects
were
evaluations,
and
positive
assessed
positive.
major
increasedability to implement changes,and increasedcreativity. Only two negative
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effectswere found: a temporarily increasedworkload, and envy from the other clinics.
Since the positive effects greatly outweigh the negative ones, this gives indications
that the use of TQM in hospital could be valid. Furthermore,some successfactors for
implementingTQM were found. The foremost of theseinclude sufficient information,
commitmentby management,and evaluationsof the operations.

Rago (1996) describes the efforts undertaken and lessons learned by the Texas
Departmentof Mental Health and Mental Retardation as it began the transformation
of its agency culture in keeping with a TQM model. He lists the lessonsthat were
learnedduring this transformation.They include:
*

The need to recognisethat the spontaneousreaction of most people to changeis
negative.Also, the needto recognisethat employeesmust overcometheir personal
by
be
Both
struggles with change.
needs must
recognised and addressed the
mechanics of change, such as installing appropriate tools, training, and
communication, and most important is that leadership needs to demonstratea
constancyof purposeand the efforts of personalstrugglesare worth winning.

*

The major barriers to transforming the organisation are, in actuality, the pillars
upon which the old culture was built. This makeschangedifficult and personal.

*

The agency vision and goals need to be clearly communicated throughout all
levels of the agency, and leadershipneedsto be actively involved and visible in
this effort. If senior managersdo not becomeleadersof the agency, it is unlikely
that efforts to transform the agencywill be successful.

*

Training must be made real as seen from the perspective of the employees
receiving the training. It needsto be directly applicable to the demandsof the job,
and this is true at every level, from leadershipdown.
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Chow-Chuaand Goh (2000) studiedthe road to quality that was taken by the National
University Hospital (NUH), a restructured hospital in Singapore. This hospital
embracedand continued to embraceTQM concepts and believes that it is only the
beginning of a long journey. The major difficulty with this processwas to overcome
the resistanceto changefrom the departments.The quality improvement processhas
brought a number of changesfor the NUH, which include:
dimensions
The
to
that
the
the
realisation
compete
strategic
e
organisationneeds
on
of quality.
9 An understandingof the importanceof the internal customerto the supply chain to
the delivery of quality patient services.
*

The realisation of the need to break away their isolated professional shells and
begana multidisciplinary mode of co-operationand understanding.

Ovretveit (1997) studied the experienceof nine public hospitals in different European
One
implementing
describe
TQM
themselves
of the
countries,which
programmes.
as
implementing
TQM,
in
hospitals'
the
to
the
aims of
progress
researchwas evaluate
TQM
definition
the
their
to
of
sub-aims
and
of
aims
and compare
actions a model
indicate:
findings
Their
Deming
Juran.
using quality expertssuch as
and
daily
The
Quality
integral
main reasongiven
work.
9
was not viewed as an
part of
was lack of time, but the underlying reason was that the quality methods and
documentation,
in
hospital
or
approachesused
were mostly concerned with
activities that were not directed at improvementsto clinical care.
*

Emphasison results. There appearedto be a lack of 'performance orientation' to
from
for
targets
groups,
or
quality activities, and no clear results were expected
set

them.
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9 Managementcomponentof TQM. Only two hospitals put effort into ensuring that
managerswere developed for their new role, and these hospitals were trying to
ensure that quality was a joint managementand professional activity. Other
hospitals found that their quality programme highlighted weaknessesin hospital
managementas a whole
9 Quality structure. All hospitals studied had recognisedthe need for and worked
integrate
found
this
to
they
out ways of employing quality expertise;
also
ways
expertiseinto the organisations'managementprocess.
9 Measurement.The hospitals employed different types of quality measures.These
included staff satisfaction surveys,quality award assessments,
patient complaints'
surveys, professional quality measures,cost of quality measures,and specific
quality projects.
hospitals
for
The
Scientific
improvement.
studied used
9
methods
systematic
different methodsto assureand improve quality, but there was little awarenessof
improvement.
Too
disciplined
to
much time was
a
scientific approach quality
formulating
documentation,
and checking
making,
and
spent on
planning, policy
basis
for
little
but
there
many of the standards and
scientific
standards,
was
methodsbeing implemented.
*

Quality methodsfor the quality programme itseýf None of the hospitals studied
applied quality principles and methods in a reflective way when they established
and implementedtheir quality programme.

e

Training in Quality Methods and theory. All hospitals had spent some time and
money on training programmes.
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*

Physician contribution to the quality programme. All hospitals found that
physician leadership and involvement in quality activities is both essential and
difficult to achieve.

Klein et al. (1998) studied St.Mary's Hospital, which had made a strong commitment
to TQM. Their findings indicate a positive significance in terms of time and cost
saved,higher employeemorale, and customersatisfaction.

Counte et al. (1992) did a quasi-experimentalstudy that examined the effects of one
such TQM programme on employee job satisfaction, perception of organisational
climate, and general opinions that dealt with the work stations. Two years after a
large-scaleTQM programme was implemented, responsesof participants and nonparticipantswere compared.Participantsin the programmeshowed a high level of job
satisfaction and more positive opinions regarding both the organisation and their
work.

In the USA, the Mayo Clinic (1995) is focusing on reducing healthcare costs by
treating more patients on an outpatient basis, reducing hospital visits, consolidating
servicesand jobs, to serve more patients, and merging with other providers to form
networks to serve people in geographic regions. Also, it continues to develop
guidelinesto help its physicians' high quality efficient care. Dr. Robert Waller, CEO
of the Mayo Foundations,writes (Mayo Clinic, 1995):
"As the world of healthcarecontinuesto change,Mayo cannot
stand still. We will not wait for healthcare reform from
congressor state legislators to dictate change. The nation is
seeking high quality, cost-effective care, and Mayo is
responding.We will meet the challengesnext week, next year,
and beyond."
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The Columbia / HCA Healthcare Corporation in Nashville, Tennesseehas been a
leader in full TQM integration and a shift in their businessculture (Koska, 1990). It
owns and operatesover 320 hospitals and healthcarefacilities with over 36,000 beds
in 36 states,England and Switzerland (Columbia/ FICA, 1995). This quality-driven
corporationstartedits journey with basic changesin its organisationalculture (Koska,
1990). The Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award recognisedthe corporation's
ambulatory surgery division and 125 centres for their continuous efforts to improve
quality through process improvement and performance measurements(Columbia/
HCA, 1995).

There are few case studies in the literature available on quality in developing
countries (Djerdjour, 2000). Although in the Middle East, TQM in healthcareis still
young, there are some studies published which report their TQM experience.
Benjamin and Seaman(1998) studiedthe implementation of TQM in a primary health
project sponsoredby the Ministry of Health in Bahrain. Their findings confirmed that
TQM

improves healthcare organisations. They

found

that

participation,

empowerment,and accountability are the foundation of TQM success,organisational
decisionsmust be based on relevant data, strategic commitment of top management
must underpin improvement efforts, and threatsto power and statuscan derail change
efforts.

In Kuwait, Adrees (1996) studied the perceptions and expectations of TQM in the
healthcare sector using SERVQUAL measurement.The results indicate there is a
negative relationship between patient expectation and senior management
expectations.Also, the findings showed a stronger negative relationship between the
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patient expectationand the actual performancefor the servicesreceived.This conveys
that quality is not up to the patient's standard.

In the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Saeed(1994) measuredthe degree of effectiveness
in quality programmesin hospitals in the Ministry of Health. His samplewas madeup
of the nursing staff of six public hospitals. Saeed's (1994) researchconcluded that
one-third of the samplebelieved that TQM programmeswere non-effective. Alsaloom
(1997) studied the TQM system as applied in Al-Amal Hospital in the KSA. The
findings illustrate there are many problems in trying to apply the TQM system,
namely:
9 Failure to follow one specified work plan.
*

Lack of regular assessmentof the overall quality control system.
The absence of incentives' regulations to prompt staff to improve their
performance.
A need for a careful establishment for setting-up performance criteria and to
involve staff decision-making.

2.13 ISO Standards
ISO standardswere first published in 1987, and were revised in 1994. ISO, the
International Organisationfor Standardisation,is an international agencyconsisting of
over 120 member countries (Praxiorn ResearchGroup Ltd., 2000), each with one
vote. The ISO objective is to establisha universal testing and certification standardto
encouragethe trade of quality servicesand productsaround the world.
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The basis for the ISO 9000 quality systemsis a seriesof five international standards,
which provide guidance in the development and implementation of an effective
managementquality system.The standardsand specificationsare not particular to one
product or service, but are written for all product and service industries. The
just
to
the
the product or service.
apply
complete
not
requirements
organisation,

The ISO seriesprovides the methodsthat can be usedin an organisationto ensurethat
the customerand the organisation are satisfied at the lowest costs, while maintaining
ideal use of resources(material, people, technology). In short, the ISO 9000 include:
(Ho, 1995):

9A

documentedsystemto interpret customerrequirements

e Commitment to meeting customerrequirements
*

Total companyinvolvement

*A

nationally acceptedstandard

9A

method of cost reduction

*A

"springboard" for more managementcontrol

Presently,the standardsconsist of three levels (Praxiom ResearchGroup Ltd., 2002):
*

ISO 9003: is for organisations that assure quality through final inspection and
testing.

install,
is
for
ISO
9002:
that
and service product.
produce,
organisations
e
install,
develop,
is
for
design,
ISO
9001:
that
and service
produce,
organisations
9
products.
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The ISO 9000, ISO 9004, ISO 10011, and ISO 10013 are supportive documents.-They
are intendedto provide guidelines for the application of the above three sectionsand
to assist in improving the quality system. Najmi and Kehoe (2000) reviewed the
literature on the implementation of the ISO 9000, and found that while certification
has produced a number of both qualitative and quantitative businessbenefits, it does
not in itself lead to continuousimprovementor promote a customer-orientedculture.

2.13.1 ISO 9000: 2000 Standards
In 2000, an updated version of the ISO 9000 was published. The ISO 9000: 2000
Standardsapply to all kinds of organisations,dealing with all aspects.Theseupdated
standardsare focused more on quality managementas opposed to merely quality
focus,
focus
include
2000
Standards
Areas
ISO
9000:
customer
on
assurance.
which
leadership, involvement of people, process approach, system approach to
decision
improvement,
factual
to
making, and
approach
management,continual
9000:
in
ISO
beneficial
(Russell,
2000).
Also,
the
mutually
supplier relationships
2000, the ISO 9002 and the ISO 9003 have been dropped (Praxiom ResearchGroup
Ltd., 2002).

2.13.2 ISO 9000 in Healthcare
Many healthcareinstitutions world-wide are benefiting from the ISO 9000 guidelines.
When implemented, the ISO 9000 ensuresContinuous Quality Improvement (CQI)
becauseit dealswith problems and processvariations quickly and permanently.When
registered with ISO 9000, periodic audits are needed to monitor continuous
compliance.It has been proven to healthcareinstitutions that once they adopt the ISO
9000 series,other survey processeswill be much simpler and less costly.
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2.14 Joint
Commission
Organisations (JCAHO)

and

Accreditation

of

Healthcare

In the early 1950s,in the USA, the Joint Commissionand Accreditation of Healthcare
Organisations (JCAHO) introduced to its member hospitals a ten-step quality
in
healthcare
This
to
assurancemodel.
organisations terms of
model servedas a guide
changingthe behaviours of individuals whose practices deviate from the acceptable
in
1992,
JCAHO
(1993),
(Anderson,
1992).
According
Chaufournier
to
al.
norm
et
for
its
in
begin
improvement
hospitals
to
agenda
process
required member
a quality
change.This agenda called for developmentsof new approachesto respond to the
for
faced.
in
healthcare
felt
Analysts
they
that
this
start
good
challenge
agendawas a
1,083
44%
it
improvements.
1993
In
that
of the
of
only
a
survey, was revealed
quality
JCAHO hospitals in the USA had adopted an organised quality improvement
managementprogramme(Chaufournieret al., 1993).

2.15 Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA)
2.15.1 Historical Perspective
(1997),duringthe late 1970sand 1980s,
Accordingto LoombaandJohannessen
from
decreased,
Americanmanufacturing
competitors
overseas
whilegrowth
growth
increased.
Theeffecton the USA as a wholewasnegative,andtriggereda serious
recession,which lastedmany years.The recessionaffectedall manufacturing
fast-rising
from
learn
industries,
Americans
their
to
to
competitors,
andcaused
want
Japan in particular. Japaneseproducts became known for their high quality. Many
American organisationssent representativesto study the Japaneseway of conducting
business,and discovered something that was very hard for them to believe. The
in
USA,
defect
level
lower
than
the
sometimes 500-1,000 times
was much
product
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lower (Haavind, 1992). US manufacturingplants examinedJapanesetechniques,and
discoveredthat Japaneseusedjust-in-time (JIT) manufacturing as well as total quality
control (TQC). Over time, US industries began to understandthat JIT and TQC are
not simply techniques, but holistic managementphilosophies. Interestingly, Japan's
quality award createdin 1951, the Deming Prize, honours the American quality guru.
Thirty years later,- Deming's thinking began to be appreciated in the USA
(Hildebrand, 1989).

The early 1980's saw increased efforts, both in the private and public sectors, to
bill
American
In
1982,
President
Reagan
signed a
restore
productivity growth.
recommending the government reward competition and productivity. In 1983, the
National Productivity Committee (NPC), a group appointed by the President,
recommendedthe establishmentof a national medal for productivity achievement.In
the private sector,the American Society for Quality Control promoted among labour,
management,and government, the creation of a national quality award as the
centrepieceof the quality revolution (Hart, 1992). Finally, in 1987, PresidentReagan
signed into law the Malcolm Baldrige Quality Improvement Act, named after the
recently deceasedUS Secretaryof Commerce.

2.15.2 Objective of Programme
After the ImprovementAct was signedinto law, the awardbecamethe responsibility
of the Departmentof Commerce,which thenpassedit on to the NationalInstituteof
Standardsand Technology(NIST). Their purposeis to maintainquality and related
mattersin developingandutilising technology.The legislationdescribesthe stateof
productquality in the USA in 1987,andidentifieswaysfor the nationalquality award
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to improve it. The Findings and Purposessection of Public Law 100-107 statesthe
following (US Departmentof Commerce,1995):
(1) The leadership of the United States in product and process quality has been
challengedstrongly (and sometimessuccessfully)by foreign competition, and our
Nation's productivity growth has improved less than our competitors' over the
last two decades.
(2) American business and industry are beginning to understand that poor quality
costscompaniesas much as 20 % of sales' revenuesnationally, and that improved
quality of goods and services goes hand-in-hand with improved productivity,
lower costs,and increasedprofitability.
(3) Strategic planning for quality and quality improvement programmes,through a
commitment to excellence in manufacturing and services, is becoming more and
more essential to the well-being of our Nation's economy and our ability to
competein the global marketplace.
(4) Improved managementunderstandingof the factory floor, worker involvement in
dramatic
lead
to
quality, and greater emphasison statistical process control can
improvementsin the cost and quality of manufacturedproducts.
(5) The concept of quality improvement is directly applicable to small companiesas
well as to large ones, to service industries as well as manufacturing, to the public
sectoras well as private enterprise.
(6) In order to be successful,quality improvementprogrammesmust be managementled and customer-oriented,which may require fundamental changesin the way
companiesand agenciesdo business.
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(7) Severalmajor industrial nations have successfullycoupled rigorous private-sector
quality audits with national awards,giving special recognition to those enterprises
which the audits identify as the very best.
(8) A national quality award programmeof this kind in the United Stateswould help
improve quality and productivity by:
-

helping to stimulate American companies to improve quality and
productivity for the pride of recognition, while obtaining a competitive
edgethrough increasedprofits,
recognising the achievementsof those companiesthat improve the quality
of their goodsand services,and providing an exampleto others,
industrial,
business,
in
be
that
can used
establishingguidelines and criteria
governmental, and other organisations in evaluating their own quality
improvement efforts, and

-

Providing specific guidancefor other American organisationsthat wish to
learn how to manage for high quality, by making available detailed
information on how winning organisationsare able to changetheir culture
and achieveeminence.

The Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award was establishedby the US federal
in
implemented
in
It
for
best
the
the
was
government
practice of quality organisations.
USA to improve global competitiveness.The stated purposes of the award are to
promote (Rao et al., 1996):

in
increasingly
important
Awareness
competition;
element
of quality as an
9
4, Understanding of the requirements of performance excellence;
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Sharing of information on successfulperformancestrategiesand benefits derived
from implementation of thesestrategies.

2.15.3 Malcolm

Baldrige

National

Quality

Award

for Healthcare

In 1999, a version of the BusinessCriteria for PerformanceExcellence was revised
specifically for use by healthcareorganisations.It is expectedthat the adoption of this
comprehensiveapproach to excellence will reinvigorate healthcare as it has helped
business, therefore increasing 'fitness' and decreasing 'extinction'. The Malcolm
Baldrige National Quality Award HealthcareCriteria for PerformanceExcellenceand
scoring guidelines are powerful assessmentinstruments that help top management
identify organisational strengthsand weaknesses.The objective of healthcareleaders
is to identify key areas for improvement and use the information to achieve higher
levels of performance(Blazey et al., 2000).

The Baldrige Criteria, as previously discussedin Chapter Two, were validated by a
(1994),
Flynn
(1993),
including
(1989),
Black
Saraph
et
al.
number of studies,
et al.
and Ahire (1996). The criteria are based on eleven core values that describe high
performing organisations. Theseunderlining values yield high performanceand hold
the organisation together. The values are important for all healthcare organisations
becausethey optimise their performance. Blazey et al. (2000) stress that as the
competition gets stronger,nothing lessthan optimisation will do, and "no organisation
will be immune from the ravagesof poor quality, diseasesof waste and errors, suboptimisation, and failing to satisfy knowledgeable and demanding customers." The
elevencore values underlying the Baldrige healthcarecriteria include (Blazey, 2000):
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is
first
leadership.
leaders
Healthcare
to
core
value
visionary
provider
need
set
-The
directions and createa patient focus, clear visible values, and high expectations.They
need to ensure excellent health care by creating strategies, systems, and methods.
Stimulation of innovation and building knowledge and capabilities are among the
leaders' responsibilities. Values and strategiesshould direct their decisions and other
learning,
involvement,
leaders
Top
activities.
should motivate and encouragestaff
development,innovation, and creativity. They should act as the role models of the
organisation.
by
be
is
the
is
This
that
met
must
a
critical
value
second
value
patient-focused.
-The
healthcareprovider. The quality and performance of the healthcareorganisation can
determine patient satisfaction. Many factors can affect the patients while they are
being provided with the healthcare service. They include a clear understandingof
health and functional status outcome, patient relationship with healthcareproviders
important
Another
and staff, cost, responsiveness,and continuing care and attention.
factor is the patients' ability to participate in their own healthcare decisions. Of
decision.
Also,
that
they
them
this
sound
a
can
make
so
course,
requires educating
being patient-focusedis a strategic concept which can increasemarket share,give an
increase
loyal
referral of new
the
patients, and
edge over
competition, maintain
be
desires
in
be
Thus,
to
met and old
should
order
patient-focused,patient
patients.
technologiesshould be upgradedto meetthe market demand.
learning.
This
is
to
continuous
third
refers
and
personal
value
organisational
-The
improvement of existing approaches,processes,and adaptation to change leading to
leadership
is
important
An
to
of
visionary
responsibility
new goals and approaches.
createa climate for organisational and personal learning. Organisational learning can
result in enhancingvalue to patients through new and improved patient care services,
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developing new healthcare opportunities, reducing errors and defects, improving
responsivenessand performance time, improved usage of resources,and ensuring a
more active role in its community. On the other hand, personal learning can result in
more satisfied and versatile staff, greater opportunity for organisational crossfunctional learning, and an improved environmentfor innovation.
fourth
is
This
value
valuing
staff
and
partners.
refers to committing to staff
-The
satisfaction, development, and well being. This involves high performance work
practicesthat are flexible to deal with a diverse staff. Development of both internal
and external partnership is needed. This in turn will create a basis for mutual
investmentsand respect.
fifth
is
healthcare
industry
is
by
The
the speedof change
value
agility.
affected
-The
in technology in medical advancesand the dynamics of the Internet. Agility can make
a key difference in this highly competitive market. The healthcare delivery process
needsto follow continuously new discoveries and new patient demand. Today, the
speedof information required by both the patient and the physician is critical. Timely
availability of accurate information is essential for agility because it helps the
reliability of the decision-makingprocess.
future
isfocus
Healthcare
thefuture.
sixth
a
strong
value
on
excellencerequires
-The
orientation and a willingness to make long-term commitments to stakeholderswho
include patients, staff, communities, employers, financial supporters, and health
students.Healthcareorganisationsshould anticipatemany changesin the future. They
can include changes in the healthcare delivery systems, resource availability,
technologydevelopments,new partnering opportunities,etc.. Healthcareorganisations
also need to develop long-term measurable goals and action plans, and then
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communicatethem to the entire staff to allow everyoneto work in the samedirection
towardsthe samegoal with less repetitive work.
is
for
Innovation
innovation.
seventh
value
managing
should concentrate on
-The
leading the organisation to new dimensions of performance. Visionary leadership
encouragesinnovation and risk-taking to help achieve future objectives in this fast
developing industry. Thus, healthcareorganisationsshould seek out and learn from
bestpracticesand be open to new suggestionsand ideas.
depends
is
byJact.
healthcare
A
organisation
successful
-The eighth value managing
on measurementand analysis of performance.Thesemeasurementsshould be derived
from key processes,outputs, and results. Analysis uses data to determine trends,
in
help
from
Facts
can
measurementsand analysis
projections, and causeand effect.
the planning, reviewing of performances,improving operationsand generaloutcome,
and benchmarkingagainstbest practice.
healthcare
health.
The
is
public responsibility and community
-The ninth value
is
in
This
the protection and
the
role
community.
organisation plays a critical role
improvement of public health, safety, and environment. Another role is the ethical
include
by
healthcare
the
protection against
which
organisations,
practicesperformed
harm from hazardouswastes,radiation, and other biohazards.
Results
is
focus
maintain
a
tenth
should
creating
value.
and
value
on
results
-The
balancefor all the stakeholders,including patients and families, staff, the community,
financial supporters, businesses, health profession students, suppliers, partners,
stakeholders,and the public. The loyalty of the stakeholdersbecomes greater when
the value of the organisation increases.All stakeholderswant to ensurethat the value
of the service received equals the cost of the service, and they want evidence of the
results.
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last
is
This
to
value
system
perspective.
refers
managing the entire enterprise,
-The
including all its components,to arrive at improved performance. High performance
can be accomplishedif the entire system is optimised. Every part is necessaryfor its
success. The Baldrige Healthcare Criteria can provide system perspective for
managingthe organisation and achieving performanceexcellence.Senior and middle
managementunderstandingof the Baldrige framework is critical for its success.

2.15.3.1 Healthcare Criteria
According to Blazey et al. (2000), the Baldrige Criteria contain three basic tenets.
Theseare illustrated in Figure 2.6, and include:
9 Strategy and action plans - the context for aligning work and achieving
performanceexcellence.
*

System- consisting of the driver triad and work core, producing businessresults.

*

Information and analysis- the brain centreof high-performing organisations.

The Baldrige Criteria concentrateon organisational performance outcomes and the
processesrequired in achieving them. Organisationalperformanceoutcomesare made
of the following (Blazey et al.,2000):
9 Patient/ customersatisfactionand retention
s

Financial and market performance

9 Health care performance
9 Productivity, operational effectiveness,and responsiveness
s

Staff performanceand development

9 Public responsibility and good citizenship.
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Figure 2.6 Criteria by Strategy and Action Plans
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Process
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Brain Centre
Driver

Work Core

Outcomes

Source:Blazey et al. (2000)

Theseresults cover the entire organisation performance.The Criteria support a total
systemapproachto organisation-widegoal alignment. This is evident in the structure
of the criteria in the linkage between the parts. The measuresare directly related to
internal
that
to
and external requirements
patient value and overall performance
relate
of the organisation.These measurescan serve both as a communication tool and as a
basis for deployment of consistentoverall performancerequirements.This will ensure
consistencyof purposeand supporting innovation and decentraliseddecision-making.
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The sevenCriteria categoriesare subdivided further into items and areasto address.
There are 19 items, 27 areasto address,and 88 subparts in the 2000 criteria. Items
focus on major requirements.The titles and point values are shown in Table 2.4. Each
item consist of one or more areasto address,and each area consists further of one or
more subparts.Each subpartrequires an individual response.

By following the structure of the criteria, at whatever level of detail, an assessmentof
any important area and function can be reached in any health organisation (Barber,
1996).The sevenmajor categoriescover the full scopeof the healthcareorganisation.
The categories are all-inclusive and when put together can produce a model that
effectively describesthe operation of any organisation. The seven categorieswill be
discussedin the next section.

4.13.2.2 Leadership
Senior leadersplay an important role in all organisations.Their role is crucial to the
successof their organisation.This was best explainedby Georgeet al. (1998):
"Leadership holds the key to the door of continuous
improvement. If the key stays in the leadership pocket, the
leader.
has
becoming
a
quality
organisation
no chance of
None. Zero. The company may implement scattered
improvementsthrough the diligence of a quality champion. It
may train everyone in the fundamentalsof quality and urge
their involvement. It may achieve ISO certification for the
documentation of its processes.It may even win an award
from a customer. But without clear and consistent leadership,
the company will never be a quality leader. Its management
systemwill never be soundand efficient, and its improvement
efforts will eventually be replaced by an intriguing new
managementfad" (Georgeet al., 1998).
The leadership category examines how the healthcare organisation's senior leaders
addressvalues and performance expectations, and how they focus on patients and
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Table 2.4 Baldrige Healthcare Criteria Categories and Point Values
Examination Categories/ Items
I

2

3

4

5

6

7

Maximum
Points

Leadership (125 points)
1.1 OrganisationalLeadership

80

1.2 Public Responsibilityand Citizenship

45

Strategic Planning (85 points)
2.1 StrategyDevelopment

40

2.2 StrategyDeployment

45

Focus on Patients, Other Customers, and Markets (85
points)
3.1 Patient/Customerand HealthcareMarket Knowledge

40

3.2 Patient/Customerand Satisfactionand Relationships

45

Information and Analysis (85 points)
4.1 Measurementsof OrganisationalPerformance

40

4.2 Analysis of OrganisationalPerformance

45

Staff Focus(85 points)
5.1 Work Systems

35

5.2 Staff Education,Training, and Development

25

5.3 Staff Well-Being and Satisfaction

25

ProcessManagement (85 points)
6.1 HealthcareServiceProcesses

55

6.2 SupportProcesses

15

6.3 Supplierand PartneringProcesses
Organisational Performance Result (450 points)

15

Results
7.1 Patientand Other Customer-Focused
7.2 Financialand Market Results

200

7.3 Staff and Work SystemResults
7.4 Supplierand PartnerResults

75
25

7.5 OrganisationalEffectivenessResults

75

Total Points

75

1000

Source:Blazeyet al. (2000)
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other customersand stakeholders.This area deals with empowerment,innovation,
leaming, and organisational directions. Also, it deals with how the healthcare
organisation addresses its responsibilities to the public and supports its key
communities.

This category addresseshow the senior leaders guide the organisation in setting
directions and seeking future opportunities,and how senior leadersset and deploy
clear values and high performanceexpectationsthat addressthe needsof all stakeholders.Includedin this categoryis the responsibilityof the organisationto the public
andhow the healthcareorganisationpractisesgood citizenship.

When implcmenting TQM programmesin organisations,the leadershipof senior
executivesis the main focal point (Chan, 2000). Organisationalleadershipincludes
communicatingand reinforcing clear values,performanceexpectations,and focusing
on creatingvaluesfor patientsand other key patient/customersand stakeholders.The
communicationshould be done through the leadershipstructure. Healthcaresenior
leadersshould reinforce an environmentfor empowerment,innovation, and staff and
organisational learning. Senior leaders should set direction and seek future
opportunities for the organisation. Their responsibilities include reviewing
organisationalperformanceand capabilities,competitiveness,and progressrelative to
goalsand changinghealthcareserviceneeds,and setting priorities for improvement.
Also, they are responsiblefor evaluationand improving the effectivenessof. senior
leadershipand managementthroughoutthe organisation,including staff input in the
process.
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According to Zairi and Pctcrs (2000):

"The key drivers for adding optimum value to society and the
communities in which specific businessorganisationsoperate
is through having strong commitment to corporateand social
governance, having an open dialogue with external
stakeholders and having the determination to achieve
environmentalsustainability."
The public responsibility and citizenshipis for regulatoryand other legal requirements
in areassuchas safety, environmentalprotection,and wastemanagement.In addition,
it is for anticipatingpublic concernsand addressingrisks to the public while ensuring
ethical businesspractices.This to strengthenand support the healthcareorganisation
key communities.This area calls for information on how the organisationaddresses
its public responsibility in planning current and future servicesand operation,and on
how the organisationpractisesgood citizenship in supportof its key communities,as
a contributingmemberand as a positive influenceupon other organisations.

2.15.3.3 Strategic Planning
According to George and Weimerskirch (1998), the main function of strategic
planningis to align all the efforts of the organisationto customersatisfaction,quality,
its
fullest,
is
deployed
to
When
strategicplanning
and operationalperformancegoals.
the organisationwill have a world classplanningprocessthat would make it possible
for all employeesto match their tasksto specific companyobjectives.This category
addressesstrategicand action planning and the deploymentof plans. It examinesthe
healthcare organisation's strategy development process. This includes how the
organisationdevelops strategic objectives,action plans, and related staffing plans.
This categoryalso examineshow plansaredeployedand how performanceis tracked.
The critical role of this categoryis to align clinical and administrativework processes
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with the organisation's strategic directions to ensurethat improvement and learning
reinforceorganisationalpriorities.

This category emphasiscsthe key strategic issuesthat need to be integral parts of
overall planning.Ilese issuesinclude patient/customer-drivenquality and operational
performanceexcellence. It focuses on the drivers of paticnt/customersatisfaction,
in
factors
key
patient/ customerretention, new markets,and market share,which are
competitiveness,profitability, and businesssuccess.Also, it focuseson operational
long-term
improvement
to
that
productivity
short-term
and
contributes
performance
growth and cost/ price competitiveness.

The strategic planning category examines the understanding of the key
input
to
healthcare
an
patient/customcr,
market, and operational requirementsas
improvements
This
directions.
the
that
ongoing process
setting strategic
will ensure
directions.
Also,
this category
the
strategic
are aligned with
organisation's
investigatesthe optimisationof the useof the resourceswhile ensuringthe availability
long-term
between
bridging
and
short-term
of a trained staff and ensuring
development,
etc..
supplier
that
requirements
may cntail capital expenditures,
Mechanismsto transmitthe requirementsmust be deployedon all levels (organisation
level, key process level, work-unit/ individual-job level) to achieve alignment.
Strategicplanning can be highly effective becauseit allows organisationsto do the
right thing at the right time, every time (Besterfieldct al., 1995)

The requirementsfor this categoryare intendedto encouragestrategicthinking and
acting and to develop a basis for a distinct competitive position in the healthcare
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market. An effective improvement system requires clear strategic guidance that
combines improvements of many types and degrees of involvement. Strategic
planning consists of the planning process, the identification of goals and actions
necessaryto achieve success,and the deployment of those actions to align the work of
the organisation.

2.15.3.4 Focus on Patients, Other Customers, and Markets
According to George and Weimerskirch(1998), organisationsthat get close to their
customers and develop strong customer loyalty can anticipate strong financial
performance,and the proof is the numbers.In the healthcareorganisation,calling the
patient the customeris still not deemedfitting in the modem 21" century as far the
medical staff is concerned (Barlow, 2000).

This category examines how the

organisationdeterminesrequirements,expectations,and preferencesof patients,other
customers,and markets.Also, it examineshow the organisationbuilds relationships
with patients/customcrsand determinestheir satisfaction.This category attemptsto
understandthe voices of patients,other customers,and the market place. It stresses
relationshipsas an important part of an overall listening and learning strategy.Patient
satisfactionresults provide meaningful and important information for understanding
the negativeaspectsof the organisation.

This categorycontains two items that focus on understandingpatient/customerand
marketrequirements,and determiningsatisfaction.The first item is patient/customer
and healthcare market knowledge. This item includes determining market or
patient/customersegments,patient/customerrequirementsthrough sound listening
and learning approaches,important healthcareservice features,and using complaint
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information and data from current and former patients/customers.The seconditem is
item
includes: making
This
second
patient/customersatisfaction and relationships.
patient/customercontact and feedback easy and useful, developing and deploying
patient/customerconýactrequirements,ensuring complaint data are used to eliminate
causes of

complaints, building

patient/customer relationship and loyalty,

systematically determining patient/ customer satisfaction and the satisfaction of
competitors' patients/customers, and following up with patients/customers after
healthcareservicedelivery. Besterfield et al. (1995) emphasisedthe importanceof this
category:
"TQM implies an organisational obsession with meeting or
exceeding customer expectations,to the point that customers
delighted.
Understanding the customer's needs and
are
keeping
business
is
to
and
expectations essential winning new
existing business.An organisation must give its customers a
quality product or service that meetstheir needs,a reasonable
price, on-time delivery, and outstandingservice. To attain this
level, the organisation continually needsto examine its quality
system to see if it is responsive to ever-changing customer
requirementsand expectations."
In a rapid changing competitive world, many factors may affect patient/customer
basis.
learn
listen
it
loyalty,
to
and
on a continuous
making necessary
preferenceand
These learning and listening strategies must connect with the healthcare complete
from
information
The
these strategies supports
gathered
organisation strategy.
how
focus
development,
A
business
organisations
on
marketing,
and planning.
identify healthcare service features which influence patient/customerpreference and
loyalty is included in this item. Organisations must be able to determine which
featuresof healthcareservice patients/customersvalue most. In addition, this category
seeks information

on

how

organisations recognise

market

segments,

k

former
and potential patients/customers.
patients/customersof competitors,and other
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2.15.3.5 Information

and Analysis

The information and analysis category examines the healthcare organisation's
performance measurement system and how it analyses performance data and
information. This category measuresthe organisation performance and managesto
drive the improvements of performance and competitiveness. This is one way to
manageby fact rather than by 'gut-feeling' (Besterfield et al., 1995). Information and
analysisevaluatethe selection, management,and effectivenessof use of information
and datato supportprocesses,action plans, and the performancemanagementsystem.

Measures play an important part in the success or failure of the organisation
(Besterfield et al., 1995). The measurementsof organisational performance refers to
the data, information, and measures for planning, decision making, improving
item
This
addressesthe
and
operation.
performance, and supporting action plans
for
data
information
and
of
and
use
organisation's selection, management,
performance measurementsin support of organisational planning and performance
improvements.Major componentsof an effective performance measurementsystem
are examined,including the selection and use of measuresand indicators for tracking
daily operations,and those for tracking overall organisationalperformance.This item
benchmarking
information
and
examines all
regarding competitive comparisons
information to drive performanceimprovements.In addition, this item examineshow
requirementsare met to keep the organisation'sperformancemeasurementssystemup
to date,especially in the fast changingneedsand directions of healthcareservices.

Analysis of organisational perfonnance refers to analysis of data and deploying the
findings throughout the organisation to support organisation level review, decision
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making, planning and alignment of action plans. This item is the principal basis for
assessingthe organisation's overall health and supporting daily operations. Analysis
guides an organisation's process management towards key business results and
attaining strategicobjectives.

According to Oakland (1993), there are major reasonswhy measurementis needed,
and why it plays a key role in quality and productivity improvements.Theseinclude:
a To ensurecustomerrequirementshave beenmet.
e To be able to set sensibleobjectives and comply with them.
9 To provide standardsfor establishingcomparisons.
To provide visibility and provide a score board for people to monitor their own
performancelevels.
To highlight quality problems and determine which areas require priority
attention.
*

To give an indication of the costsof poor quality

9 To justify the use of resources.
improvement
feedback
for
driving
To
the
effort.
9
provide

2.15.3.6 Staff Focus
According to Schonberger (1994), organisations will only become world class if
extensive, continuing, and interlinked changes in the management of their human
resources take place. Hamzah et al. (1996) stress that the core of competitive
advantagewill be innovation, and creativity-driven organisationsneed to focus more
and more on people management.This categoryexamineshow the health organisation
enables all staff to develop and utilise their full potential, aligned with the
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organisation'sobjective. Also, the staff-focus category examines efforts to build and
maintain a work environment and a staff support climate conducive to performance
excellence,full participation, and personal and organisational growth. This category
addresseskey staff practicesand staff development.

Staff focus concentrateson three items. These are work systems; staff education,
training and development; and staff well-being and satisfaction. The work systems
deal with designing, organising, and managing of work and jobs to optimisc staff
perfonnance and potential. Also, it deals with recognising and rewarding practices,
which supportobjectives for patient/customersatisfaction, performanceimprovement,
and staff and organisation learning goals. Also, this item identifies skills neededby
potential staff, recruits, and employees.

The second item is staff education, training, and development. This item delivers,
evaluates,and reinforces appropriate training to achieve action plans and address
organisationneeds,including building knowledge, skills, and abilities to improve staff
development and performance, as well as ongoing training for staff to retain
respectivecertification. The information for this item comes from how education and
training are designed,delivered, reinforced, and evaluated. The item emphasisesthe
importance of the involvement of staff and their supervisors and managers in the
designof training, including clear identification of their employees' specific needs.

The third item in staff focus deals with the well-being of the staff and their
satisfaction.This item includes the improvement of the workplace health, staff safety,
ergonomic factors, staff well-being, development, satisfaction, and maintaining a
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work environment free from distractions from high performance. Leaders at all levels
should encourage and motivate staff to reach full potential, and systematically
evaluate staff well-being,

satisfaction and motivation

to identify

improvement

priorities that promote key healthcare service results.

2.15.3.7 Process Management
To succeedin quality, an organisation has to determine what are its core business
processesthat add value to customer satisfaction, and improve their effectiveness
(Georgeet al., 1998). Processmanagementis a focal point within the criteria for all
key work processes.The processmanagementcategory examines the key aspectsof
the healthcare organisation's process management.This includes patient/customerfocused design, healthcare delivery processes, support, supplier and partnering
processes,and researchteaching missions, as applicable. This category deals with the
central requirementsfor efficient and effective processmanagement,such as effective
design, a prevention orientation, linkage to suppliers and partners, operational
performance,cycle time, and evaluationand continuous improvement.

In processmanagement,flexibility, healthcaredelivery cost reduction, and cycle time
reductionsare increasingly important. Flexibility refers to the ability to adapt quickly
and effectively to changing requirements.Processmanagementcontains three items
that evaluatethe managementof healthcareservice processes,support processes,and
supplier partnering processes.

The first item, the healthcare service processes,includes designing, developing, and
introducing healthcare services to meet patient/customer requirements, operational
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performancerequirements,and market requirements.This item also includes ensuring
a rapid, efficient, trouble-free introduction, and managing and continuously improving
operatingprocesses.

The support processes item includes designing, developing, and introducing
healthcareservices to meet patient/customerrequirements, operational performance
requirements,and market requirements,and managingcontinually to improve support
internal
driven
by
design
Support
processes.
process
requirements are usually
requirements,and they must be co-ordinated and integrated to ensure efficient and
effective linkage and performance.

The last item in this category is the supplier and partnering performance. This item
helps
cost,
and
ensures performance,requirements are met, minimises supplier
suppliers improve performance in their ability to help the organisation. The term
'supplier' refers to other organisations outside the healthcare company, as well as
other units of the parent organisation that provide goods and services. Suppliers' and
partners' goods and servicesmay be used at any stagein the design, delivery, and use
of organisations' healthcare services. Some examples include medical manufactures,
pharmaceuticalsdistributors, and contractors.

2.15.3.8Organisational Performance Results
The organisationalperformanceresults category examinesthe healthcareorganisation
include
These
improvement
in
key
business
areas.
areas
performance and
patient/customer satisfaction, healthcare service performance, financial

and

marketplaceperformance, staff results, supplier and partner results, and operational
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performance.Also included are performancelevels, which are relative to competitors
and organisations delivering similar healthcare services. Constant tracking of the
results from all processesreveals whether processesare operating, and monitoring
those results for trends reveals whether the improvement mechanisms are working
effectively (Barber, 1996).

The organisational performance results category includes the results of the
patient/customerevaluation of the organisation'shealthcareservices,overall financial
and market performance, and results of all key processesand process improvement
activities. This category provides measuresof progress for evaluation and improving
the processesof the healthcareservicesthat can be aligned with overall organisational
strategy.This category evaluatesthe organisation performance and improvements in
areasthat are important to the overall organisationalsuccess.

This item addressesthe results of most significance to assessingthe organisation's
patient/ customer-related performance, such as patient/customer satisfaction,
patient/customerdissatisfaction, patient/customersatisfaction relative to competitors,
help
data
information
item
for
This
to
and
and service performance.
calls
all relevant
explain and define the organisation's performanceas defined by the patient/customer.

2.16 Comparison of JCAHO and Baldrige Criteria for Healthcare
Both JCAHO and the Baldrige Criteria examinehealthcareperformance.One is based
on complianceto certain standards,and the other is an excellencemodel basedon the
extent of effective use of a complex managementsystem (Blazey et al., 2000). The
similarities betweenJCAHO and the Baldrige Criteria include (Blazey et al., 2000):
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9 Purposein healthcareimprovement
9 Voluntary participation
9 Not for Profit
9 Have somesort of follow-up evaluations
9 Use quantitative and qualitative information
9 Valuable to customer

The differences between JCAHO and the Baldrige (Blazey et al., 2000) Criteria are
shown in Table 2.5.

2.17 TQM around the World
BecauseTQM is receiving international acceptance,many organisationstry to follow
and implement its tenets (Lakhe and Mohanty, 1994). Sink (1991) believes that this
rapid development shows that TQM is being adopted without a complete
understandingof its philosophy. In addition, Dale and Lightburn (1992) stressthat not
all companiesadopt the TQM fundamentals.Some argue that many organisationsuse
the tools, proceduresand techniquesof TQM, but in a superficial manner. They argue
that this superficial application missesTQM's original purpose,which is to direct the
managementprocess(Lakhe and Mohanty, 1994).

A comparative study by Lewis (1992) on attitudes of Spanish and American quality
assurancemanagers revealed that many of the responses of both groups were
incompatible with TQM principles. The conclusion was that management in both

countriesneededfurthereducationaboutTQM principles.
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Table 2.5 Summary of Key Differences between JCAHO and
Baldrige Healthcare Criteria
Topic
Value to
customer

JCAHO
(2000)
-

-

Medicare certification requirement
StateLicence requirement
Condition for reimbursementfor
certain payers
Reduction in liability insurance
premiums
Must meet requirementsof all items to
move to next level I (substantialcompliance)-5 (non-compliance)
scale.
Accreditation
Accreditation with recommendations
Conditional accreditation
Provisional accreditation
Preliminary non-accreditation
Not accredited
Accreditation watch

-

Meet minimum standards

-

-

Scoring

-

Goal

Sample
assessment

Sample
feedback
level of
specificity

Baldrige
(2000)

-

-

Care of Patients
1. Medication use
2. Managementof error casedesign

"There were unlocked medicationsin
the O.R., Urology, and Obstetrics
departmentsat 5:45 on Tuesday."
"95 per cent of initial staff
performancereviews were completed
within the hospital's time frame three months after start date".

Source:Blazey et al. (2000)
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-

-

-

Provides feedbackreport to
guide organisation's senior
leadersset priorities for
performanceimprovement
Recognition for excellence
Scoring is complex consensus
processwhere evaluators
examine performanceof entire
managementsystemincluding:
effectivenessof approach,extent
of deployment,results, and
continuous evaluation and
improvement.
Score from 0 per cent (no
systemsat all) to 100 per cent on
1000 (world-class) points, in
incrementsof 10 percent.
Be the Best/ Optimise
ProcessManagementHealthcareServices
Processeswhich includes health
care service design and delivery
processesthat are efficient,
consistent,and meet/exceed
customer/patient requirements
"The xyz clinic doesnot have a
consistentsystemto ensure
security of prescribed
medications.This may result in
legal, clinical and/or cost
problems from lost medications."
"Staff performancereviews are
tied to all key performance
requirementsnecessaryto meet
the organisation's strategic
objectives. Managersat all levels
review performanceconsistently
and provide complete and
accuratefeedbackto staff.
Opportunities for improvement
are identified for eachstaff
member and then a personal
improvement plan is developed
and usedas a part of the next
review. Resourcesare allocated
to ensurethe plan is carried out."
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Singh (1991) carried out a survey to assessthe status of TQM in India. His findings
revealed that only 39 organisations out of 1,000 surveyed practised TQM to some
extent. Singh concluded that these organisations did not distinguish between TQM
and quality control.

During the 1950s, 'made in Japan' was synonymous with poorly-made products.
Today, the phrase means the exact opposite. Japanese quality, technology and
ingenuity are much sought after by consumersinternationally. The primary sourceof
this accomplishmentby the Japaneseis the implementation of TQM in 'every walk of
life' (Lakhe and Mohanty, 1994).

American managementrealised the threat from Japanesecorporations only in the late
1970s.The realisation of the Japanesesuccessled American industries to focus on
quality managementand statistical techniquesproposedby Juran (1951), Feigenbaum
(1961), Crosby (1967), and Deming (1982). Furthermore, Hayes (1981) identified the
importanceof such factors as daily 'preventive maintenanceon equipment, less-thanmaximum capacity product, and thinking quality into the product.' Garvin (1986)
emphasisedthat managementof quality has been a critically important element in the
successful recovery of the market share by US firms. These ideas altered the
traditional approachto quality managementin the USA.

The UK, France, Germany, and Italy are some of the European countries that have
taken an interest in adopting TQM (Lakhe and Mohanty, 1994). A UK study by
Lascelles and Dale (1988) on the automotive industries indicates that companies
maintaineda traditional attitude towards TQM. Although firms in Europeanindustries
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have a traditional approachtowards quality matters,the adoption of BS 5750 and ISO
9000 gave new impetus to the quality movement in Europe (Lakhe and Mohanty,
1994).

Developing nations are synonymous with poor quality products. Studies in third
by
is
indicate
TQM
that
the
many
of
understood
world countries
concept
not
organisations,and usually it is considered an optional extra. Lakhe and Mohanty
(1994) believe that developing countries may have difficulty adopting TQM concepts
for the following reasons:
*

Lack of employeeinvolvement and participation in quality improvement efforts.

9 Lack of managementcommitment and motivation.
*

Perceptionthat quality is an optional extra and not a necessityfor development.

*

Traditional belief that 'quality costsmoney'.

*

Lack of communication and trust between suppliers, dealers, managementand
trade unions.

*

Unorganisedand indifferent customers.

e Lack of political support.
inadequate
facilities.
Lack
test
of establishedquality standardsand
9
*

Obsoletetechnologies.

e Low level of education.
*

Negligible capital investment in technologies, research and development, and
employees'education,etc.

is
insofar
life
Disrespect
to
the
concerned.
e
people
as quality of
fundamentalism,
Undesirable
terrorism,
tensions
religious
such
as
violence,
e
social

etc.
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However, with increasedeconomic competition in the world, shifts in global markets,
changesin import and export policies, and increasedcustomer consciousness,some
is
being
progress
made in efforts to adopt quality in developing countries (Lakhe and
Mohanty, 1994).

2.18 Benchmarking
In 1979,Xerox developedthe benchmarkingprocess(Rao et al., 1996). The purpose
has
is
Over
time,
this
this
to
endeavour
costs.
process
of
compare manufacturing
developed into a significant strategic tool. Zairi (1992) defines the practice of
benchmarkingas follows:

best
best
The
through a
the
the
of
e
measurements of performance against
continuouseffort of constantly reviewing processes,practices,and methods.
*Emulating

the best by continuously implementing change and measuring

performance.

Benchmarking is the process of identifying and leaming from the best practices
world-wide. It is a continuous process of measuring products and services against
those of the best organisationsin the world. Its application shows the level of a local
organisationagainstbest practice organisations.

2.18.1 Benchmarking in healthcare
The objective of benchmarking is to improve performance so the organisation
survives and flourishes in a competitive market place (Czarnecki, 1994). Thus,
benchmarkingis about comparing the organisationoutcomeswith other organisations,
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and learning from these comparisons. The phases of benchmarking include
developing an understanding of one's own performance, carefully studying the
practices of superior performances,and then adopting the methods which improve
listed
basic
(1994)
Gift
(Anderson-Miles,
1994).
the
steps of
et al.
performance
benchmarking to include planning, analysis, integration, and action. Detailed
information such as reporting formats, service improvements, admissions processes
in
(Kaluzny
hospitals
et al.,
streamlining
processes
clinical
can
assist
and
procedures
1995).Capozzaloet al. (1994) statethat when the appropriatepeople are involved and
supportedby top managementand correct practices are implemented, benchmarking
is one of the best tools for improving healthcareorganisation internal processes.

According to Yasin et al. (1998), benchmarking starts with the assumption that
healthcarequality is multifaceted. They include an operational facet, outcome facet,
healthcare
helps
facets
its
different
benchmarking
facet.
The
with
use of
and strategic
include:
in
They
a
number
of
ways.
organisations

forced
benchmarking
institutions
deploy
to assess and
Healthcare
that
are
9
based
on the realities of the market
evaluate customer requirementsobjectively,
intuitions.
history
instead
place,
of relying on past
for
facet-based
Benchmarking
establishing goals and targets,
method
provides a
a
internal
both
the
and external processes are
of
practices
since
metrics and
investigatedand documented.
aA

better understandingof the real measuresof productivity, efficiency, quality,
and effectivenessmay also be attainedthrough the processof benchmarking.
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Benchmarking has the potential for uncovering some revolutionary practices or
technologies that may have a positive impact on the healthcare organisation
customerorientation and, therefore, its competitive advantage.

Healthcareorganisations should not limit themselvesto benchmarking against other
healthcareorganisations.They should look outside the healthcarearenaas well (Gift,
1994). For example, a local hospital could benchmark its hospital ward cleanliness
and cleaning processesagainst the Marriott Corporation, a reputable and qualitydriven corporation (Yasin et al., 1998). After the implementation of the
benchmarking efforts, the healthcare organisation can begin to invest in
communicatingthese efforts to the public through their marketing efforts (Sundayet
al., 1992).

2.19 TQM Failures
Notwithstanding the popularity of TQM, someorganisationshave found it difficult to
implement the programme successfully (Tata and Prasad, 1998). An examination of
the literature suggeststhat only one-third to one-half of the organisations that have
1994).
1986;
Burdett,
improvements
(Garvin,
have
TQM
observedsignificant
adopted
According to Tate and Prasad(1998), this lack of significant successis often not a
failure of the TQM concept, but a failure to pay sufficient attention to the cultural and
involves
TQM
influence
Unlike
TQM.
that
programmes,
other
structural variables
is
in
It
interact
the
a contextorganisations.
and work
changing
way employees
dependentprogramme,the successof which dependsto a large extent on cultural and
structural factors (Tate and Prasad,1998).
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Harari (1993) believes that "about one fifth -at best one third- of TQM
programs... have achieved 'significant improvements....... and he questions the
successof companiessuch as Motorola, Xerox, Southern Pacific, and others. Harari
(1993) stressesluck in the success of these companies, rather than the correct
implementation of TQM skills. He gives ten reasonswhy TQM programmes often
fail, even in organisationsthat seemdestinedfor success. Thesereasonsare:

e TQM focusespeople's attention on internal processesrather than external results.
4, TQM focuseson minimum standards.
*

TQM developsits own cumbersomebureaucracy.

9 TQM delegatesquality to quality czarsand "experts" rather than to "real" people.
*

TQM doesnot demandradical organisationalreform.

*

TQM doesnot demandchangesin managementcompensation.

*

TQM doesnot demandentirely new relationshipswith outside partners.

*

TQM appealsto faddism, egotism, and quick-fixism.

e TQM drains entrepreneurshipand innovation from corporateculture.

* TQM hasno placefor love.

Becker (1993) disagreeswith Harari (1993), assertingthat TQM does work, and that
failures are the result of misguided attempts.According to Becker (1993), Harari uses
faulty logic to explain TQM failures. Becker does acknowledge that much of the
behaviour observed by Harari does occur, and may indeed lead to negative results.
Becker (1993), however, believes that the real questions to be asked are: Why do
these failures occur? Any why are there more failures than successes?Becker
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explains that these programmesfail because,in fact, they are not TQM programmes.
He goes on to say that true TQM encompassesa variety of tools and techniques.
Fishbone diagrams, affinity diagrams, brainstorming, Pareto charts, and JIT are all
usedby TQM, but the use of thesetools doesnot constitute TQM. He addsthat TQM
is a philosophy of management,and without dedication to this philosophy, whatever
the programme is, it is not TQM. He further says that TQM philosophy requires
cultural change. Many organisations opt for using some TQM techniques without
adopting the TQM philosophy. This strategy, Becker states, produces the kinds of
effects documentedby Harari.

Brown (1993) argues that most of the organisations that have failed in their
implementationof total quality have not followed the basic rules outlined by Deming
or any of the other TQM experts. He believes that an understandingof failure may
well help many organisations succeed,and forestall a fruitless search for ways of
effortless improvement. He gives ten reasonswhy two-thirds of the companies in
America have failed in their implementationof total quality. They are:
4, Disguising cost control as total quality.

*

Measuringtoo many of the wrong things.

9 Lack of support from the top.
Too much, too soon (Some companiesget so excited about TQ that they try to
changeeverything in their companytoo quickly).

* Too little, too late (Somecompanieswait too long to startwith the TQ effort, and
commit far too few resourcesto make the necessarychanges).
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*

Dual structures(Quality needsto be integrated into the way the company runs its
businesson a day-to-day basis, it is not a separateset of tasks performed by an
organisation).

& Focuson activities versusresults.
*

Cannotget out of phaseone.

*

No one getsrewarded for quality and customersatisfaction.

4, Total quality as a fad (The majority of companiesthat are currently working on
total quality try it for a year or two, and let the effort die becauseit is too hard, too
it
because
has failed to produce the expected results quickly
expensive, or
enough).
Many of Brown's reasons(1993) boil down to what he calls human nature. According
to Brown (1993), it is human nature to take the path of least resistance,to look for a
quick fix, and to do those things for which we are rewarded. It seemsthat the only
during
be
TQM
to
the
that
to
around
are
ones
will
companiesmotivated enough stick
the next twenty years,which is a good reasonto keep trying.

2.20 Future of TQM
TQM is alive and well, and considereda fully establishedand valued technique in
by
is
industrial
(Reavill,
1999).
It
many
viewed
commercial and
organisations
in
for
Organisations
the
today
vary
corporate survival.
organisations
as essential
extentto which they adaptto the values,principles, and practicesof TQM. According
to Sinhu (1999), many organisationsstill have no clear idea of the power and purpose
of TQM. Self-assessmentof the status quo against a recognised model or standard,
such as the Malcolm Baldrige National Award or the ISO 9000 quality management

of TQM.
standard,canhelpbring abouta betteriinderstanding
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The "new market campaign" suggeststhat TQM be exported to countries which have
do
it,
but
not yet adopted
which can so to their benefit. Since TQM is well-established
in the developed countries of the world, the area of interest moves to newly
industrialisedcountries, and countries which are well on their way to increasing their
GrossNational Product and standardof living.

TQM is fast becoming popular in the public sector. According to Reavill (1999),
but
from
benefit
TQM
the
the
adoption
of
practices,
public organisations should
transplantationof TQM to new environmentswith different cultures is unlikely to be
free of problems.

Solid gainshave beenmade internationally, yet the lack of organisationalleadershipis
the main stumbling block for the adoption of TQM in many parts of the world (Sinhu,
1999). It is too early to tell how citizens of a particular nation will react to the direct
benefitsof the quality initiatives, but the race for quality is far from over.
According to Feigenbaumet al. (1999), organisationsin the 21" century will seetheir
basic objective as the continuous acceleration of benefit for customers, employees,
investors, suppliers and the public, through the delivery of consistently improving
customerquality and businessresults throughout all businessconditions. In addition,
they will emphasisethat 'market driven' meansthat quality is what the customer not
the organisation,saysit to be.

In the future, Wilson (1996) believes the 'quality department' will disappear,because
everyone in the organisation will need to be quality conscious and practise quality
principles. The future of the quality profession must representthe collected body of
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knowledge. It should provide valuable direction and co-ordination, and become an
important team contributor. Thus, the growth of the quality profession will increase
dramatically (Wilson, 1996). Gershon (1996) disagreeswith Wilson on the certainty
I
of the quality profession. He believes that whether there will still be a need for quality

professionals is not clear, but unless the employees are trained to manage for
improved quality, quality professionals will never be eliminated. Gershon (1996)
addedthat there is no ideal job description for the quality professional of the future,
becausethere are too many disciplines to master. One important attribute which the
quality professional of the future must possessis to be able to work with others to
meetthe needsof society (Gershon, 1996).

According to Blazey et al. (2000), there is a good reason to be optimistic about the
future of healthcareservicesand businesses.There is a great potential for the trade of
healthcarevia the Internet, and the opportunity for a global presencein healthcare
services is very promising. Also, the continuation of learning is expected and
accepted.With population growth, the demand for health services will also grow.
Healthcareproducts will increasewith new healthcareservicesderived from research,
future
healthcare
With
the
gene mapping, and more.
proper management,
is
(2000)
but
Blazey
that
there
stress
an urgent need
opportunitiesare promising,
et al.
to improve healthcareservicestoday.

Dighe and Bezold (1996) believe that as the role of healthcare is expanding beyond
just the individual to the community, corporate participation in community health
could become a major organisational function. They added that processesof how
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corporatecitizens can help to createhealthy communities would needto be developed
and implemented.

Motwani et al. (1996) identified issuesof important value for future researchin TQM
for both managersand academic researchers.Managers can use the information to
identify those areas where improvements should be made and resources should be
allocated.In addition, comparisonof different organisationsor divisions can be made
to help prioritise quality efforts. Researcherscan use the information to build theories
and models that relate these issuesto the organisation performance and environment.
Motwani et al. (1996) suggestwhere future researchshould be concentrated:

*

More researchis neededto determinewhetherimplementationof TQM is viewed
board
the
the
of
as
administrators, physicians, providers, or
responsibility of

directors.
*

More researchto identify and eliminate the regulations, attitudes, policies, and
improvements.
impediment
be
to
that
continuous
practices
may an
More comprehensiveand comparativecasestudiesof successfulimplementations
would be helpful to those who are struggling with TQM.

in
building
TQM
in
detail
the
Elaborate
that
the
system
a successful
steps
*
studies
healthcare industry and outline specific healthcare measures in evaluating
healthcaresystems.
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2.21 Summary
The concept of TQM has been welcomed by many health organisations, but few
realise the practical difficulties faced when executing the process change, especially
in the patient care delivery process. It is not clear yet what constitutes quality in
healthcare,yet many are tempted to search for a complete definition of quality in
healthcare(Sewell, 1997). TQM promises to deliver many benefits in the healthcare
industry such as less rework, fewer mistakes, fewer delays, better use of equipment
time, etc.. On the other hand, the application of TQM principles is faced with major
problemsthat are apparentlyinherent to the nature of healthcareorganisations,such as
fragmentationand duplication.

The literature identified certain key critical factors for TQM to be implemented
successfullyin hospitals. The crucial factors of correct organisational culture and top
managementsupport can help facilitate the implementation of TQM. Reduction of
cost while maintaining the quality of the healthcare system is an important factor.
Most importantly, the factor of patient satisfaction should be considered one of the
desiredoutcomesof healthcareservices.The quality journey is without a destination
and is everyone's responsibility. Its successfulimplementation requires participation
involvement
and
of all employeesin the organisation(Zairi, 1993).

This chapterreviewed some of the TQM healthcareimplementation models including
a proactive model by Motwani et al. (1996) and a conceptual model by Sower et al.

(1996).The differencesbetweenTQM in healthcareand TQM in other fields have
been highlighted, such as every situation and every patient is different. Patients can
not be treated like an assembly line manufactured product, and nurses cannot be
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handledlike assembly line workers, becauseevery situation is different. In addition,
there exist various powerful subcultures (e.g. physicians' subculture). Each has an
individualistic point of view of what quality ought to be, and how the work should be
done. Many case studies of TQM implementations have been presented to show
successstories and lessonsto learn from them.

TQM alone can not cure all of the ills of the healthcaresystem,yet it has the potential
to significantly improve its performance(Yasin et al., 1998). By reducing the cost and
improving the quality, hospitals are sure to be in a better competitive position (Geber,
1992).Lawrence and Early (1992) statedthat "there is always room for improvements
in
be
bad,
better.
"
does
Many
to
to
assessments,
order
get
an
organisation
not
need
healthcare,
in
help
develop
TQM
the
efforts
of
programmes,standardsand awardscan
such as the ISO 9000, Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare
Organisations,and the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality HealthcareAward.
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Healthcare in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

3.1 Introduction
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia healthcaresystem is struggling like other systemsin
the world to provide the best possible care for its citizens. To understandthe nature of
the healthcaresystemin the Kingdom, it is necessaryto examine the system's origins,
developments,achievements,and problems. This chapter will analyseseveralaspects
It
in
Arabia.
healthcare
Saudi
Kingdom
the
starts with some geographicaland
of
of
historical backgroundinformation, and proceedswith a description of the Ministry of
Health and other healthcareproviders in the Kingdom. Next, the developmentof the
health budget is discussed,followed by an examination of the growth of the health
is
discussion
A
healthcare
the
private sector
of
system.
services and the present
followed by an analysis of the Kingdom's healthcare strategies and policies. The
Plan
five-year
Development
latest
the
chapter continues with an examination of
targetsand healthcareprogrammes,and concludeswith a summary.

3.2 Background
This section of the chapter provides a general background of the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia. It startswith some geographicalinformation, and then gives a short history of
the Kingdom. Next, it discussesan important aspect of the social organisation of
Saudisociety, i. e. gendersegregation.
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3.2.1 Geography
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia comprisesalmost four-fifths of the Arabian Peninsula,
an areaapproximately one-third of the size of the continental USA. The capital city of
Riyadh is located in Najd, the heartlandof the Peninsula,which is known for its sand
deserts. Southwestof Najd and running parallel to the Red Sea is a mountain range
called the Hijaz. The Hijaz region includes the holy cities of Makkah and Madinah,
the port city of Jeddah,and the resort city of Taif. The eastempart of Saudi Arabia is
a plateauthat comprises the great Nafud desert in the north, and the world's largest
sanddesert,the Rub Al-khali, in the south.

3.2.2 History
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia grew out of the First Saudi Empire, which was
establishedby the Al-Saud family in the southern Najd in the early eighteenth
century. In 1932, King Abdul-Aziz Bin Abdul-Rahman Al-Saud createdthe modem
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The country beganto seerapid economic growth upon the
discoveryof oil in the 1930s. Oil revenuesprovided for modernisationof the country
began
his
in
living
King
Abdul-Aziz
the
the
and a rise
standard of
of
people.
modernisationefforts by building the country's infrastructure. After roads had been
built and a systemof basic communicationsbeen established,his policies focused on
introducing modem technology and improving education,healthcare,and agriculture.

Upon his death in 1953, his son Saud succeeded.King Saud establishedthe Council
of Ministers, including the Ministries of Health, Education, and Commerce. He also
initiated the education of girls, and founded the first Saudi institute of higher
educationin 1957,King SaudUniversity, in Riyadh.
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In 1964, Faisal Bin Abdul-Aziz acceded to the throne. King Faisal combined
inspirational leadership with sound managementskills. He took firm control of the
country's fiscal policies, and in 1970 initiated the first of the Five-Year Development
Plans,which gave a major impetus to SaudiArabia's socio-economicdevelopment.

In 1975,Khalid Bin Abdul-Aziz succeededKing Faisal. During his leadership,Saudi
Arabia continuedto prosper and develop at a rapid pace. The Kingdom's monumental
secondand third Five-Year DevelopmentPlans were launchedin 1975 and 1980,and
major improvements were made in the infrastructure.

The standard of living

continued to increase, while the Kingdom achieved both political and economic
prominenceregionally as well as internationally.

The current leader of the Kingdom, King Fahd Bin Abdul-Aziz, succeededKing
Khalid in 1982.King Fahd's strong leadershipdirected Saudi Arabia's economyaway
from its dependenceon oil. He encouragedthe private sector to develop and today,
the private sectorproducesmore than one third of the country's GDP. King Fahd has
focused his efforts on continuing to build prosperity in Saudi Arabia, stressing
educational opportunities for men and women, a diversified economy, as well as

resourceconservation. He introducedextensivereforms in higher educationand
healthcare. In higher education, he decreed bylaws to better meet the country's
growing need for educatedand skilled citizens in the twenty-first century. Also, he
gave high priority to improvementsin the healthcareindustry. A very advancedand
comprehensivehealthcare,systemwas developed,which includes specialisedhospitals
equipped with up-to-date equipment. Specialist hospitals in the Kingdom include
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facilities for the treatment of eye problems, heart disorders, kidney failures, bums,
cancer,tuberculosis,and a range of other diseases.

3.2.3 Segregation
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is an Islamic country practising gender segregation.
Males and females do not mix in the affairs of public life. Moreover, while Saudi
men are only expected to wear the traditional thobe (floor-length robe) and gutra
(headscarf),women do not have a choice in this matter. All women have to wear the
if
head
(black
in
Saudi
they
their
cloak)
are
citizens,
as well.
abaya
public, and
cover
Obviously, this strict demarcation of male and female spheres has important
consequencesfor the organisation of work, school, and other social activities. In
education,for example, there are schools for girls and schools for boys, universities
I

for male studentsand universitiesfor femalestudents. Males teachmale students,
while females receive instruction from female teachers. In the work environment,
there are separateoffices for both genders,so that they do not mix physically. Most
faxes.
is
between
through
telephone
the
two
and
communication
genders conducted
In the healthcareenvironment, segregationstandardsare more relaxed. Yet, there are

limitations to cross-gendercommunicationstemmingfrom cultural traditions and
customs. A majority of the population continues to embrace these traditions and
customs,so that segregationis considereda positive rather than a negative aspectof
the country's social organisation. Most agreethat females are not disadvantagedby
segregation,and that it makes no difference in the treatment and respect women
receive from men. This has been the way of life for a long time, and it is unlikely to
changein a major way at any time soon. It is important to note that segregationdoes
not appearto have put a brake on modernisationprocessesin the Kingdom.
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AI-Dakheel's (1988) study sampled female university students to try to identify
variablesthat affect the participation of Saudi females in the labour force. The study
findings indicated severalvariablesthat affect their employment. Theseinclude:

e Mixing or 'seclusion. Minimal interaction between woman and men has always
been an integral component of the Islamic religion. Results from the Al-Dakheel
(1988) study show a marginal attitude towards working with men in nonsegregatedenvironments.48% as comparedto 37% opposedthe proposition that
"women should avoid working in non-segregatedenviromnent such as hospitals."
Moreover, 49% as comparedto 35% opposedthe proposition that "dealing with
" A majority (56%) of the samplethought that
men professionally is unacceptable.
women should try to work in segregated work settings regardless of their
profession.

9

Veiling. This is a dresscode recommendedfor woman in the Islamic religion. The
interpretationsof this dresscode vary in Islamic countries. However, the KSA has
always insisted on one of the most conservative interpretations of the code: so
conservativethat it is almost synonymouswith the total seclusion of women. In
the Al-Dakheel (1988) study, almost the total sample (93%) saw veiling as a
necessity when working with men. Moreover, 75% think not only veiling but
covering the face is also a necessitywhen working with men. In determining to
what degreeveiling is a barrier to female employment, 91% do not see veiling as
an obstacle,and 63% saw that manyjobs can be performed with the veil.
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Family Responsibilities.This variable measuresthe attitude of women towards the
dual female roles of work and family. Although 73% of the women in this study
think that it is possible to fulfil dual obligations of family and work, 85% think
that a woman's first responsibility is the home.

e Imitations. This variable measures attitudes of woman towards the social
preference of preserving employment for men only. The majority (80%) of the
sampledwomen agreethat both men and women should work.

e Rumour. If female employment is perceivedas a sourceof vicious gossip, it could
affect the attitude of the Saudi people towards woman who work. The sensitivity
encompassingfemale honour and the ensuingprotective behaviour have generated
a conservativeconsensusagainst any actions taken by woman. According to AlDakheel (1988), this attitude might partially explain the low participation in jobs
open to women in the health area. 89% of the woman in this sample do not view
female employment as harmful to a woman's honour. Also, 49% of women
believe that women should avoid any job, regardlessof its credibility, if it presents
any possibility of bringing dishonourto them or to their families.

families'
Family
Restriction.
This
perceptions
of
e
variable explores women's
influence on female participation in the labour force. 73% of the women in this
sample see family restrictions as a major obstacle to female employment. 35%
specified the male guardian as the main obstacle, and 73% attributed this
restriction to misperceptionsof female employment.
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The managementliterature generally has overlooked such an important factor as
gender. There is a strong interest in researchthat suggestshow male and female
employeesmight respond differently to workplace events.Until recently, studiesthat
investigatedgenderdealt mostly with gender-relateddifferences in levels of important
organisationalconstructs(Babin et al., 1998).

3.3 Early Years of Healthcare
Organisedhealthcarein Saudi Arabia goesback to the early 1940s,when most people
lived in rural areas,were illiterate, and lacked the basic requirementsof hygiene and
public health. The water was often contaminated,nutrition inadequate,and sanitation
non-existent. To ameliorate some of these conditions, the Directorate of Public
Health implemented a healthcareplan with servicesranging from preventive care to
advanced surgery. Medical services were offered at no charge in a number of
community centres and public hospitals throughout the country (Faraidy, 1982). In
thesefirst years, however, things developedrather slowly. In 1949, there were only
III physicians and about 1000 hospital beds in the entire Kingdom. Most healthcare
facilities were concentratedin major cities and urban areas. But even if they were
not, few would have known about the existence of these services and facilities. A
WHO report preparedin 1963 estimatedthat 60% of the total population at that time
were still semi-nomadic,with 20% completely so.

The Directorate of Public Health was one of the first departmentsestablishedby King
Abdul-Aziz. Although it becamethe Ministry of Health in 1951, it was not until two
yearslater that the Ministry got its own minister. - This was Prince Abdullah Al-Fasil,
whoseappointmentas first minister of health in 1953marks the birth of the country's
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health services. In 1953, the Ministry of Health budget was SR 6,519,670. At that
time, there were in the Kingdom:
9

11 non-specialisthospitals

q 25 health care clinics
98
0

pharmacistsand 48 pharmacist-assistants
179 generalnursesand 96 specialnurses

0 33 lab technicians
e 36 physicians
This was the start of a promising future. The above-mentionednumbers gradually
increasedwith the years, so that by the end of the first Five-Year Plan period in 1970,
for instance,there were 47 hospitals. Although the Ministry of Health is responsible
for public health services in the Kingdom, it is not the sole provider of healthcarein
the Kingdom. Other organisationsjoined the healthcare industry, such as the Saudi
CrescentSociety,the Ministry of Defence,and the National Guard.

In 1967, Sebai conducted a study of health conditions in three communities in the
Kingdom. His findings (Sebai, 1984) support the conclusions of the 1963 WHO
healthcare.
In
1967,
importance
to
the
report, which emphasised
of people's attitudes
most people in the three communities expected that a physician simply provides
treatment,preferably injections. They did not recognisethe importance of preventive
did
Sebai
not notice any
etc..
measuressuch as maternal care, vaccination, sanitation,
major differences in this respect between settled people, semi-settled nomads, and
nomadic Bedouins. He also found that health servicesthat were accessibleto people
were not very effective, but he had more positive things to say about the malaria
control programme started in 1950 by the Ministry of Health, WHO, and ARAMCO
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(Sebai, 1987). This was the first preventive healthcareprogramme on a large scalein
the Kingdom. A series of other preventive programmesfollowed (Sebai, 1987). The
successof theseprogrammeswas not immediately apparent,but when Sebairevisited
thesecommunities thirteen years later in 1980 (Sebai, 1987), he found that although
material conditions had improved, people's attitudes to healthcare had not changed
significantly. It becameclear that this would occur only after a long period of health
educationof all citizens.

3.4 Ministry of Health
The Ministry of Health (MOH) is led by a Cabinet Minister who is responsiblefor the
formulation and implementation of health policies. Two deputies assist him. One is
responsiblefor planning and development,the other for finance and administration.
Planningand administration of the health servicesare centralised,but there are eleven
health regions, which vary considerably in size. The largest region encompassesthe
capital of Riyadh and is called the Central Region; the smallest is Najran in the
extreme southwest,and Hail in the northern part of the country. In 1997, the Central
Region had 30 hospitals and 4,929 beds.The total number of MOH facilities for each
region can be seenin Table 3.1

The period from 1990 to 1997 saw a dramatic increase in funding for MOM

The

MOH budget grew from SR 7,591,000 million in 1990 (or 5.4% of the total
governmentbudget) to SR 10,746,975million in 1997 (or 5.9% of total governmental
expenditure).
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Table 3.1 Total Number of MOH Facilities by Region in 1997

Region

Hospitals

Primary Health
Centres

Riyadh

30

280

Jeddah

11

75

Makkah

7

76

Eastern

13

108

Medinah

15

123

Aseer

16

206

Taif

9

99

Qaseem

15

137

Al-Ahsa,

5

54

Hafer Al-Baten

1

27

Bishah

3

30

Tabouk

9

44

Hail

7

84

Northern

4

40

Jizan

12

135

Najran

5

61

Al Bahah

8

81

AlJouf

4

29

Qurayyat

3

18

Qunfudah

2

30

Total

180

1737

Source:Ministry of Health (1997)
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In 1980, the MOH created a comprehensivenetwork of facilities that was to bring
high quality, free health serviceswithin the reach of all citizens, in rural as well as in
urban locations. The goal was to provide a health centre for every community with
1,000 or more inhabitants. Smaller villages were to be served by dispensariesand
ambulatoryservices:fully equippedclinics that provide straightforward treatmentand
refer more serious casesto the nearesthealth centre or hospital. The health centres
were graded from I to 4 according to the numbers they served. Grade I was for I5,000 people; grade2 for 5,000-10,000people; grade3 for 10,000-20,000people;-and
grade4 for 20,000 people or more. Each health clinic was linked to a city hospital,
and becamepart of the hospital's outpatient clinic structure. This system.enabledthe
MOH to plan more effectively for the provision of its facilities. The Ministry also
introduced standards for organisation and output of the health centres, including
staffing levels for doctors, nurses, and medical technicians, with definitions of their
functional duties (GovernmentKSA, 1980).

In the late 1970s, the MOH began to give considerable attention to preventive
services.The result was an increasein the number of operational offices. One of their
duties is to ensure that young children are vaccinated against infectious diseases,a
measureprecipitated by a Royal consentto have the birth certificates of new-borns
retainedby the MOH until after they have beenvaccinated.In addition, there has also
been an increasein the number of quarantinecentres, 'health culture units' in major
cities, and programmes to fight various endemic diseases including malaria. The
MOH has also been active in the reform of drug servicesin the Kingdom. It required
drug companies to register, and regulated the operation of pharmacies and
pharmaceuticaltrading in general. A Saudi Code of Drugs was introduced to ensure
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the control and proper supply of drugs to all facilities. One other MOH-initiated
increase
for
has
been
health
the
of
staffing
services,
accomplished
reform was
which
through a two-step policy: first, increaseemployment of medical staff from friendly
foreign countries, and then establish faculties of medicine and medical institutions to
doctors
from
trained
among Saudi nationals and
produce
and other
medical personnel
recruits.

Although the MOH has the primary responsibility for all health sector planning, other
in
have
healthcare
in
Kingdom
the
the planning process as well.
a
role
providers of
Co-operation between the providers and the MOH has been a strong theme of
in
last
Development
Plans.
In
Five-Year
the
addition, other
governmentpolicy
all of
powers directly influence the healthcareplanning process, including the Council of
Ministers, the National Health Council (also representingthe private sector), and the
Ministry of Planning.

3.5 Healthcare Providers in Saudi Arabia
As mentioned, the MOH is not the sole provider of healthcare in Saudi Arabia.
Although the Health Ministry is the largest, there are at least ten other ministries or
These
(Carter,
1979).
in
health
involved
the
services
governinental organisations
healthcare providers can be categorised into two groups. The first serve certain
deliver
the
specialised care to the community as a
eligible groups, while
second
whole.

The Kingdom's health services include a wide range of institutions with many
different functions. Generally, healthcareis organisedthrough a referral systeminto a
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nation-wide network of primary health centres,and general and specialist hospitals.
In addition, there are a number of government agencies providing health services
directly to their employees.For example,the National Guard, Ministry of the Interior,
and Ministry of Defence and Aviation all provide primary, secondary,and advanced
levels of healthcareto their staff, as well as segmentsof the general population. The
Red Crescent Society provides emergency services during the Haj season, when
millions of pilgrims from all over the world visit the holy city of Makkah. Specialists
offer high-level specialist healthcare throughout the Kingdom, while the Royal
Commission for Jubail and Yanbu (the two major industrial cities in the KSA)
in
industrial
health
health
facilities
for
School
two
units
operates
employees
cities.
attend to the immediate primary healthcare needs of students. The General
Organisation for Social Insurance and the Presidency of Youth Welfare run health
facilities for certain groups of the population. In addition, universities provide primary
and specialisedhealthcare through their programmes and medical colleges, conduct
essential health research, and provide medical education programmes. Finally,
in
important
increasingly
the
the
role
medical services of
private sector play an
Kingdom. They are subject to regulatory requirements for the health sector as a
include:
health
MOH
In
than
the
the
whole. sum,
servicesother
providers of

e Saudi Red CrescentSociety
e Ministry of Higher Education
* King Khaled Eye Hospital
King Faisal Specialist Hospital and ResearchCentre
e Ministry of Education
9 GeneralPresidencyfor Girl's Education
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9 Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs
9 The Royal Commission for Jubail and Yanbu
loThe Ministry of Defenceand Aviation
9 ARAMCO
9 Private Healthcaresector

3.5.1 Saudi Red Crescent Society
The Saudi Red Crescent Society was founded in 1966. Its objective is to provide
medical servicesin five administrative regions. The Red Crescentis primarily known
for the provision of first aid, ambulance,and emergencymedical care to road traffic
accident victims. The Society is also active during Haj, when it treats the sick and
transportspatients to hospitals. In addition, the Society co-operateswith the MOH in
operatingfacilities for preventive medicine, training nursing staff, and running public
health education programmes (Faraidy, 1982). In 1997, the Red Crescent employed
2,495 personsincluding 1,198nurses,and operated152 first aid centres.In that year it
also operated543 ambulancesand assisted58,708patients (Ministry of Health, 1997).

3.5.2 Ministry of Higher Education
The Ministry of Higher Education is responsible for supervising the college of
medicine teaching hospitals. In 1997, there were four university hospitals in the
Kingdom, employing 4,838 persons, including 916 physicians, 88 pharmacists,and
2,182 nurses. The total number of beds was 1515 (Ministry of Health, 1997). The
Higher Education Ministry controls the third highest number of hospital beds in the
Kingdom, which are free for eligible patients.
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3.5.3 King Khaled Eye Hospital
King Khaled Eye Hospital was establishedin 1984 in Riyadh. It is a specialised
independenthospital accepting patients on a referral basis from other hospitals. The
bed capacity is 263, and the hospital accepts approximately 80,000 patients yearly
(Ministry of Health, 1997). Known for the quality of its service, King Khaled Eye
Hospital attractspatients from all over the world.

3.5.4 King Faisal Specialist Hospital and Research Centre
King Faisal Specialist Hospital and ResearchCentre was establishedat the end of the
first Five-Year Plan period, in 1975. At that time, it was the first
-specialised
independenthospital in the Kingdom. By 1997, the bed capacity had increasedto
556, while 3,091 people were employed. The hospital treated 434,000 patients in
1997 (Ministry of Health, 1997). King Faisal is internationally recognised for the
quality of its medical and surgical care. .

3.5.5 Ministry of Education
The Ministry of Education is responsiblefor the primary and secondaryeducationof
boys in the Kingdom. One of the Ministry's tasks is to provide studentswith primary
healthcare. Throughout the country, the Ministry operates a small number of
hospitals, x-ray centres, eye clinics, dental clinics, and health units. Also, it is
responsible for educating students about the proper methods of maintaining their
health. In 1997, the Ministry's health departmentemployed 1,284 persons,including
378 physicians,44 pharmacists,and 307 nurses(Ministry of Health, 1997).
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3.5.6 General Presidency for Education of Girls
Responsibility for the healthcareof primary and secondaryfemale students in Saudi
Arabia is in the hands of the General Presidency for the Education of Girls. This
organisationoperatesmajor clinics in cities, and smaller clinics in the countryside. In
1997,the 990 staff membersincluded 191 physicians, 16 pharmacists,and 268 nurses
(Ministry of Health, 1997).

3.5.7 Ministry

of Labour and Social Affairs

The Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs administersthe social insuranceof all
public employeesaswell aspensioners.It doesso throughthe GeneralOrganisation
of Social Insurance(GOSI). GOSI's major responsibilitieslie in the areasof
rehabilitation,and maintenanceof occupationalhealth and safety standardsand
124
including
beds
1,395
had
In
1997,
GOSI
250
persons,
regulations.
andemployed
physicians,18phan-nacists,
and405nurses(Ministry of Health,1997).

3.5.8 Royal Commission for Jubail and Yanbu
The Royal Commission for Jubail and Yanbu was establishedin 1990. Its purpose is
to provide a comprehensive healthcare programme to tke two industrial cities of
Jubail and Yanbu, on the east and west coasts. The programme comprises five
hospitals.Two of the hospitals have 268 beds,while the other three have 742 beds. In
1997, the Royal Commission had a staff of 1,482, including 85 physicians, II
pharmacists,and 271 nurses(Ministry of Health, 1997).
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3.5.9 Ministry

of the Interior

The Ministry of the Interior is responsiblefor maintaining public safety and security
it
its
healthcare
Kingdom's
to
the
employees.In
entire
citizens,
and
provides
all
of
1997,the Ministry's personnelwas 2,494, including 278 physicians, 26 pharmacists,
and 551 nurses(Ministry of Health, 1997).

3.5.10 Saudi Arabian National Guard
The Saudi Arabian National Guard (SANG) is a military force that operates
independently from the armed forces and the internal security forces. SANG is
In
its
dependants.
for
healthcare
their
to
all
employees and
responsible
providing
1988, it operatedthree large hospitals in Jeddah(300 beds), Riyadh (600 beds), and
the easternregion (500 beds). The hospitals are operated and maintained by both
Saudiand non-Saudimanagementcompanies,which recruit internationally, especially
for positions that cannot be filled by Saudi citizens. One of SANG's objectives,
however, is to further the process of Saudiisation. While Saudi citizens made up
7.5% of the country's workforce in 1983, their proportion had increasedto 36% by
1997. This increasein the Saudi shareof the national workforce was most dramatic in
the administrative and medical sectors. The Saudi proportion of administrative
in
in
1997,
Saudi
from
42%
7%
1983
the
to
shareof medical staff
while
workers rose
increasedfrom 6% in 1983to 60% in 1997(Ministry of Health, 1997).

3.5.11 Ministry of Defence and Aviation
The Ministry of Defence and Aviation (MODA) is the second largest provider of
health servicesin the Kingdom. MODA is responsiblefor the armed forces that do not
fall under the auspicesof any other military organisation.The main role of the Armed
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ForcesMedical Services Department (AFMSD) is to provide a fully comprehensive
programmeof healthcareto all membersof the Armed Forces and their families. It is
also responsiblefor providing healthcareeducation and medical research. In 1997, it
employed nearly 25,187 persons, including 2,498 physicians, 262 pharmacists, and
6,126nurses (Ministry of Health, 1997).

3.5.12 ARAMCO
ARAMCO is a Saudi-owned oil-producing company located near Dammam on the
Gulf coast. It has its own large, modem, and extensively staffed hospital, and serves
the healthcare needs of the company's 45,000 employees and their families. The
employeesare 70% Saudis (Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, 1985). The hospital provides
acute,primary, and ambulatory care services,and it operatesa number of clinics and
mobile teams. In 1997, the hospital employment total was 4,281, including 557
physicians,67 phannacists,and 1,274nurses (Ministry of Health, 1997).

3.5.13 Private Health Sector
The private healthcaresector is an important provider of health servicesto all citizens.
Private healthcareservicesare accessibleto anyonewho is willing to self-finance. It is
the second largest in size after the MOH. Both the third and fourth Five-Year
Development Plans provided the private sector with incentives to add to the MOH
services. In 1997, there were 84 private sector hospitals, with 8,185 beds, and 611

healthcentres.
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3.6 Development of Health Budget
The budget for health in the first Five-Year Development Plan (1970-1974) was SR
26,230 million, which was 2.7% of the total KSA budget. In the secondPlan (19751979), SR 177,716 million or 2.5% of the total budget was allocated for healthcare.
During the third Plan period (1980-1984), the MOH spent SR 107,429million in the
last year alone. The total third Plan MOH budget was SR 404,348 million, or 2.9% of
the total public budget (SeeTable 3.2).

Although the total KSA budget decreasedfor the fourth Plan (1985-1989) and then
for
the fifth Plan (1990-1994), the health sector managedto maintain its share.
again
The MOH budget was SR 412,890 million or 4.8% of the total budget in the fourth
Plan, and SR 436,988 million or 5.4% of the total budget in the fifth Plan (SeeTable
3.2).

However, the MOH budget decreasedfor the first two years of the sixth Plan (19951999). Only SR 73,648 million or 4.9% of the total KSA budget was allocated to the
MOH in both 1995 and 1996. The MOH shareof the total budget increasedagain to
5.9% in 1997. In sum, MOH expenditurefrom 1970 (the first year of the first FiveYear DevelopmentPlan) to 1997 (the third year of the sixth Plan) was SR 1,712,936
million or 3.8% of the total KSA budgetfor this period (SeeTable 3.2).
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Table 3.2 MOH and KSA Budget Development Plan Budgets
(In SR Millions)
Development Plan
I" Plan
1970-1974
2"' Plan
1975-1979
3'd Plan
1980-1984
4' Plan
1985-1989
5"'Plan
1990-1994
6fl'Plan
1995-1997*
Total
1970-1997

*

Total KSA Budget
989,150

MOH Budget
26,230

Proportion of Total
2.7%

7,068,634

177,716

2.5%

13,764,000

404,348

2.9%

8,522,000

412,890

4.8%

8,029,500

436,988

5.3%

4,810,000

254,766

5.3%

43,183,284

1,712,936

23.5! ýý

First three years of the 6"'Five-Year Plan, 1995-1999.

Source:Ministry of Planning (2000)

3.7 Growth of Health Services
The Ministry of Health has managedto accomplishmany of its objectives since 1970.
This is demonstrated,for instance, by the spectacular increase in the number of
medical facilities.

In 1970, there were only 47 hospitals with 7,165 beds. Today,

there are 180 hospitals with 27,058 beds. The number of clinics increasedfrom 519
in 1970to 1,737 in 1997. The sameperiod saw a dramatic increasein the number of
from
in
increased
817
in
The
medical personnel.
number of physicians all specialities
1971to 14,588 in 1997. The number of nursesrose from 2,268 in 1971 to 34,739 in
1997, while the number of other medical personnel, including pharmacists and
hospital technicians, grew from 1,542 in 1971 to 20,131 in 1997. All categoriesof
medical personnel saw an increase of the proportion of Saudi nationals during this
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period, which can be subdivided into three stages:Stage one (1970-1979), Stagetwo

(1980-1989),andStagethree(1990-1999).

3.7.1 Stage One (1970-1979)
This period saw an increasein the effectivenessof servicesprovided by the Ministry
of Health, primarily through growth in the number of hospitals, clinics, and beds (See
Table 3.3). The number of hospitals rose by 6% for every year of the first Five-Year
DevelopmentPlan period, and by 2.6% annually during the secondPlan period. The
by
first
increased
by
for
Plan
2.8%
the
and
of
period,
number of clinics
every year
6.5% yearly in the second period. And the number of beds rose by 1.3% annually
during the first period, and by 10.1% every year of the secondperiod. The increasein
health
in
by
facilities
the
these
numbers of
was accompanied an expansion of staff
first
in
by
16.5%
The
the
total
annually
sector.
number of medical personnel rose
period, and by 8.6% in every year of the secondperiod (SeeTable 3.4).

3.7.2 Stage Two (1980-1989)
Growth in the number of medical facilities and staff acceleratedin the third Five-Year
DevelopmentPlan period (1980-1984), but then levelled off in the next Plan (19851989). The third Plan saw an annual increaseof 8.5% in the number of hospitals, of
10.1%in the number of clinics, and of 10.7% in the number of hospital beds. During
the fourth plan period, the number of hospitals rose annually by 9.2%, but the
by
'only'
increased
beds
annually
numbers of clinics and

4.4% and 5.2%,

impressive
increased
by
21.6% every year
Similarly,
an
respectively.
medical staffing
during the 1980-1984period, but by 'only' 7.5% eachyear of the 1985-1989period.
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3.7.3 Stage Three (1990-1999)
StageThree covers the fifth and sixth Five-Year Development Plan periods (19901999). During this time, the number of medical facilities continued to increase. From
1990 to 1994, the annual increase in the number of hospitals was 6.1%, while the
numberof clinics rose annually by 3.1%. The sameperiod also saw an increasein the
number of trained medical personnel. From 1990 to 1994, the number of physicians
rose annually by 3.6%, while the numbers of nurses and other medical personnel
increasedby 3.9% and 5.4%, respectively,every year. The averageannual growth of
be
but
is
during
4.3%,
to
this
this
all medical staff
period was
percentage expected
lower for the sixth Plan period (1995-1999).

i
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Table 3.3 Average Yearly Growth of Medical Facilities
in Ministry of Health for Five-Year Development Plans
(1970- 1994)
% Yearly Growth
Development Plan
I "' Plan
1970-1974
2'd Plan
1975-1979
Id
3 Plan
1980-1984
4'b Plan
1985-1989
51hPlan
1990-1994

1

Hospitals
6%

Hospital Beds
1.3%

Health Clinics
2.8%

2.6%

10.1%

6.5%

8.5%

10.7%

10.1%

9.2%

4.4%

5.2%

1

6.1%

4.0%

1

1%
Note: In the first year of 6h Plan, there was 3.4 increasein hospitals, 2.9%
increasein beds,and 0.4% increasein clinics.
Source:Ministry of Planning (2000)

Table 3.4 Average Yearly Growth of Medical Personnel in
Ministry of Health for Five-Year Development Plans.
(1970 - 1994)

% Yearly Growth
Development Plan
I" Plan
1970-1974
2ndplan
1975-1979
P Plan
1980-1984
4'h Plan
1985-1989
th
5 Plan
1990-1994

1

Physicians
22.7%

Nurses
15.8%

Others
13.6%

Total
16.5%

10.8%

7.8%

8.0%

8.6%

19.5%

24.6%

18.6%

21.6%

7.0%

7.1%

8.7%

7.5%

3.6%

3.9%

5.4%

4.3%

Note: In the first year of 6h Plan, there was 0.3% increasein physicians, 0.2%
increasein nurses,and 0.3% increasein other employees.
Source:Ministry of Planning (2000)
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3.8 Present Healthcare System
The Health Ministry

health
I'Or
that
the
is
responsible
governmental
agency
all
is

services in the Kingdom. KSA healthcare is provided through a referral system by
institutions with different functions. As mentioned, although several government
by
healthcare
directly
their
to
most
patients
are
referred
employees,
agencies provide
primary health centres, either to general or specialist hospitals. Private sector hospitals
co-ordinate with the primary health centres and clinics in the referral network. Thus,

the private sectorhospitals abide by all requirementsof the Health Ministry.

The referral system reduces unnecessary hospital services by optinilsing use of the

has
It
high-level
from
to
the
made
the
specialist.
services
general practitioner
healthcare in the Kingdom more efficient.

Between 1990 and 1994, the number of

patient visits to primary healthcare centres increased by 42.2%, while the number of
hospital visits declined by 29.9% (See Figure 3.1 and Table 3.5).

Figure 3.1 Patient Visits to Ministry of Health Primary Healthcare
Centres and Hospitals

PHC Centres

m 1989/1990
[----1199311994

MOH Hospitals

0

10

20

30
Thousands

Source: Alliarthy et al. (1999)
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Table 3.5 Patient Visits to Primary Healthcare Centres and MOH
Hospitals (in thousands)

PATIENT VISITS
1989/1990

1993/1994

% Change

PHC Centres

36,725

52,222

+42.2%

MOH Hospitals

19,627

13,956

-28.9%

Source:Alharthy et al. (1999)

3.9 Major Issues
In spite of the development of the Kingdom healthcare system, the sixth Five-Year
Development Plan (1995-1999) lists three key issues which must be addressedto
ensurecontinuous improvement in healthcaredelivery to all citizens. Theseissuesare
1) costs of healthcare, 2) Saudiisation of the workforce, and 3) geographical
distribution of primary healthcarecentres.

3.9.1 Costs of Health Services
Throughout the world, healthcareproviders face a growing demand for services at
rising costs but with a shortageof funding. Saudi Arabia is no exception. Yet, the
Kingdom is in a better position than most other countries to addressthese problems.
The provision of high quality healthcareis both a national priority and an attainable
goal, mainly becauseof the country's oil revenues. To achieve this goal, however,
there is a needfor the private sectorto stepup and contribute its shareof the services.
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3.9.2 Saudiisation in Health Services
The healthcare workforce has increasedrapidly with the overall expansion of the
health services. In 1997,there were more than 14,700physicians, 34,739 nurses,and
about 19,000 health technicians. The proportion of Saudi nationals in all these
occupationswas rather low: 19% for physicians,24% for nurses,and 53% for health
technicians. Current indications from the education and training institutions are,
however, that these percentageswill not increase significantly in the near future.
Thus, emphasis must be put on training programmes for Saudi workers in the
healthcaresector.

3.9.3 Regional Balance in Distribution

of Primary

Healthcare

Centres
The large size of the country and uneven distribution of the population make it a
for
for
full
healthcare
the
to
all
challenge
coverage
government provide
primary
citizens. Years of progresshave not altered the fact that at the beginning of the new
is
being
It
healthcare
the
met.
century,
primary
needsof many citizens are still not
important that new healthcare centres continue to be built in areas that are under-

served.

3.10 Private Sector
The govenunent has taken several steps to facilitate greater private sector
participation in the provision of healthcare (Ministry of Planning, 2000). It has
provided companiesand contractorswith:

k
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1. Interest-free,long-term loans for the construction and operation of hospitals and
clinics, and the delivery of support services.
2. Funds from the state budget for the planning and construction of government
health facilities.
5

3. Opportunities for assuming the maintenanceof all health facilities, and the full
operationof somehospitals.
4. Supportfor the manufactureand marketing of drugs and medicines.

The private sector has respondedto these incentives in several ways (Ministry of
Planning,2000). It has contributed to the health servicesthrough:

*

The provision of curative servicesat 75 hospitals with 7,477 beds, or 18% of all
hospital beds in the Kingdom.

*

The provision of healthcareat 510 dispensariesand 673 clinics.

310
drugs
2,703
The
and
pharmacies
9
provision of
and medicines at
pharmaceuticalwarehouses.
e The manufactureof drugs and medicines.
9 The supply and marketing of medical equipment.
Health.
full
hospitals
Ministry
The
45
the
of
affiliated
with
9
operation of

During the sixth Plan period, the private sectorhas also been given the opportunity to
finance the construction of many healthcare facilities. These projects include the
health
intermediate
healthcare
colleges, emergency
centres,
establishmentof primary
health
institute.
for
training
and
a
centres,
centres emergencymedical services,
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3.11 KSA Healthcare Strategy
The KSA standsout among countriesin the Middle East for the ways it usesplanning
in carrying out its policies. Since 1970, the KSA has adopted 'total planning' in its
efforts to implement social and economic change.

During this period, the

government has given special attention to healthcare in its efforts to raise health
standardsof the Saudi citizens. It has adopted the Five-Year Development Plan as
the principal instrument for reachingthis goal. Strategicplans for healthcarego hand
in handwith the generalobjectives and strategicplans for the country as a whole.

As a result, many objectives in healthcarepolicies have been met, such as primary
and secondaryhealthcarethrough a variety of specialist and non-specialist hospitals,
preventive healthcare,medical sector employment growth, Saudiisation and training
of medical staff, and supervision of private hospitals. All of these objectives have
beenachievedby meansof the Five-Year Development Plans (Ministry of Planning,
2000). The sixth Five-Year DevelopmentPlan objectives are to:

e Upgrade the health standardsof citizens, and provide preventive and curative
healthcarein efficient ways.

incidence
Control
diseases,
the
of these
9
communicable
and eradicateor reduce
diseasesto the lowest possible level.
9 Initiate primary

healthcare programmes, particularly mother and child

programmes,and attains full vaccination coverageof children against infectious

diseases.
*

Boostthe referralsystemso that healthcareserviceswill be fully integratedand
provided at a high standard.
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3.12 KSA Healthcare Policies
Government policies are carried out to meet certain objectives, and the abovementionedPlan objectives, as well as the key healthcareissuesdiscussedin Sections
3.9.2,3.9.3,3.10, have resulted in the initiation of the following KSA healthcare
policies:

e Improving Health Standards of Population. It is expectedthat health levels will
improve through the establishment of Primary Healthcare Centres (PHCs).
Implementation of PHC guidelines and procedureswill be intensified, and health
awarenessprogrammesexpanded.
be
PHCs
Services.
Additional
Healthcare
Regional
Distribution
Primary
will
9
of
establishedaccording to the following criteria:

1. Cities whose population exceeds200,000 are to be servedby one PHC per 10,000
persons.
2. Cities with a population of less than 200,000 will have one PHC for every 5,000
to 6,000 persons.
3. Village and remote populations are to be served by one PHC per 500 to 2,000
persons.

Demographicmaps will be prepared,showing the regional population distribution and
locations of the existing health services.This will allow for the planning of a more
equitable regional distribution of services. All PHCs are to be provided with
necessaryequipment, including X-ray services,dental clinics, etc.. Each PHC will be
formally connectedto the nearestreferral hospital in the region.
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9 Saudiisation in Health Services. To attract more Saudi nationals, efforts will be
institutes,
to
the
and
of
medical
colleges
as well as training
made expand
number
programmes. Also, the number of scholarships will be increased. The private
for
Saudi nationals.
be
training
to
programmes
sectorwill
encouraged offer more
*

Financial Support for Health Services. In order to increase funding for
healthcare, the insurance system will be modified and expanded to include
be
families.
The
their
sector
will
encouraged
private
coverageof non-Saudisand
to join in the provision of health insurance.

*

Upgrading Curative Medical Care. Efforts will be made to expand the number of
hospital beds both in the public and private sector. A target ratio has been set to
beds.
hospital
Strict
quality
ensure optimal use and efficient administration of
healthcare
in
improvements
implemented
be
to
areas
of
all
achieve
standardswill
delivery, such as storage of equipment, drug administration, and waiting time for
patients.

be
A
Services.
in
Health
Private
Sector
Investment
will
comprehensive study
9
in
healthcare
increase
find
to
private sector participation
conducted to
ways
delivery.

3.13 Sixth Development Plan Targets
The commitment of the KSA government to raise standards of healthcare of the
initiated
1995,
to:
in
In
is
were
campaigns
population evident severalways.

0.01
100,000
diseases
infectious
Reduce
to
the
cases
per
morbidity rate of
41
for
40
for
for
8
for
0.4
diphtheria;
to
measles;
cough;
and
whooping
population
TB.
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9 Eliminate tetanusand poliomyelitis altogether.
*

Reducethe frequency of diarrhoeain children.

*

Reducethe morbidity rate of malaria to 200 casesper 100,000population in high
rate areas;to less than 100 in medium rate areas;and to zero in the other areas.

e Reducethe morbidity rate of bilharsiato 500 casesper 100,000population.
9 Increase the immunisation coverage to 97% for diphtheria, whooping cough,
tetanus,and poliomyelitis, and to 95% for hepatitis. Maintain the 99% rate for
immunisation againstTB.
9 Decreasethe incidence of newbom children weighing less than 2,500 grams to
2%; and increasethe percentageof children less than five years old whose weight
is commensurateto their ageto 98%.
9 Raisethe proportion of pregnantmothers receiving healthcarefrom professionals
to 97%; and increasethe delivery rate by health professionalsto 95%.
9 Increasethe immunisation coverageof pregnantmothers againsttetanusto 85%.
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3.14 Summary
There is no doubt that the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia healthcaresystem has travelled a
long way. Some citizens can still rememberthe time when illiteracy was a way of
life, the water supply contaminated, nutrition inadequate, sanitation unknown, and
basic requirementsof hygiene severely lacking. During the 1970s,the governmentof
Saudi Arabia started to implement plans to improve healthcare. Successfulattempts
were made to expand the number of hospitals, as well as the medical workforce.
Theseimprovementscontinued throughout the 1980sand 1990s. Today, the Ministry
of Health faces several new problems. One is that healthcaresystemsworldwide are
experiencing a growing demand for services at rising costs, but with a shortageof
funding. With its growing population, Saudi Arabia is no exception, in that the
provision of high quality servicesto all citizens is placing a burden on the government
budget. Also, the healthcare workforce has increased rapidly with the overall
expansionof the health services. In 1997, it included more than 14,700 physicians,
34,739 nurses, and more than 19,000 health technicians. Few of these positions,
however,wereýfilled by Saudi nationals: one of every five for physicians, one of every
four for nurses, and one of every two for health technicians. Saudi enrolment in
medical education and training programmesindicates that these proportions will not
drastically changein the coming years. Thus, a specific effort must be made to attract
more Saudipersonnelinto the healthcaresector(Ministry of Planning, 2000).

The Ministry of Health budget reachedSR 10,746billion in 1997. Besidesthe MOH,
providers of healthcarein the Kingdom have come to include the Royal Commission
for Jubail and Yanbu, the Ministry of Defence and Aviation, the National Guard, the
Ministry of the Interior, and others. The late 1990salso saw increasedparticipation
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involved
in
the
the construction of healthcare facilities,
of
private sector, which got
healthcare.
doctors
Although the
the
and
nurses,
and
provision
of
recruitment of
Five-Year DevelopmentPlanswere ambitious, there has been a dramatic expansionof
health servicesin the past 30 years. Significant progresshas been made in efforts to
provide citizens with a comprehensivesystem of primary care. Health serviceshave
been integrated into an adequatereferral system covering the whole country, and
using sophisticatedequipment to supply citizens with curative as well as preventive

healthcare.
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Chapter Four
Research Design and Methodology
4.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to provide an understanding of the research design and
methodology used for this study. The methods used in carrying out researchwill be
discussedincluding researchstrategy, approach,and design. In the researchstrategy
section, both theory-then-researchand research-then-theorywill be discussed.In the
research approach section, causal, descriptive, and exploratory research will be
discussed.In the researchdesign section, experimental and non-experimentaldesigns
will be discussed.In the non-experimentaldesign section, survey research,casestudy
research,qualitative research,quantitative research,and triangulation will be explored
in depth.

Following the above,there will be a discussionof the nature of researchin healthcare.
Afterwards, the selected research methodology will be discussed. This research
incorporatesquantitative and qualitative methods to arrive at a better understanding
of the researchedsituation. The first phaseof the study will use survey researchand
employ quantitative methods. The second phase of the study will use case study
researchand employ qualitative methods. The last phase of the study will discuss
benchmarkingthe results.
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4.2 Nature of Research

,

Researchstandson the intent to createnew knowledge. This new knowledge can exist
in any field. This can be done through the systematicprocessof enquiry governedby
scientific principles. The principles vary according to the specific science or
discipline in which the researchis undertaken.Macleod et al. (1989) define research
as:
"An attempt to increasethe sum of what is known, usually
referred to as 'a body of knowledge', by the discovery of new
facets or relationships through a processof systemic scientific
inquiry, the researchprocess."
Also, researchis describeby Sekaran(1992) as:
"An organised, systemic, data-based, critical, scientific
inquiry or investigation into a specific problem, undertaken
with the objective of finding answersor solutions to it. "

This wasbornein mind throughoutthe study.
4.3 Research Strategy,
There are two major componentson which the disciplines of scientific researchrest.
They are theory and empirical research(Aaker et al., 1995; Nachmias and Nachmias,
1996).Establishing a systematicconnectionbetweenthesetwo componentsenhances
the goals of social science. According to Nachmias and Nachmias (1996), these
connections should be established by two types of research strategy: theory-thenresearchand research-then-theory.The researcherhad to make a decision on which
strategyto adopt as appropriatefor the study.

4.3.1 Theo ry-then-Resea rch Strategy
This strategyusesa hypothesis-testing
research.Usually, it startswith a hypothesis
aboutthe natureof the world andthenseeksdatathat will confirm or disconfirmthat
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hypothesis. There are five stages to the theory-then-researchapproach (Reynolds,
1971).They include:
1. Constructan explicit theory or model.
2. Selecta proposition derived from theory or model for empirical investigation.
3. Design a researchproject to test the proposition
4. If the proposition derived from the theory is rejected by the empirical data, make
changesin the theory or the researchproject and return to stagetwo.
5. If the proposition is not rejected,selectother propositions for testing or attempt to
improve the theory.

This strategy operates deductively from the hypotheses to their implications.
Deductive reasoning involves drawing from ideas or theories that have already been
established in one context and making conclusions about them in another. A
deductivereasoningcalls for a universal generalisation,a statementof the conditions
under which the generalisationholds true, an event to be explained, and the rules of
formal logic (Nachmias and Nachmias, 1996). A deductive explanation explains a
phenomenonby demonstratingthat it can be deduced from an establisheduniversal
law. Thus, the process of starting with a theory and using it to explain a particular
caseis known as deduction (Gilbert, 1995).

4.3.2 Research-then-Theory

Strategy

As opposedto theory-then-research,Merton (1968), a proponent of the research-thentheory strategy,arguesthe following:
"It is my central thesis that empirical researchgoes far beyond
the passive role of verifying and testing theory; it does more
than confirm or refute hypotheses.Researchplays an active
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it
it
it
initiates,
it
clarifies
role:
reformulates, reflects and
theory."
Reynolds(1971) believes that empirical researchsuggestsnew problems for theory. It
calls for new theoretical formulations, leadsto the refinement of existing theories,and
four
function
The
the
consist
of
research-then-theorystrategy
serves
of verification.
stages.They include:
1. Investigatea phenomenonand delineateits attributes.
2. Measurethe attributes in a variety of situations.
3. Analyse the resulting data to determine if there are systematic patterns of
variation.
4. Once systematicpatternsare discovered,construct a theory.

The research-then-theorystrategyusesinductive reasoning.Inductive reasoningis the
first step in knowledge development.Gilbert (1995) defines inductive reasoningas a
basic technique for moving from a set of observationsto a theory. This meansthat it
is the processof finding a single caseand observing a relationship, then observingthe
finally
in
constructing a general theory to
cases,
and
samerelationship several more
is
it
because
This
this
type
exploratory
the
of strategy,
cover all
cases.
researchuses
in nature.

4.4 Types of Research Approach
Whatever the strategy employed, all empirical research chooses a certain type of
into
be
These
one of three general
classified
approachescan
research approach.
categories.They are causal research,descriptive research,and exploratory research.
Each kind of researchhas its own characteristicssuch as researchpurpose, research
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questions, data collection methods, etc.. (Neuman, 1997). The three research
approacheswill now be discussed.

4.4.1 Causal Research
The conceptof causalityis very complex.It can be thought of as understandinga
in termsof conditionalstatements
phenomenon
of the form, if X exists,then Y will
exist.Causalitymeansthat a variable(or a numberof variables)causesor determines
the valuesof other variables.For example,if a corporationincreasesits advertising
budgetthenits saleswill rise.

Unfortunately, the scientific notion implies that a researchercan never prove the Y is
a cause of X

Rather, the researcherwill always infer but never prove that a

relationship does exist. The inference is difficult to be drawn. It requires acquiring
data in a very controlled experimental setting, in which a researchercan manipulate
an independent variable to see how it affects a dependent variable, while also
controlling the effects of additional externalvariables (Polgar et al., 1995).

Knowing that X will be followed by Y is not enough in research.The continuous
processby which X produced Y (if it did) should also be understood.This mode of
inferencein which eventsare explainedby postulating mechanismswhich are capable
just
is
is
Retroduction
the
them
analytical
process
of
of producing
called retroduction.
thinking about the mechanism that could have causedthe phenomena which were
observed. The relationship between causal powers exists independently of their
effects, unlessthey are derived from social structureswhose reproduction dependson
particular effects resulting (Bhaskar, 1989). According to Sayer (1992), the same
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mechanism in certain conditions may sometimes produce different events, and
converselythe sametype of eventsmay have different causes.This researchapproach
is clearly unsuitablefor the presentproject.

4.4.2 Descriptive Research
A large proportion of social scienceresearchusesdescriptive research.There are four
major purposesfor descriptive research.They are (Aaker et al., 1995; Churchill et al.,
1995):
1. To provide a clear picture of someaspectof the social enviromnent.
2. To describethe characteristicsof certain researchproblems.
3. To estimate the proportion of people in a specific population who behave in a
certain way.
4. To make prediction.
This approachcontrastswith the third and is less appropriatefor this researchstudy.

4.4.3 Exploratory Research

I

In exploratory research, the general objective is to gain insights and ideas. It is
particularly helpful in breaking broad, imprecise problem statementsinto smaller,
more precisesubproblemstatements(Aaker et al., 1995).This kind of researchcan be
used in establishing priorities among researchquestions.Also, it is used for learning
aboutthe practical problems of carrying out the research.

Whereas descriptive research is more rigid and requires a clear and precise
specification of the research question, exploratory research is characterisedby its
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flexibility with respect to methods used for gaining insight and developing
hypothesesbecauseof the lack of knowledge at the beginning of an inquiry. In this
type of research, the formal design and the detailed questionnaires are not that
important. The reasoning behind this is that researchers frequently change the
researchprocedures as the vaguely defined initial problem transforms to a more
precise and meaningful one. Generally, exploratory research is appropriate for
problems on which very little is known. Based on the above facts, this study fits the
profile for exploratory research. The descriptive research approach often uses
hypotheses but they may be tentative and speculative, whereas the exploratory
ill
defined.
hypotheses,
they
they
and
exist
are
vague
and
researchrarely uses
when

4.5 Research Design
Nachmiasand Nachmias (1996) define a researchdesign as an action plan for getting
from the initial set of questionsto be answeredto some set of conclusionsor answers
aboutthesequestions.Churchill (1995) refers to researchdesign as:
"The framework or plan for a study, used as a guide in
is
is
blueprint
data.
It
the
that
collecting and analysing
followed in completing a study. It resemblesthe architect's
blueprint for a house."
Therefore, a design can be thought of as the logical steps that connect the empirical
data to a study's initial research questions. The most important objective of the
basic
fit
There
is
designs
two
together.
to
that
are
research
research
ensure
all pieces
design that are used by researchersin conducting social science research.They are
experimentaldesign and non-experimentaldesign.
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4.5.1 Experimental Design
Experimental researchdesign is a design where the researcheractively manipulates
aspectsof a setting, either in the laboratory or in a field situation, and observesthe
effects of that manipulation on experimental subjects (Cohen and Manion, 1994),
either in the continued artificial setting or in their natural setting. The purposebehind
the experimentis causeand effect through manipulation and control. To manipulate a
variable is to do something to it through treatment or intervention. This variable is
called the independentvariable. The outcome of the researchis usually observedin
the variable or factor which is affected by the dependent variable. To control the
experiment means the researcher controls the treatment of the study group while
comparing and contrasting againstthe control group where there was no treatmentor
intervention (Aaker et al., 1995).

Experimental researchdesign can be used as a powerful tool for discovering the true
relationships between variables. Meanwhile, this type of research requires certain
be
implementation.
include,
These
time,
can
means
means,which
and
cost, control,
difficult for someresearchers.

This type of research is not appropriate in this study, becausethere is no need to
for
the
the research.
manipulateany aspectof
setting

4.5.2 Non-experimental Designs
In non-experimental design, there is a wide spectrum of researchdesigns. They are
popular among the social scientists and are used widely in the managementfield.
Unlike in experimental research,the variables can not be manipulated becausethe
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study is carried out in its natural settingsand relationships are observedas they occur.
Both the issues of control and manipulation do not arise in this type of design
(Neuman,1997).

Non-experimental designs can be divided into different categories which include
survey research and case study research. In both categories, quantitative and
qualitative data collection methods can be administered. Sometimes, both methods
are usedtogether in what is called triangulation.

4.5.2.1 Survey Research
The survey is the most widely used data gatheringmethod of researchersin collecting
primary data (Aaker et al., 1995). Surveys are appropriate for research questions
about behaviours,attitudes/beliefs/opinions,knowledge, characteristics,expectations,
and self-classification (Neuman, 1997). They are strongestwhen the responsesof the
peoplemeasurevariables. Many variables can be measuredin a single survey.

Survey research samples many respondentswho respond to the same questions. It
infers
hypotheses,
temporal order of
tests
and
measuresmany variables,
multiple
qucstions about past expcricnces. This typc of rcscarch measurcs variabIcs that
represent alternative explanations and examines their effects, thus ruling out any
is
do
belong.
Survey
that
alternative explanations
research sometimes called
not
correlational becauseit uses control variables and correlations in statistical analysis.
They approximate the rigorous test for causality which experimenters achieve with
their physical control over temporal order and alternative explanations (Neuman,
1997).
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Survey research uses a deductive approach. It starts with a theoretical or applied
research problem and ends with empirical measurement and data analysis. Two
phasesmake up the survey method. They are the researchdesign phase and the data
collection phase. During the research design phase, an instrument is developed
(questionnaire or interview). The questions of this instrument must be clear and
complete, taking into consideration the recording and presentation of data for the
analysis.The secondphase includes locating the respondents,giving instructions on
how to answer the questions, recording the answers, and thanking the respondents
afterwards(Neuman, 1997). Table 4.1 presentsa more detailed outline of thesesteps.

In the survey research,the researcherdoes not intervene or manipulate the effects of
intervention. However, when the researcheris seeking a causal relationship between
has
it
be
demonstrated,
in
it
to
rather
variables survey research, cannot establishedor
be inferred (Bryman and Cramer, 1997). Survey methods allow for the collection of
significant amounts of data in an economical and efficient manner. They also allow
for large samplesizes.Aaker et al. (1995) stressed:
"The principal advantageof a survey is that it can collect a
great deal of data about an individual respondentat one time.
It is perhaps only stating the obvious to say that for most
kinds of data the respondentis the only, or the best, source."
There are many advantages to the survey method. They include the ability to
generalise, versatility, standardisation, ease of administration, and suitability for
statistical analysis. Generalisation means that the results of the survey are taken to
represent the view of the overall population. This is due to the large number of
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Table 5-1: Two phases of Survey Research

Phase 1: Design and Planning
1. Decideon type of survey(e.g., face-to-face,mail, telephoneinterview,selftype of respondent,
administered),
andpopulation.
2. Developsurveyinstrument/questionnaire:
a. Write questionsto measurevariables.
b. Decide on responsecategories.
c. Organisequestion sequence.
d. Design questionnairelayout.
3. Plan systemfor recording answers.
4. Pilot test instrument and train interviewers if necessary.
5. Draw sample:
a. Define target population.
b. Decide on type of sample.
c. Develop sampling frame.
d. Decide on samplesize.
e. Selectsample.

Phase 2: Data Collection
1. Locate and contact respondents
2. Make introductory statementsor provide instructions.
3. Ask questionsand record answers.
4. Thank respondentand continue to next respondent.
15. End data collection and organisedata.

Source:Neuman (1997)
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respondentsrepresenting the population to which the sample belongs. Versatility
meansthat surveys can be applied and are adaptable to any setting if the research
objectivesrequire a descriptive or causaldesign. Standardisationrefers to the fact that
all questionsand responseoptions presentedto the respondentsare identical and in a
set order. The administration of the questionnaireis much simpler than other methods
which can be much more time-consuming.

Statistical analysis is the preferred means of interpreting the patterns or common
themeshidden in the raw data collected in the survey methods.According to Aaker et
al. (1995), survey researchstill dominatesand will continue to dominate as a method
of data collection for managementstudies, at least for the next few decades.Among
the limitations of the survey method is low responserate and self-selectionbias.

4.5.2.2 Case Study Research
According to Yin (1994), a case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a
contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the
boundariesbetween phenomenonand context are not clearly evident. The case study
is not a technique nor is it a means of collecting data, but rather a comprehensive
design
(Yin, 1994).
is
deliberately
the
the
part of
context
researchstrategy, where
Goodeand Halt (1952) argue:
"The case study, then, is not a specific technique. It is a way
data
social
so as to preserve the unitary
of organising
being
Expressed
the
studied.
character of
social object
is
differently,
it
an approach which views any
somewhat
social unit as a whole. Almost always, this meansof approach
includes the developmentof that unit, which may be a person,
a family or other social group, a set of relationships or
processes... or even an entire culture."
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The casestudy, like other researchstrategies,is a way of investigating an empirical
subjectby following a set of prespecifiedprocedures.It thus is suitable for the study
of social processesand has deeproots in organisational.research.It answersquestions
which revolve around the 'how' and 'why', instead of the more descriptive questions
of 'who' and 'how many'. Thus, when the issues of interest are processual and
contextual,the casestudy is the approachof choice.

The case study method typically focuses on and observes the characteristicsof an
individual unit or organisation (Nettleton and Taylor, 1990) to refine knowledge. It is
a comprehensive description and analysis of a single situation used because the
researcherwants to cover contextual conditions, believing that they might be highly
pertinent to the phenomenonof study. The phenomenonand context are not always
distinguishablein real life situations (Yin, 1994). The casestudy inquiry, accordingto
Yin (1994):
be
in
distinctive
Copes
technically
there
many more
will
e
situation which
with a
variablesof interest than data points, and as one result
in
data
Relies
to
a
converge
needing
e
on multiple sources of evidence, with
triangulation fashion, and as anotherresult
*

Benefits from the prior development of theoretical propositions to guide data
collection and analysis.

This means that the case study is an all-encompassingmethod that uses logic to
incorporate specific approachesof data collection and data analysis. The case study
allows the tracking of organisationalprocessesin a natural context over time. Also, it
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is particularly suitable for exploring emergent organisational phenomena that are
subjectto rapid change.

Casestudies can range in scope from the in-depth, ethnographic, single-site, singleresearchercase study to the highly structured, multiple-site studies performed by
severalresearchers.In addition, they differ in their data collection approaches.Some
are qualitative, while others combine quantitative and qualitative methods. These
possibilities permit the adoption of a strategy most suitable to the specific
circumstancesof the researchsubject and the researchobjective.

There are some concernsabout using the casestudy method. The biggest concernhas
been over the lack of rigour in case study research.There are many incidents where
the researcherslips and allows a biased view to influence the directions of the
findings or conclusions.According to Yin (1994), this is true, but a biased view can
enter into the conduct of experimentsand the use of other researchstrategies,such as
designinga questionnairefor surveysor conducting historical research.The problems
are not different, but in case study research,they may have been more frequently
faced and less frequently overcome. Therefore, the case study researchermust work
hard to report all evidence fairly. Another concern associatedwith case studies is
validity and representativeness. In research, objectivity and meaningfulness are
important issuesto consider. Bonoma (1985) refers to a trade-off between 'currency'
and 'data integrity' (i. e., the generalisability of results or external validity on the one
hand and issues of internal validity and statistical reliability on the other). He
explains:
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"The study which seeks a high degree of data integrity
requires a precise operationalisationof the researchvariables,
a relatively large sample size and quantitative data for
statistical power, and the ability to exercise control over
persons, settings and other factors to prevent causal
contamination. In contrast,a study which seekshigh currency,
demands
typically
situationally
unconstrained
operationalization of variables to allow cross-setting
generalisation, and observation within natural, ecological
settings - 'noisy settings'- where large samples, quantitative
measures,and control are more difficult to achieve. Often, the
latter kind of study demandsa greater use of subjective or, at
best, clinical analysis."

Yin (1994) also believes the case study provides little basis for scientific
generalisation.Casestudiesare generalisableto the theoretical propositions and not to
populationsor universes.Finally, casestudies sometimestake too long and the result
is massive,unreadabledocuments(Yin, 1994).

4.5.2.3 Selection of Methods
The choice of methodology is the most important choice in the researchdesign.There
is no right or wrong methodology but the researcher should look for the most
beneficial method available. In theory, the choice of methods dependson the nature
of the researchproblem. In practice, there are certain constraints, such as time and
funding, that influence the researcher'schoice. In applying the scientific method, the
researchermust be aware of certain problems such as (Boyd et al., 1985):
e Whether the investigator is involved in the use of the results
9 Imprecisemeasuringdevices
*

Possibleinfluence of the measurementprocesson the results

9 Time pressurein obtaining the results
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o Difficulty in using experimentsto test hypotheses
9 Greatcomplexity of the subject

Both quantitative and qualitative researchmethods share the purpose of cultivating
knowledge (Field and Morse, 1990), but each has its special way of reaching that
knowledge.The choice among thesemethodsshould be made with careful assessment
becausethey produce different kinds of data that serve different research issues.
Sometimes, these methods are combined in research to reach better results. The
following

section discusses qualitative research, quantitative research, their

similarities and differences,and triangulation.

4.5.2.4 Qualitative Research
Qualitative research is an approach rooted in the phenomenological paradigm that
involves somekind of interaction betweenthe researchand the people or the situation
being researched,and some form of interpretation of that situation. The researcher
uses inductive reasoning. The induction technique allows the researcherto generate
theories. Here, the researcher poses questions rather than hypotheses. His/her
interpretation
is
discover
to
and
of the social world. In this
objective
meaning
approach,data are in the form of words. Overall, it is an approach that helps us to
draw some meaning out of a given situation. Different authors emphasisedifferent
aspects of qualitative research in their definitions. For example, Brockup and
Hastings-Tholsma(1995) statethat "qualitative researchseeksto explore, describeor
expandour knowledge of the world around us", while other authors put the emphasis
on the study of individuals. The researcherseeksto understandthe issues from the
point of view of the population being studied. Concepts and theories are generated
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from the respondentsand emerge as the study progressesrather than the other way
around (Clifford and Gough, 1990). Silverman (1993) and Miles and Hubermans
(1994) acknowledge the difficulties of adequately defining qualitative research,but
they define it as an umbrella term for a number of approacheswith common features.
Theseare:

*

The researchseeksto establisha holistic perspectiveof the situation.

*

The researchis conductedin real life, day to day situations.

*

The researchattemptsto identify the perceptionsof the person(s)being
researched.

9 There is no single standardisedway of collecting data.
o The researcherusessmall selectivesamples.
e Most analysis is done using words.
Many interpretationsof data are possible dependingon the theoretical
stanceof the researcher.
The researchermay interact with the person(s)being observed.
9 The researcherusesinductive reasoning.
high
is
low
but
The
research of
validity.
9
reliability
findings.
No
the
to
claims are made generalise
9

4.5.2.5 Quantitative Research
The components of quantitative research are based on the positivist paradigm.
Quantitative research techniques share a language and logic from positivism that
separatethem from researchtechniquesbasedon other approaches(Neuman, 1997).
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This type of researchuses deductive reasoning. It draws from ideas or theories that
have already been establishedin one context and makes conclusions about them in
another.This method relies on a hypothesisthat is composedof variables that can be
measuredand analysed with statistical procedures.If the hypothesis is true, then it
will be a theory. If the hypothesis is not true, then it will not be a theory. Thus, once
a theory has been formulated, it can be used to explain. A deductive explanation calls
for a universal generalisation, a statement of the conditions under which the
generalisationholds true, an event to be explained and the rules of fonnal logic
(Nachmias and Nachmias, 1996). In a deductive explanation, a phenomenon is
explained by demonstrating that it can be deduced from universal law. Creswell
(1994) presents some assumptions about quantitative research from McCracken
(1988), and Guba and Lincoln (1994). They are as follows:

9 Reality is objective and singular, apart from the researcher.
9 Researcheris independentfrom that being researched.
*

The researchmust be value-free and unbiased.

in
is
Formal
language
the research.
used
9
9 The logic of processis deductive.
e Generalisationleading to prediction, explanation,and understanding.
e Independentof context.
*

Usesaccurateand reliable statistical analysisthrough validity and
reliability.

9 The researcherusesdeductive reasoning.
*

The samples(casesor subjects)usedare large.
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4.5.2.6 Quantitative Research and Qualitative Research Compared
Newman (1997) compares quantitative research style against qualitative research
including
by
drawing
from
Creswell (1994), Dqnzin and
of
sources
style
a number
Lincoln (1994), Guba and Lincoln (1994), and Mostyn (1985). The comparison is
illustrated in Table 4.2.

The differencesbetweenthesetwo methods,according to Neuman ( 1997), are:

*

Quantitative researchuses a standardisedset of data analysis techniques while
qualitative data are less standardised.

have
been
data
begin
data
does
Quantitative
all
analysis until
not
e
research
data
during
begins
the
of
process
analysis
collected, while quantitative research
collection.

facts
in
Quantitative
that
order
representempirical
9
researchmanipulatesnumbers

to test an abstracthypothesiswith variableconstructs,while qualitativeresearch
blending
by
together empirical evidence and
theory
create new concepts and
abstractconcepts.

into
data
is
It
Quantitative
categoriesthat can
9
research moreabstract. placesraw
be manipulated in order to identify patterns and arrive at gencralisation.

Qualitativeresearchis less abstract.It usesdata that are in the form of words
which can be imprecise, diffused, and context-based.
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Table 4.2 Comparison between Quantitative and Qualitative
Methods
Quantitative Style

Qualitative Style

Measuresobjectivefacts
Focuson variables

Constructssocialreality, culturalmeaning
Focuson interactiveprocesses,
events

Reliabilityis key

Authenticityis key

Valuefree

Valuesarepresentandexplicit
Situationallyconstrained

Independent
of context
Many cases,subjects
Statisticalanalysis
Researcher
is detached

Fewcases,subjects
Thematicanalysis
is involved
Researcher

Source:Neuman (1997)

Each of the methodspossessesits own strengthsand weaknesses,illustrated in Table
4.3. The distinguishing feature of quantitative evidence is the manipulation of
numbersin the data, while in qualitative research,it is the analysis, developmentand
manipulation of concepts. The majority of quantitative analysis is based on coding
groups of words in surveys,meaning giving numbersto concepts.Thus, quantitative
methods deal with the counting of concepts,which eventually must be interpreted
into meaningful words. On the other hand, qualitative researchhas been summarised
as having a concern with a certain experienceas it is 'felt' or 'lived' or 'undergone'
(Shermanand Webb, 1988). Qualitative techniquesdevelop theories inductively from
the data, but only test theories in a limited way, while quantitative methods are
intendedto test and explore existing theoriesthrough new data.
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Table 4.3 Strengths and Weaknessesof Quantitative and Qualitative
Methods

Quantitative

Strengths

Weaknesses

Qualitative

Relatively quick

Greateraccuracy

Cheap

Provides facts

Simple

Results more detailed

Offers useful overview

Greaterscopefor prediction

Helpful as prelude to
qualitative

Margin of error can be
calculated

Subjectivity

Slower

Higher levels of interpretation
skill

More expensive

Statistical accuracycan be
reduced

More complicated

Greater chanceof bias through Computer analysisoften
required
difficult
interpretation of
Low responserate

results

Closed questionstend to force
answersinto limited categories

Source:Marsh (1988)
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One major difference between these methods is the manner in which they deal with
analytical categories. The qualitative methods approach the research more openly,
and only categorise and define data during the research process. The quantitative
technique isolates and defines categories before undertaking the study, and then
determineswith greater precision the relationship between the categoriesin the light
of the data accumulated.Another difference is the number of subjects taken by these
methods.In qualitative studies, the sample could be as few as four or six, while in
quantitative studies the sample is much larger. Because in quantitative researcha
study requires a sample containing the appropriatenumber of subjects, so the results
can be generalisable(McCraken, 1988).

Both qualitative and quantitative are scientific research designs. The difference
betweenthe two gives us a choice when choosinga researchmethod that is applicable
to our study situation. Each has its strengthsand limitations as summarisedin Table
4.3. Some researches require quantitative methods; other researches have the
both
They
good methods when applied to the
attributes of quantitative methods.
are
correct situation.

Some researchersbelieve that the two methods are opposed to each other. Levine
(1993) calls quantitative social science,"real social science". He believes that it "won
the battle" against other methods. Denzin and Lincoln (1994) argue that qualitative
it
is
displacing
has
outdated quantitative
research
expanded greatly and
rapidly

research.
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4.5.2.7

Combining

Quantitative

and

Qualitative

Research:

Triangulation

Quantitative and qualitative research have been discussed as if they were quite
distinct. Logically that is true. But sometimesin the courseof doing researchthey get
intertwined. Many researchershave managedto benefit from both methods.Neuman
(1997) suggests that one should understand both methods and then use them to
complement each other. Morvaridi (1998) states that quantitative and qualitative
research "can be integrated or used together." A combination of quantitative and
qualitative research can be beneficial in some studies. There are some similarities
between the two methods which make them interrelated. These include (Neuman,
1997):

Both styles of researchinvolve inference (they examine empirical data to reach
a conclusion).
Both forms of analysis involve a public method or a process(they both collect,
describe,examine data and documentthem).
*

Both styles use comparisonas a central processin analysing data.

false
Both
to
conclusions.
errors
and
researches
strive
avoid
9

With these similarities, we can see that both researchesaim to arrive at "pure and
good" knowledge, and both exist under the umbrella of scientific research. In

addition, their differences discussedearlier can benefit the researcher when
combining thesetwo methods.These differenceshelp us discover aspectsthat might
not have been covered through one method, and each method separately has its
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drawbacks. A researcher can combine methodologies in the study of the same
phenomenon, and this is known as triangulation. Jick (1979) stressed that
triangulation purports to exploit the strengthsand, neutralise, rather than compound,
the weaknessesof each single method. Triangulation can offer a more complete and
contextual portrayal of the topic under study. It is often used to strengthen the
validity of the study (Baker, 1999).

This can be done becausethe researcherhas one objective. That is to arrive at new
knowledge. When using a single method, some unique variance may be overlooked.
Bryman (1989) suggeststhat social scientistsare likely to show greaterconfidencein
their findings when they are the products of more than one method of investigation.
Many other researchersfind this to be effective in the study of the samephenomena.
A combination of methods is recommended to emphasise the findings of the
data
Glaser
Strauss
(1967)
that
qualitative
and
quantitative
research.
state
and
together allow a synergistic view of the evidence, and provide supplementaryand
mutual verification of the samesubject.

One major benefit when combining these methods is that the knowledge that we
arrive at is more valid. This validity comes from double testing. This means one
method emphasisesanother method. Advocates of triangulation argue that more than
one method should be used in the validation process to ensure that the variance
reflected is that of the trait and not of the method. Therefore, the convergenceor
agreementbetweenthe two methodsenhancesour belief that the results are valid and
not a methodological artefact (Jick, 1979).
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The quantitative method tests only the variables that it made inquiry into. This will
make it difficult to find any unexpected relationships in the research. In the
qualitative method, the researcher has a closer relationship with the subject or
informant. This will allow room for discovering factors that might not have taken into
accountbeforehand,for example beliefs and values that are brought in from society.
If a researchercombines both methods,the benefits will be greater. For example,the
researchercould get to know the problems within the researchenvironment through
qualitative research,then follow it up with quantitative researchto make sure that
these problems exist on a broader base. Another example, the researchercan start
it
follow
hypotheses,
data
back
then
the
that
and
up
with quantitative research,gather
discuss
focus
to
the reality of the results, using
group
study
up with an unstructured
the qualitative method. Either of the above will enhancethe validity of the research
lead
is
to
Triangulation
that
can
results.
an attractive and appropriateresearchstrategy
better resultswhen it suits the researchtopic.

Aly's (1997) researchused triangulation as a researchmethod. The Aly study will be
factors
investigated
for
His
the
this
critical
work
particular study.
usedas a reference
that relate specifically to the successfulimplementation of TQM in industry in the
I
Middle East, and used a mixture of qualitative and quantitative methods.

4.6 Nature of Research in TQM in Healthcare
The conceptof TQM is sweepingthe world. TQM hasmanagedto travel from one
began
in
It
the product
to
the
sector.
organisation
next nationwide regardless of
industry, moving rapidly into the service industry. Today, TQM is essential in
healthcare.It is changing how we manageand provide the healthcareservice. There is
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no doubt that TQM has gained strong acceptance worldwide in the healthcare
industry (Sherman and Malkmus, 1994; Bigelow and Arndt; 1995; Brannan, 1997).
This is due to the many benefits which TQM promises to deliver, such as quality
patient care, improved patient satisfaction,lower costs of services,and higher morale
by
The
this complexity
questions
generated
amongemployees.
wide rangeof research
hasencouragedthe searchfor new ways of conducting research

The researchin TQM has gained prominence in the health managementliterature in
the past five years (Bigelow and Arndt, 1995). Bigelow and Arndt did a study on the
literature
body
healthcare.
found
done
in
They
of
a considerable
amount of research
that showsthe benefits and the necessityof implementing TQM in hospitals, but they
found that there were very few data confirming such claims as improved
performance,quality, or competitiveness.In addition, they found that no comparative
researchhad been published, and the few exceptional case studies were anecdotal.
Shortell (1994), too, stated that there had been few empirical studies of TQM
implementationefforts in healthcare.

The literature review presentedin the earlier chaptersrevealed that there is a lack of
is
indicates
healthcare.
literature
in
in
The
that
there
TQM
theory
research and
generally a lack of knowledge about the major factors that influence the TQM
implementationprocessand how these factors should be addressedand managedin a
healthcareorganisation. The literature also revealed that there are both failures and

in healthcare.
in TQM implementations
successes
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In the case of TQM, the level of scientific rigour and objective empiricism that has
been used so far is aimed at a better understandingof a complicated, fast-changing,
multi-disciplinary, multi-faceted management concept (Aly, - 1997). In healthcare,
both the quantitative and qualitative methodsare popular. The literature in the areaof
TQM in healthcarecan be groupedinto four researchstreams(Motwani et al., 1996):

41 Researchstream I deals with the definition and overview of quality management
in the healthcaresector.
0 Research stream 2 covers the entire gamut of normative studies done by
practitioners. They deal with the importance of TQM to the functional areasand
the overall organisation.
e Researchstream 3 is concernedwith developing conceptual models for assessing
and implementing quality managementstrategies.

0 Researchstream4 is the culminationof all researchdonein TQM, which deals
with the assessmentand successfulimplementation of current practices of quality
managementby healthcareorganisations.Most of the researchunder this stream
is done through field studies,questionnairesurveys,or casestudies.

The interrelationshipsamong the four streamsof researchare illustrated in Figure 4.1.
This researchwill contribute to researchstream4.
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Figure 4.1 Theoretical Model of Research Streams
ResearchStream I
Definition/
measurement

Quality
analysis

I

ResearchStream2

ResearchStream4

Normative
issues

Current practices
of quality
management

ResearchStream3
Conceptual
models

Strong
Linkage

Source:Motwani et al. (1996)

4.7 Research Methodology Selection
The researchobjective in this study is to understandthe approach of Total Quality
Management(TQM) implementation in healthcarein the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
(KSA), and to recommend a proposed model for effective adoption and
implementation. This research is concerned with assessing the level of TQM
it
is
in
healthcare
KSA
Also,
the
concerned
perception and understanding
system.
with studying the approach completeness,degree of maturity, and effectiveness of
TQM programmesin hospitals in the KSA.

The choice of methodology dependson the purpose, the objectives, the process of
investigation, and the desired outcomes. According to Downey and Ireland (1979),
the appropriatenessof methodologiescannot be determineduntil they are applied to a
specific researchproblem. They believe that this perspectivetreats methodology as a
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tool of inquiry and each inquiry requires careful selection of the proper tools. They
added that having the wrong tool for the research is like having no tool at all.
Ultimately, the best choice of methodologywill be govemedby the above criteria, the
level of scientific sophistication of the researchtopic, and the extent of knowledge
and comprehension of the subject at hand. As a researcher, I believe that the
investigator should use the appropriate method for the right research problem and
there is no one correct way, but he/she should be ready to answer any questions
regardinghis/her choice.

4.7.1 Selected Methodology
The researchdesign shown in Figure 4.2 illustrates the strewn of this particular study.
The study will employ a triangulation researchstrategyin which both quantitative and
qualitative researchtechniquesare implementedat different phasesof the research.

The researchstrategywill be basedon the combination of two approaches.In the first
phase, the survey method will be used to establish levels of understanding and
degree
hospitals
in
different
KSA
TQM
the
to
the
the
of
measure
perception of
of
TQM maturity. In the second phase, the case study method will be employed to
in
KSA
implementation
in
TQM
the
the
certain
process
assess
approach adopted
hospitals. In addition, a closer look will be given to the feasibility and inhibiting
factors of various TQM programmesin the selectedhospitals. In the third phase,the
results of both methods will be benchmarkedagainst primary and secondary data
from regional hospitals, and global hospitals where the results can be comparable.A
more detailed explanation will be given in the next section.
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Figure 4.2 Research Design
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4.7.1.1 Phase One - Survey Strategy
As illustrated in Figure 4.2, Phaseone consists of the perception and understanding
I
survey. The objective of this survey is to assess the level of perception and
understandingof TQM principles among a sample of hospital staff working in the
KSA, taking into account the male and female population. The unit of analysis is the
hospital employee. Afterwards, a comparison is made of the same category of
hospitals and between different categories. This will be followed by external
benchmarkinganalysis using secondarydata from the literature review.

The survey method is the most widely used method in social science research.As
previously shown in Table 4.1, the first step in the designing and planning phaseis
deciding the type of survey. There are four types of surveys. They are selfadministered surveys, mail surveys, telephone surveys, and face-to-face interview
surveys.This study usesa self-administeredquestionnairefor the following reasons:
e To increasethe responserate since personalfollow-up will take place.
*

To gather feedbackmore rapidly.

e To have more access to various organisational levels to obtain clusters of
opinions.
The questionnairemethod, despite its limitations in the context of TQM studies,will
be useful in this study becausethe objective of the researcheris not to establishdirect
correlationsor causality. According to Bennett (1987), analytical surveys may enable
the researcherto establish relationships betweenthe variables involved. They do not
demonstratehow they are related. In addition, they do not tell us anything about the
natureof causality. The use of highly controlled casestudies or experimental research
designcan be used for such issues.
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1. Instrument Used
The secondand third step in the Design and Planning Phaseof survey researchshown
in Table 4.1 is developing the survey instrument and planning a system for recording
answers.Both of thesestepswere already accomplished,becausethis study adopteda
questionnairefrom the work of Ramirez and Looney (1993). This questionnairewas
adopted to measure the degree of understanding and perception of TQM in the
hospitals in the KSA. It was adopted for three reasons. First, the questionnaire is
its
in
has
Second,
to
simple use recording answersand
simple measurementscales.
validity has been established in TQM research, as was discussed in the literature
review in Chapter Two. Lastly, the wide usage of the questionnaire gave the
researcherthe opportunity to compare and benchmark the results of the survey to
different geographicalareasworldwide to establish any cultural influences. This will
be demonstratedin Chapter Six.

According to Youssef and Zairi (1995), the list of 22 factors generatedby Ramirez
and Looney (1993) proved to be a very useful vehicle for checking applicability,
Youssef
The
in
TQM
and
order of criticality, and relevanceof
a much wider context.
Zairi (1995) study deals with the empirical analysis of the TQM critical factors that
in
different
in
Ramirez
Looney
the
regions of the world
were used
questionnaire
and
(UK, Middle East, Malaysia, and Singapore).Their project was an attempt to verify
the applicability of a list of 22 critical factors based on the Malcolm Baldrige
National Quality award criteria and the teachings of three TQM gurus to
organisationsoperating on a global basis.
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On making the decision to adopt the survey questionnaire of Ramirez and Looney
(1993), it was recognised that not all hospital employees spoke English. Thus a
translation of the questionnaire had to be made into Arabic. This was somewhat
difficult, because a literal translation did not give the same meaning and the
researcherdid not want to lose the meaning. It was important to maintain simple and
understandablewords becausethis questionnairewas to be administered at all levels
of the organisation to staff with different levels of literacy. Thus the questionnaire
was translatedinto Arabic and checkedfor translation pitfalls using 'back translation'
proceduresby five independentbilingual researchersfrom King SaudUniversity.

The next step in the Design and Planning Phasewas to pilot test the instrument (Table
4.1). According to Neuman (1997), the pilot test "takes more time and effort, but it is
likely to produce reliable measures".Also, it helps to find during the planning stage
"alternative explanations or threats to internal validity and how to avoid them". A
pilot test was conducted in the KSA on twenty colleagues familiar with general
managementconcepts and some with TQM concepts in particular, and with strong
languageskills in Arabic. Included in the pilot samplewere people from the hospital,
the university, and employeesfrom the TQM department,to arrive at different levels
of opinions. The results from the respondents in the pilot showed no signs of
,
confusion or questions that neededfurther clarification. After piloting the translated
version, a final version was reached.

Since the hospital environment in the KSA consists of multi-national personnel, it
would normally be necessaryto distribute two versions of the questionnaire, one
English and one Arabic. Instead, the researcherdecided to present the questionnaire
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with the two languagesside by side on the same page to make it convenient for the
respondentto have the choice of languages.Also, the researchersavedspaceand time
in the coding processby having only one spacefor the responsesto questionsin both
languages. The researcher believes this is a new and creative method that the
researcherhad not seenbefore. An explanatorycover letter was than attachedto each
questionnaire to assure confidentiality, motivate the employees to respond and
appraise their knowledge and expertise. The questionnaire can be referred to in
Appendix A.

This researcher went through certain necessary steps before the

administration of the questionnaire.First, there was a need for the questionnaireto be
approved by the researcher'ssponsor,the University of King Saud, Riyadh, KSA.
Second, an approval letter from the KSA Ministry of Health was needed for the
administration of this questionnairebecauseof certain laws of the country. This letter
was then faxed to all hospitals in the KSA for them to expect the researcherto visit
their hospital and to cooperatewith the researchprocess.

Z Sample Strategy
The last step in the first phaseof survey researchis to draw the sample (Table 4.1).
Sampling is described as the "process of systematically selecting casesfor inclusion
in a researchproject" (Newman, 1997). By studying the sample and understanding
the characteristicsof the sample subjects, the properties can be generalisedto the
population elements (Sekaran, 1992). Therefore, sampling considerations are
important in ensuringthe validity of the research.

There are two groups of samples.Probability samplesare those that are basedon the
principle of randomness, and non-probability sampling are those that are not
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(Neuman, 1997; Baker, 1999). Probability, random samples include Simple,
Systematic, Stratified, and Cluster. Non-probability samples include Haphazard,
Quota,Purposive,and Snowball. The definitions of thesesamplesare shown on Table
4.4.

Table 4.4 Types of Samples
Nonprobability
Haphazard:Selectanyonewho is
convenient.

Probability
Simple:Selectpeoplebasedon a true
randomprocedure.

Quota:Selectanyonein
predetermined
groups.

Systematic:Selecteverykth person
(quasi-random).

Purposive:Selectanyonein a hard-to- Stratifie& Randomlyselectpeoplein
find targetpopulation.
predetermined
groups.
Snowball:Selectpeopleconnected
to
onean ther.

Cluster:Takemultistagerandom
samplesin eachof severallevels.

Source:Neuman (1997)

The target sample for the survey in PhaseOne of the researchshould representthe
employeesof larger hospitals in the KSA. The larger hospitals were concentratedon
because they were thought to have better experience with TQM. The better
experiencecomes from the extra governmentalfunding and the quality laws enforced
upon larger hospitals. Thus, a definition of what constitutesa large hospital had to be
reached.A large hospital is a hospital with a bed capacity of more than 200. Taking
into account all hospitals in the KSA, there were 303 hospitals in the kingdom
(Alharthy et al., 1999). The majority of thesehospitals were smaller hospitals (under
200 beds).A list of all KSA hospitals with more than 200 beds was obtained from the
MOH statistics department. This list included 70 hospitals. Nine hospitals were
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selectedrandomly from the seventyusing a simple computer program. This made up
13 % of large hospitals. The list also indicated there were four types of hospitals in
the KSA. They are public hospitals,private hospitals, specialist hospitals, and armed
forceshospitals.The following hospitalswere selectedrandomly from the list:

Public Hospitals
*

Riyadh Central Complex

e King Khalid University Hospital, Riyadh
Private Hospitals
a Saudi GermanHospital, Jeddah
SpecialistsHospitals
*

King Faisal SpecialistHospital and ResearchCentre, Riyadh

e King Khalid Eye SpecialistHospital, Riyadh
Armed Forces Hospitals
9 King Fahd Hospital/ The National Guard Hospital, Riyadh
e Ministry of Defenceand Aviation Armed ForcesHospital, Riyadh
*

Ministry of Defenceand Aviation Armed ForcesHospital, Tabouk

e Intemal Affairs Hospital, Riyadh

At this stage, each of the above hospitals' administration was visited. During the
visits, there was an attempt to distribute the questionnairesrandomly to hospital
employees.This attempt was refusedby all hospitals becauseit was consideredtimeconsuming and costly. Another attempt was to choose a random sample of all
departments and self-administer the questionnaires to the selected department
employees. The decision to select random departmentswas made becausewithin a
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departmentthere is a good representationof all different levels of literacy in the
hospital, such as physicians, nurses,technicians, helpers, etc.. The representationof
different levels within each hospital hierarchy was critical in this study. The senior
managementof each of the selectedhospitals approved this type of quesstionnaire
distribution. The public relations departmentand the researcherwere in charge of
administeringthe survey of the randomly selecteddepartmentsin the hospitals.

At this point, there was a need to determine the number of questionnaires to be
distributed. According to Neuman (1997), a researcher's decision about the best
samplesize dependson three things:
1. The degreeof accuracyrequired.
2. The degreeof variability or diversity in the population.
3. The number of different variablesexaminedsimultaneouslyin data analysis.

Another principle that helps in getting an accurateand good samplesize is the smaller
the population, the bigger the sampling ratio has to be, and the larger the populations,
the smaller the sampling ratio has to be (Neuman, 1997).

Keeping the above sample size principles in mind, this research is looking for an
hospital
This
KSA
TQM
employees.
overall perception and understandingof
among
type of study is not looking for specifics but rather it is looking for an overall general
idea of the level of TQM understandingamong hospital employeesin the KSA. An
approximate number of all employees working in the seventy larger hospitals
(hospitals with more than 200 beds) was given by the statistical department of the
MOH. This amounted to approximately 65,000 employees. The large number of
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employeesallowed the researcherto get a representativesmaller sample. Applying
the above principles to the objectives of study, a decision was reached of 650
questionnairesto be distributed.

After selecting random departmentsfor each hospital, the second phase of survey
research,the Data Collection Phasebegan(Table 4.1). The first step in this Phasewas
to locate and contact respondents.The researcher,with an approval letter from the
hospitals' top managementand the help of the public relations department, set an
appointmentwith the selecteddepartmentheads and visited them. During the visit,
the objective of the survey was discussedand the department heads were asked to
help in encouragingall their employeesto respond to the distributed questionnaires.
Stepstwo, three, and four of the phase 2 were met during these department visits
(Table 5-1). Afterwards, personal follow-up calls were made to departmentheadsto
encourage their employees to respond. These calls were made to increase the
responserate. According to Baker (1999), nearly all surveys, which are series in
nature, follow up the initial questionnaireswith two or three telephone calls to
increasethe overall responserate. The return time of the questionnairesvaried from
one departmentto another. The first part of the last step in the Data Collection Phase
was to end the collection. The researcherdecided to end the data collection after a
four-month period because of time constraints and the likelihood that more
questionnaireswould be returneddiminished.

Social researchers disagree about what constitutes an adequate and respectable
responserate (Neuman, 1997; Baker, 1999).According to Neuman (1997), 'adequate'
is a judgement call that dependson the population, practical limitations, the topic, and
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the response with which specific researchersfeel comfortable. Most researchers
consider anything below 50 % to be poor and over 90 % as excellent. Baker (1999)
believes with a carefully selectedsample, a researcherwould hope to have a 70 %
responsein order to feel confident that the respondentswere largely representativeof
the sample. In this sample, out of the 650 questionnaires distributed, 380 were
returned.This made a 58 % return rate which the researcherthought was adequate.

3. Analysis Method
The last step in the Data Collection Phasewas to organisethe data (Table 4.1). After
receiving the completed questionnaires, the answers of each respondent were
organisedand coded into the Statistical Packagefor Social Sciences(SPSS) for PC,
and analysedusing the techniquesavailable in the SPSS/PCpackage.The analysis
useddescriptive measures:frequencies,means,and tabulations.

4.7.1.2 Phase Two - Case Study Strategy
While the survey method in this study was used to answer who, what, where, how
many, and how much, the casestudy method was used to answer the how and why.
This researchproject is concernedwith TQM implementation in healthcare in the
KSA. The researcher's objective was to examine in detail the approach to TQM
implementation and its degree of effectiveness in a sample of carefully selected
hospitals, and to compare and contrast the existing applications of TQM in KSA
hospitalsagainstcriteria of more successfulapplications,taking into considerationthe
cultural differences, such as the sex segregation factor. The case study approach
offers many advantagesin this particular context. They are as follows:
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1. TQM implementationis not pervasivein the KSA and therefore the casestudy
approachwould appearto be the only avenueavailable.
2. Access is not a problem and information can be obtained because the
researcherhas connectionsin the Health Ministry.
3. The researcheris a Saudi female (a local). This can help in reaching an
understanding in problems of culture, for example communications and
teamwork in a sex-segregatedcountry.

It is therefore important to rememberthat the researchis very exploratory in nature
and the phenomenonunder investigation (TQM implementation) is quite complex
and does not have uniformity. The casestudy method is a powerful methodology for
studying complex phenomenasuch asTQM implementation.

1. AssessmentUsed
The casestudy method in this researchstudiedan integrated,whole approachto TQM
implementation without specifically focusing on individual approaches.Therefore,
this researchused an already establishedframework for the implementation of TQM
in the healthcaresector,the 'Baldrige National Quality Program: Health Care Criteria
for PerformanceExcellence'. This validated and agreed-upontool uses key factors
for
basis
form
drive
the
successful
which
a quality managementprogramme and
TQM implementation.As discussedin ChapterTwo, this validated tool (Saraphet al.,
1989; Porter and Parker, 1992; Black, 1993; Flynn et al., 1994; Ahire et al. 1996)
involves examining the organisation against 19 items and 27 sub-items, covering
seven key areas associated with business excellence. The criteria proved to be
successful in raising the awareness of quality within US businesses, and is
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increasingly being used with positive results by healthcare organisations (Freer and
Jackson,1998).The primary value of the Baldrige lies in the process;that is, in using
the criteria set as a roadmap and trying to meet each of them (Loomba and
Johannessen,1997). The researcherused the Baldrigc assessmenttool as a guide to
assessthe degreeof systernisationand to highlight the critical and inhibiting factors.
Also, to documenttypes of benefits achievedagainstthe degreeof maturity of TQM,
four factors were concentrated on: culture, patient satisfaction, cost, and top
managementcommitment. This allowed greaterunderstandingof the level of quality
in the case studied hospitals, and preparing for future benchmarking against
successfulhospitals globally. The Baldrige assessmenttool can be referred to in
Appendix B.

Z Case Study Hospitals
The unit of analysis in the case study phase is the hospital. Eight hospitals were
selectedby the researcherto be studied. Four of them are located in the KSA, two in
the UK, and two in the USA. The UK and USA hospitals were studied to benchmark
the Saudi TQM hospital experienceto a more advancedcountry experiencesuch as
that of the UK and USA.

The researcherselectedthe casestudy Saudi hospitals from the sample in Phaseone.
The selectedhospitals coveredfour different types of hospitals:
9A

specialisthospital

e An armedforces hospital
9A

hospital
public

eA

private hospital
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Also,thercscarchcr
selcctcdtwo UK hospitalsandtwo USA hospitals.

3. Intcrvicivs, Observation, and Documcntation
The interview, participant and direct observation,and documentationare common
types of data collection in qualitative research.These data collection methods are
used as essentialsourcesof information for the case studies in this research.The
in
in
the
these
shown
strengthand weaknesses
are
casestudies
sourcesof evidence
of
Tabic 4.5.

Yin (1994) stressesthat the interview is one of the most important sourcesof
information for casestudies.Interviewsin casestudiesmay take severalforms, such
in
interview
formal
The
focused,
used case
asopen-ended,
most common
survey.
or a
studiesis the open-ended.In an open-endedinterview, the interviewer can ask the
respondentsfor the factsaswell asfor their opinionsaboutevents.

I'lic natureof the Baldrige assessment
that was usedin the casestudy phaseto satisfy
the researchobjectivessuggestedthat an interview approachshould be used.Openended interviews were used in the Saudi and UK case studies to understandand
interview
This
implementation.
type
TQM
was selected
of
assessthe processof
becausethe interviewercould usethe Baldrigeassessment
as the guidelineand allow
information.
for
intcrviewcc
thoughts,
andany extra
room
opinions,
6

Facc-to-faccinterviews were chosenbecausethey are intimate, and the interviewer
interacts directly and develops rapport with the interviewec. Oppenheim (1999)
believesthat facc-to-facc interviews are generally better at obtaining satisfactory
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Table 4.5 Sources of Evidence for Case Study Research
Source of Evidence
Documentation

Archival Records

Interviews

Direct Observation

Participant
Obscrvation

PhysicalArtcfaCt3

LI
Sourcc:Yin (1994)

Strengths
Stable-can be reviewed
repeatedly
* Unobtrusive-not created
as a result of the case
study
* Exact-containsexact
names,references,and
detail of an event.
* Broadcoverage-long
spanof time, many
events,andmany
settings
* Sameas abovefor
documentation
0 Preciseandquantitative
*

Weaknesses
Retrievability- can be
low
* Biasedselectivity, if
collection is complete
0 Reportingbias- reflects
(unknown) bias of
author
be
Accessmay
0
deliberatelyblocked
*

0 Sameas abovefor
documentation
0 Accessibility due to
privacy reasons
0 Targeted-focuses
0 Bias dueto poorly
directly on casestudy
constructedquestions
bias
Response
topic
0
40 Insightful- provides
0 Inaccuraciesdueto poor
perceivedcausal
recall
inferences
0 Rcflexivity- intervicwec
giveswhat interviewer
wantsto hear
9 Reality- coverseventsin * Time-consuming
broad
Selectivitytime
unless
real
0
coverage
9 Contextual-covers
contextof event
* Reflexivity- eventmay
differently
proceed
becauseit is being
observed
0 Cost-hoursneededby
humanobservers
direct
Same
direct
Same
as
abovefor
0
as abovefor
40
observation
observation
due
Bias
into
to
Insightful
0
40
investigator's
interpersonalbehaviour
manipulationof events
andmotives
Selectivity
into
Insightful
0
cultural
0
features
0 Availability
into
Insightful
technical
0
operations
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response rates, because the presence of the interviewer makes it socially difficult for
intcrvicwccs to refuse to respond. Also, during the interview, questions and answers
can be further clarified. Some disadvantages associated with face-to-face interviews
arc that they arc time-consuming and expensive, the interviewer may influence the
responseof the intcrvicwcc (Oppcnheim, 1999), the intcrviewee can of course tell lies
or respond in a socially acceptable way to make a good impression or to satisfy good
self-image or to please the interviewer as the think. Also, the data involved are more
difficult to summarisc and analysc (Moscr and Kalton, 1971).

The questionsin the interview shouldbe understandableto the respondent,otherwise
they lose their effectiveness.The rationale behind the interview is to allow the
subjectsto describein their own words their particular experienceand identify their
attitudes. The only way to find out about the subjects' beliefs, attitudes and
perceptionsis to ask them directly. When the interview responsesare put together
hand
interviewer
better
the
can
at
the
than
matter
with
understandingof
a
observation,
be reached.In this study, the researcherfollowed five principles to be a good
interviewer(Baker, 1999).They are:

9 Understandthe interview material.
*

Makc a commitmentto completethe interview.

interview.
Practise
the
feel
9
confidcntandcomfortablewith
enoughto
*

Try to reduce the cffects your personalqualities may have on the interview
situation.

e Usecommonsensein dealingwith potentiallydifficult situations.
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Also, by making a field visit to the case study site to do the interviews, the researcher
used the opportunity for direct observation. Yin (1994) believes, "such observations
serve as yet another source of evidence in a case study". The researcher observed the
systcmisation of the hospital, conditions of buildings, workspace, sidewalk activities,
patient's movement, nurse's politeness, and the like. This observational evidence was
useful in providing additional information about the studied topic.

Kccping in mind that this researchwas exploratory in nature,the researcherdecided
to usepurposivesamplingin the casestudies.This kind of samplingwhich is avoided
in serious quantitative research(Neuman, 1997) was an acceptablekind for this
qualitative research.Purposivesamplingis appropriatein three situations(Neuman,
1997).They arc:

A researcherusesit to selectuniquecasesthat areespeciallyinformative.
2. A rcscarchcr uscs it to sclcct membcrs of a difficult-to-reach, specialised
population.
3. A researcherwantsto identify particulartypesof casesfor in-depthinvestigation.

Three interviews were conducted for each hospital. The selected sample of
intcrvicwccs included the ppople who were thought to have and could provide the
most informationaboutthe hospital.Thesewerepeoplein middle or top management
positions.Tlcsc managerswould havean overview of the hospital activities. In each
hospital,the researcherinterviewedthe 'person' in chargeof the quality department
department
heads
included
hospital.
The
the
third
other
or top
of
second and
management
officials.
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The interviews took place on the actual site of the hospital, and All were conductedin
the offices of the interviewee. This provided the interviewee with a comfortable and
relaxing envirom-nent.Although there were constantinterruptions from their secretary
and their telephone,they felt comfortable and satisfied that they were accomplishing
their work during the interview. The duration of the interview was between two to
three hours. Appointments were set before each visit to take into account the time of
the interview becausethese interviewees were very busy people. In some hospitals,
the researcherhad to stay more than five hours because the interview was often
interrupted.

All through the interview, the researcheraskedfor documentedevidence of what was
being said. This was to ensurethat what was being said is true. Some evidence was
given and other was seen.

4. Coding and Data Analysis
The coding was accomplished by categorising the data. The data were grouped
together under the headings of the Baldrige assessment.These headings include:
leadership,strategicplanning, focus on patients and other customers,information and
analysis, staff-focus, process management,and organisational performance results.
Categorisation of data allowed interpretation which may be difficult to achieve if
caseswere presentedrandomly (Straussand Corbin, 1990). The data were read and
re-readto enableconceptsto emerge.Data analysis is carried out to reduce, organise,
and give meaning to the data. It is the process of bringing order to the data and
organising the data available into patterns, categories and basic descriptive units.
Interpretation involves connecting meaning and significance to the analysis,
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for
descriptive
looking
relationship and linkages among
explaining
patterns, and
descriptive dimensions. The Baldrige assessmentwill give certain guidelines and
organisationto the data encountered.The analysis of the data from the case studies
was conducted in two ways. First, individual case analyses by presenting a
descriptive summary of each case (Chapter Seven). Then, cross-analysisto deepen
the understandingand explanation of the cases(ChapterEight).

4.7.1.3 Phase Three: Benchmarking

results

The US experiencewith TQM is much greater than that of other countries, and the
researcherwanted to benchmark against the best. In 1999, Newsweek magazine
surveyedUS hospitals and published a list of the best fifty. The researcherused this
list to contact by telephone the quality person in each hospital. The telephone calls
were long and expensive. They were long becausethe researcherdid not know the
quality person and therefore a searchthrough the operator had to take place. Many
times, there were miscommunications, and other times, the quality person was not
long-distance
because
These
they
telephone
were
available.
calls were also expensive
her
introduced
herself
During
the
the
telephone
and
explained
calls.
call,
researcher
information.
Many
in
for
the
type
objective and asked
some
of co-operation sending
respondedby asking for a formal letter listing what was needed,and others responded
by sayingthey neededto ask their superiors.

A follow-up personalisedletter on Bradford University headedpaper (Appendix Q
was mailed to each of the quality 'persons' whom the researchercontacted.The letter
basically asked for his/her TQM experienceand assessments.Nine hospitals wrote
back to say that the information was confidential and could not be sent. Only two
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hospitals responded.The information received from these hospitals did not compose
information
decided
Therefore,
the
to
the
that
use
complete case studies.
researcher
was receivedto composeincomplete casestudies.Thus, the benchmarking was done
completely between the UK hospitals and the KSA hospitals, and incompletely with
the US case studies. The rest of the US hospitals did not respond. From those
hospitalsthat responded,the earliest responsewas received after three months.

The strategyused by the researcherto get documentationfor the US casestudieswas
not sufficient. One apparent reason is the long distance between the researcherand
the hospitals, which made contacting the hospitals more difficult. The researcher
believesthat with more telephone calls and follow-up letters, there might have been
an increasein the responserate. The long return time of those that respondedwas
anotherdisadvantage.This was due to many reasons,among them are:

9 The overseasmail process.
9 80% of the 'quality' persons contacted in the US hospital said that they would
haveto go through committeesto get the researcher'srequestapproved.

Another reason for the low responserate is that many hospitals were reluctant to
issues.
information
because
send
of confidentiality

There are valuable learning lessons from this experience, which might have
increasedthe responsesof the US hospitals. These were already mentioned in the
literature as factors in increasingresponseratesfor questionnaires.These include:
9 Total confidentiality.
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*

Follow-up telephonecalls and letters.

o Visiting the sites.
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4.8 Summary
This chapterattemptsto give a detailed scenarioof the methodology for this research
project. It started with giving an overview of two major components which the
disciplines of scientific research rest on. They are theory and empirical research
(Aaker et al., 1995, Nachmias and Nachmias, 1996). Establishing a systematic
connectionbetween these two componentsenhancesthe goals of social science.The
choice of methodology is the most important choice in the researchdesign. There is
no right or wrong methodology, but the researchershould look for the most beneficial
method available. In theory, the choice of methods depends on the nature the of
research problem. Both quantitative and qualitative research methods share the
purposeof cultivating knowledge (Field and Morse, 1990), but each has its special
way of reaching that knowledge. The choice among these methods should be made
with careful assessment,becausethey produce different kinds of data that serve
different research issues. Sometimes, these methods are combined in research to
reachbetter results.

The researchobjective in this study is to understandthe approach of Total Quality
Management(TQM) implementation in healthcarein the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
(KSA), and to recommend a proposed model for effective adoption and
implementation. The research strategy is based on the combination of two
approaches.In the first phase,the survey method is used to establish TQM levels of
understandingand perception among employeesof different hospitals in the KSA to
measurethe degreeof TQM maturity. In the secondphase,the case study method is
employed to assessthe approach adopted in the implementation process of TQM in
certain KSA hospitals. In addition, a closer look is given to the feasibility and
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inhibiting factors of various TQM programmesin the selectedhospitals. In the third
benchmarked
both
data
to primary and secondary
the
are
methods
phase,
results of
datafrom regional hospitals and global hospitals where the results can be comparable.
This strategy has been successfully used before in the study by Aly (1997), "Best
Practice TQM Implementation: A Proposed Implementation Model for the Middle
EastContext".
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TQM Perception and Understanding:
An Empirical Study
5.1 Introduction
This chapter seeksto assessthe degree of understandingand perception of TQM in
healthcare organisations in the KSA by ranking a list of 22 factors critical to a

successfulTQM implementation.Most of thesefactorshavebeenderivedfrom the
literature and have been identified as critical in the implementation process by the
quality gurus and other quality experts from best practice world-class organisations
(Aly, 1997). These factors are essential for the successor otherwise of any quality
initiative of any organisation.

Throughout the world, managers have attempted to adopt the philosophy of TQM
mainly becauseof Japan's successin applying TQM principles. Since the 1950's,
Deming and Juran have advocated that quality is a primary basis for achieving a
competitive advantage for all organisations. Developing countries have started to
realisethe importance of quality in the global market and thus beganto use quality as
their competitive advantage. Today, there is great pressure on organisations in
developing countries to implement TQM, and managers are having difficulty in
dealing with this pressure. International managers are faced with the challenge of

implementingTQM in various cultures.Thesecultureshave their own traditions,
customs,values, and religions, which might have some effect on the imPlementation
of TQM. In the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, gendersegregationis an important culture
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attribute that needs to be taken into consideration when implementing the TQM
philosophy. Managersneed to understandthe attributes of the national culture before
in
has
found
implement
Research
TQM
that national
to
organisation.
any
attempting
culture is one of the most significant factors that affect the long-term successof
implementingTQM (Fiorelli et al., 1994).

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the perceptions, level of awarenessand
in
in
healthcare
implementation
TQM
the gender
the
arena
understanding of
segregatedand developing country of Saudi Arabia. A comparison of the survey
results will be made against the developedcountry of the USA and other developing
The
based
Majority
Rule.
The
the
the
on
survey results was
countries.
analysis of
discussionof the results will cover the following:

*

Presentationof the original study, the Control Sample(USA).

*

Presentationof the KSA healthcarestudy.

*

Comparisonbetweenthe Control Sampleand the KSA healthcarestudy.

9 Presentationof the male and female genderresults.
9 Comparisonof the genderresults againstthe control sample.
lo Presentationof the various hospitals results.
*

Comparisonof the various hospitals results againstthe control group.

developing
from
healthcare
Comparison
KSA
the
other
samples
study against
of
9
regions of the world.
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5.2 Original Study/ Control Sample
Ramirez and Loney (1993) carried out the original study to identify activities that are
critical to the successof TQM implementation. They asked national quality award
winners and quality consultants such as Deming, Crosby, and Juran (Youssef et al.,
1995) to identify the critical steps necessary for successful quality improvement
processes.The first purpose of the Ramirez and Loney (1993) researchwas to find the
activities indispensablefor a successfulquality process.They asked, what stepsmust
6rganisationsinclude in a successfulquality processand in what sequence?Secondly,
the researcherswanted to develop a method that would prevent organisations from
wasting resourcesin the quality improvement process.Finally, the researcherswanted
to provide organisations with a quality programme with a tool to assesstheir own
quality programme.

5.2.1 Data collection process for original study
The Ramirez and Loney (1993) survey targetedninety-two organisations,including:

*

Winners of the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award

e Winners of the Presidentialand Prototype Quality Award
Low
Winners
George
M.
Award.
NASA
Q&E
the
9
of

The questionnaire listed 22 factors in different areas in the quality improvement
process.Respondentswere asked to rank each factor either as "most critical to a
successfulquality improvement process" (first tier), or as "important but not essential
to this process" (second tier), or as "non-critical in this process" (third tier). The
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responserate to the questionnairewas 68 %. Respondentsincluded 37 quality award
winners and 26 quality consultantfinns (Youssef et al., 1995).

The methodology used was the majority rule. This is a crude and not very scientific
method, but it does offer an acceptableway of assessingthe means by which an
organisationunderstandsthe principles of TQM (Aly, 1997).

5.2.2 Results of Original Study
The results shown in Figure 5.1 and Table 5.1 reveal that items in the first tier were
items that are usually classified as falling under the sole jurisdiction of top
management. The study concluded that management commitment, customer
satisfaction, and a clear vision and mission statement were critical to any quality
improvement process.Thus, the successor failure of a quality improvement process
dependedin a significant way on what happenedregarding managementcommitment
and its support activities in improving quality. These activities include having a top
managementsteering committee with a clear goal that drives the quality process
through the changing of the organisation culture and educating of the employees.
Also, taking a strategic quality planning approach in coming up with appropriate
quality policies for the organisation, and using a participative managementstyle in
managingbusinessactivities.

The secondtier consistedof items that can be categorisedas tools and processesused
in the quality process at the line-worker level in the organisation. The third tier
representeditems that would not seriously affect the successor failure of the quality
process (Ramirez & Loney, 1993). Interestingly, the three lowest-rated items are
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among the most important tools according to the leading TQM experts in the USA.
Deming (1989) stressesStatistical ProcessControl (SPQ as one of the most important
improvement tools. Both Crosby (1979) and Juran (1988) strongly advocate
calculating the cost of quality. Also, Crosby (1979) invented the Zero Defect Attitude
Concept.The results illustrated in Figure 5.1 and Table 5.1 show that:

introduced
for
be
is
TQM
Top
to
successfully.
*
management
commitment essential
This includes supporting activities such as setting policy, creating a vision, and
being involved in the strategicplanning process.

*

TQM is a long-term processthat cannot succeedwithout fundamentally changing
the culture of the organisation, which includes changing traditional ways of
implementing
working,
new technologies, clear vision, teamwork, participative
management,etc.

the
be
the
The
TQM
of
support
successful
without
philosophy cannot
9
organisation's employees. TQM

relies on

employee participation and

involvement, teamwork, open suggestion schemes,and investing in employees
through educationand training.

*

The objective of TQM intervention is to satisfy customers.This in turn causesthe
organisationto prosper.
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e The Ramirez and Loney research also indicated that TQM is more than using

simple tools such as Quality Circles, SPC, Cost of Quality, and Zero Defects
attitude.
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Table 5.1 Tiers of Original Study (Ramirez and Loney Study, 1993)

Tier I
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

ManagementCommitment
CustomerSatisfaction
Clear Mission Statement
Culture Change
Education
Participative Management
StrategicQuality Planning
Goal Clarity
Error Prevention
Top
Management
Steering
Committee
1

Score
(out of 189)
188
184
182
172
171
165
163
163
161
158

Percentage
99.74
97.35
93.30
91.01
90.48
87.30
86.24
86.24
85.19
83.60

Tier 2
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
1

Problem Solving
Measurement
Problem Identification
Goal Setting
Recognition Programme
Quality Circles/ Improvement Teams
Vendor
Partnership
1

156
154
153
148
147
145
145

82.51
81.48
80.95
78.31
77.78
76.72
76.72

139
136
130
123
121

73.54
71.96
68.78
65.08
64.02

Tier 3
18
19
20
21
22

Project Improvement Process
Publicised Successes
Statistical ProcessControl
Cost of Quality
Zero Defects Attitude

Source:Ramirez and Loney (1993)
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Figure 5.1 Ranking of quality activities according to importance
(Ramirez and Loney, 1993)
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5.3 KSA Healthcare Study
The KSA study was an attempt to assessthe perception and understandingof TQM
principles among healthcare providers in the KSA. In addition, the findings were
comparedand contrastedto the study of Ramirez and Loney (1993). The Ramirez and
Loney (1993) original questionnaire was validated by experts in the field, as was
discussedin Chapters Two and Five. The questionnaires were distributed to 650
employeesin nine hospitals in the KSA. Since the Saudi experience with TQM is
relatively new, the study targeted the largest (more than 200 beds) hospitals. The
hospitals selectedrepresentedfour different categories shown in Figure 5.2: public
hospitals (18.4%), private hospitals (8.4%), specialist hospitals (34.6%), and armed
forces hospitals (38.3%). 380 questionnaireswere returned, which made up a 58%
return rate. This responserate was consideredgood for the researchcircumstances.

The samplewas made up of 43.9% female and 55.8% male respondents(Figure 5.3).
According to the variable of nationality, 51.5% of the respondentswere Saudi and
46.4% non-Saudi (Figure 5.4). The occupational distribution was as follows: 18.4%
nursing, 19.4% managerial, 25.2% physician, and 33.3% other professions (Figure
5.5). The variable of education showed the following distribution: 1% below
secondaryschooling, 12.9% secondaryor equivalent schooling, 45.4% baccalaureate
degree, and 36.2% some sort of higher education (Figure 5.6). The age group
distribution showed that 25.7% were from 20 to 30 years, 43% were from 31 to 40
years,20.2% were from 41 to 50 years,and 7.3% were 51 years or older (Figure 5.7).
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Figure 5.2 Types of Hospitals

Unknown
0.3%

Armed Forces
38.3%

Public Sector
18.4%

Private Sector
8.4%

Specialist
34.6%

Figure 5.3 Gender

Male
55.8%

Unknown
0.3%

Female
43.9%
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Figure 5.4 Nationality

Saudi
50.1%

I Jnknown
4.8%

Non-Saudi
45.1%

Figure 5.5 Occupation

Other
34.4%

Physicians
26.0%

Unknown
0.6%

Nursing
19.0%
Managerial
20.0%
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Figure 5.6 Education

Baccalaureate
45.4%

Below Secondary
1.0%
Unknown
4.5%
11

-I
1114

Secondary
12.9%

Higher Studies
36.2%

Figure 5.7 Age Groups

31-40 years
43.0%

Unknown
3.8%

20-30 years
25.7%

Over 51 years
7.3%
41-50 years
20.2%
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The results of the KSA study are shown in Table 5.2. The table presentsthe different
scoring levels, which reflect how the respondentsdo perceive TQM and its critical
factors. The table includes the number of responsesfor each of the twenty-two TQM
activities. It includes the total number of employeeswho believe that a quality factor
is critical (tier 1), important (tier 2), or neutral (tier 3). Using the majority rule method
discussedin Chapter Five, the table calculates each of the factors accordingly. The
table shows the number of possible points for each of the factors. For each item, the
percentageof all respondents is mentioned in the last column. The majority rule
method was applied. Also, the ranking of the TQM activities in the KSA hospitals is
presentedin Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3 and Figure 5.8 presentthe ranking of the TQM critical factors in the KSA
hospitals.Like the control sample,the KSA sampleranked the samecritical factors in
the first tier. These factors include managementcommitment, customer satisfaction,
clear mission statement, education, participative management, strategic quality
planning, goal clarity, error prevention and top managementcommittees. Unlike the
control sample, the culture change factor was not among the first tier in the KSA
samplebut rather it was listed amongthe last tier as neutral.

In addition, sevenother items were listed among the critical tier in the KSA sample
that were not listed in the USA sample.These include goal setting, problem solving,
improvement
identification,
teams which
problem
measurement,and quality circle/
were listed among the second tier in the control sample, and cost of quality and
in
last
listed
the control sample.
tier
the
among
statistical processcontrol which were
As with quality gurus, the cost of quality activity was acknowledgedas critical in the
KSA sample.

The listing of these extra activities among the critical tier conveys that the
respondentsof the KSA survey were confusedas to which activities were critical and
is
it
because
from
the
evident that most activities tendedto
responses
which were not,
be rated as critical. This resulted in more activities being identified as critical by a
identified
twenty-two
thus
were
activities
as
majority of respondents;
sixteen out of
between
divided
2
3.
tier
tier
leaving
and
are
which
critical,
only six activities

The KSA sample listed the factors of project improvement process and publicised
successesas important in the second tier, while the control sample listed them as
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neutral in the third tier. Also, the KSA sample listed the factor of vendor partnership
in the third tier as neutral, while the control sample listed it in the second tier as
important.

The reasoningbehind the differences in the KSA group and the control group can be

attributedto the fact that TQM is still a new conceptandits implementationis still in
its infancy in many hospitals in the KSA. This shows that not all TQM activities are
known and understood,and they have not yet becomea part of the daily routine in the
workplace.
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Table 5.3
Ranking of TQM Activities - KSA Healthcare Study

Tier 1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

ManagementCommitment
Goal Clarity
Education
Goal Setting
Clear Mission Statement
Problem Solving
Error Prevention
CustomerSatisfaction
Problem Identification
StrategicQuality Planning
Measurement
Cost of Quality
Top ManagementSteeringCommittee
Participative Management
Statistical ProcessControl
Quality Circles/ Improvement Teams

Score
(out of 1131)
963
953
948
947
939
933
924
919
918
900
900
893
872
859
858
833

Percentage
85.15
84.26
83.82
83.73
83.02
82.49
81.70
81.26
81.17
79.58
79.58
78.96
77.10
75.95
75.86
73.65

Tier 2
17 Recognition Programme
18 Project Improvement Process
19 Publicised Successes

828
812
789

73.21
71.79
69.76

790
767
731

69.85
67.46
64.63

Tier 3
20 Vendor Partnership
21 Culture Change
22 Zero Defects Attitude
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Figure 5.8
Ranking of Related Activities in KSA Hospitals
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5.3.1 Examining Degree of Emphasis: KSA Healthcare Study
Table 5.4 presentsthe differencesin the degreeof emphasisbetweeneachof the
twenty-twoTQM activities listed by Ramirezand Loney (1993) in the USA study
usedin andthe KSA study.

5.3.1.1 Equal Emphasis Activities
Out of the twenty-two activities in the USA sample(control group), there was no one
activity in the KSA samplewhich received similar emphasis.This was not surprising,
because of the differences between the two regions in the levels of business
sophistication and the level of literacy of respondents.Also, the differences in the
national culture that directly affect the organisational culture, i. e. the gender
segregationissue. A continuous quality improvement organisation involves changing
the employee's behaviour and attitudes and working practices in a particular way.
This might causea misunderstandingfor some,becausethey might believe that TQM
is going to changetheir personalvalues and traditions.

5.3.1.2More Emphasis Activities
Only five out of twenty-two activities were more emphasisedas comparedto the USA
sample(control group). The KSA study revealsthat there is a strong emphasison the
cost of quality. The employeesin the KSA sampleput more stresson this factor than
the control group sample. This may suggest that KSA respondents still hold a
traditional view of quality costs. Crosby (1979) agreesthat quality costs on a shortterm basis, but on a long-term basis quality cuts costs. The healthcare literature
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supportsCrosby by revealing that high quality healthcarecosts less than low quality
healthcare.

Also, the goal-settingactivity in the KSA study was more emphasisedwhen compared
to the USA sample.The KSA respondentsseemto agree with Crosby (1979) on the
importance of the goal-setting activity. The statistical process control activity was
over-emphasisedin the KSA sample when comparedto the USA sample. Statistical
processcontrol ensuresthat decisions are basedon pure fact rather than intuitions. It
seemsthat senior managementin the KSA hospitals have invested enough time and
effort in teachingtheir employeesabout SPC, and henceit becamewidely known and
usedin managingquality in the KSA hospitals.

The last two activities that were mildly over-emphasisedin the KSA study are zero
defects and problem identification. Crosby (1979) emphasised that the quality
performance standard is zero defects among his four absolutes of quality
management, and Garvin (1983) emphasised defect-free output. The problem
identification activity was considered critical in the KSA survey while it was
considered important in the USA survey. According to Oakland (1993), the
identification of problems can provide valuable information that can be used in their
prevention. In the KSA hospital, there is a phobia of problems that cannot be solved
becauseTQM is still very young.

5.3.1.3Less Emphasis Activities
Eighteen activities in the KSA study were less emphasised. Some were
strongly
under-emphasised,some were moderately under-emphasised,and others were mildly
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under-emphasised. Although many activities were considered critical in the
implementation of a TQM process, respondents tended to under-emphasisethe
importanceof the critical activities comparedto respondentsin the USA sample.

Changingthe culture of the organisationwas the most under-emphasisedfactor in the
KSA survey. It was under-emphasisedby -23.63%. This strongly suggeststhat KSA

do not havea clearunderstanding
respondents
of TQM. They do not realisethat TQM
has
be
The
KSA
implemented
a special
cannot successfully
without culture change.
culture profile. This profile might have caused the hospital employees not to
distinguish properly between organisational culture and national culture. These two
culturescan easily overlap in the KSA.

The KSA has a free healthcaresystem.This fact might have a negative effect on the
know
because
the customer choices are
objective of satisfying customers
employees
limited. This could be one explanation for the strong under-emphasis(46.09%) of
customer satisfaction. Also, there is a strong under-emphasison clarifying a vision
difference
by
is
for
the
This
the
when
statement
shown
employees.
-13.28%
is
in
KSA
the
there
One
that
might
to
the
sample
conclude
compared
control group.
no clear understandingof TQM principles.

Many activities that occur at the strategiclevel of an organisation and have something
to do with the importance of the leadership role in any organisation are underemphasisedin the KSA study. These activities include managementcommitment, top
management steering committees, strategic quality planning, goal clarity and
participative management.The critical factors are essential to the successof TQM,
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and without them, the programme cannot be implemented effectively. The role of
senior managementis crucial and cannot be transferredto the entire organisation if it
is not there.Also, it is essentialto train managementto plan and participate and allow
room for open suggestionschemes.

TQM is heavily reliant on performance, which in turn is dependent on employee
productivity. This is why TQM cannot succeedwithout recognition programmes,
publicised successes,employee involvement and participation, teamwork, employee
training and education, and error prevention. Also, high performance cannot be
reachedwithout the correct vendor partnership.

5.3.2 Perception and Understanding of TQM in KSA Healthcare
Study
Overall, the KSA healthcare study revealed that there are many critical activities in
the TQM process, which were under-emphasisedby the respondents in the KSA
hospital sample.The under-emphasisof thesecritical factors can only prove that there
is a gap in the levels of awareness,understandingand perception of what TQM means
between respondentsin the KSA hospital sample and the USA sample. Also, the
fact
is
TQM
that
the
not yet
support
strong over-emphasisof cost of quality can only
well understoodand cost is still looked upon with the traditional view.

The strong under-emphasis on changing the culture of the organisation strongly
suggeststhat there is a misunderstandingthat the changethat will take place is not in
the work practice but rather in the personalvalues of the individuals. The individuals
in the KSA are not about to compromisetheir individual values, traditions, and most
5-22
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importantly, their Islamic religion for any managementphilosophy. It is important to
note that these individuals do not seemto understandthat the values underlying the
TQM philosophy are the samevalues underlying the Islamic religion.
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Table 5.4
Percentile Comparison of KSA Hospital Survey

Group
Control
with

Difference

KSA (%)

Control (%)

ClearVision Statement

83.02

96.3

-13.28

Costof Quality

78.96

65.08

13.88

CultureChange

67.46

91.09

-23.63

CustomerSatisfaction

81.26

97.35

-16.09

Education

83.82

90.48

-6.66

GoalClarity

84.26

86.24

-1.98

GoalSetting

83.73

78.31

5.42

Commitment
Management

85.15

99.47

-14.32

Measurement

79.58

81.48

-1.9

ParticipativeManagement

75.95

87.3

-11.35

ProblemIdentification

81.17

80.95

0.22

ProblemSolving

82.49

82.54

05
-.

Process
ProjectImprovement

71.79

73.54

-1.75

PublicisedSuccesses

69.76

71.96

-2.2

QualityC./ImprovementTeams

73.65

76.72

-3.07

ErrorPrevention

81.70

85.19

-3.49

RecognitionProgramme

73.21

77.78

-4.57

StatisticalProcessControl

75.86

68.78

7.08

Committee
TopManagement

77.10

83.6

-6.5

StrategicQualityPlanning

79.58

86.24

-6.66

VendorPartnership

69.85

76.72

-6.87

ZeroDefects

64.63

64.02

0.61

Activity List
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5.3.3 Examining Degree of Emphasis among Genders
After the general analysis of the data, it was important to concentrate further on the
genderdifferencesin the rankings of the quality factors. This was done to explore the
segregation issue and to see if there exists any relationship between TQM
implementationand segregation.

5.3.3.1 Male Gender Results and Degree of Emphasis
The results for the male gender are shown on Table 5.5. The male ranking of the tiers
is shown in Table 5.6. In the male sample(N= 206), the ranking varies little from the
entire KSA sampleresults. The tiers are divided in the sameway as the KSA sample.
The only difference is that in the male samplemanagementcommitment was the ninth
most critical factor in the first tier, while in the KSA sample it was the most critical
factor in the first tier. This meansthat the male genderbelieves that the management
commitment is not as critical as other factors. The male genderbelieves that having a
clear mission statementis the most critical factor, while in the KSA sample it was
believedthat it was the fifth most critical factor.
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Table 5.5 Results for Male Gender

Neutral

Important

Critical

%

1. Clear Vision Statement

14

43

142

85.11

2. Cost of Quality

15

69

116

81.11

3. Culture Change

47

95

56

65.53

4. CustomerSatisfaction

23

63

116

80.42

5. Education

14

55

129

82.69

6. Goal Clarity

7

58

134

84.95

7. Goal Setting

13

47

139

84.79

8. ManagementCommitment

6

47

132

80.26

9. Measurement

14

75

110

79.94

10. Participative Management

23

79

93

74.43

11. ProblemIdentification

18

63

117

80.11

12. Problemsolving

9

64

122

81.40

13. Project Improvement Process

31

98

69

70.23

14.Publicised Successes

45

77

76

69.09

15. Quality Circle/ Improvement Teams

30

79

88

73.14

16.Error Prevention

20

68

114

80.60

17. Recognition Programme

31

90

80

72.98

18. Statistical ProcessControl

24

89

89

75.89

19.Top ManagementCommittee

27

76

100

77.51

20. StrategicQuality Planning

20

62

116

79.61

2 1. Vendor Partnership

48

95

58

66.67

22. Zero Defect

57

84

57

64.08

Activity List
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Table 5.6 Ranking of Tiers for Male Gender

Percentage

Tier I
I

Clear Mission Statement

85.11

2

Goal Clarity

84.95

3

Goal Setting

84.79

4

Education

82.69

5

Problem Solving

81.40

6

Cost of Quality

81.11

7

Error Prevention

80.60

8

CustomerSatisfaction

80.42

9

ManagementCommitment

80.26

10 Problem Identification

80.11

11 Measurement

79.94

12 StrategicQuality Planning

79.61

13 Top ManagementSteeringCommittee

77.51

14 Statistical ProcessControl

75.89

15 Participative Management

74.43

16 Quality Circles/ Improvement Teams

73.14

Tier 2
17 Recognition Programme

72.98

18 Project Improvement Process

70.23

19 Publicised Successes

69.09

Tier 3
20

Vendor Partnership

66.67

21

Culture Change

65.53

22

Zero Defects Attitude

64.08
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Table 5.7 comparesthe male gender in the KSA healthcare survey results with the
control group of the USA sample and the KSA entire sample. Overall, the male
gender comparison revealed the same results as the larger KSA healthcare sample,
with somemild and moderatevariations. The moderatevariations include an increase
in the emphasison the cost of quality factor and clear vision statement.Also, the
factor,
in
less
the
the
moderate variation was seen
culture change
emphasis on
in
factor,
All
all, when comparing
managementcommitment
and vendor partnership.
I
the male gender sample in the KSA healthcare with the complete KSA healthcare
items.
less-emphasised
fourteen
items
there
and
sample,
were eight more-emphasised
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Table 5.7
Percentile Comparison of Male Gender Results
Control
Sample and KSA Sample
with

Activity List

Difference

KSA

Difference

96.3

-11.19

83.02

2.09

81.11

65.08

16.03

78.96

2.15

Culture Change

65.53

91.09

-25.56

67.46

-1.93

CustomerSatisfaction

80.42

97.35

-14.93

81.26

-0.84

Education

82.69

90.48

-7.79

83.82

-1.13

Goal Clarity

84.95

86.24

-1.29

84.26

69
.

Goal Setting

84.79

78.31

6.48

83.73

1.06

ManagementCommitment

80.26

99.47

-19.21

85.15

4.89

Measurement

79.94

81A

-1.54

79.58

36
.

ParticipativeManagement

74.43

87.3

-12.87

75.95

-1.52

ProblemIdentification

80.11

80.95

-0.84

81.17

-1.06

ProblemSolving

81.40

82.54

-1.14

82.49

-1.09

Project Improv. Process

70.23

73.54

-3.31

71.79

-1.56

PublicisedSuccesses

69.09

71.96

-2.87

69.76

-0.67

Quality C./Improve. Teams

73.14

76.72

-3.58

73.65

-0.51

Error Prevention

80.60

85.19

-4.59

81.70

-1.1

RecognitionProgramme

72.98

77.78

4.8

73.21

-0.23

StatisticalProcessControl

75.89

68.78

7.11

75.86

0.03

Top Manage.Committee

77.51

83.6

-6.09

77.10

0.41

StrategicQuality Planning

79.61

86.24

-6.63

79.58

0.03

Vendor Partnership

66.67

76.72

-10.05

69.85

-3.18

Zero Defects

64.08

64.02

-0.06

64.63

-0.55

Male

Control

Clear Vision Statement

85.11

Cost of Quality
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5.3.3.2 Female Gender Results and Degree of Emphasis
The resultsfor the female gender are shown in Table 5.8, and the ranking of the tiers
in Table 5.9. In the female sample,N= 162. The comparison revealed one important
aspect.Unlike the KSA sample and the male gender sample, the female sample
ranked the culture change factor as a critical factor. Both the KSA sample and the
male gendersampleranked the culture changefactor as neutral. This is an important
point, becausethe females in the healthcareenvironment seem to be more in touch
daily
issue.
female
issue
is
This
the
the
routine,
with
segregation
gender
a part of
while the male gender in the healthcareenvironment seemsnot to be affected by it.
By ranking the culture change factor in the last tier, males seem not to be ready to
be
This
in
is
for
that
there
the
might
organisation.
confront
a need
culture change
becausethey are afraid of the changethat will be brought about by these international
managementphilosophies.

Another factor that was characterised as important by the female gender in the
healthcareenvironment is the vendor partnership factor. The KSA sample and the
female sample characterisedthis factor as neutral. The project improvement process
factor was also characterisedas critical by the female sample,and neutral by the KSA
sampleand the male gender sample. These two differences can be referencedto the
female level of understanding of the TQM philosophy. It could be that the male
genderhas a better understandingof TQM than the female gender.
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Table 5.8 Results for Female Gender

Neutral

Important

Critical

%

1. Clear Vision Statement

9

35

101

78.60

2. Cost of Quality

13

63

78

76.60

3. Culture Change

21

58

79

76.95

4. CustomerSatisfaction

13

51

93

81.11

5. Education

7

30

113

83.54

6. Goal Clarity

13

32

107

81.90

7. Goal Setting

8

46

96

79.42

8. ManagementCommitment

3

34

110

82.51

9. Measurement

9

56

85

77.37

10. Participative Management

17

50

84

75.93

11. Problem Identification

9

53

83

75.31

12. Problem solving

7

49

98

82.51

13. Project Improvement Process

23

53

75

72.84

14. PublicisedSuccesses

19

67

62

69.75

15. Quality Circle/ Improvement Teams

17

58

74

73.05

16. Error Prevention

16

49

92

80.25

17. Recognition Programme

22

65

65

70.16

18. Statistical ProcessControl

19

65

69

73.25

19. Top ManagementCommittee

28

40

87

75.93

20. StrategicQuality Planning

14

56

84

77.78

2 1. Vendor Partnership

19

74

62

72.63

22. Zero Defects

41

51

56

63.99

Activity List
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Table 5.9 Ranking of Tiers for Female Gender
Tier 1

Percentage

I

Education

83.54

2

ManagementCommitment

82.51

3

Problem Solving

82.51

4

Goal Clarity

81.90

5

CustomerSatisfaction

81.11

6

Error Prevention

80.25

7

Goal Setting

79.42

8

Clear Mission Statement

78.60

9

StrategicQuality Planning

77.78

10 Measurement

77.37

11 Culture Change

76.95

12 Cost of Quality

76.75

13 Top ManagementSteeringCommittee

75.93

14 Participative Management

75.93

15 Problem Identification

75.31

16 Statistical ProcessControl

73.25

17 Quality Circles/ Improvement Teams

73.05

18 Project Improvement Process

72.84

Tier 2
20

Vendor Partnership

72.63

21

Recognition Programme

70.16

22

Publicised Successes

69.75

Tier 3
22 1Zero Defects Attitude

63.37
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Table 5.10 presents a comparison between the female gender sample in the KSA
healthcare sample and the USA control sample. Overall, the female gender
comparisonrevealedthe somewhatdifferent results when comparedto the larger KSA
healthcaresample. The results showed some mild, moderate, and strong variations.
The strong variation was seenin the over-emphasisin the culture change factor. The
over-emphasisof the culture factor in the female samplewas a +9.13, while the male
sampleunder-emphasisedit by -2.74. This strong variation confirms that the female
gender believes in changing the organisational culture for TQM to work, while the
male genderis still unaware of or in denial of this very important factor. The female
gender might even believe that the segregation issue has an effect in the
implementationof TQM. Of course,all theseassumptionscannot be confirmed at this
point, but what can be confirmed is the strong over-emphasisof the culture change
factor.

The moderate variations include an under-emphasis of the following factors:
managementcommitment, goal setting, goal clarity, clear vision statement, cost of
quality, measurements,problem identification, recognition programme, and statistical
processcontrol. Also, the moderate variation was seen in the over-emphasison the
vendor partnership. These variations can be attributed to not having a complete
understandingof what TQM is really about. All in all, when comparing the female
gender sample in the KSA healthcaresample with the complete KSA sample, there
were three over-emphasiseditems and nineteenunder-emphasiseditems.
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Table 5.10
Percentile Comparison of Female Gender Results
To Control Sample and KSA Sample

Activity List

Difference

KSA

Difference

96.3

-17.7

83.02

4.42

76.60

65.08

11.52

78.96

-2.36

Culture Change

76.95

91.09

-14.14

67.46

9.49

CustomerSatisfaction

81.11

97.35

-16.24

81.26

-0.15

Education

83.54

90.48

-6.94

83.82

-0.28

Goal Clarity

81.90

86.24

-4.34

84.26

-2.36

Goal Setting

79.42

78.31

1.11

83.73

4.31

ManagementCommitment

82.51

99.47

-16.96

85.15

-2.64

Measurement

77.37

81.48

4.11

79.58

-2.21

ParticipativeManagement

75.93

87.3

-11.37

75.95

-0.02

ProblemIdentification

75.31

80.95

-5.64

81.17

-5.86

Problem Solving

82.51

82.54

03
-.

82.49

-0.02

Project Improve. Process

71.81

73.54

-1.73

71.79

0.02

PublicisedSuccesses

68.93

71.96

-3.03

69.76

-0.83

Quality C./Improve.Teams

73.05

76.72

-3.67

73.65

-0.6

Error Prevention

80.25

85.19

-4.94

81.70

-1.45

RecognitionProgramme

70.58

77.78

-7.2

73.21

-2.63

StatisticalProcessControl

73.25

68.78

4.47

75.86

-2.61

Top Manage.Committee

75.93

83.6

-7.67

77.10

-1.17

StrategicQuality Planning

77.78

86.24

-8.46

79.58

-1.8

Vendor Partnership

72.63

76.72

4.09

69.85

2.78

Zero Defects

63.99

64.02

03
-.

64.63

-0.64

Female

Control

Clear Vision Statement

78.60

Cost of Quality
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5.3.3.3Differences Between Genders
The major difference between the male and female gender sample in the KSA
healthcare survey is strongly illustrated in the culture change factor. The culture
changefactor showsa difference of -11.42 betweenthe genders.The female genderis
much more aware of the need of changing the culture when implementing TQM than
the male gender.There are many reasonsthat explain the male reluctance to change
the organisationalculture. Thesereasonsinclude:

Males are denying or are not aware of the differences between their special
segregatedorganisationalculture and other international organisationalcultures.
Males are afraid of admitting that they have a special culture profile, becausethey
think that it might bring about changesin their values, traditions, customs, and
most importantly, their religion.
& Males do not care for changing the organisational culture because they are
benefiting from it.

Whether these reasonsor other reasonsare behind this great difference between the
male and female gendersin the culture changefactor is unclear. What is clear is that
for this great difference to be presentin this particular factor there must be sometype
of reasoningthat can account for it.

Also, the differencesbetweenthe gendersshow that the males have a better
understanding
of the generalTQM management
philosophythanthe females,with the
exceptionof the culture changefactor. The malesover-emphasised
thirteen factors
morethan the females.This includesthe clear vision statementfactor by +6.51,the
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cost of quality factor by +4.51, the goal setting factor by +5.37, and the problem
identification factor by +4.8. There were seven factors that were mildly underemphasisedby the male gender, but their under-emphasis does not mean much
becausethey were almost equal to the females.The largest number in these factors is

-1.58.
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Table 5.11

Differences Between Genders

Activity List

Male(O/o)

Female (%)

Difference

Clear Vision Statement

85.11

78.60

6.51

Cost of Quality

81.11

76.60

4.51

Culture Change

65.53

76.95

-11.42

CustomerSatisfaction

80.42

81.11

-0.69

Education

82.69

83.54

-0.85

Goal Clarity

84.95

81.90

3.05

Goal Setting

84.79

79.42

5.37

ManagementCommitment

80.26

82.51

-2.25

Measurement

79.94

77.37

2.57

ParticipativeManagement

74.43

75.93

-1.5

ProblemIdentification

80.11

75.31

4.8

ProblemSolving

81.40

82.51

-1.11

Project Improve. Process

70.23

71.81

-1.58

PublicisedSuccesses

69.09

68.93

0.16

Quality C./Improve.Teams

73.14

73.05

-0.09

Error Prevention

80.60

80.25

0.35

RecognitionProgramme

72.98

70.58

2.4

StatisticalProcessControl

75.89

73.25

2.64

Top Manage.Committee

77.51

75.93

1.58

StrategicQuality Planning

79.61

77.78

1.98

Vendor Partnership

66.67

72.63

-5.96

Zero Defects

64.08

63.99

-0.09
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5.3.4 Examining Degree of Emphasis among Types of Hospitals
After the analysisof the gender,an analysisof the different hospital types was done to
investigate any further relationship between the type of hospital and the degree of
emphasisof the TQM factors. This was done to see if one type of hospital seemsto
understandTQM better than the others. The hospital types included private hospitals,
public hospitals,specialist hospitals and armed forces hospitals. Each type of hospital
resultswill be presentedindividually in the following section.

5.3.4.1 Private Hospital Results and Degree of Emphasis
Table 5.12 and Table 5.13 present the results of the private hospitals. In this sample,
N=32. In the tier ranking for private hospitals, customer satisfaction was the most
critical factor. This was not surprising, becauseusually private organisations care
more about satisfying paying customers. They know that without these paying
customers,their organisationwill not exist.

When comparing the results of the private hospital sample with the USA sample, it
was found that only five of the ten factors that were critical in the USA samplewere
listed in the private hospital sample. These include the education factor, the error
prevention factor, the management commitment factor, and the clear mission
statementfactor.

Also, in the private hospital sample,there were twelve factors listed in the third tier,
where the items were considered neutral. The extra factors include recognition
programme, goal setting, goal clarity, top management steering committee,
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measurements,vendor partnership, quality circles/ improvement teams, and culture
change.Some of these factors are found in the first tier, and some are found in the
secondtier of the USA sample.
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Table 5.12 Results for Private Sector Hospitals

Neutral

Important

Critical

%

1. Clear Vision Statement

7

12

13

72.92

2. Cost of Quality

12

10

10

64.58

3. Culture Change

12

16

3

55.21

4. CustomerSatisfaction

3

9

20

84.38

5. Education

3

14

15

79.17

6. Goal Clarity

7

15

10

69.79

7. Goal Setting

6

17

9

69.79

8. ManagementCommitment

5

12

14

73.96

9. Measurement

8

18

6

64.58

10. Participative Management

6

14

11

69.79

11. Problem Identification

7

13

12

71.88

12. Problem solving

5

13

14

76.04

13. Project Improvement Process

7

19

6

65.63

14. Publicised Successes

11

16

4

57.29

15. Quality Circle/ Improvement Teams

11

17

3

56.25

16. Error Prevention

4

13

15

78.13

17. RecognitionProgramme

1

24

7

72.92

18. Statistical ProcessControl

10

14

8

64.58

19. Top ManagementCommittee

8

16

8

66.67

20. StrategicQuality Planning

10

11

11

67.71

21. Vendor Partnership

12

13

7

61.46

22. Zero Defects Attitude

7

17

7

64.58

Activity List
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Table 5.13 Ranking of Tiers for Private Hospitals

Percentage

Tier 1
I

CustomerSatisfaction

84.38

2

Education

79.17

3

Error Prevention

78.13

4

Problem Solving

76.04

5

ManagementCommitment

73.96

6

72.92

Clear Mission Statement
1

11

Tier 2
7

Recognition Programme

72.92

8

Problem Identification

71.88

9

Participative Management

69.79

Tier 3
10 Goal Setting
61arity
11 Goal

69.79

12 StrategicQuality Planning

67.71

13 Top ManagementSteeringCommittee

66.67

14 Project Improvement Process

65.63

15 Cost of Quality

64.58

16 Zero Defects Attitude

64.58

17 Measurement

64.58

18

69.79

64.58

Statistical ProcessControl

61.46

19 Vendor Partnership
20

Publicised Successes

57.29

21

Quality Circles/ ImprovementTeams

56.25

22

Culture Change

55.21
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Table 5.14 presents a percentile comparison of private hospitals' results with the
control sample and the KSA sample. When comparing the private hospital sample
with the USA control sample, it was found that all factors of TQM were strongly
under-emphasised,with the exception of a couple of factors. The two factors are cost
of quality and zero defects.The difference betweenthe two factors was less than one,
thus it can not be said that thesefactors were over-emphasised.

When comparingthe private hospital samplewith the KSA study, it was found that all
factors were under-emphasised,except for customer satisfaction. The customer
in
hospitals
by
Overall,
the KSA
+3.12.
the
private
satisfactionwas over-emphasised
have less understandingof the TQM philosophy than the general KSA sample,except
for one factor, which is the customersatisfactionfactor.
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Table 5.14
Percentile Comparison of Private Hospital Results
with Control Sample and KSA Sample

Private
Hospitals

Control

ClearVision Statement

72.92

Costof Quality

Difference

KSA

Difference

96.3

-23.38

83.02

-10.1

64.58

65.08

99
.

78.96

-14.38

CultureChange

55.21

91.09

-35.88

67.46

-12.25

CustomerSatisfaction

84.38

97.35

-12.97

81.26

3.12

Education

79.17

90.48

-11.31

83.82

4.65

GoalClarity

69.79

86.24

-16.45

84.26

-14.47

GoalSetting

69.79

78.31

-8.52

83.73

-13.94

Management
Commitment

73.96

99.47

-25.51

85.15

-11.19

Measurement

64.58

81.48

-16.9

79.58

-15

ParticipativeManagement

69.79

87.3

-17.51

75.95

-16.16

ProblemIdentification

71.88

80.95

-9.07

81.17

-9.29

ProblemSolving

76.04

82.54

-6.5

82.49

-6.45

ProjectImprove.Process

65.63

73.54

-7.91

71.79

-6.16

PublicisedSuccesses

57.29

71.96

-14.67

69.76

-12.47

QualityC./Improve.Teams

56.25

76.72

-20.47

73.65

-17.4

ErrorPrevention

78.13

85.19

-7.06

81.70

-3.57

RecognitionProgramme

72.92

77.78

4.86

73.21

-0.29

StatisticalProcessControl

64.58

68.78

4.2

75.86

-11.28

Top Manage.Committee

66.67

83.6

-16.93

77.10

-10.43

StrategicQualityPlanning

67.71

86.24

-18.53

79.58

-11.87

VendorPartnership

61.46

76.72

-15.26

69.85

-8.39

ZeroDefects

64.58

64.02

56
.

64.63

05
-.

Activity List
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5.3.4.2 Public Hospital Results and Degree of Emphasis
Table 5.15 and Table 5.16 present the results of the public hospital sample. In this
sample,N=70. When comparedto the USA control sample, the results of the public
hospital sample revealed that the majority of the critical factors which are listed as
critical are the same as the factors in tier one in the USA sample, with the exception
of. These are customer satisfaction and culture change. It is not surprising for the
customersatisfactionsurvey to be under-emphasised.Public hospitals are not open for
profit, they are free, they are open to serve the public. For most of the people who
attendthe public hospital, their choices are limited. They have no other choice except
to attendthis public hospital. Thus, most of the employeesdo not seemto care if their
customersare satisfied or not, becausethey will come back.

The other under-emphasisedfactor is the culture change factor. This factor has also
beenunder-emphasisedin the completeKSA sample.
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Table 5.15 Results for Public Sector Hospitals

Neutral

Important

Critical

%

1. Clear Vision Statement

11

17

39

77.14

2. Cost of Quality

4

24

40

81.90

3. Culture Change

14

32

21

67.14

4. CustomerSatisfaction

14

32

23

70.00

5. Education

8

14

48

85.71

6. Goal Clarity

7

17

44

82.38

7. Goal Setting

6

20

44

84.76

8. ManagementCommitment

5

17

46

84.29

9. Measurement

5

31

34

80.48

10. Participative Management

10

21

37

77.62

11. ProblemIdentification

6

26

37

80.48

12. Problem solving

4

21

44

84.76

13. Project Improvement Process

14

31

25

71.90

14. Publicised.Successes

10

19

37

75.71

15. Quality Circle/ Improvement Teams

6

26

38

81.90

16. Error Prevention

12

21

36

77.14

17. Recognition Programme

11

32

27

74.29

18. StatisticalProcessControl

11

30

28

73.81

19.Top ManagementCommittee

13

20

36

76.67

20. StrategicQuality Planning

7

23

40

82.38

2 1. Vendor Partnership

10

35

24

82.38

22. Zero Defects Attitude

23

27

14

56.67

Activity List
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Table 5.16 Ranking of Tiers for Public Hospitals

Tier I
I

Percentage

Education

85.71

Goal Setting

84.76

Problem Solving

84.76

4

ManagementCommitment

84.29

5

Goal Clarity

82.38

6

StrategicQuality Planning

82.38

7

Cost of Quality

81.90

8

Quality Circles/ Improvement Teams

81.90

9

Measurement

80.48

,2
3

10 Problem Identification

80.48

11 Participative Management

77.62

12 Clear Mission Statement

77.14

13 Error Prevention

77.14

14 Top ManagementSteeringCommittee

76.67

15 Publicised Successes

75.71

Tier 2
16 Vendor Partnership

82.38

17 Recognition Programme,

74.29

18 Statistical ProcessControl

73.81

19 Project Improvement Process

71.90

Tier 3
20

CustomerSatisfaction

70.00

21

Culture Change

67.14

22

Zero Defects Attitude

56.67
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Table 5.17 presentsa percentile comparisonof the public hospital results, the control
sampleresults and the KSA sampleresults. This table shows that the public hospitals
have a less than clear vision statement, an under-emphasised error prevention
programmeand a declining zero defects attitude compared with the complete KSA
sample.Also, the factor of customersatisfactionis strongly under-emphasised.This is
expected in this type of hospital where patients have no choice but to go to the
hospital, employeesknow the limited choicesof the patient, and thus they do not care
if the patient is satisfied or not. Another factor that was over-emphasisedin the public
hospital is the vendor partnership. For some reason,this factor seemsto be important
in public hospitals comparedwith other hospitals.
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Table 5.17
Percentile Comparison of Public Hospitals Results
with Control Sample and KSA Sample

Public
Hospitals

Control

Clear Vision Statement

77.14

Cost of Quality

Activity List

Difference

KSA

Difference

96.3

-19.16

83.02

-5.88

81.90

65.08

16.82

78.96

2.94

Culture Change

67.14

91.09

-23.86

67.46

-0.32

CustomerSatisfaction

70.00

97.35

-27.35

81.26

-11.26

Education

85.71

90.48

4.77

83.82

1.89

Goal Clarity

82.38

86.24

-3.86

84.26

-1.88

Goal Setting

84.76

78.31

6.45

83.73

1.03

ManagementCommitment

84.29

99.47

-15.18

85.15

-0.86

Measurement

80.48

81.48

-1

79.58

0.9

ParticipativeManagement

77.62

87.3

-9.68

75.95

1.67

ProblemIdentification

80.48

80.95

-0.47

81.17

-0.69

Problem Solving

84.76

82.54

2.22

82.49

2.27

Project Improve. Process

71.90

73.54

-1.64

71.79

0.11

PublicisedSuccesses

75.71

71.96

3.75

69.76

5.95

Quality C./Improve.Teams

81.90

76.72

5.18

73.65

8.25

Error Prevention

77.14

85.19

-8.05

81.70

4.56

RecognitionProgramme

74.29

77.78

-3.49

73.21

1.08

StatisticalProcessControl

73.81

68.78

5.03

75.86

-2.05

Top Manage.Committee

76.67

83.6

-6.93

77.10

-0.43

StrategicQuality Planning

82.38

86.24

-3.86

79.58

2.8

Vendor Partnership

82.38

76.72

5.66

69.85

12.53

Zero Defects

56.67

64.02

-7.35

64.63

-7.96
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5.3.4.3 Specialist Hospital Results and Degree of Emphasis
The specialist hospitals are the third type of hospitals that were studied. In this
sample,N=132. The results for the specialist hospitals are shown in Table 5.18 and
Table 5.19. Overall, the specialist hospital is a good representationof the complete
KSA sample.There were few differencesbetweenthe two samples.The samefactors
that were listed in the KSA samplein the first tier were listed in the specialisthospital
sample.

When comparing the specialist hospital sample with the control USA sample, it was
found in the specialist hospital sample that the cost of quality factor and statistical
processcontrol were over-emphasised.Both of these factors were listed among the
first tier in the specialist hospitals, while they were listed in the last tier in the USA
control sample.The culture changefactor was also under-emphasisedin the specialist
hospital more than in the USA control sample.
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Table 5.18 Results for Specialist Hospitals

Neutral

Important

Critical

%

1. Clear Vision Statement

17

23

87

81.82

2. Cost of Quality

7

40

76

79.55

3. Culture Change

21

53

49

69.19

4. CustomerSatisfaction

9

27

91

84.85

5. Education

4

23

88

79.29

6. Goal Clarity

4

29

87

81.57

7. Goal Setting

3

28

87

80.81

8. ManagementCommitment

1

25

89

80.30

9. Measurement

8

40

71

76.01

10. ParticipativeManagement

10

44

62

71.71

11. ProblemIdentification

8

38

74

77.27

12. Problem Solving

6

32

78

76.76

13. Project Improvement Process

16

54

45

65.40

14.PublicisedSuccesses

18

57

42

65.15

15. Quality Circle/ Improvement Teams

18

42

54

66.67

16. Error Prevention

9

41

77

81.31

17. RecognitionProgramme

19

50

50

67.26

18. StatisticalProcessControl

11

54

58

73.99

19.Top ManagementCommittee

20

36

70

76.26

20. StrategicQuality Planning

6

45

73

79.55

21. Vendor Partnership

23

66

40

69.44

22. Zero Defects

37

49

41

65.15

Activity List
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Table 5.19 Ranking of Tiers for Specialist Hospitals

Percentage

Tier I
I

CustomerSatisfaction

84.85

2

Clear Mission Statement

81.82

3

Goal Clarity

81.57

4

Error Prevention

81.31

5

Goal Setting

80.81

6

ManagementCommitment

80.30

7

StrategicQuality Planning

79.55

8

Cost of Quality

79.55

9

Education

79.29

10 Problem Identification

77.27

11 Problem Solving

76.76

12 Top ManagementSteeringCommittee

76.26

13 Measurement

76.01

14 Statistical ProcessControl

73.99

15 Participative Management

71.71

Tier 2
16 Vendor Partnership

69.44

17 Culture Change

69.19

18 Quality Circles/ Improvement Teams

67.93

19 Recognition Programme

66.67

Tier 3
20

Project Improvement Process

65.40

21

Publicised Successes

65.15

22

Zero Defects Attitude

65.15
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Table 5.20 shows the differences among the specialist hospital sample, the KSA
healthcare sample, and the USA control sample. When comparing the specialist
hospital samplewith the KSA sample,it was found that eighteen of the factors were
further under-emphasised.This means that the awarenessand understanding in the
specialist hospital was less than in the general KSA sample. The majority of the
strongly under-emphasisedfactors deal with managementissuessuch as management
commitment, participative management, problem solving, project improvement
process,and quality improvement teams.Also, managementis not giving employees
enoughrecognition and is not publicising employees' successes.
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Table 5.20
Percentile Comparison of Specialist Hospital Results
Sample
Control
KSA
Sample
with
and

Specialist
Hospitals

Control

Clear Vision Statement

81.82

Cost of Quality

Activity List

Difference

KSA

Difference

96.3

-14.48

83.02

-1.2

79.55

65.08

14.47

78.96

0.59

Culture Change

69.19

91.09

-21.9

67.46

1.73

CustomerSatisfaction

84.85

97.35

-12.5

81.26

3.59

Education

79.29

90.48

-11.19

83.82

4.53

Goal Clarity

81.57

86.24

-4.67

84.26

-2.69

Goal Setting

80.81

78.31

2.5

83.73

-2.92

ManagementCommitment

80.30

99.47

-19.17

85.15

4.85

Measurement

76.01

81.48

-5.47

79.58

-3.57

ParticipativeManagement

71.71

87.3

-15.59

75.95

4.24

ProblemIdentification

77.27

80.95

-3.68

81.17

-3.9

ProblemSolving

76.76

82.54

-5.78

82.49

-5.73

Project Improve. Process

65.40

73.54

-8.14

71.79

-6.39

PublicisedSuccesses

65.15

71.96

-6.81

69.76

4.61

Quality C./Improve.Teams

66.67

76.72

-10.05

73.65

-6.98

Error Prevention

81.31

85.19

-3.88

81.70

-0.39

RecognitionProgramme

67.26

77.78

-10.52

73.21

-5.95

StatisticalProcessControl

73.99

68.78

5.21

75.86

-1.87

Top Manage.Committee

76.26

83.6

-7.34

77.10

-0.84

StrategicQuality Planning

79.55

86.24

-6.69

79.58

-3

Vendor Partnership

69.44

76.72

-7.28

69.85

-0.41

Zero Defects

65.15

64.02

1.13

64.63

0.52
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5.3.4.4 Armed Forces Hospital Results and Degree of Emphasis
Table 5.21 and Table 5.22 presentthe results of the armed forces hospital sample.In
this sample,N=146. Unlike the other samples,the armed force hospital sample does
not have a third tier in its ranking. This samplelists 18 factors as critical and four as
important. The important factors include publicised successes,vendor partnership,
culture change,and zero defects attitude. This can mean that this type of hospital does
not seemto have a good understandingof TQM, but does appreciateTQM, and this is
why they seemto think that all of the factors are critical or important
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Table 5.21 Results for Armed Forces Hospitals

Neutral

important

Critical

%

1. Clear Vision Statement

1

29

112

90.18

2. Cost of Quality

9

61

71

78.54

3. Culture Change

25

56

54

68.26

4. CustomerSatisfaction

11

49

82

81.05

5. Education

7

37

99

86.30

6. Goal Clarity

3

33

107

89.04

7. Goal Setting

7

33

103

87.21

8. ManagementCommitment

0

29

113

90.64

9. Measurement

3

49

89

84.02

10. Participative Management

15

54

74

78.77

11. Problem Identification

8

42

94

85.39

12. Problem Solving

2

50

92

86.30

13. Project Improvement Process

19

55

70

77.40

14. Publicised Successes

27

58

58

72.37

15. Quality Circle/ Improvement Teams

16

57

71

78.31

16. Error Prevention

13

44

88

65.07

17. Recognition Programme

22

55

67

76.03

18. Statistical ProcessControl

11

62

71

79.45

19. Top ManagementCommittee

19

49

76

78.77

20. StrategicQuality Planning

15

43

82

79.22

2 1. Vendor Partnership

26

61

52

69.41

22. Zero Defects Attitude

33

53

51

66.67

Activity List
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Table 5.22 Ranking of Tiers for Armed Forces Hospitals

Tier 1

Percentage

I

ManagementCommitment

90.64

2

Clear Mission Statement

90.18

3

Goal Clarity

89.04

4

Goal Setting

87.21

5

Education

86.30

6

Problem Solving

86.30

7

Problem Identification

85.39

8

Measurement

84.02

9

CustomerSatisfaction

81.05

10 Statistical ProcessControl

79.45

11 StrategicQuality Planning

79.22

12 Top ManagementSteeringCommittee

78.77

13 Participative Management

78.77

14 Cost of Quality

78.54

15 Quality Circles/ Improvement Teams

78.31

16 Project Improvement Process

77.40

17 Recognition Programme

76.03

Tier 2
18 Publicised Successes

72.37

19 Vendor Partnership

69.41

20 Culture Change

68.26

21 Zero Defects Attitude

66.67

22 Error Prevention

65.07
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Table 5.21 presents a percentile comparison of the armed forces hospitals, and
comparesit with the control sampleand the KSA sample.The results show that the
employeesof the armed forces hospitals have a much clearer vision statementthan
in the other KSA hospitals. Also, the hospitals' goals seem to be clearer, and their
goal setting process is believed to be better than the KSA general sample. The
commitment of managementappearsto be better than the generalKSA sample,and
their project improvement process is even better than in the control sample. The
error prevention in these hospitals seemsto be much less than in both the control
sample and the KSA sample. Overall, the armed forces hospitals seem to have a
better understandingof the TQM philosophy when comparedto the other hospitals.
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Table 5.21
Percentile Comparison of Armed Forces Hospitals Results
with Control Sample and KSA Sample

Armed
ForcesHos.

Control

Clear Vision Statement

90.18

Cost of Quality

Activity List

Difference

KSA

Difference

96.3

-6.12

83.02

7.16

78.54

65.08

13.46

78.96

-0.42

Culture Change

68.26

91.09

-22.83

67.46

CustomerSatisfaction

81.05

97.35

-16.3

81.26

-0.21

Education

86.30

90.48

4.18

83.82

2.48

Goal Clarity

89.04

86.24

2.8

84.26

4.78

Goal Setting

87.21

78.31

8.9

83.73

3.48

ManagementCommitment

90.64

99.47

-8.83

85.15

5.49

Measurement

84.02

81.48

2.54

79.58

4.44

ParticipativeManagement

78.77

87.3

-8.53

75.95

2.82

ProblemIdentification

85.39

80.95

4.44

81.17

4.22

ProblemSolving

86.30

82.54

3.76

82.49

3.81

Project Improve. Process

77.40

73.54

3.86

71.79

7.61

PublicisedSuccesses

72.37

71.96

0.41

69.76

2.61

Quality C./Improve.Teams

78.31

76.72

1.59

73.65

4.66

Error Prevention

65.07

85.19

-20.12

81.70

-16.63

RecognitionProgramme

76.03

77.78

-1.75

73.21

0.17

StatisticalProcessControl

79.45

68.78

10.67

75.86

3.59

Top Manage.Committee

78.77

83.6

4.83

77.10

1.67

StrategicQuality Planning

79.22

86.24

-7.02

79.58

-0.36

Vendor Partnership

69.41

76.72

-7.31

69.85

-0.44

Zero Defects

66.67

64.02

2.65

64.63

2.04
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5.3.2.5 Similarities and Differences Among Types of Hospitals
Among the hospitals, there were some similarities as well as some differences.These

include:

four
factor
hospitals
All
the
types
education
e
of
over-emphasised
as a critical one.
The public hospitals rated it as the most critical of all the factors, and the private
hospitals rated it as the secondmost critical of all the factors. When comparedto
the control sample,this was consideredpositive.

hospital
In
in
factor
The
types.
the
the
all
culture
e
change
was under-emphasised
hospitals,
in
In
last
hospitals,
it
the
tier.
the
third
the
public
private
was rated
Both
last
the specialist and the
tier.
the
third
to
of
culture changewas rated next
forces
hospitals,
in
but
forces
hospitals
it
in
the
tier,
the
armed
second
armed
rated
it was next to last and there was no third tier. This is a negative point, since in the
factors.
the
critical
control sample,culture changewas among

e Management commitment, clear mission statement and error prevention were
rated in all hospitals as critical factors. This is a positive point when comparedto
the control sample.

in
in
As
the
over-emphasised
was
all the
satisfaction
o
control sample, customer
hospital types, except in the public hospitalswhere it was rated in the lowest tier.
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*

As in the control sample, participative management,strategic quality planning,
in
factors
in
first
the
the
tier
top
among
critical
were
and
managementcommittee
all types of hospitals except the private hospitals.
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5.4 Benchmarking Against Other Regions of World
In order to assesswhetherthere are cultural differencesin perceivingquality, or
whetherthereis a peculiarityto the KSA healthcarestudy,a benchmarkingexercise
was conductedto compareand contrastvarious cultural settings.The original
questionnairefrom the Ramirezand Loney study was appliedto data setsfrom
differentregionsof the world which were:

"

KSA industrial corporatestudy (Aly, 1997).

"

Middle East -a cross-sectionof the GCC countries(Youssef and Zairi, 1995).

"

South East Asia - representedby Malaysia and Singapore (Youssef and Zairi,
1995).

"

UK healthcarestudy (Youssef and Zairi, 1995).

The 22 factors of the Ramirez and Loney (1993) study were benchmarkedto assess
how TQM is perceived in all the above regions. Their perceptions were than
comparedand contrasted with the original study, which was used as the control
factors
is
list
the
This
to
critical
of
group.
provided an opportunity check whether
benchmarking
In
the
in
different
the
exercise
addition,
world.
regions of
applicable
provided an opportunity to compareand contrast the special culture profile of the
KSA healthcarestudy. Table 5.16 shows a comparison of the critical factors that
in
different
regions of the world. The
are over- cmphasisedor under-emphasised
tiered-ranking of quality activities in the different regions of the world are shown
in Figures 5.9 - 5.12.
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Table 5.22
Comparison of Critical Factors in Different Regions of World
Activity

KSA
Healthcare

KSA
Industrial

South East
Asia

Middle
East

UK/ NHS

-31.63

Clear Vision Statement

-13.28

-7.9

-8.53

4.15

Cost of Quality

13.88

5.56

10.47

5.5

-29.75

Culture Change

-23.27

-20.7

-12.13

-18.47

-32.34

CustomerSatisfaction

-16.09

-6.03

-11.8

-15

-26.68

Education

-6.66

4.77

-12.71

4.21

47.15

Goal Clarity

-1.98

-1.42

-5.13

-1.93

-28.24

Goal Setting

5.42

5.33

0.57

7.96

-17.64

-14.32

-6.92

-13.92

-5.36

-24.14

-1.9

-7.36

-10.37

-8.49

-28.81

-11.35

-10.83

-8.42

-10.83

-39.3

ProblemIdentification

0.22

3.03

-3.18

-10.37

-24.95

Problem Solving

05
-.

2.33

-5.88

-11.96

-30.54

Project Improve. Process

-1.75

-3.46

-1.32

-2.96

-6.21

PublicisedSuccesses

-2.2

-6.92

-7.52

-9.22

-7.96

Quality C./Improve.Teams

-3.07

-2.88

-2.28

-10.06

-6.05

Error Prevention

-3.49

-6.65

-12.97

-22.45

-18.52

RecognitionProgramme

4.57

-3.38

-0.01

-7.2

-23.78

StatisticalProcessControl

7.08

2.7

1.22

-8

-28.11

Top Manage.Committee

-6.5

-3.71

-6.94

-7.13

-23.6

StrategicQuality Planning

-6.66

-5.18

-12.91

-7.81

-30.91

Vendor Partnership

-6.87

-6.3

-6.72

-21.82

-8.72

Zero Defects

0.61

10.77

1.53

-3.24

-30.02

ManagementCommitment
Measurement
ParticipativeManagement
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5.4.1 KSA Industrial Study
The KSA industrial study (Aly, 1997) highlighted large variation and key gaps in the
levels of understandingof TQM factors across all of the industrial operations in a
particular industrial organisation. It is important to note that although this study was
conductedin the KSA, this particular organisationwas not segregatedand it employed
only males. Thus, a direct comparison between this KSA industrial study and the
healthcareKSA study cannot be made. Among the findings of this industrial study
that were similar to the KSA healthcarestudy are the following:

9 There are clear indications that TQM is not yet understoodas a way of managing
the organisation. Factors such as having strategic quality planning, participative
managementand deploying quality have not been highlighted at the appropriate

level.

*

There was a lot of confusion about the meaning of culture change.The conceptof
One
it
has
is
however
essentialrole
connotations.
many
culture
complicated, and
indicate
The
behaviour
is
that
TQM
to
results
and attitudes.
of
modify people's
this task has not beenrecognised.

fully
has
been
improvement
The
realised. Factors which
not
&
spirit of continuous
improvement
in
through
to
the
projects
and
a crossrelate
application of quality
functional way are not yet visible.
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9 TQM stressesthe relationship between teams, and it values employees through
commitment to their education,training, rewards and recognition. All these areas
were under-emphasised.
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Figure 5.9 Ranking of Quality Activities: KSA Industrial

Study
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5.4.2 Middle East Study
In the Middle East, there are many organisations that are embracing TQM
methods.
Senior and middle managers from five Middle Eastern countries and
representing
different industry sectors were the target of a study by Youssef and Zairi (1995). Like
the KSA healthcare study, this Middle East study indicated the following:

Most factors related to senior management roles are under-emphasised. This call
be attributed to senior management not appreciating the potential oFFQM.

Hucation

is over-emphasised, perhaps, because most industrial projects in the

Middle East are new and there is still a lot of potential for growth. Education is
perhaps also valued highly for its capacity to raise top management awareness and

appreciation of the importance of TQM and to achieve their commitment and
involvement.
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Figure 5.10 - Ranking of Quality Activities: Middle East
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5.4.3 South East Asia Study
The South East Asia study by Youssef and Zairi (1995) concentrated on two
countries, Malaysia and Singapore. The target sample consisted of managers
representing both countries and serving in different industries. Unlike the KSA
healthcare study, the results of the South East Asia study indicate a better
understandingof TQM. The findings indicate that:

*

There is recognition that senior management commitment and customer
satisfactionis most critical.

9 There is an emphasison culture change,which in turn suggeststhat there is a need
to completely modify attitudes and methodsof work to ensurethe successof TQM
implementation.

*

Strategic quality planning, which is a very important task, is ranked rather low.
This could mean that there is a poor understandingof senior managementrole in
TQM implementation,or perhapsthat there is confusion about the role of TQM.
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Figure 5.11 - Ranking of quality Activities: South East Asia
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5.4.4 UK/ NHS Study
Radical changesare taking place in healthcarein the UK, and TQM is consideredan
opportunity for facilitating the implementation of these changes. General practices
and providers of primary healthcarewere sampled for the survey. The results reveal
both similarities to and differences from the KSA healthcare study. The similarities
are in the importance of top managementcommitment, while the differences are in
vendor partnership and education. The major results are as follows (Youssef and
Zairi, 1995):

*

Seniormanagementcommitment was recognisedas the most critical factor. At the
same time, other activities associated with the senior management were not
perceived as critical. These include strategic quality planning, goal setting and
TQM
is
This
there
that
of
not a clear understanding
goal clarity.
strongly suggests
implementation.

*

It is nonnal in healthcareto considervendor partnershipas critical. There is a need
for primary healthcareproviders to depend,on secondaryhealthcareproviders.

be
One
that people
Education
could
reason
9
was not considered very critical.
knowledge
have
in
healthcare
believe
they
that
of what they are
adequate
working
in
be
doing
to
supposed
providing quality serviceto patients.
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Figure 5.12 - Ranking of Quality Activities: UK Health-Care Study
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5.5 Quantitative Key Findings
This section will highlight the quantitative key findings that were either unique or
peculiar to the Saudi context. Also, a comparison of the survey findings and other
studieswill be presented.A summary of the findings is shown on Table 5.23.

It is clear from the KSA healthcarestudy that the twenty-two critical quality activities
studiedare not all relevant in a generic senseto any particular organisation.Therefore,

in general,one can concludethe TQM implementationactivitiesare genericand do
not differ accordingto the country or region the organisationoperatesfrom. However,
the USA/ Control sample respondentswere far ahead in their levels of awarenessof
the TQM activities. Meaning, American organisationshave a better understandingand
are more experiencedin TQM and its principles.

The KSA survey shows a weak appreciation,awarenessand understandingof TQM in
is
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The senior managementactivity was ranked as the most critical factor in the KSA
healthcaresurvey. The employeesin the KSA healthcaresystem seem to realise that
there is a strong managementcommitment but when compared to the USA sample,
this factor was still less emphasised.Though the findings of this study suggestthat
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management commitment and TQM success are related, they also reveal that
organisational experience in integrating the two together is still at its infancy and
more researchmight be neededin this regard. For TQM to be introduced successfully
there has to be top managementcommitment and this is to be demonstratedthrough
active involvement, setting clear goals and a vision for the organisation and
integratingTQM into the strategicquality planning process(Youssef and Zairi, 1995).

Education is another activity that was ranked critical in the KSA healthcare survey.
This is probably because healthcare in the KSA is still developing; therefore the
employeesrecognise the need for learning through transfer of technology, practices,
levels
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Also, the customer satisfaction activity was ranked high on the list. The employees
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Culture changewas one factor that was less emphasisedand was ranked as a neutral
factor in the KSA healthcare survey. This activity caused some confusion among
behaviour
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The KSA healthcare employees seem to be reluctant of changing the organisation
culture, possibly for reasonssuch as unwillingness to changetheir segregatedculture
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someof the societalculture.

When KSA general sample was split into two different gender samples (male/
female), it was interesting to see that the male sample was representative of the
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When comparing the general KSA sampleto other studies in different regions of the
it
world, was found that senior managementcommitment activity was ranked as the
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sectorsin different regions of the
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world recognise that without the commitment of management, successful TQM
implementation in the organisation cannot be accomplished; yet in all regions, this
activity was less emphasisedthan the USA/ Control sample.

Education was ranked critical in all the Middle Eastern studies. Similar to the KSA
healthcarestudy, this is probably due to the fact that the organisationsin the Middle
East are still underdeveloped. Therefore, the employees recognise the need for
leaming through transfer of technology, practices, and methods from developed
economies.

The KSA industrial study findings are similar to the KSA healthcarestudy findings in
that it doesnot recognisesculture changeas a critical factor. The two studieshave the
sameculture profile. The probable causemight be that the employeesin both studies
cannotyet distinguish betweenorganisationalculture and societal culture or they both
misunderstoodthe true meaning of the cultural changeactivity.

5.5.1 Quantitative Findings and Segregation
According to the quantitative analysis, there are some peculiar findings where
segregationmay have an affect on the delivery of quality in the KSA healthcare
organisations.First the KSA generalsampledid not seemto recogniseculture change
as a critical activity in the implementation of TQM. On the opposite end, the female
sample did seem to recognise that culture change as a critical activity. The nonconsistencyof the gender finding may be causedby the fact that females are more
affectedby segregationthan the males.This finding needto be further researched.
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Table 5.23 Summary of the Perception and Understanding

Survey

Major Findings
Study

KSA Healthcare Study
KSAGeneral
Sample

KSAMaleSample

Neutral Factors

Critical Factors

Management
-Senior
(Mostcriticalfactor)
commitment
change
-Culture
-Education
satisfaction
-Customer
-Costof quality
General
of
-Representative
Sample

in
theculture
strong
variation
-The
factorin thefemale
sample
change
with
mighthavearelationship
segregation

Sample
KSAFemale

KSAPrivate
Hospital
Sample

(most
satisfaction
-Customer
criticalfactor)
-Education
commitment
-Management

change
-Culture
-Otherseniormanagement
factors

KSAPublicHospital
Sample

factor)
(most
critical
-Education
Commitment
-Management
-Costof quality

satisfaction
-Customer
change
-Culture

KSASpecialists
Hospital
Sample

(most
satisfaction
-Customer
criticalfactor)
commitment
-Management
-Costof quality
-Education

KSAArmedForces
Hospital
Sample

commitment
management
-Senior
(mostcriticalfactor)
-Education
satisfaction
-Customer
-Costof quality
commitment
management
-Senior
(mostcriticalfactor)
change
-Culture
satisfaction
-Customer
-Education

Middle East Study
(Youssef
andZairi,1995)

commitment
management
-Senior
senior
management
-Other
(mostcriticalfactor)
factors
-Education

South East Asia Study
(Youssef
andZairi,1995)

commitment
management
-Senior
qualityplanning
-Strategic
satisfaction
-Customer
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-Vendor
change
-Culture

UK/ NHS Study
(Youssef
andZairi,1995)

-Education
commitment Otherseniormanagement
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-Senior
(mostcriticalfactor)
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5.6 Summary
The list of 22 factors generatedby Ramirez and Loney (1993) proved to be a very
useful vehicle for checking the applicability of the critical factors of TQM in a much
wider context. The KSA healthcare survey provided us with a better view of the
perception and understanding of the critical factors of TQM in this particular
segregatedenvironment. The findings in this survey can not show if a segregated
environmentmay weaken or slow the implementation of TQM in the KSA healthcare
system. The results indicate that TQM in the KSA healthcare system is still in its
infancy. The benchmarking exercise presents an overview of where the KSA
healthcaresystem stands when comparedto the original study and other regions in
the world. The survey does not show strong discrepancies between the KSA
segregatedprofile and other regions of the world.

It appears that in nearly all these cases, TQM is still in the early stages of
implementation.Therefore, the level of awarenessand perception of the potential of
the quality philosophy is still embryonic. The literature strongly suggests that

successfulTQM implementationcan comeonlY from top management
commitment
invoking radical changesin the culture of the organisation, with more emphasison
employeeinvolvement and less emphasison the cost of quality. TQM is a long-term
process that relies on relative achievement through continuous improvement, and
should be given enough time, energy, and commitment from everyone within the
organisation,regardlessof its location in the world. TQM with its value system can
be customisedto fit any culture profile if there is a strong belief in the potential of
quality improvement.
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Qualitative Analysis: KSA, UK, and USA Cases
6.1 Introduction
The Saudi experience with quality in healthcare is still young. The perception and
understanding survey in Chapter Six confirmed that the awarenessof the TQM
philosophy in Saudi hospitals is not up to the standardsof the gurus and the award
winners. Yet, considering the history of the country, Saudi Arabia has came long way
in the implementation of quality. This chapter will study the journey of TQM in
certain Saudi hospitals, UK hospitals, and USA hospitals. This is done to understand
the differences between the Saudi experienceand the more developed and advanced
westernexperience.Four different types of hospitals were chosenfrom the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia, two hospitals were selectedfrom the UK, and two hospitals were
selectedfrom the USA. Information was collected from face-to-faceinterviews in the
KSA and UK hospitals, while in the USA hospitals information was collected using
the telephone and mail services. The Baldrige Criteria were used to evaluate these
hospitals.

For each of the hospitals a profile is given, followed by a discussion of eight major
points usedin the Baldrige assessment.Theseare:
"

OrganisationalLeadership

"

Public Responsibility and Citizenship

"

StrategyDevelopmentand Deployment

"

Patient/CustomerHealthcareMarket Knowledge, Satisfaction, and Relationships.
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Measurementsand Analysis of OrganisationalPerformance

9 Staff Work Systems,Development,and Satisfaction
4m HealthcareService Processes
o OrganisationalEffectivenessResults

6.2 Saudi Case Studies
Four different types of hospitals in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia were studied. Since
confidentiality was promised (as discussedin ChapterFive), each hospital is referred
to by a letter of the alphabet.The first was a specialisthospital referred to as Hospital
A. The secondwas an armed forces hospital referredto as Hospital B. The third was a
public hospital referred to as Hospital C. The fourth was a private hospital referred to
as Hospital D. Each of the Saudi hospitals will be explored according to the Baldrige
Criteria. In addition, a discussionof the segregatedsituation for each hospital will be
presented.

6.2.1 Hospital A
After a century of development by leading medical world centres, this 26 year-old
hospital has been striving to reach a standardof excellence equal to the best in the
world. The hospital expects that ongoing organisational changes,new patient care
systems,and the acquisition of the most up-to-dateequipment will ensureits position
amongleading medical institutions, and even surpassthem. The hospital mission is to
provide citizens of Saudi Arabia with the highest level of co-ordinated,
multidisciplinary care, while also providing patients with a full range of medical and
dental services equal to the best available in leading centres of medical excellence.
The hospital fulfils the commitment to this mission by training Saudi medical
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personnel, recruiting teams of highly skilled Saudi and international healthcare
professionals, and establishing collaborative relationships with internationally
recognisedinstitutions.

This 583-bed tertiary care facility is consideredamong the best in the country. The
hospital contains 15 medical departments,each with its own chairman. The hospital
has a total staff of 6,487, comprising 58 different nationalities. The medical staff,
including Saudi residents and fellows, total 603,46% of whom are expatriates
(including 19% US/Canadianand II% European)and 54% of whom are Saudis.The
nursing staff totals 1,158 (23% from Canada and 11% from the US). The other
nursing staffs are from the United Kingdom, Europe, Australia, New Zealand, the
Philippines, Saudi Arabia, and other countries.The clinical staff are made up of 1,160
employees.

The hospital publishes a bi-monthly multidisciplinary medical journal in English. The
Annals of Saudi Medicine contains original articles, casereports, letters to the editor,
editorials, and special reviews dealing with various aspectsof clinical, academic or
investigativemedicine or research.Emphasisis placed on mattersrelating to medicine
in Saudi Arabia in particular, and the Middle East in general. The Health Science
Library is one of the most comprehensiveand modem medical libraries in the region.
It has 620 active subscriptions and over 23,000 medical books. There is a hospitalwide network that connects mainframe, servers, and clients, serving medical and
administrativesystems.
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The benefitsofferedto employeesinclude:full medicaland dentalbenefits;annual
leave and holidays (50 days); business leave to perform work-related functions;
initial, annual and repatriation tickets; relocation allowance; and an end of contract
benefit of half a month's salary for each service year for the first four years,
increasing to one month's salary for each subsequentyear of service. Staff are
provided with fully furnished and air-conditioned accommodationwith free electricity

andutilities.

The employee social club offers many recreational opportunities, including exercise
areas, a bowling alley, lighted tennis and squash courts, and large outdoor pool.
Available activities include swimming and aerobics classes,team sports, marathons,
horsebackriding, and special classesfor crafts, hobbies,and cooking.

During the past five years, the hospital has seena rapid increasein patient referrals,
expansionof facilities, use of new techniques, and growth in research.During this
period, the averagedaily inpatient censushas increasedby 24%, operating room cases
by 22%, outpatient visits (excluding emergencyroom visits) by 29%, and emergency
room visits by 45%.

6.2.1.1 Organisational Leadership
Senior leaders set, communicate, and deploy organisational values through regular
meetings,such as:

9 Seniorleadersmeetwith staff everytwo weeks
9

Senior leadersmeet with eachother every other day
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Joint planning meetings is one method used to ensure alignment of organisational
direction as part of a collaborative leadership system. In addition, senior leadership
ensuresboth administrative/operationaland healthcareprovider staff are included in
the meetings. Senior leaders take steps takes steps to ensure that the goals of the
administrative and medical staff are aligned. They regularly communicate values to
staff to ensurethe values are implementedin their work.

Senior leadershipencouragesstaff innovation and acknowledgesit, for example the
EmergencyRoom remodelling. It started being the idea of a staff member, then it
reachedthe QA director who took it to the senior director and got it approved.Then
the employeewas recognisedand rewarded.

Senior leadership spend some of their time on performance improvement activity.
They really seem to care about the hospital but they do not seem to be totally
committed to quality. They carry out visible activities, such as planning, goal setting,
recognition and reward of performance, and healthcare process improvement. They
participatein performanceimprovement teamsand use tools to enhancethe processof
performanceimprovement, such as Critical Path Method (CPM), processflow charts,
Cost-benefitAnalysis, Quality progress,employeesatisfaction survey, etc..
I

Senior leadersmentor medical and administrative staff and ensurepromotion criteria
are critically processedby committee vote. They do weekly rounds in the patient care
area. They always tell staff to be very critical of their jobs and surroundings and
report anything that might be wrong or might improve the hospital.
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The mission statementis put on the back of every employee's nametag. Also, it is
framed and hung in every ward and all entrances.The Patient Bill of Rights is on
postersin every room. But these seem to be activities that the quality departmentis
implementingthat are not well understoodby the managementor the staff.

Senior leadership do not always rely on data in their decision making. They
sometimesrely on instinct. They feel that the financial data available are weak. The
hospital has just purchased a new information system called CERNER which is
supposed to increase the reliability of the data. It includes supply, patient,
consumption,staff, morbidity, and medication error information.

6.2.1.2 Public Responsibility and Citizenship
Societal requirements arising from regulation/ legal requirements are addressedas
they arise. The hospital follows the international laws and the beneficial MOH laws.
The legal requirementsgo through a regular process.They start with the CEO, who
implement
department
department
the
them
to
the
the
will send
will
concerned,and
law accordingly. An example of an MOH law is not to put the causeof death on any
aids patient.

The planning process takes into account the' regular events such as the pilgrimage
season, seasonal flu injections for all staff by the employee health vaccination
department,and milgitis and hepatitis are always planned for. Other unpredictable
mattersare not planned for, which presentsa weakness,becausethey are dealt with as
they come. Indicators for risk areas are identified and monitored, such as re-
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admittanceto the ER within 24

-hours

and re-admittance to the hospital within 15

days.

Ethical committees are responsible for maintaining the ethics of the hospital. This is
done by regular surveys. They overview the new medicines trials, a process called
Protocol. They oversee all consents of patients, and they ensure that the patient
understandseverything and has the right to reject anything.

The medical outreach programme was established in 1996 to encourage specialist
staff to share their knowledge and skills with colleagues in other regions of the
kingdom, thereby ensuring that citizens at a distancefrom the hospital have accessto
have
date,
healthcare.
To
made over
more convenient and cost-effective
consultants
1,000visits to regional clinics, and more than 15,000patients have had the advantage
of their advice.

6.2.1.3 Strategy Development and Deployment
The businessboard of the senior leadersis responsiblefor developing and setting the
strategiesfor the hospital. The strategiesare suggestedby each board member's area
it
from
hospital
is
implementing
The
transfer
that
will
strategies
of responsibility.
being governnient-dependentto financially independent.This has been accomplished
by turning the hospital from 6.00 pin to 10.00 pm into a private clinic. Another
hotel
hospital.
hotel
The
is
building
to
the
the
profits will
of
a
next
ongoing strategy
be anotherincome source.
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There is only one hospital that competeswith this hospital. This was after the former
CEO was transferred to this hospital. He managedto take with him some of the best
staff available. The major competition is not for patients, but rather for finances from
the governmentand manpower. For example,the first liver transplant centre was built
by the competition, even though this particular hospital tried to competefor it.

Senior leaders in the committee introduce the strategic objectives. These objectives
hospital
for
both
identified
for
the
them
timetables
and
set,
are
are
and
accomplishing
the researchcentre. Options to obtain best performancefor the strategic objectives are
in
internal
factors
the
used the strategy
systematicallyevaluatedagainst
and external
developmentprocess.Future strategiesare limited.

Plans are in place to optimise clinical and clinical processperformance and improve
patient care.This is accomplishedby streamlining work processesand reducing cycle
time. Strategies are reviewed and renewed, if necessary,on a yearly basis. Each
departmentsubmits a suggestedwritten plan. Zero basebudgeting is used.

Methods of improving co-operation between healthcareproviders and administrative
Also,
the
strategies to
organisation's strategic plan.
and support staff are part of
achieve key organisational results in the clinical and service performance
requirementsare defined.

The hospital plans are realistic and they guide operationalperformanceimprovements.

PlannedQuality for clinical and serviceperformancelevelsis definedin measurable
terms for key healthcareservices.The resourceswere not available to accomplish all
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the pre-set plans. But today, after the government paid the debts of the hospital and
demandedthat avenuebe found for a new sourceof income, things are looking better.
After setting criteria, performance data are collected from all departments.Everyone
is involved, the patients, the staff, and the chairmen of the departments.Afterwards,
the chairmenmeet with top managementand develop a strategy for improvementsas
needed.The quality departmentplays a strong role in this area. On a weekly basis, it
surveysa random departmentand measuresthe performance levels. If there is major
change in performance, a report is filed to the specific department to work on
performanceimprovement. Plans for more than a year of future projections do not

exist.

6.2.1.4 Patient/Customer Healthcare Market Knowledge, Satisfaction
and Relationships
The market for the hospital is not an issue in this specific hospital becausethere is no
competition. There is an overflow of people wanting to be admitted, whether they are
self-paying or government-paid.It is consideredto be a privilege to receive medical
attentionfrom this hospital

The organisation determines the satisfaction of its patients and other customers by
administering regular surveys. Surveys are used to determine patient access
requirements.There is a system to ensurepatient and other customer complaints are
resolved promptly and effectively. Patient complaints are dealt with immediately to
determineroot causesof problems.
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The government-paidpatients are usually illiterate and are afraid of reporting any
negative comment. They are very thankful that they are being treated in this hospital
and they do not want to hann what they have. The self-paying are usually literate and
they demandwhat they deserve.

The language barrier between the patients and the staff is a concern. It limits the
relationship between them. Also, the religion barrier separatesthe international staff
from the patientsand limits their relationship.

The hospital leadersand staff have developedsuperb education materials appropriate
to the various age groups they serve. It is evident that staff worked diligently to
provide the education to patients and families, as needed. This has been
acknowledgedby the Joint Commission for International Accreditation (JCI).

Patient satisfaction surveys focus on both service and clinical quality measures.The
dissatisfaction
is
data
process of
collection on patient/customer satisfaction and
regularly evaluatedand improved by the quality department.The Social Servicesand
PatientsRelations departmentcollects data every month, representing5% of a random
department.The data are analysedand measuredagainst a pre-set percentageto see
effectiveness.Afterwards, if the results are positive, a report is sent to the specific
department,and if the results are negative then the departmentis revisited and a call
for improvement is made. Patient/ customer satisfaction includes complaints,
litigation, and rework.
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The Medical and Clinical Operation department investigates staff who receive
complaintsfrom patients.The incident report (e.g. slip and fall, abuse,theft) is filed to
the quality department.The quality departmentwill check if it is preventableand deal
with it. There is an on-line complaint system for staff and patients, which used to be
on paper.Patientsfile their complaints through staff on-line.

6.2.1.5Measurement and Analysis of Organisational Performance
Information is collected from all departmentsand tied to the healthcareorganisation's
strategicand action plans. All staff have accessto the information and data necessary
to managekey processeseffectively and make decisions about their work. Quality
dataare collected and used for managementdecisions.Also, internal and external data
are used to describe customer satisfaction and clinical and service performance.Data
are maintained on staff-related issues of satisfaction, morale, safety, education, and
training, use of teams, and recognition and reward. The performance measurement
been
done
has
benchmarking
is
No
yet.
system systematically evaluated and refined.

The data collected goes to the Executive Director of the Medical Operation and
Concern department which deals with

it

accordingly. Also, nursing staff

find
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was
at
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6.2.1.6 Staff Work Systems,Development, and Satisfaction
Every j ob in the hospital hasj ob description,j ob specification, and j ob requirements.
When employing someonenew, the departmentin charge is responsible for training
him/her for any lack of skill. Also, if recruits do not meet the department standards,
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there is a 3-month trial period in which they can be dismissed. The hospital tries to
use all its employees' talents. Managers use work teams to break down barriers,
improve effectiveness, and meet goals. Staff opinions are sought regarding work
designand work processes.

Performancemeasuresexist for staff involvement, self-direction, and initiative. Goals
for thesemeasuresare expressedin measurableterms. These measurablegoals form a
high percentageof the basis for performance recognition. The annual and ongoing
evaluationsof staff and their ability to provide competent patient care are complete,
well documented,and use very well conceived tools. Of particular note is the forms
and processused to evaluatethe medical staff. These forms cover the activities of the
staff in clinical care, administrative assignments, education and research. The
commentsand levels of review are designedto ensurethe ongoing competenceof a
large and diverse medical staff.

Healthcareeducationhas been extendedbeyond the kingdom and to other parts of the
world. This has been acknowledged in the Joint Commission for International
accreditation. There are five departments which deliver education to staff. They
include Quality Resources, Nursing Education, Training and Development,
PerformanceDevelopment,and Academic Affairs.

The hospital invests in its employees.Internal training is very strong, while external
training is less so becauseit requires more finances,but the hospital dealswith it, as it
needsto invest in its people. There is a clear linkage between strategic objectives and
the education and training that is provided. Skills are developed based on work
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demandsand employee needs. Staff input is considered when developing training
plans. Staff careerand personal developmentoptions include developmentfor leaders,
safety, and new staff orientation. There is on-the-job training such as rotational
assignments.There is no evidence of any education or training on quality except for
the quality department. Staff feedback on the appropriatenessof the training is
collected and used to improve course delivery and content, and staff satisfaction with
coursesis tracked.

There are many issues related to this area. First, the multi-nationality staff create a
climate that distorts communications somewhatbecauseof the languageand religion.
There are silent prejudices between Saudi nationals, westerners,and eastemers.The
Islamic religion poses strong rules that are somewhat difficult for intemationals to
follow. Also, the segregationof male and female always exists and when it is not
evident, it is in the mind. There are differencesin the treatment of males and females.
Saudi males are bothered by a female boss, whether it is for ego reasonsor they feel
threatenedby it. Promotions are rare for females. However, there are a few changes
now. There are two female chairmen of departments.Female workers threaten Saudi
males becausethey are hard workers. Sometimesmales accept them as a person but
not as a co-worker. There is a gap in the communication processbetweenthe genders
becausethey are both afraid of public opinion. For example,they do not walk side by
side in the corridors. They are afraid of rumours.

Special activities and services are available for employees.They have great benefit
packageswhich include educationof children, yearly salary bonus, and yearly tickets.
A negative point is the differences among the salaries. The Americans/ Canadians
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have the highest salaries,followed by the Europeans,then the Saudis, and finally the
Easterners.There is a complete sports club, restaurants,bowling, and other activities
available for the employees. The international staff live together in their own
compounds.

Staff satisfactionopinion indicators are gatheredperiodically. Staff satisfaction is not
very high, especially after the debt crisis of the hospital. There were strong rumours
that benefits would be cut, and even though they were in fact rumours rumours, staff
satisfactionwas at its lowest. The languagebarrier is a strong factor in the satisfaction
of staff. Also, the international staff does not have a complete understandingof the
religion, traditions, and customs of the Saudi culture, which always leavesthem at a
disadvantagewith their patients, which leadsto further dissatisfaction.

The biases and prejudices of the groups within the hospital make the job difficult
when the organisation is trying to satisfy them. Each group wants to work with its
leadership.
Now,
by
its
This
things are
the
old
own and promote
own.
was caused
changingfor the better.

6.2.1.7 Healthcare Service Processes
Most healthcaredelivery processesare flow-charted for the organisation. There are
mandatesthat processesbe reviewed every 3 years, or otherwise as needed. Some
is
it
because
felt
have
been
that
there
no need.Time and
was
processes
changed
never
is
labour
for
In
is
time
areas,
cycle
an
all processes.
motion study
mandatory
important measure of the processes.There are II major committees where new
processescan be introduced. Corrections are monitored and verified. Improvements
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are sharedthroughout the healthcareorganisation.Processesare reviewed to improve
productivity and reducewaste. Tools are used, such as flowcharting, to improve work
processes.

Incorporating new technology into healthcare services and into service delivery
systems is difficult. The Bio-Medical Engineering department is responsible for
updating the technology. The hospital tries to update as much as its financial situation
allows for. If there is a need for new technology by an influential member in the
hospital, than the department will mostly likely receive it. There are hospital care
managementteams, which are comprised of nurses, case managers,social workers,
pharmacists,and others. These teams increase responsivenessto patient needs and
improve communication.

Patients' expectations fall into two categories.There is the passive patient who is
thankful to be acceptedin this hospital and is afraid to say anything becausehe/sheis
used to the MOH hospital system and knows the alternatives. There is the educated
patient who expectsa certain health delivery service and will ask for it if he/shedoes
not receiveit.

The key support processesinclude Environmental department, CSSD department,
Central Supply Services, Pets Control department, Food Services department,
Laundry department, Transportation department, Office Services department, and
Housekeepingdepartment. These departmentshave less priority because they are
weak, and no one listens to them. Also, their equipment is very old, and they are
usually the easiestto blame for any mistake.
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Suppliers were handled very badly because they were not paid. One supplier in
England refused to work with them any more. Thus, the situation was finding
anybodywho would supply them. In the future, they hope this will change.

6.2.1.8 Organisational

Effectiveness Results

This hospital is known on the Middle-East level as one of the best in the area. The
patient/ customerresult indicators show different things. The staff satisfaction is at its
lowest, while the patient satisfaction is somewhatintermediate. The suppliers show a
negativerelationship and there are competitors.The leadershipis working in excellent
ways to transform the situation after the debt crisis, which was solved six months ago.
The first accomplishmentis the JIC accreditation.

As for the financial results, the hospital solved its debt crisis just six months ago.
Now, the hospital is changing from being government-dependentto self-dependent.
Thus, it will build the hotel and a shoppingmall next to the hospital. It will becomea
hours
in
its
business
hours.
has
It
to
after
work
private
allowed
employees
after
private clinics, taking in a portion of the profit.

The staff results indicate that the majority of the staff are not satisfied becausethey
thought they lost their benefits with the declining financial situation. Also, the
international staff are dissatisfiedbecauseof the languageand religion barrier.

The supplier and partner results at the hospital are not clear, becausethere are no key

measures
or indicatorsof their performance.
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In general, there is a lack of total commitment and understanding regarding the
principle and tools of quality improvement. There is some effort from top
managementto commit to quality, but without the correct understanding of what
quality really is, there are minimal chancesthat quality will succeed.Presently, the
quality efforts can be seen but they are not practised. The quality journey at this
hospital has someachievements,but it has still a long way to go.

6.4.1.9 Segregation Status
At this hospital, the segregationsituation was moderate. This means that there was
gender segregation in the waiting rooms and employee office space. They were
howevertrying to have an open-communicationprocessand be part of the sameteam.
Also, the amount of promotion and recognition is very slow for females comparedto
males.All theseaspectsof segregationcan hinder the quality process.

7.2.2 Hospital B
This hospital became operational in 1982 with the goal of providing the highest
tertiary medical care to armed forces personnel, eligible dependants, and cancer
treatment,end-stagerenal and liver disease,cardiac care, diabetesand major trauma

treatmentto all Saudicitizens.
7

With 550 beds in 27 wards (including ICU nurseries),the hospital covers an area of
approximately 1,138,175 square metres, including the adjacent Medical City (MC)
and Medical City Extension (MCX) housing compounds. The Ambulatory Care
Clinics in several locations have 22,650 visits annually. This JCAHO-certified
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facility, with nearly 2 1,000 admissionseachyear, makes a strong commitment to high
standardsand progressiveexpansion.

Over 70,000 babies are born at this hospital each year. Midwifery service, Neo-Natal
and Paediatric Intensive Care Units and In-Vitro Fertilisation services support the
women and children's areas. Some of the technologically advanced programmes
include kidney and liver transplantation and cardiac surgery. Special care is provided
for bum patientsas well as patients, with complex medical and surgical problems.

Medical staff, including both the specialistsand the sub-specialists,are highly trained.
The National Guard is committed to support a range of post-graduatemedical training
programmesand research. An excellent medical library and support for continuing
medical educationis also at this hospital.

This hospital has made a commitment to the diverse needsof the hospital staff. Career
growth is enhancedthrough on-going educationprovided by experts. Clinical staff are
involved in pro-active decisions and sit on various organisational committees. The
quality and commitment of all the staff provide experienceand professionalgrowth.

6.2.2.1 Organisational

Leadership

Senior leadership,including both administrative/ operational and healthcareprovider
staff, meets on a weekly basis, and sometimesas needed.The governing committee
which sets the hospital strategies meets on a monthly basis, or as needed. Joint
planning meetings are one method used to ensure alignment of organisational
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direction as part of a collaborative leadership system. The senior leadership in the
hospital takesstepsto ensurethat administrative and medical staff are aligned.

Seniorleadersregularly communicatevalues to leadersand administrators,and ensure
that they demonstratethese values in their work. Also, they study and learn about
improvementpractices of healthcareand other organisations.Innovative and effective
approachesare used to reach out to all medical and administrative staff to spreadthe
healthcareorganisation's values and align its work to support organisational goals.
Senior leaders ensure that organisational values are used to Provide direction to all
medical and administrative staff in the organisation to help achieve the mission,
vision, and perfonnancegoals.

Senior leaders conduct quarterly reviews of the healthcare perfonnance in the
hospital. This requires that various departmentsconduct bi-weekly reviews, and that
medical and administrative staff provide daily

performance updates. The

organisational performance review includes Occurrence Value Analysis, Morbidity
report, Employee Satisfaction Report, Patient Satisfaction Report. Corrective actions
are developedto improve performancethat deviatesfrom plannedperformance.

Senior leadershold regular meetingsto review performance data and use a two-way
communication for problems, successes,and effective approachesto improve work.
Also, senior leaderstry to base their decisions on reliable data and facts as much as
possible.
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The performanceevaluationsof physicians and employeesare done on a yearly basis.
Depending on these evaluations, recommendations are made for promotions and
renewal of contracts. There are many punishment techniques used for behavioural
problemsposedby the employees,including warnings and salary suspensions.

6.2.2.2 Public Responsibility and Citizenship
The hospital includes a system that analyses, anticipates, and minimises public
hazardsor risk; for example, if there was a fire, there is a plan where 70% of the beds
can be evacuated.This plan can be activated as needed.The hospital has recognised
and developed a method for dealing with medical waste risks. The international
guidelinesfor health are used in this hospital.

Hospital B supports its own community by participating in educational school
forces
in
immunisation
the
the
armed
schools.
programmesand
of school children
Also, medical and administrative staff participate in a variety of professional and
educationalassociations.

6.2.2.3 Strategy Development and Deployment
The senior leadership governing committee developsthe strategiesfor Hospital B. If
the strategy is justified, then it will pass. Areas for improvement in the planning
processare identified and carried out in eachplanning cycle. The planning and goalsetting processencouragesinput from all employeesat all levels of the organisation.
Refinementsin the process of planning, plan deployment, and receiving input from
various departments have been made. At Hospital B, strategic objectives are
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identified. Then, a timetable for accomplishingthe objectives is set. There is evidence
that Hospital B has a good record in meeting its timetable.

This hospital maintains a three to five year projection plan. Plans are in place to
optimise clinical and services' process performance and patients' services. Planned
quality, clinical and service performance levels are defined in measurableterms for
key healthcareservicesbut there is no evidence of accomplishing these plans. These
action plans are usually realistic, achievable,but not understood by staff throughout
the hospital. There are enough resources available and committed to achieve the
plans.

There are strategies to improve co-operation between healthcare providers and
administrative support staff. The human resource plan addressesissues of training,
development,hiring, staff participation, empowerment,recognition, etc.. Presently,at
this facility, there is no benchmarking done. The performance of each departmentis
projectedfor one year.

6.2.2.4 Patient/Customer Healthcare Market Knowledge, Satisfaction
and Relationships
The targetedpatients are clearly identified. They are the armed forces employeesand
patients.The majority of thesepatients are passive.They are thankful to be treated in
this hospital. They do not make any complaints becausethey do not know their rights
aspatients.
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Various methods are used to determine patient accessrequirements. These methods
include focus groups, interviews, and surveys.The staff at Hospital B are well trained
in their areaof speciality to meet the patient/customerrequirements.There is a system
that ensuresthe patient and other customer complaints are resolved promptly and
first
kind
do
kinds
The
There
two
of
of patient.
patients not know what
effectively.
are
to expect and are afraid to report any misgiving, and they make up about 98% of the
patients.The other 2% are made up of VIP patients.Thesepatients know exactly what
they want, and will most likely complain if they seesomething being done wrongly.

Patient satisfactionsurveys are the most important determinant of patient satisfaction.
Thesesurveysfocus on both service and clinical quality measures.These surveys are
level
determine
department
by
the
to
taken
the
of
regularly
quality management
satisfactionand are input into a data bank. The majority of the patients are passiveand
ignorant.

6.2.2.5 Measurement and Analysis of Organisational

Performance

The information and data which are collected in this hospital are tied to the healthcare
issues
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Data collected include information such as patient satisfaction, averagelength of stay,
mortality and morbidity, employeemorale, and admissionrates.

Each departmentmakes recommendationsupon the results of the analysis of its own
leaders'
These
to
the
are
sent
senior
committee,
recommendations
performance.
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which upon these recommendations as necessary, and incorporates them into the
hospitals' plans.

6.2.2.6 Staff Work Systems, Development, and Satisfaction
One of the major organisational values at the hospital is to use the talents of all
employees. The managers use work teams to break down barriers, improve
effectiveness,and meet goals. Staff are motivated to participate in issues that are
related to them. The senior leadershave an open door policy, where they allow three
to four hours during the week for any employeeto come and suggestideas,complain,
or anything. Also, top leadershave a systemof recognising the employer of the month
and of the year. The senior leaders try to produce a non-biased and non-prejudiced
for
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Saudisationis one major objective in this hospital. There is a journey of making the
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At Hospital B, there is a clear link betweenthe strategic objectives and the education
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hospital usesvarious methods to deliver training to ensurethat it is suitable for staff
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knowledge and skill levels. There is both on-the-job training and external training, as
much as the budget allows. The quality departmentis the only one that is trained on
quality techniques.Staff feedback on the appropriatenessof the training is collected
and usedto improve coursedelivery and content.

Hospital B has a wonderful working environment, which is made up of multinationalities. Plans always optimise the staff health and safety issues. Senior
managementseemto care about the well-being of the staff and want them to be very
comfortablein their Work environment.

Like Hospital A, senior leadersin Hospital B build a work climate that addressesthe
needs of the diverse work force. Depending on their needs, special activities and
servicesare available for employees.Employees have great benefit packageswhich
includes education for children, yearly salary bonus, and yearly tickets. The
American/ Canadianshave the highest salaries,followed by the Europeans,then the
Saudis,and finally by the Easterners.

There is a complete sports club, restaurant, and other activities available for the
in
international
live
The
their own compounds.
together
employees.
staff

Staff satisfactionopinion indicators are gatheredperiodically. Staff satisfaction is very
high today. Five years ago, Hospital B was the fifth best hospital in the KSA. Today,
this hospital is fighting for first place. Of course, these changes came with a new
leadership.
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6.2.2.7Healthcare Service Processes
Most healthcare delivery processes are flow-charted using control charts and
frequencycharts, and critical pathways for the organisation. 70% of the processesare
evaluatedyearly and revised as needed. Some processeshave never been changed
becauseit was felt that they were fine as they were. Usually, the departmentssubmit
their individual processand senior managementapprove it.

Hospital B is working towards a fully automatedhospital. At the present time, the
hospital is using the Aarkon clinical information system. To incorporate new
technologiesinto the system,the departmentmust submit a proposal if it can improve
the existing systemand the budget is available, then the managementwill validate the
proposal.If an influential leader within the hospital requeststhe new technology, then
the departmentwill most likely receive it.

Hospital care management teams are comprised of nurses, case managers, social
workers, pharmacists, and others. These teams increase responsivenessto patient
needsand improve communication.

Clinical practice guidelines have been developed to reduce variation in healthcare
delivery processes.These guidelines assisthealthcareproviders and patients to make
decisionsabout appropriatecare for specific clinical circumstances.

Processesare systematically reviewed to improve productivity, reduce cycle time and
waste,and increasequality. Correctionsare monitored and verified. Improvementsare
sharedthroughout the healthcareorganisation.
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At Hospital B, all the support processesare contracted out. All the key support
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6.2.2.8Organisational Effectiveness Results
Patients are relatively satisfied, becauseHospital B has made a name for itself. Its
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At the present time, Hospital B is doing very well financially. The extra financial
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support of
hospital, has increased the overall income of the hospital. Of course, the National
Guardbudget for the hospital is quite generous.
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There is evidencethat the majority of the staff are satisfied, and the turnover rates are
less than other hospitals. Also, the Saudisationat the hospital is increasing rapidly,
especiallyin the nursing field. This makesthis hospital more attractive to Saudis.

There are key measuresthat include defect rate and on-time delivery for the majority
of the suppliers. These measures are taken very seriously at the renewal of the
supplier contracts.

Overall, the organisational results have been exceeding the ones expected.The new
leadershipin the past five yearshas turned the hospital around. Hospital B is targeting
Hospital A for the place as best hospital in the KSA and in the Middle East.

6.2.2.9 Segregation Status
Like Hospital A, Hospital B is moderately segregated.The segregationlies within the
Saudi employees. Both genders are somewhat ready to be part of the same team.
There is a moderately open-communicationprocess. Yet, the amount of promotion
and recognition for femalesis not comparableto that for males.

6.2.3 Hospital C
Hospital C is the oldest public hospital in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. It was
in
1977,
Outpatient
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in
beds.
450
In
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1956
the
opened,
and
opened
with
the Labour and Delivery Hospital for Females opened. In 1975, the Kidney Care
Centre was opened,and in 1984, the Dental Hospital opened with 16 beds. In 1992,
all these hospitals were merged and were named under one hospital. A board of
directorswas assignedto the hospital from the Ministry of Health (MOH) in 1998.
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The MOH developedand invested in Hospital C. Now, it has more than 1,400 beds,
and dealswith all kinds of sickness.Today, more than a million patients come to the
hospital yearly, and half a million visit the emergencyroom each year. Also, more
than 18,000major operationsare done, with the exception of open-heartsurgery. The
hospital is also responsible for training students from the Medical Schools and
implementingeducationalprogrammesfor the greatergood of the Riyadh society.

6.2.3.1 Organisational Leadership
Hospital C is a public hospital with a very limited budget. It has a leadershipwith few
leadershiptraits. The real leadership of this hospital is the Ministry of Health. It is
very difficult to be leader in this type of hospital where the monetary input is much
lessthan the expectedand the incoming patients are much more than can be handled.
Corruption is normal at this hospital. The leadership meets once a week and the
meetings are made up of both medical and operational staff. It is a 'laissez faire'
leadershipstyle. Everybody is running his/her own department. In this hospital, the
values and responsibility come from the individual's inner self, and most of the time
there is no accountability. The leadership is not trained in leadership skills or in
quality.

This hospital has many committees, including drug use committee, blood use
committee, quality management committee, morbidity and mortality committee,
ADHACO committee, and infection control committee. Although these committees
try to influence the administration of the hospital, most of the time their hands are
tied. Senior leaders manage by crisis. The evaluations that take place are minimal.
For example,there is no evaluation of any Saudiemployeeperformance.
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6.2.3.2Public Responsibility and Citizenship
Hospital C is the major hospital for any type of crisis. -It is the first hospital to be
reached for gunshot wounds, infectious diseases,and car accident victims. This
hospital acceptsany patient in any form. Thus, its public responsibility is accepting
any citizens or locals in their time of need.

This hospital has a very strong programme called 'The Friends of Patients'. This
programmeextendsits hand to the outside community. It helps support needy patients
with things such as clothing, medicine, medical equipment (i. e. wheel chair), and
transportation. The programme also sponsors special events and parties for the
hospital patients, including the children. It is important to mention that this
programme's efforts are coming from the hospital employees' own selves and not
from a job description. This programme relies heavily on outside volunteers and
support.

In the case of infectious diseases,this hospital has an outreach progranune that will
supply physicians to areaswhere the infectious diseasehas been spread.Also, during
the pilgrimage season,Hospital C is one of the major hospitals that sponsorthis event.

6.2.3.3 Strategy Development and Deployment
There is no evidenceof any strategic developmentprocessin Hospital C. The hospital
has no strategies.It uses managementby crisis methods. Since the hospital has no
strategydevelopmentprocess,it has no real strategies.The leadershipis not trained to
lay down strategies for the hospital. Also, they are under-staffed, under-paid, and
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under-motivated.This hospital leadership seesthat the real leader is the Ministry of
Health, and they believe that the MOH support is very limited.

There is little evidenceof any action plans made in this hospital unlessthe Minister of
Health asks for it. There is no evidence either of performance projection reports in
Hospital C.

6.2.3.4 Patient/Customer Healthcare Market Knowledge, Satisfaction
and Relationships
There is a staff complaint system in Hospital C, but the system is not very effective.
In this hospital, mistakes are expected becausethe nursing staff is of the lowest
quality and they are under-paid. The resourcesare very limited. For example, the
linen is dirty and the supplies are limited. The physicians in this hospital are highly
qualified, but a good doctor can only do so much without the support staff and the
correct utilities and resources.

The hospital always has more patientsthan it can handle becauseit is public, free, and
anyonecan attend it. Thus, there is never a needto develop relationships with patients
becausethey will come back. Most of the patients who come to this hospital have no
other choice except this one. They are the helplesspatients with high poverty levels.

This hospital shows no evidence of any patient complaint system and not even an
ethical committee. The patients are so afraid that, if they complain, the nursing staff
will abuse them. The nursing staff is under-qualified and under-paid. Thus, if the
nurse's inner self-beliefs do not care about helping the helpless, then the patients will
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suffer the consequences.In Hospital C, there is no evidence of any customer
satisfactionsurveys.

6.2.3.5 Measurement

and Analysis

Organisational
of

Performance

Hospital C does not have any evidence showing any type of measurement for
organisationalperformance except the morbidity rate. Since there is no measurement
of organisationalperformance,there is no analysis of it, except the investigation of all
deaths.

6.2.3.6 Staff Work Systems, Development, and Satisfaction
This hospital seemsto be running itself. As was discussedbefore a 'laissez faire' type
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to make money and leave. There is no real attachmentthat keeps them going except
their pay cheque.

There is no time or money to be spent on education, training, or staff development.
This seemsto be the last thing on the agendafor Hospital C. If an employee wants
desperatelyto get some form of training, then he/shehas to go for MOH approval.

The work environment in Hospital C is interesting.This hospital is the oldest hospital
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work and nothing more.
The resources surrounding them are very limited. Most of the office furniture is
donated.Staff have to look for sponsorsto donatethings to them. There is not enough
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paper,so paperhas to be used on both sides.Over the years, employeeshave got used
to the way things are being run and their expectations from this organisation have
reachedthe bottom. In Hospital C, there is no staff support climate but there are
outside organisations that try to help the community by supporting some of the
employees'needs.

There is no evidenceof staff satisfaction indicators in the Hospital C. The staff seem
to have developeda neutral way of working. Also, the people working in this hospital
seemto feel that they are giving back to their country. Some of the staff like the social
life of the hospital and the 'laissez faire' type of leadership.

6.2.3.7Healthcare Service Processes
There is no evidence of flow charting for any healthcare processesat Hospital C.
Every process is delivered on an individual basis. Thus, there is no set way of
delivering processes.As far the technology is concerned,the minimum is available
becausethe financial support is very limited. There is no evidence of processeson
paperin files.

The supportprocessesare contractedout. The most important element in the choice of
the suppliersby senior managementis the cost. The hospital does not incorporate any
delivery
the
of the supplies. Many times, the
performance requirements except
supplies needed might not be available. There is no evaluation of supplier
performance.The contractorsare usually local companiesthat have minimum quality
characteristics.
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6.2.3.8 Organisational Effectiveness Results
The patients are not satisfied at Hospital C, but the majority of the patients do not
have a choice. This hospital provides healthcareservices for the poorest class in the
KSA. Patient satisfaction is not an issue that is taken into consideration at this
hospital.No one caresif the patients are satisfied unlessthey are VIP's.

The financial results indicate that the hospital is under-budgeted.The budget provider
is the Ministry of Health. Employees express that there is "corruption in the
distribution of the finances but there is no control." The staff in Hospital C are
dissatisfied.They have minimum support from their employer. They have to look for
outsidevolunteersto donateoffice furniture and technology to them.

Overall, Hospital C is effective in providing medical services under negative
budget,
it
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said that this hospital is effective in giving medical serviceswith no 'frills'.

6.2.3.9 Segregation Status
At Hospital C, the segregation situation is strong. This means that there is gender
different
Also,
in
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the
are
office
space.
segregation
waiting rooms and employee
wards for each gender.When available, the samegenderphysician will treat those of
the samegender.The real segregationin this hospital is within the Saudi employees.
They are not completely ready to have an open-communicationprocess.
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6.2.4 Hospital D
Hospital D is located in Jeddah,KSA. It was establishedin 1988 as a modem general
hospital of 217 beds' capacity, with state of the art diagnostic and therapeutic
facilities. It is a whole private entity belonging to the Family Battedee. Hospital D is
mannedby a team of most competentdoctors, nurses,paramedical and support staff.
With the right mix of medical excellenceand scientific management,their objective
was to provide the best medical care available in the region of Saudi Arabia, Gulf,
Yemen, and south-eastemareasof Africa.

Hospital D's vision is that their activities go beyond providing reliable quality
medical care to patients who come to them. Their mission is to be the leader in the
Middle East and to deliver reliable quality medical care to all patients. Hospital D was
widely recognisedto be unique in Orthopaedicsand Traumatology. To achieve their
mission, they commit themselvesto focus on patient needsand expectations,employ
and train committed and competentstaff, bring international expertise,use stateof the
art technology,and apply dynamic and professionalmanagementtechniques.

Hospital D core values are:
We care
Patientscome first
Good working environment
Health-relatedcommunity services
Ethics and confidentiality (patients,organisations,businessassociates)
Better staff through continuouseducation.
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The hospital is committed to:
*

Build and run six hospitals in the kingdom by the year 2003

e Build and run thirty hospitals in the Gulf, Arab, and Islamic countries in Africa
and Asia by the year 2015
*

Create50,000job opportunities in the medical field

o Build and run five Oncology, Neuro-surgeryand Open Heart Surgery Centres.
Hospital D has its own Construction Division responsiblefor all hospital construction
works. There more than 80 engineersin the corporateoffice in charge of construction
projects for Hospital D group. In 1997, Hospital D opened a 9-floor Medical Tower
that embraces100 clinics for outpatients, the extended lab, and radiology and nonmedical departments. It has 10 operation and recovery rooms and all the other
facilities neededfor one-day surgery, where patients can be scheduled,operatedon,
and go home the same day without admission, thus significantly reducing medical
servicecost.

In the new tower, there is a $3 million auditorium with 400 seatsand equipped with
the latest high-tech audio-visual facilities for local, national and international
symposia, and live transmission from the operation theatre or from the U. S. and
Europe.It can also accommodatesocial and other community gatherings.

6.2.4.1 Organisational Leadership
Senior leadership at the hospital includes both administrative and operational and
healthcareprovider staff. Senior leadership takes steps to ensure that administrative
and medical staffs are aligned. Both operational and medical staffs are part of the
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steeringcommittee, functional committee,and hospital managers' committee. All the
plans and minutes of the meetingsare put on-line.

The leaders of the hospital have establishedan environment of empowerment and
innovation. As head of the quality departmentput it, "we can do anything, except sell
the hospital." Leaders at Hospital D see themselves as more than just running a
hospital; they see themselvesas healthcaredevelopers. Healthcare developers have
the task of designing, constructing, financing, and running hospitals. There is
evidencethat senior leadersat Hospital D set directions and seek future opportunities.
This can be seenby the wide expansionof hospitals.They have a rule, to open one to
two hospitalsyearly.

Senior leaders review organisational performance by using many indicators. These
include financial performance, productivity of the human resources, staff turnover
rates, employee satisfaction, and patient satisfaction. These indicators are collected
and compiled by the patient relations department.

6.2.4.2Public Responsibility and Citizenship
Hospital D as a corporatecitizen believesthat it has a social responsibility towards the
community. It has regular programmes for the community and actively supports
community welfare programmes. For example, the hospital is building a Charity
Blood Bank. Also, during the pilgrimage season,the hospital volunteers five medical
centresto help with the crowds. Thesecentresdo not have the hospital name, and are
free. Also, there are educationalprogrammesincluding seminarsand workshops open
to the public. There are interactive programmes for schools visits, diabetes, and
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mother and baby. These programmes are very well attended. Also, there are
educationalprogrammeson the Internet such as Rift Valley Fever, Bronchial Asthma,
and BreastCancer.

Hospital D follows the regulations and legal requirements of the MOH and Saudi
ARAMCO standards.They select the standards,which are beneficial to them, and
apply them accordingly.

6.2.4.3 Strategy Development and Deployment
Goals, strategies, and objectives of the hospital are addressed and reported in
measurableterms. The planning and goal-setting process encouragesinput from all
levels throughout the organisation. There is evidence that the strategic committee
developsthe strategiesat Hospital D. 'Ibis committee meets four times a year. There
are clear objectives within short-term and long-term plans which direct the hospital.
The objectives are identified, and timetables for accomplishing them are set.
Performanceobjectives are usually set in financial terms.

6.2.4.4 Patient/Customer Healthcare Market Knowledge, Satisfaction
Relationships
and
The determinationof target patientscomesfrom historical data on line. Thesedata are
analysedand fed back into the system. Using the on-line data, benchmarking exists
internally, on a doctor to doctor basis. Also, benchmarking exists against the
internationalhealthcarestandards.
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There is evidence of various methods being used to determine patient access
requirements.These methods include focus groups, interviews, or surveys (including
on-line surveys). The information gathered from the patient satisfaction surveys is
compiled and put into patient relations reports. These reports are done on a weekly
basis and passedto the president of the hospital. Hospital D uses patient satisfaction
datato determinemethodsfor improving patient access.

A systemexists to ensurethosepatients' and other customers' complaints are resolved
promptly and effectively. The complaints are usually dealt with on the functional
level. The Quality Assurance department is responsible for reviewing every single
complaint.

There is evidenceof a continuing relationship with patients even after they leave the
hospital. This is done by keeping the communication channels open, for example
following them up with phone calls and inviting them to join health awarenessclubs
that are free of charge,thus maintaining a relationship with their patients during their
sicknessand health.

6.2.4.5Measurement and Analysis of Organisational Performance
There is some evidence that relates to measurementof organisational performance.
For instance,the information and data collected are tied to the hospital strategic and
action plans. The Hospital D staff have accessto the information and data necessary
to managekey processeseffectively. Quality and operational data are collected and
routinely used for managementdecisions. These data include staff-related issues of
satisfaction, morale, safety, turnover, absenteeism,education and training, use of
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teams, and recognition and reward. Customer satisfaction and supplier performance
dataare also maintained.

There is some evidence of analysis of Hospital D performance taking place. This
includes cost-benefit analysis of options before implementations. Also, performance
trends in Hospital D in the past few years are identified and analysed.The turnover of
employeeshas been a problem which the hospital has confronted in the past years,
and it hasbeenanalysedand dealt with.

6.2.4.6 Staff Work Systems,Development, and Satisfaction
Hospital D management promotes work and jobs through co-operation and
internal
department
is
This
through
meetings and
collaboration.
accomplished
distributing the minutes of the meetings. Also, managersuse cross-functional work
teamsto break down barriers, improve effectiveness,and meet goals.

The evidence shows negative trends in the satisfaction of employees with their
training, education, and development. Hospital D tries to satisfy employees by
local,
that
them
to
technical,
regional,
are
sending
medical, and nursing conferences
facilities
German
is
international.
that
Also,
the
there
with
collaboration
national, and
train someof the Hospital D employees.

The work environment is fairly good. The staff are happy when compared to the
Indians,
30%
20% Arabs, and
40%
Philippines,
The
competitors.
staff are made up of
has
hospital
high
This
10%
turnover rate
a
multinational
a
mix of other nationalities.
becausemost of the workers are working away from home. They come with a two-
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year contractthat provides them with salary, housing, and travel. The two-year salary
can be extended,dependingon the wants and needsof both sides of the contract. Two
yearsare very little becauseby the time they are trained to the work environment and
they start producing, it is time for them to leave. The multinational staff is like other
hospital staff in the KSA; they come to work for a short time to raise their income.

6.2.4.7Healthcare Service Processes
There is strong evidence that shows that the hospital follows specifically designed
processesfor all its activities. A well-trained team with the skills neededis in charge
of designing all processes.These processesare updated at least twice a year, and at
even shorter intervals if there is a need.After the design of the processes,there comes
their delivery. This is evident in major processesat the hospital.

At Hospital D, all support processesare part of the hospital. There is no contracting
out at this hospital. All processesare accomplishedwithin the hospital itself. It is
evident that support processesare not as well establishedas major processes.There is
a list of major suppliers that are 'clients' of the hospital. This list of suppliers is
meeting the guidelines of the hospital. They are good becausethey deliver quality
products and they are reliable. Also, the hospital has developed a long-standing
relationship with them, but no evidenceof the list was seen.

It is evident that the most important result at Hospital D is customer satisfaction.This
can be understoodbecausethe hospital is private sector, and without its customers,it
cannot survive. Thus, patient satisfactionsurveysare given much attention. Also, it is
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apparent,on walking into any departmentat the hospital. There are signs to make the
patient havepower, such as:
41 If you are not helped within two minutes, pleaseinform the administration.
e If you are not satisfied with how the staff helps you, pleaselet us know.
These signs and others give a type of upper power to the customer, which makes
him/her feel important.

No evidencewas visible about the financial situation, yet there seemsto be a positive
trend. The administration revealed that the financial situation is on-line for its staff,
but no one else can seeit. There are indicators of financial performancethat are being
followed on a daily basis. The expansion of the German Hospital Alliance seemsto
indicate that Hospital D is doing quite well.

The multinational staff at Hospital D has a high turnover rate because,as discussed
before, the majority of the staff are not settled in KSA; this job is just a step in their
career, it is not for a life-time. This is the biggest problem at the hospital. Settled
employees are few at Hospital D. This of course makes the staff situation at the
hospital very unstable.It is evident in the staff result that more and more hospital staff
are getting involved in the quality journey.

The supplier and partner results are not evident at Hospital D.

6.2.4.8Organisational Effectiveness Results
Hospital D can be seenas having a global vision of where it is and where it wants to
be. This vision is put into a plan and the plan seemsto be effective. This is evident in
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the opening of the new branchesnationally and internationally. Of course, this plan
cannotbe put into action if the basis of the organisation can not handle it. Thus, it is
evidentthat the financial results of Hospital D are good and stable.Also, there is some
evidenceof other organisation results that are positive, such as customer satisfaction,
which is a very crucial aspectof the organisationin the private sector.There is a need
for improvementin the staff results,where there seemsto be a negative trend.

6.2.4.9 Segregation Status
At HospitalD, the segregation
situationwaslessevidentthanat otherSaudihospitals.
This mightbe becausethe locationof the hospitalis Jeddahwhich is a lesssegregated
So
in
Also,
hospital,
the
to
the
this
customer.
wants
please
management
city.
private
in the waiting rooms and employeeoffice
this hospitalalso was gender-segregated
in
The
The
one
one
gender
concentrationof
space. communicationprocesswasopen.
department
department
in
different
wasapparent.
andanothergender a

6.3 UK Case Studies
6.3.1 Hospital E
HospitalE is locatedwithin the NorthernandYorkshireNHS Region.It servesa
has
The
Trust
220,000
a good track recordof
people.
populationof around
for
including
being
the
sites
resource
pilot
six national
one of
achievements,
based
innovative
on the thinkingof
assurance
strategy,
quality
management
andan
Dr. Deming.TheTrustmissionis "caringfor andaboutpeople".Its objectivesare
(FreerandJackson,
1998):
hospitalandcommunity
services,
" integrate
for localpopulation
withintheresources
available,
" providequalityhealthcare
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market selectservicesto a wider area.
The trust has had a number of structural changes. One is the creation of a subdirectorate of clinical support services (CSS). This brought together physiotherapy,
speech therapy, podiatry, wheelchair services, and appliance services under one
manager.Five different headshad previously managedthese seven services.All had
their own agenda, which concentrated on strengthening their status rather than
improving customer satisfaction. The individuals were pursuing their self-interest
rather than the hospital interest.

After the hospital establishedits trust status,a decision was made to incorporate the
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA) self-assessmenttool. This tool
involved rating the organisation against 28 critical factors covering seven important
areas, associatedwith business excellence (Zairi, 1996). The MBNQA framework
enabledthe staff to assessthe performanceof the sub-directorateobjectively and view
it in the context of the whole Trust. Training to overcome the difficult tool
terminology was facilitated by IBM for all sub-directoratestaff During the training,
the sub-directoratestaff comparedthemselvesagainst world class organisationsand
discoveredtheir strengthsand weaknesses.Some of their weaknessesincluded (Freer
and Jackson,1998):
"

had
(although
the
a vision);
no agreed,visible vision
generalmanager

"

no consistency of generic practices, for example process for collecting
managementinformation, incident reporting, complaints' handling;

"

no ownershipor senseof corporacyfor the new organisation;

"

no generic appraisal,recruitment or induction process;

"

no way of deploying good practicesthrough the sub-directorate;
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"

improvement;
towards
continuous
no way of monitoring performanceor progress

"

no customerfocus; and

"

no 'light at the end of the tunnel'.

After the training, the CSS sub-directoraterealised that the first step was to agree
led
discussions
formulated.
from
be
A
to
series of
upon a vision
which a plan could
1998):
Jackson,
include
(Freer
that
the
and
securing
agreement
vision should
"a

corporateidentity for CSS ;

"a

high profile within the Trust

"a

focus
than
customer-drivenrather
service-driven

"a

culture where staff felt valued, involved and respected;

"
*a

an ethosof continuousimprovement; and
well managed,responsiveservicethat deliveredvalue for money.

Following the agreement of the vision, all efforts were centred on replacing the
negativemorale of the staff with positive reinforcementof their strengthsand striving
for a successfulfuture. The changeprocess,although difficult, was well supported.It
included keeping the staff well informed of progress, ensuring that everyone
implemented,
be
how
to
in
decisions
the
the
change was
participated
regarding
highlighting opportunities, emphasisingthe organisation's values, and planning for
factors
implementation
different
the
After
the
many critical
the
timing of events.
of
is
Between
TQM
the time they
for,
it
became
TQM
that
positive.
which
calls
accepted
in
the selftrend
1996,
October
(July
1993)
there
was an upward
started
and until
towards
teams
helped
(Table
6.1).
This
the
sub-directorate
motivate
assessmentscores
their vision. Table 6.2 illustrates the developmentof the sophistication of the quality
initiatives.
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Table 6.1 Upward Trend in MBNQA Self-AssessmentScores
SCORE

DATF
July 1993

219

February 1995

339

February 1996

349

Table 6.2 Quality Improvement Initiatives (July 93 - June 96)
Quality Improvements Initiatives

Date
July 1993

Leadership and communication, staff opinion
survey, common administrative procedures,
performance
activity
collection,
common
management,record keeping, and clinical audit.

March 1994

Effective communications, induction, training,
policy, marketing, joint patient records, physical
outpatientpolicies and procedures.

February 1995

Customer-drivenquality audit, recruitment package,
benchmarking,
reward,
and
staff contribution
business planning, outcomes, information to
patients(physiotherapy)

February 1996

Investors in people (IIP) personal portfolio, staff
CSS
IPP,
sub-directoratestrategy.
of
audit

June1996

job descriptions.
CharterMark, competency-based

Source: Freer & Jackson, 1998

Many benefits were gained from the quality improvement efforts. The staff own a
senseof corporate identity, an outward-looking approach,and an appreciation of the
healthcare.
In
Trust
towards
the
addition, communication
contribution
makes
whole
and morale have improved, and career development has increased. The Trust was
1997.
Mark
December
Charter
the
on
commendedand awarded
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6.3.1.1 Organisational Leadership
Managersin Hospital E give time to TQ on everyone'sagenda,have regular up-dates/
feedback, availability of documents,consistentinvolvement in quality groups, and
staff are constantly are consulted. Improvementsare needed in involving managers
and team leaders in two-day assessment,and also in integrating a better message

about CDQ. There is a clear definition of TQ, and the staff are all involved in
different teams.There has been a changein staff attitude and behaviour towards TQ,
and there is a systematic review progress.Yet, there is a need for a more focused
approachto staff involvement.

Leaders meet, understand and respond to the needs of customers, suppliers, and
external organisationsthrough the performancemanagementsystem,personalthanks,
rewarding good attendance,staff reward and recognition scheme,and acknowledging
suppliers. Yet, there is a need to improve the process of feedback. Managers are
involved in the recognition of individuals and teams in a timely and appropriateway
by clarifying the definition of priorities, supporting and releasing staff for QI, putting
in place training and educating systems, and by a commitment to the available
resources.There is still a need for improvementin training in the tools and techniques
form
in
TQ
the
to
of workshops.
of
and a more systematicapproach problem solving

6.3.1.2Public Responsibility and Citizenship
Hospital E NHS Trust responsibility to the public is evident. This can be seenthrough
health fairs, Healthy Heart Awards, careers evenings, training for Social Services
staff, educationopportunities, team awareness,and employeeof the month. There is a
needfor improvement in setting targetsfor public responsibility.
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There is someevidenceof measurementswhich are used by the organisation, such as
RheumatologyTeam of the Year and student accreditation and Investors in People.
There is a need to go for Charter Mark for the whole hospital and for targeting
assistantsfor competency-basedqualifications.

6.3.1.3 Strategy Development and Deployment
There is a systematicprocessfor the developmentof policy and strategy. Decisions
are madebasedon the organisation'svision and values. However, there is still a need
for improvementfor the deploymentof strategy.The organisation developspolicy and
strategybasedon national and local guidance.There is feedbackfrom customersused
in service development strategies.Performanceindicators are present in appropriate
for
development
areas.Benchmarkingis evident and research-based
practicesare used
of service. There is room for improvement in the systematic use of health need
data.Also, there is needfor improvementin seeking feedbackand its use
assessments
in developmentof policy and servicestrategy.

Plansare formulated, communicatedand actionedacrossthe structural and-functional
boundaries in a good way. There is a cascading structure in place. Performance
management structure is evident. There are multi-professional care pathways
implemented,but there is a need for more integratedcare pathways.The organisation
evaluatesthe relevanceand effectivenessof policy and strategythrough review cycles
in place, such as continuous improvement. Changes are implemented as they are
needed.There is a need for improvement in linking results to approachand in setting
measurementtargets.
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6.3.1.4 Patient/Customer Healthcare Market Knowledge, Satisfaction
and Relationships
The managementof information is done through a patient information management
systemthat is written in plain English, which reviews datesand quality standards.The
information is routinely used for decision making. The information for care pathways
is accessible.There is room for improvement by linking into a broader information
systemand by deploying evidence-basedguidelinesas appropriate.

There is evidence in the Trust that patient surveys and focus groups are used. The
results of the surveysshow positive trends.Measurementsused by the organisationin
order to understand, predict, and improve the satisfaction and loyalty of patients
includes Charter Mark. There is a downward trend in complaints among customers.
There is also a strong processfor measuringoutcomes.The Trust has obtained four
CharterMark nominations.

There is still a need to define additional measuresrelating to the satisfaction of the
organisation'scustomers.In addition, there is a needto test priorities of the customer
base,to have a more structuredplan, and to learn to manageexpectations.

6.3.1.5Measurement and Analysis of Organisational Performance
Strengthsin measurementtrends in overall organisation.operational performance are
evident. These include capital investment, ratio analysis, marginal cost, SPC, books
balanced,CRES targets met, all fandholders' income maintained, and reduced capital
requirements.There is a needto split budgetsdown further, to generatemore income,
and to do more benchmarking.
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Internal analysis of organisational. performance includes meeting the Charter
standards and local standards (100%), measurable agreed delivery times for
appliances,and improving supplier performance.There is little evidence showing a
comprehensivelist of standardsor defining key measures.

6.3.1.6 Staff Work Systems,Development, and Satisfaction
Overall, there is evidence that staff work systems are good. There is good human
resourceplanning, written human resourcestrategy, people satisfaction survey, and
personaldevelopmentplans. There is no evidenceof a policy for volunteers.

The organisationidentifies training needsand reviews the effectivenessof the training
programmeregularly. Employeesparticipatein CDQ groups.There is an internal CSS
training programmein place. There is a common framework for job description. Also,
there is performance management career development. There is still a need for
reviewing training and for competency-basedjob descriptions. For performance
management,but there is a needfor training appraisers.

All employeescontribute to the organisationthrough the CDQ process,presentations
of outcome initiatives, and the empowerment of staff to improve services
continuously.There is a needto encourageparticipation of staff in selectedareas.The
communication needs of the organisation are met through an open door policy and
regular meetings.There is an endlessreview cycle in place. There is a need to reduce
the use ofjargon and an over-assumptionof the level of knowledge.
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6.3.1.7Healthcare Service Processes
The Trust shows evidence of financial, staff management, business planning,
information, and patient processes(flow and satisfaction).Theseprocessesuse a wellstructured approachwith timetables.There are routine businessmeetings to discuss
processes.The processesare influenced by professionalguidelines. There are regular
audits for these processesand there is a performancemanagementsystem in place.
Hospital E encouragesthe implementation of innovative and creative programmes
is
features.
There
EFQM,
SWAN
the
time-out
still a needto
suchas
management,and
encouragecreativethinking.

Changesof processesare implemented using a consultative approach to change,
learning
implementing
identifying
training,
and
communicatingprocess change,
and
to build in evaluation cycles. There is a need for a more structured approach to
evaluation. There is no evidence of support processeswhich are linked with other
by
its
directorates.
develops
The
partnership
supplier
agencies or
organisation
knowing what it wants from central service directorates, and by developing its
ihem.
formalising
for
is
the
There
that
need
a
relationship with suppliers
support
expectations from central service directorates and managing the 'challenge' of
devolution.

6.3.1.8 Organisational

Effectiveness Results

There are assumptionsof positive trends in complaints and compliments in the Trust's
is
but
is
There
there
a need to set up trend
customer satisfaction,
nothing analysed.
data systemsand to tap into information alreadyavailable.
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Budget planning is linked with the businessplans. There is a use of businesscasesto
gain resources.This organisationshows evidenceof tapping into alternative sources
of funds, but there is still room for additional sourcesof funding. The financial results
show that the Trust is managingto stay within its budget. Also, there is evidencethat
this organisationis more effective than its competitors.

Someof the evidencethat shows the results of the staff work system results includes
positive trends in recruitment and satisfaction. Also, 50% of staff are involved in
CDQ. There is little evidenceof any other analysisbeing done. There is a need to set
up trend data systemsand to tap into information that is already available. There is
little evidence showing supplier and partner results. However, there is some
monitoring and feedbackon supplier performance.

Some of the organisational effectivenessresults include keeping within budget year
on year, cost per patient reducing annually, and some benchmarking of competitive
been
have
There
than
some
rates which shows more cost effectiveness
competitors.
successfulbids against joint funding. Also, the Patient Charter standard has been
constantlymet.

6.3.2 Hospital F
Hospital F Health Trust has committed itself to making a genuine difference to all
who come into contact with its services since the organisation was establishedas a
Trust on April 1993. Its principal goal is to provide the highest standardsof care
within the financial resources available. In striving to realise this ambition, It has
underpinnedits role with a clear set of values and principles that it places at the heart
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of all that it does. As a National Health Service provider, it has a deep sense of
responsibility to the users and carers who put their faith in it. Their values and
principles ensurethat it not only makes users and carers its first priority, but that it
does so whilst demonstrably valuing its staff, and within a discipline of robust
financial stewardship.

The successfulTrust application created a single managementunit for Community
Health and Priority Services - the Community Trust - that brought together the
services previously managed by two distinct organisations, Hospital F Health
Authority. The Trust was created by seizing the opportunity presentedby the NHS
reforms. Their founding principles reflectedthe importance of being responsiveto the
needsof patients and carers,and of providing serviceson an equitable basis to a high
quality standardacrossthe whole district.

The Trust provides servicesto the population of the hospital Metropolitan District in
West Yorkshire. Any of 320,000 local residentsis likely to use its services at some
time during his/her life. In addition to its strong local focus, its Regional Medium
Secure Forensic Unit also provides some specialist services to a much wider
population, covering the whole of the Yorkshire Region.

To ensureit delivers appropriateand effective servicesto the people who need them
most, it must work productively in partnership with a complex set of customers,
suppliers, and other key stakeholders.It seeksto balance the sometimes conflicting
needs of its various stakeholdersthrough constructive dialogue, joint working, and
innovative approaches.
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Since its inception, the Trust has witnessed significant changes in the local
environment.In particular, thesechangesinclude generalpractitioners within Primary
Care Groups having a wider role to influence decisions about which services they
commission and provide. Also, the governmentdrive towards giving GPs a stronger
role in planning and delivering NHS servicesmeans community nursing staff, who
already work as part of GP practice teams, are likely to have to take on broader
responsibilitiesin responseto the requirementsof GPs.

To meet its goal of providing the highest standardsquality of care,the Trust continues
to develop flexible and adaptive ways of actively meeting the challengesthat such a
dynamic, sometimes turbulent, environment presents. The Trust commitment to
continuous quality improvement can be traced back to the formation of the Trust.
Table 6.3 shows the main milestonesalong the way, and how the journey has gained
momentumas the approachto quality continuesto mature.

The services of the Trust are provided from over 50 different sites, including
hospitals, clinics, health centres, schools, GP practices, residential homes, and
people's own homes. To deliver this diverse range of services, the Trust employs
approximately 2,000 staff, including doctors, nurses, therapists, administrative staff
and non-clinical support staff. The Trust is governed by a Trust Board made up of
Non-Executive Directors, who are appointedby the Secretaryof State for Health, and
Executive Directors, who are employees of the Trust with specific areas of
responsibility. The role of the Board is to ensure that the Trust's resources are
properly managed,and that the Trust is accountablefor its actions to the public and
the Secretaryof Statefor Health.
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Table 6.3 Milestones along the Quality Journey (Hospital F)

Trust formed
Quality Strategyagreedby Trust Board
Quality Council formed
Audit, research,CQI agendasestablished
CQI training for all staff initiated
'Quality Tapestry' handbookproduced
CommunicationStrategyimplemented
Celebrationof Quality established(e.g. awards,exhibition)
Local Patient's Charter developed
Investorsin Peoplestatusachieved
Quality, Evaluation & Development(QED) departmentformed
Quality models/ frameworks reviewed
EBEM self-assessment
team trained
CharterMark achieved
First annual staff opinion survey carriedout
First annual self-assessmentcompleted
Chief Executive SpecialAward initiated
Investorsin Peoplestatusre-recognised
Clinical governanceawarenessworkshops

April 1993
September1993
September1993
October 1993
November 1993
November 1993
January 1994
October 1994
October 1994
March 1995
April 1995
July 1995
December1995
December1995
March 1996
April 1996
1997
March 1998
Autunm/ Winter
1998
CharterMark re-awarded
December1998
Clinical governancetraining programme
Jan-June1999
Clinical governancebaselineaudit tool basedon ExcellenceModel Spring 1999
developed
'Looking outward' - conferences,presentations,external visits, &
1999
learning from others

At the Trust, self-assessmentagainst the Excellence Model is now totally integrated
into the businessplanning cycle, and the model servesas a framework for structuring
and integrating many strategiesand initiatives acrossthe Trust.

6.3.2.1 Organisational Leadership
The Chief Executiveand Directorsvisibly demonstrate
their commitmentto CQI by
developing and voicing clear values and principles for the organisation, and by
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making themselvesaccessibleto people through a variety of organised settings such
as road-showsor the Quality Exhibition. Focus groups have shown that leaders are
generally regarded as being accessible,although there is a sensethat the 'personal
touch' is somewhatlacking, and it is unclear how much the approachto leadershipis
monitored and reviewed.

Leaders at different levels within the organisation engage in joint working with a
number of external organisationsand stakeholders,and the organisation utilises R&D
to derive both customer and organisationalbenefits. Some staff groups are aware of
their customersand suppliers. However, it is not clear how much there is a systematic
approachto partnership strategy to maximise customer/supplierpartnership, e.g. to
prevent potential conflicts, to promote business excellence actively outside the
organisation.

The Trust supports improvements and involvement by its ongoing commitment to
investment in training and through establishedprocesses,which are clearly linked to
businessobjectives.Although soundly basedapproachesare in evidence,it is however
not clear how systematicreview of thoseactivities occurs.

There is a soundly based approach to recognising and rewarding people's efforts
within the Trust, and focus groups suggestthat a variety of informal mechanismsare
applied acrossthe organisation. It is not clear how much day to day recognition of
effort is made explicit, however, and there is little evidenceof recognition of external
bodiesor of systematicreview of existing approaches.
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6.3.2.2Public Responsibility and Citizenship
The Trust is a significant local employer with ongoing relationships with local
agenciesand an approach to ensuring opennessand public accessto information.
There is limited evidence of direct measures of society's perception of the
organisation. Some additional measuresare used by the Trust to understand the
organisation'simpact on society, though theseare done on an ad hoc basis rather than
systematically.

6.3.2.3 Strategy Development and Deployment
The Trust makes use of a variety of sources of information (internal, local, and
national) when developing policy and strategy, and utilises technology and
benchmarking to assist in this process. It

is not, however, clear how

comprehensivenessof information is ensured, and there is little evidence that
is
developing
from
the
policy and
evidence
customer/ suppliers used effectively when
strategy.

There is clear corporate managementteam involvement in developing and reviewing
policy and strategy, and consistencyis ensuredby the use of the EBEM criteria and a
standardapproach to policy production. Strategy for some services has had to take
accountof the differing needsof multiple stakeholders.It is not clear how the results
interpreted
have
been
EBEM
the
and utilised across the
of
annual
assessment
organisationto infonn policy and strategy.

Policy and strategy are reflected in the organisation's business plan, and strategy
documentsand corporateobjectives are translatedacrossthe organisation through the
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QPM process. Whilst the organisation has a comprehensive range of policy
documents, there is lack of a systematic review of awareness/ understanding of
policies.

The businessplan is usedto communicatethe implementation strategy,both internally
and externally. Trust policies have clear time-scales for review/revision, and this
process is Director-led. However, there is little evidence of evaluation of use and
effectivenessof policies. There is a systematic,annual cycle of objective setting and
being
is
There
team
throughout
the
objectives
perfonnance
evidence of
organisation.
aligned to organisationalobjectives.

6.3.2.4 Patient/Customer Healthcare Market Knowledge, Satisfaction
and Relationships
A sign of the successof the Trust satisfactionwith the purchasers/commissionersis
the fact that it maintained a steady income through repeat businessand through new
businessover the lifetime of the Trust, as shown in Table 6.4. In addition, there are
ftu-therexampleswhere purchasershave increasedtheir businesswith the Trust. For
funded
has
Local
Education
Authority
the
additional speechand
consistently
example,
languagetherapy sessionsfor children with specialeducationalneedsin the District.

Table 6.4 Hospital F Trust income by year (LOOO)

1993/94

1994/95

1995/96

1996/97

1997/98

45,277

44,720

43,631

44,129

45,681
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The Trust is firmly committed to providing an excellent service to meet the needsof
all its customers.This means satisfying a variety of needs for a complex range of
customers,predominantly the users of the services and their carers, and those who
commissionits serviceson behalf of the local population, in order to meet and exceed
customerneedsand expectations.

Central to the approachto gatheringfeedbackfrom usersof the servicesis the Trust's
Annual Local Patient's Charter Survey, which has been undertaken since 1995. The
survey questionnaireis designedto identify user and carer perceptionsof how well the
Trust is achieving the charter standards,in order to inform the quality improvement
for
has
The
trends
many
process within clinical services.
shown positive
survey
for
Trust
standards
results,and evidenceof maintenanceof good performanceagainst
others.

The Trust has a record of long-term relationships and customer loyalty and surveys
few
However,
there
the
are
show consistently positive perception of
organisation.
direct measurementsof customer perceptions,and therefore there is a lack of trend
information.

The Trust can make use of additional measuresto predict customer satisfaction, but
there is little evidence of systematicformal target setting and trend monitoring being
utilised acrossthe organisation.
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6.3.2.5 Measurement and Analysis of Organisational Performance
Organisational performance is measured by financial results measures which are
determinedby:
*

The envirorunentin which the Trust operates
Financial stakeholdersin the Trust services
Local financial situation

Additional key measuresof the organisation'sperformancebusinessresults are driven
by enableraction from leadership,policy and strategy,and processes.

The pricing principle of NHS servicesis that cost must equal price, with the flexibility
for marginal surpluses.The breakeventarget is therefore a critical measureof success
for the Trust, both as an external duty and as an internal measure of success.Its
breakeven/surplusduty has been achieved in each year. In 1995/1996, the Trust's
published performance showed a slight deficit of L85,000 due to a change in
accountingpolicy for the capital cost of early retirements.

6.3.2.6 Staff Work Systems,Development, and Satisfaction
Key processeshave been identified through workshop approaches involving the
corporatemanagementteam, but it is not yet clear how this approach will be fully
integrated into operations, nor how it will be evaluated.Also, director ownership of
key processesis being established.As yet, there is no systematic approach to the
managementof key processesor their review, nor to the integration of existing
systemsand approacheswith key processes.
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Whilst there is someevidenceof challenging targetsbeing set for the improvement of
is
limited
there
evidence of a systematic approach to process
as
yet
sub-processes,
flexible
learning
Trust,
is
focus
There
the
within
and
continuous
on
review.
a strong
is
little
innovation.
However,
facilitate
there
creativity and
organisational structures
has
improvement.
Trust
The
to
a good
evidence of a systematic approach process
record on managingchange,and there are some examplesof effective processchange
it
but
is not systematically
is
This
management.
evidence of a sound approach,
deployed.

The Trust has a consistent approachto planning and improving its human resources,
is
basis.
There
some evidenceof use
with establishedpolicy and strategyproviding a
of flexible and innovative working practices and a clear approach to equal
opportunities, which is effectively implemented. The organisation has successfully
beenawardedthe Investors in PeopleAward on re-application. A staff opinion survey
is in place, and is currently being revised. However, it is not clear what action has
beentaken on the basis of previous staff opinion survey results.

The Trust sustains and develops people capabilities through approachesto training
individual
links
to
those
training
needs
and
received,
of
needanalysis and evaluation
focus
is
QPM.
There
the
on
the
through
a
clear
as
such
of
organisation
processes
learning
to
within the organisation, and resources are
commitment
continuous
identified to facilitate this. Team approachesare widely used, although there are no
developing
teams.
to
and
clear systematic,proactive approaches supporting
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The Trust encouragesand supportsstaff in CQI activities by providing resourcesand
processesto facilitate involvement, and by having a clear strategy and focus for the
organisation.Clear reward/recognition systemsare in place. The Trust's approachto
empowermentis not clear, and so it is unclear how empowerment is ensured and
reviewed acrossthe whole organisation.

There is a range of communication channels available across the organisation, and
stepsare taken to ensureeffective communication (e.g. through training and dialogue
with staff). It is not clear how communication needs are identified, nor how the
effectivenessof various approachesto communication is evaluated. The Trust has a
soundly basedapproachto caring for staff, backed up by clear policies and training
opportunities, as well as social activities and personal healthcarefacilities. However,
health and safety policies are overduefor review.

6.3.2.7 Healthcare Service Processes
The corporate managementteam has been actively involved in the identification of
the organisation'skey processesthrough a workshop approach(the key processesthat
have been identified for the organisation are organisational effectiveness and
innovation, people management,and the patient journey). The Trust has used a highlevel approachto processidentification and review. The approachadoptedis one that
has challengedand developedthe organisation's understandingof the processes.The
approach undertakes to both describe current processesand prescribe changes in
relation to best practice. The descriptiveprocessreview include:
9 Diagnostic key processreview - using ExcellenceModel self-assessment
*

Benchmarkingof similar organisations
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9 Use of organisationfacilitators

The descriptiveprocessreview includes:
9

Securing of additional skills and expertise for facilitator staff who then put a
developmentprogramme together to respondto the Excellence Model diagnostic
needs.

*

Workshop with corporate management team. Sub-group work by teams of
directorsto identify clearly the sub-processes
of key processes.

*

Review of work of eachDirectors' team by other teams

o Discussion with sub-processmanagers to ensure pragmatic 'fit' of identified
processes.

There is little evidence that support processesdo exist. On the other hand, suppliers
are responsiblefor their own processes.They are encouragedto suggestnew products
and support clinical trials that can improve patient care. Examples of such trials are
more common in the use of drug therapy, but also include products such as advanced
technology,and pressurecare mattressesto reduceor prevent pressuresores.All drug
and product trials involving patients are controlled closely to ensurethat the benefits
to patientsare maximised and risks are minimised. In addition, there is little evidence
of supplier feedbackbeing usedto improve processes.

6.3.2.8 Organisational Effectiveness Results
The Trust placesa great value upon the views of customers.This is demonstratedby a
firm commitment to acting on the feedbackthe Trust receives.Areas for improvement
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highlighted by surveys, audits or complaints are acted upon on a Trust, division or
servicelevel as appropriate.

The Trust managesits financial resourcesthrough clear managementsystems,and has
a clear financial recovery plan in place to address the financial deficit. Clear
approachesare utilised, including risk managementand investment appraisal, and
internal and external financial monitoring are employed.

The Trust has a clear policy on information management and security, and has
reviewed the information needs of staff across the Trust. There is evidence that
available infonnation is used when reviewing services, and those plans are in place
for improved accessto information. The forthcoming clinical information systemwill
bring clinical and information benefits across services. At this stage, however,
accessibilityto IM&T resourcesis limited for certain staff groups.

Key results areasare concernedwith the motivation and satisfaction of the Trust staff
to determinethe effectivenessand value of the approach.One major explicit value is
showing respect for people and encouraging staff to express their views. This is
measuredin a number of direct and indirect ways. One direct way is through an
annual staff opinion survey that asks the staff questionsabout how they perceive the
organisationwith respectto severalrelevant areasof their employment with the Trust.
There is evidence of a move towards more effective management of material
resources,but it is not clear how the organisation develops supplier relationships to
maximisethe addedvalue of suppliers
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The Trust has a good financial record of achievement over a five-year period.
However, it is not clear how these positive results link directly to the key processes.
The results of benchmarkingof non-financial measuresare favourable in some areas,
though the linkage to key processesis not clear.

6.4 USA Case Studies
6.4.1 Hospital G
Hospital G is an accredited, not-for-profit, tertiary hospital and the major teaching
facility for a University School of Medicine. With 1,567 licensed beds, Hospital G is
unconditionally committed to medical excellence in public service since 1917, and
has attained national and international recognition for the outstanding quality of its
clinical programmes.
The hospital has many roles in its region, acting as a full service provider for the
indigent and uninsured, a regional referral centre, and a magnet for medical research
and innovation. Based on the number of admissionsto a single facility, Hospital G is
one of the busiestin the USA. The strengthof the hospital is its broad range of tertiary
services and clinical programmes designed to serve the entire community, and a
medical staff that is recognisednationally for the quality of its patient care, teaching

andresearch.

Hospital G vision is to strive to be the best every day, to demonstrateits commitment
to quality and value by providing outstanding and compassionate clinical care,
meaningful research and innovative education. Hospital G mission is to provide a
single high standardof advancedhealthcare,education and research,and to improve
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customer satisfaction, enhance professional fulfilment, and provide public service.
Somefacts and figures about Hospital G can be seenin Table 6.5

Table 6.5: Hospital G Fiscal Year 1999-2000
Total number of licensedbeds

1,567

Number of full-time employees

9,384

Average length of stay

7.0 days

Number of admissions

55,389

Average daily census

1,062

Budget 1999-2000

$966,203,000

Source:Hospital G Facts and Figures,2001

6.4.1.1 Organisational Leadership
The senior leadership of Hospital G has implemented an organisation-wide process
which focuses its efforts on accomplishing performance improvements in areasthat
are critical to its mission, and strategic and businessplans. The senior leaders have

to:
committedthemselves
eA
*

customer-centredperformanceimprovementprocess
An empowering management style congruent with a performance or quality
improvementphilosophy.

improvement
for
Providing
goals
support, resources,and education performance
4,
e Multidisciplinary involvement in the performanceimprovement process.
*

High visibility of performanceimprovementin the medical centre.
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Senior leaders have an open door policy. Also, the hospital has posted suggestion
boxes with suggestion feedback. Employee and physician groups also assist
leadershipin determining performanceimprovementpriorities.

6.4.1.2 Public Responsibility and Citizenship
Hospital G provides almost 300 million dollars-worth of uncompensatedcharity care
each year. The system's goal is to ensure that all residents of Hospital G County
receive a single high standard of care regardlessof their ability to pay. Hospital G
Memorial Foundation organisesfund-raising activities and resourcesfor the hospital.
It developsand supports important capital projects to support the community. These
include building and equipping a new Trauma Centre, a new Paediatric
Oncology/Haematologywing, and Rexall SundownPaediatricBone Marrow Unit.

6.4.1.3 Strategy Development and Deployment
Most strategies have some type of improvement goal and measure. These
performance improvement strategies are developed by senior leaders, and include
accessto services, customer satisfaction, co-ordination of services, managementof
human resources,managementof information, organisational performance, quality
patient care and value, and education.

Strategydeployment includes planning of timetables,which demonstratesthe urgency
and prioritisation of the improvement opportunity. The critical strategies for
improvement opportunities are selectedbasedon those that affect a large percentage
of patients and customers; those that place the patient, staff, and customer at risk;
those that are problem prone; and /or those that are generatedby a need or desire to
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improve even acceptable or excellent performance. The critical opportunities for
improvementare then evaluatedand prioritised basedon the following criteria:
"

Quality

"

Customersatisfaction

"

Cost effectiveness,and

"

Easeof implementation.

6.4.1.4 Patient/Customer Healthcare Market Knowledge, Satisfaction
and Relationships
The entire hospital, including the service centres,departments,units and committees,
perform ongoing monitoring of patient-focusedfunctions, involving the assessment
and comparisonof patterns and trends. This monitoring servesto validate acceptable
levels of performance or create opportunities for improvement. Clinical performance
variations and/or sentinel eventsthen becomestarting points from which systemsand
processeswhich affect patients are evaluatedand improved. The primary sourcesof
Hospital G patient baseare uninsuredand under-insuredpatients, and patientsreferred
for specialised,tertiary care treatmentunavailableelsewhere.

6.4.1.5 Measurement

Organisational
Analysis
of
and

Performance

Prioritisation and selection of clinical performance measuresinclude the following
criteria:
"

Affects a large percentageof patients/ customers

"

Placesthe patients/customer/staffat risk are problem-proneand/or

"

Performance is undesirable and/or varies significantly from expected levels,
patternsor trends,or from other organisations.
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*

Impactson cost, length of stay and/or mutually agreedupon outcomes

9 Can be affectedby organisation(align with mission, vision and values)
Is likely to reveal differences in care or provide an opportunity for benchmarking
with external careproviders
Meets regulatory or accrediting requirements

6.4.1.6 Staff Work Systems,Development, and Satisfaction
Over the past two years,the customeradvocacyproject at Hospital G has sponsoreda
programme to recognise reward and reinforce employees who consistently
demonstratea 'can-do' attitude. The hospital employees have been encouragedto
nominate their co-workers and supervisors for going above and beyond the call of
duty. During this time, more than 500 employeeswere nominated for their exemplary
performance.

The mission of the Library at Hospital G is to support the activities and programmes
of the University Centre and member institutions and individuals, as they relate to
education,research,and patient care.The library accomplishesits mission by:
*

Identifying,

procuring,

organising

and

disseminating

comprehensive,

authoritative, current and retrospectivehealth scienceinformation resourcesin all
print, non-print, and electronic formats in ways that satisfy client needs.
*

Providing instruction to faculty, staff, students and community members on
retrieving information from a wide range of resources using state-of-the-art
technology.
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Staff receive education through electronic classrooms,learning centres, multimedia
lab, and on-line information classes.
There is evidencethat Hospital G:
o Initiated the computer-assistedinstruction hardware and software for mandatory
cducationrcquircments.
9 Finalisedthe mandatoryeducationpolicy for the hospital.
9 Createdand implemented an employeeeducationalprogramme format and record
ensuringcontinuity of educationalrecords.
9 Drafted a new-employeeorientation framework.

There is evidencethat Hospital G seemsto be creating an environment which attracts
and retainsthe best employees,and in which employeesare self-motivated to perform
to their maximum potential. Hospital G seems to be committed to providing
responsiveservicesand effective systemsthat enablethe hospital to recruit, retain and
developthe workforce to provide the highest standardof healthcare.

Hospital G makes employees,managers,and unions partnersto create and maintain a
healthcareenvironment that is both responsiveand supportive to the direction of the
hospital. There is evidence that the hospital promotes individual growth, supports
teamwork, and facilitates recognition for achievements.The human resourcevalues at
Hospital G include honesty, compassion, team building, diversity, continuous
improvement, and a supportive work environment. The hospital recognises its key
customers to include all employees, appointed and elected officials, and external

customers
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6.4.1.7Healthcare Service Processes
The hospital has a model for improvement. This model is a mechanism to integrate
best practices of clinical, customer service and business processes.The model for
improvement(Figure 6.1) has no beginning and no end. Best practice effort may start
at any point by:
9 Analysing existing process
*

Measuringoutcomes

9 Designing a new process
*

Prioritising opportunities for improvement,or

e Experimentingwith new ways of doing things

Figure 6.1 Model for Improvement at Hospital G

CustomerService

Design

Process
10

4
Best Practice for
Patient Care

Business

Patient
Care

Outcome
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The definitions of the elementsof the improvementmodel are as follows:
Design Design includes developmentor creation of any new processor redesignof an
old one.
ProcessA processis a series of interrelated activities by which the work gets done.
Once a processis designedor redesigned,integration of the design into an operational

systemfollows.
Outcome The outcome of the design or process should demonstrate measurable

results.
Customer Service Best practice in customer service is demonstrated in the way
Hospital G treats its patients and in the easeof use of its facilities. This includes the
standard of excellence, customer advocacy project team and telephone etiquette.
Measuredby patient satisfactionresults.
Business Best businesspractices, including improving business processes,reducing
billing errors,reducing redundancies,and reducing costs.
Patient Care Best clinical practices include improving clinical outcomes and case
management.

Although no information was received regarding support, supplier, or partnering
results at Hospital G, there is evidence for patient satisfaction results, such as
implementing a patient satisfactionresearchprogramme,which includes:
41 Drafted request for proposal and subsequentcontract with an outside research
vendor (professionalresearchconsultant).
*

Designed process for data transfer to vendor and 5 surveys to measurepatient
satisfaction(inpatient, outpatient, emergency,primary care and health plan)
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e Createdprocessfor communicating patient satisfaction information to stiff (first
quarterly report to be presentedto all managementstaff on 17 November 1999),in
addition to an educationprogrammeon how to use information.

6.4.1.8 Organisational Effectiveness Results
The results of the customer satisfaction surveys showed an improvement in three
helpful
increase),
include
following
friendly
(6%
They
the
categories:
staff
and
areas.
back
increase),
in
(2%
timely
come
would you
manner
problems/concernsaddressed a
to Hospital G (2% increase).

Financially, Hospital G is doing well. In 1991,the county voters supporteda one-halflater,
backlogs.
Nine
for
G
Hospital
tax
to
years
and
reduce
provide access
cent sales
the monies from the salestax continue to savelives every day. The tax revenuemakes
budget.
13%
the
approximately
of
annual
operating
up

The clinical excellenceteam createda processto improve clinical practice among all
levels.
The
in
in
improvement
20-30%
comfort
of
staff
staff, resulting
an average
team also initiated a cross-trainingprogrammefor the labour and delivery nursesand
in
Other
increasing
to
staff
units.
work
safely
multiple
of
staff
ability
nursery nurses,
include:
results
Initiated the computer-assistedinstruction hardware and software for mandatory
educationrequirements.

T,

Finalised the mandatoryeducationpolicy.
*

Createdand implemented an employeeeducationalprogramme format and record,
ensuringcontinuity of educationalrecords.
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Drafted
a new-employee orientation framework.
41

Therewas no information receivedregardingsupplier and partner results.

Overall, the organisationresults include:
*

Initiated silent shopper audits for the telephoneetiquette programme within the
departments, resulting in improved compliance with stating location by 3%,
identifying self by 40%, and offering assistanceby 9%.
Inclusion of standardsof excellenceon all performanceevaluations, counting for
20% of the evaluation score.
Createdand implemented the 'face the future' awarenessprogramme to educate
the staff about the standard of excellence and the impact on their performance
evaluation(over 3,000 employeeshave attendedthe programme).

9 Provided a reward and recognition luncheon and motivational programme for
customeradvocacyteam membersand managementlevel personnel.
*

Enhancedand maintainedmany of the physical aestheticsof the hospital.

*

Improved patient accessin outpatientclinics and reducedpatient waiting time.

*

Reducedwaiting time in outpatient clinics from arrival to disposition within 70
minutes.

*

90% of all patientsreceived radiology within 30 minutes.

*

90% of all patientsreceivedpathology serviceswithin 20 minutes.

9 90% of all patients' medication serviceswill be completedwithin 30 minutes.
e 90% of all patients will be financially assessed/disposed
within 48 minutes of
arrival.
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*

Improved care by integrating governance, managerial support and clinical
processesthat affect patient outcomes.
Improved patient and family health status by providing education regarding
restorativeand preventive care.
Created a customer-friendly environment by participating in community health
fairs focusing on wellness and prevention.

6.4.2 Hospital H
Hospital H tradition of care beganmore than 100 years ago. In 1884, the cornerstone
of the CancerHospital was laid, what was later to becomeHospital H for Cancerand
Allied Diseases.In 1984,the Institute was dedicatedto foster innovative basic-science
researchfocused on cancer. In 1960, the cancer institute joined Hospital H, and it
became the Cancer Centre. It is the collaboration between the scientists and
physiciansthat gives Hospital H its unique strength.
Hospital H mission is one of leadership in the prevention, treatment, and cure of
cancer through excellence, vision, and cost-effectivenessin patient care, outreach
programmes,research,and education.At Hospital H, the goal is "to be as good as the
best should be". According to leaders,this is a goal incidentally which can never be
reached,but for which they must always strive. Hospital H believes in treating the
whole patient - body, mind, and spirit. Each hospital room, each treatment space,
each corridor is designedand maintained with the needsof the patients in mind. The
environment at Hospital H is about providing comfort and benefits for patients and
their families, fostering cutting-edgeresearch,and leading the way in education.
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This hospital is devoted solely to cancer care. The surgical teams are cancer
specialists.The surgeons,anaesthestists,nurseanaesthetists,radiologists, pathologists,
operating room nurses, and recovery room nurses work together in developing and
maintaining the kind of preoperative judgement, diagnostic accuracy, meticulous
surgical technique, and high-quality postoperative care that improve outcomes. In
cancer care, as elsewhere, experience makes for quality and effectiveness, and
Hospital H exemplifies this maxim.

At Hospital H, the successin carrying out the finest programmesof cancerprevention,
care, research,and education dependson the commitment, creativity, expertise, and
support of the 7,133 staff memberswho work at Hospital H, and the 675 volunteers
who donatetheir time in support of their efforts.

6.4.2.1 Organisational Leadership
Hospital H senior leaders have provided visionary leadership, improving the depth
and breadth of the programmes of patient care, research,and education; integrating
the centre's basic scientific research with its clinical research; and steering the
hospital in directions that can present great potential for making progress against
cancer.By vision and example,the senior leadershave brought Hospital H ever closer
to the sharedgoal of the progressivecontrol and cure of cancer.

Top managementprovides forward thinking and strong decisive leadership, which
steeredthis institution for the past two decadesin the direction that has presentedthe
greatestpossible potential for progressagainst cancers.Senior leadership has led the
creation of innovative programmes for patient care, expanded efforts in cancer
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prevention and early detection, built laboratories, encouraged creative results, and
enhanced collaboration among clinical investigators and basic scientists for the
benefitsof patients.

6.4.2.2 Public Responsibility and Citizenship
Special events conducted by the Centre and its supporters help fund Hospital H's
renowned patient-care, research, and educational programmes. These activities and
othersalso serveto sharethe knowledge developedat Hospital H with membersof the
community and, through the Internet, with people all over the world. These events

include:
e New York City Marathon - collects per-mile pledges from friends, families, and
colleaguesto support cancerresearch.
benefit
dinner
dance
for
For
Love
Life
the
the
of colon
9
and auction
of
- an annual

cancerresearch.
*

Toys "R7 Us 5K & Kids' Fun Run - this event raised more than $400,000 to
benefit the Aubrey Fund for paediatric cancerresearch.

'The more you know, the better equippedyou will be to make informed choicesabout
your health'. This is the philosophy behind Hospital H's Cancer Smart Community
Lectures. These lectures educatethe public about the latest developmentsin cancer,
research,and support. Since inception in 1995,more than 3,000 people have attended
these lectures. Starting in 1999, some 800 of those audience members accessedthe
lecturesthrough Hospital H's web site.
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Sinceits launch in 1996,the Hospital H web site has helped redefine what community
means,reaching a computer-orientedaudiencefar beyond the New York City area.
The web site offers comprehensiveinformation on cancer diagnosis, prevention, and
treatment offered at Hospital H, as well as a monthly e-mail newsletter on cancerrelatedtopics, and on-line lectures.

6.4.2.3 Strategy Development and Deployment
No information regarding strategydevelopmentor strategydeployment was received.

6.4.2.4 Patient/Customer Healthcare Market Knowledge, Satisfaction
and Relationships
At Hospital H, there is a special approachto inpatient care. The goal is to prepare
patients for an early and confident return home. There are many aspectsof what is
donethat help patientsheal and come to be readyto leave the hospital. Theseinclude:
9 Organisationby cancer type - This arrangementcombines the benefits of highly
skilled professional care with unique sensitivity to the needs of patients and
caregivers.An important added benefit is that patients with shared experiences
can often support eachother in very meaningful ways.
a Responsivenessto Patients' Needs- The physician and nurse leadersof eachunit
have decision-making ability, which enablesthem to respond quickly to patients'
needsas they arise.
*

Home-Like Environment - Special attention is paid to making patients and their
families feel comfortable during inpatient stays; for example, some rooms are
designed to feel more like a home, not a hospital. Medical equipment is kept
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discreetly out of sight. There are no fluorescent lights. Colours are warm, and
floral patternsabound.

6.4.2.5 Measurement and Analysis of Organisational

Performance

There was no information received regarding measurements and analysis of
organisationalperfonnance.

6.4.2.6 Staff Work Systems, Development, and Satisfaction
The standardsof excellenceare set very high at Hospital H by recruiting and retaining
an academic faculty without equal. Hospital H's flexible benefits programme
recognisesthat as the employees' life changes,so do the benefits they need. Thus,
insteadof giving the coveragethey do not want or need, the programme gives them
choices.The flexible benefits programmegives the staff money, called 'flex dollars,
and a choice of ways to use it. They can use their flex dollars to buy some of the
following benefits:
o Medical coverage
*

Prescriptioncoverage

e Dental coverage
o Accidental death coverage
9 Long-term disability coverage
o Life insurance
e Healthcareand dependantcare spendingaccounts
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The core benefits are provided in addition to the flexible benefits, and include the
following:
*

Pension/retirement plans

lb Sick leaveplan
9 Vacations
41 Holidays
*

Tuition reimbursementprogramme

o Businesstravel accident insurance

Education is a fundamental part of Hospital H's mission; for example, nearly 200
clinical fellows practise side by side with Hospital H staff physicians. These are
young doctors who have finished residency, and have come to learn more about
cancercare and research.Hospital H's educationalalso extend beyond its walls. Some
physiciansproducevideos and CD-ROMs that train surgeonhow to perform in certain
operations.There are also some medical seminarsgiven by the Hospital H staff in
Austria for physicians from easternEuropeancountries.

Patientsalso benefit from the Centre's educationalefforts, such as a series of
interactive CD-ROMs being produced about specific cancersand cancer-careissues.
The CD-ROMs are available for viewing at the Centre and will also be distributed
nationally.

At Hospital H, the employee is part of a team with a purpose. Each individual has a
special function that others rely on in order to do their job effectively. This is a
collaborative approach,which allows the employeeto work alongside the best in the
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field. The staff shareknowledge with each other, and in return learn from each other.
The staff are very committed to their work, and there is a strong drive on everyone's
part to improve skills, expandknowledge,and take on additional responsibility.

6.4.2.7Healthcare Service Processes
There is evidence of healthcare service processes at Hospital H. Among these
is
there
the:
processes,
9 Case Review Process - This includes incident reports, treatment complaints,
patient misidentification, sentinel events. The timing

is 48 hours, and

is
confidentiality maintained.
is
48
departments.
Applies
The
Multidisciplinary
Review
Process
to
timing
all
e
-

hours,andconfidentialityis maintained.
*

PerformanceImprovement Process- This is a technique which tries to improve
in
involved
by
forming
teams
to
the
the
patients
of people
continuously
care given
the processesof care, analysing the causesof problems in the process,coming up
with solutions that addressthe causes,and measuring the results to see whether

the solutionwassuccessful.

6.4.2.8 Organisational Effectiveness Results
There was no information received regarding support, supplier, partnering, staff and
patient results.

The financial results indicate that the invested reserve between 1980 and 1999
increasedfrom $82 million to $2.1 billion. The number of annual gifts increasedfrom
$140,000to 925,000, and annual giving rose from $34 million to $150 million.
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The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) visited
Hospital H in 1999. They surveyed it in a seven-day visit during which they
performed a full policy and document review, checked the laboratory areas, and
interviewed many staff members. The result was a perfect score: 10 out of the

possible 10. Also, in 1999, for the seventh consecutive year, U.S. News & World
Report, in its annual survey of "America's Best Hospitals," namedHospital H the best
cancercentrein the United States.

6.5 Qualitative Key Findings
This section presentsa discussion of the major findings from the qualitative analysis
of the eight case studies from the KSA, UK, and USA. Both the UK and USA case
studies were used to benefit the KSA experience by learning from their more
developedexperienceswith TQM implementation.Although each of the casestudies
uses a diverse implementation scenario and approach to TQM, some negative
consistencieswere found in the quality implementation among the KSA hospitals.
When comparedto the UK and USA experience,the KSA case studies show that in

implementingorganisations,TQM intentions and TQM policy frameworksare
generally acceptable,however the implementation processesare generally weak and
lack coordination in the majority of these cases.It is clear that the majority of the
KSA caseshave not succeededin total commitment towards a total quality culture.
Most of the critical activities that fonn the foundation of a successfulquality process
are lacking in the majority of the casestudies.Table 7.2 summariesall key findings in
the KSA, UK, and USA hospital cases.
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Three major key findings were apparent among the KSA case studies. The first key
finding is in the category pf organisational leadership. Throughout the quality
literature it is emphasisedthat top managementcommitment and leadership are the
ultimate drivers of business excellence when it comes to quality. Top management
commitment is a major determinant of a successfulquality implementation process
(Juran, 1974; Crosby, 1979; Deming, 1986) and is clearly demonstratedin business
excellencemodels like the Baldrige and the EQA.

Quality begins with top management,as it is the top managersthat are supposedto
lead the changeprocessand provide all the guidance,create quality values, distribute
the resources,and have the controlling authority over the resourcesnecessaryfor the
further
Similar
to
to
the
the
analysis,
quantitative
qualitative
analysis
process succeed.
emphasisethe leadership commitment in the KSA hospitals; but when looked upon
is
hospital.
In
it
found
to
the
that
this
a
general
commitment
commitment
closely, was
domain
KSA
the
studied
quality
was
of the quality control
all
organisations
department.Senior executives did not participate or take responsibility in activities
underthis department.This meansmanagingquality was not given its proper strategic
importancein the organisation.Thus, most of the hospitals seemto have good general
leadership yet there is a lack of priority by top management commitment to the
quality process.

When comparing the KSA leadership to the UK and USA leadership, it was found
that both UK and USA hospitals have a leadershipstyle that concentrateson quality
where the quality was part of all the leadership agenda. Quality was always the
controlling force. The KSA hospitals seem to treat quality as a separate entity.
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However, the role of the quality manager was increasingly being seen as important
and in some hospitals the quality director reported directly to top managementas an
acknowledgementof his/her critical role in meeting the organisation's objectives.
Overall, the KSA hospital leadership does not appreciatethe importance of quality
fully as in the UK or in the USA.

The secondkey finding from the qualitative analysis is in the staff work systems.The
KSA case studies show that the amount of employee education or training
concentrating on quality is limited. Management should ensure that all employees
have some type of quality knowledge and competencies; they should review the
effectivenessand developmentof all quality training and educationalprogrammes.In
the KSA hospitals, quality education and training was mostly received by employees
working in the quality departmentand not by other employees.Quality was looked at
as being managed by a department and not as a philosophy that runs the entire
hospital. This traditional way of looking at quality seemsto be the main reasonfor the
delay in the adoption of quality as a complete organisational system. This was
especially seen when comparing the KSA hospitals to the UK and USA hospitals.
Both the UK and USA hospitals have better quality education and training
programmesfor their employeesthat teachesthem that quality is everyone'sjob.

The third key finding of the KSA case studies first emerged in the quantitative
analysis and was seen again in the qualitative analysis during the site visits and the
interviews. This is the finding of the problematic culture in the KSA hospitals. A good
quality culture can be demonstratedin many ways including the provision of quality
awarenesstraining, evidence of management leadership in the quality process,
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employeeinvolvement and participation in quality improvement and the recognition
and rewards of excellent performance in quality. It is apparent that there is some
difficulty in implementing quality changesin the culture of the KSA hospitals.Unless
a stableculture is createdto support the changeprocess,TQM efforts are a waste.The
KSA casestudiesshow that the majority of the male employeesare not convincedthat

there is a needto changethe hospitalculture for TQM to work while the female
employeesdid feel it was critical to changethe culture or at least becomeaware of it.
The females recognise that sometimesit was difficult to implement culture changes
that collided with the segregatedculture and some admitted that segregationcould
hinder the quality process. For example, it was uncomfortable for both males and
femalesto work together in terms of face to face communication and teamwork. As
one female employee said "it's still very awkward for Saudi females and males to
work together."

The casestudiesshow that the KSA hospitals are far behind in adopting activities that
do
hospitals
TQM
Top
the
the
not yet
employeesof
support
culture.
managementand
fully understandthat for TQM to succeed,the culture of the organisation must be
implement
intentions
TQM,
There
top
to
true
within
are
some
management
altered.
but they feel that their organisations are not ready to comprehend and implement
TQM or they are unwilling to commit the resources to train and educate all
employees.Some managersexpressedan ideal picture of their TQM programmesbut
the evidencewas minimal.

The KSA case studies show that in implementing organisations,TQM intentions and
TQM policy frameworks are generally acceptable. However, the implementation
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is
lacks
generally
weak
and
process
coordination in the majority of the organisations.
It is clear that the majority of the KSA caseshave not succeededin total commitment
toward a total quality culture.

Vv%encomparedto the UK and USA hospitals, the majority of the KSA case studies
show deficiencies in most of the critical activities that form the foundation of a
in
hospitals
UK
Overall,
USA
the
and
are more advanced
successfulquality process.
the TQM processthan the KSA hospitals.

6.5.1 Qualitative Findings and Segregation
The KSA healthcare case studies did not show clearly if segregation hinders the
in
fact
is
due
implementation
This
the
the
to
that
the
process
quality
process.
quality
KSA is still a new phenomenon.Among hospital employees, there is a mixture of
but
no real
gender
segregation
and
quality
negative and positive comments about
is
for
further
drawn
There
be
this
researchon the
point.
a
need
at
relationship can
is
did
issue.
Meanwhile,
that
this
segregation not the only
research reveal
segregation
issue that hinders the quality implementation process.Also, this researchdid reveal
that more attention should be given to the culture awarenessprogrammes.
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Chapter Sk: Saudi, W and USA CaseStudies

6.6 Summary
This chapterdiscusseseight hospitals as part of the casestudy stagefor this research.
Thesehospitals include four hospitals in KSA, two hospitals in UK, and two hospitals
in USA. Each hospitals was assessedusing the Baldrige Healthcare Criteria. In both
the KSA and UK hospitals, face-to-face interviews were used; while in the USA
hospitals, information were transferred through the mail. An additional segregation
sectionwas addedto the Baldrige Criteria for all the KSA hospitals.

Hospital A is a specialist hospital with good senior leadership that is responsiblefor
developing and setting strategiesfor the hospital, and a highly paid staff that are not
in
hospital
has
developed
is
forces
Hospital
B
that
positively
an armed
very satisfied.
the last five years to compete for the best hospital in the Middle East. This hospital
has a committed Saudi labour force and a positive reputation. Hospital C is a public
hospital with a very limited budget that was lacking in all areas of quality, but the
is
D
is
is
Hospital
high
turnover
the
a
excellent.
very
and
volunteer work
patient's
private hospital which allocates most of its resourcesto satisfying their customers.
This hospital has specifically designedprocessesfor all its activities.

Hospital E is a NHS Trust located in the UK. This hospital provides quality healthcare
for the local population within the resources available. They use MBNQA selfis
hospital
F.
in
hospital
located
UK
improve
Also
the
tool
to
the
quality.
assessment
Hospital F Trust has committed itself to making a genuine difference to all patient's
who come into contact with its services.At hospital F Trust, self-assessmentagainst
the ExcellenceModel is integratedinto the businessplanning cycle.
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The last two hospitals studied are located in the USA. Hospital G is an accredited,
not-for profit, tertiary hospital and a major teaching facility. Its vision is to strive to be
the best every day by demonstratingits commitment to quality. Hospital H specialises
in cancer treatment. Its mission is to lead in preventing, treating, and curing cancer
through excellence,cost-effectivenessin patient care, outreachprogrammes,research,
and education.
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Chapter Seven
Discussion and Proposed Model

7.1 Introduction
This chapter will begin by presenting a discussion of the case studies in Chapter
Seven. This will be discussed at two levels. The first is a discussion of the
systernisationof the KSA hospitals, and similarities and differences among these
hospitals.The secondis a discussionof the KSA healthcareorganisation experiences
and benchmarkingthem againstthe UK and USA casestudies.This level will give us
in
hospitals
KSA
the
are the quality process.
an understandingof where

The following sections will present the key critical factors that were found in the
literature and in both the quantitative and qualitative analysis in the KSA segregated
healthcare environment. These findings of the study will then be highlighted,
discussedand supported by the literature. These critical factors inhibited TQM from
being implemented correctly becausethey were either not implemented fully or they
were misunderstood, and included organisational culture change, management

commitment,and educationand training of staff. Using them critical factors, a
proposedmodel for TQM implementationfor the KSA healthcaresegregated
enviromnentwill be presented.
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7.2 Degree of Systemisation among KSA Hospitals
This section will discuss the similarities and differences among the case studies of
KSA healthcareorganisations.The four hospitalsthat were studied were Hospital A (a
specialist hospital), Hospital B (an armed forces hospital), Hospital C (a public
hospital), and Hospital D (a private hospital). Thesehospitals will be discussedusing
the Baldrige framework. This framework was selected to be consistent with the
original Baldrige assessmentadministered.

7.2.1 Leadership
The leadershipcategory examinedthe hospital's leadershipsystemand senior leaders'
personalleadership,how senior leadersand the leadershipsystemaddressedissuesof
values, organisational directories, performance expectations, customers and other
stakeholders,learning, and innovation. Also examined are the ways in which the
healthcareorganisation handles its societal responsibilities and provides support to
key communities.

Hospitals in the KSA shared some common ground in the leadership category. All
hospitals, as part of a collaborative system, used joint planning meetings to ensure
leadership
both
direction.
The
hospitals
that
alignment of organisational
of
ensured
included
in
in
leadership
Also,
the
administrativeand operational staff were
meetings.
the KSA hospitals did not always rely on data in their decision-making, they
sometimesrely on instinct, especially in the public hospital. The public hospital has

the least amountof information to basedecisionson, becausethere are few data
collected.
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In the quality management literature, leadership is considered pre-eminent,
indispensableand crucial to the successof TQM implementation (Crosby, 1979;
Feigenbaum,1983; Juran and Gryna, 1988; Deming, 1989; Lascellesand Dale, 1990;
Savolainen, 1998). With the exception of the public hospital, all the KSA hospitals
studied seemto be strongly committed to managing a successfulhospital.-Yet, their
commitment to quality seemed superficial. Leaders express their commitment to
quality, but little evidence is shown. There is little resource,including time, money,
andworkforce, being directed to quality.

Senior leaders in the KSA ensured that organisational values are used to provide
direction to all medical and administrative staff in the organisation to help achieve
their mission, vision, and performance goals. They ensure that the goals of the
administrative and medical staff are aligned. They encourage staff innovation and
acknowledgeit. They want to be associatedwith performance improvement activity.
They carry out many visible activities such as planning, goal setting, recognition and
reward of performance, and healthcareprocessimprovement. They try to participate
in performance improvement teams and use tools to enhance the process of
performance improvement. Senior leaders mentor medical and administrative staff
and ensurepromotion criteria are critically processedby committee vote.

Although quality starts at the top, it gets its energy from the bottom. The healthcare
organisationwill not make much progressunlessa large proportion of the workforce,
including healthcare providers, is involved in quality improvement (Barber, 1996;
Huq, 1996). The activities of senior managementin the KSA hospitals (with the
exception of the public hospital) seem to indicate that there is a 'superficial' belief,
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for
the involvement of the leadership themselves and their
commitment, and will
workforce in the quality process. This conclusion was reachedduring the interviews
becauseall the interviewees referred to quality as a separate entity and not as a
managementphilosophy. Also, the leadership involvement with quality did not
develop becausethey do not allocate enough resourcesto quality, and they did not
becomethemselvesleadersof quality 100% of the time. This superficial commitment
be
because
just
do
fully
because
TQM,
top
they
could
management not
understand
or
want to appear 'up to date' in their managementstyle. Both reasonshave previously
been recognised in the literature (Garvin, 1986; Sink, 1991; Dale and Lightburn,
1992;Lakhe and Mohanty, 1994).

Hospital D (the private hospital) was the only hospital that was seeking more future
for
it
is
hospital
Also,
is
because
This
a
private
working
profit.
opportunity.
probably
this hospital was the only hospital that puts all of its plans and meeting minutes on
line. This hospital will gain consumer/patient confidencefrom this.

Hamilton (1982) expressed the view that the rigid authoritative and hierarchical
structuresin most healthcaresystemsmake it very difficult for employeesto suggest
changes.This seemsto be the situation in Hospital C (the public hospital). The MOH

authoritativeand hierarchicalstructuremakesthe hospitalvery weak and it has no
room for any real decisions. Also, those that were sympathetic to patients and spoke
up and demandedchangeswere exposedto harassment,as Hamilton suggested.For
exwnple, one interviewee said "I saw patients being covered with garbage bags

becausetherewasn't enoughblankets.I saw catshaving babiesin patientsroom. I
saw operating rooms that were not fully equipped for surgery or the equipment was
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not working. But if any body speakout, not much can be done except may be putting
their job in jeopardy. If the employee is really interestedin helping, the best way to
deal with it is to try to solve it on a personal level through donations and
contributions."

In general,the strong leadershipin the KSA hospital organisationsseemsto reflect the
sameresults as the employeesin the KSA Hospital Survey, discussedin Chapter Six.
The survey indicated that the employeesof the KSA healthcareorganisationsbelieve
that their leadership has a clear vision statement. The employees said that
managementwas participative in their hospitals. Also, the employees revealed that
managementcommitment to their hospitals was critical. The case studies seem to
indicate that leaders in the KSA have a strong commitment to make their hospital
successfulbut little evidenceis shown to seethat quality is at the top of their list. This
is probably becausethey do not have a full understandingof what quality takes to
succeed.

Within the leadershipcategory,there is a sub-categorycalled public responsibility and
citizenship. This category addresseshow the organisation integrates its values and
expectationsregarding its public responsibilities and citizenship into its performance
managementpractices. There is evidence that all KSA hospitals are fulfilling their
public responsibilities. Each hospital seems to be helping and giving to its
community. The activities differ from one hospital to another. The most giving
hospital of all is Hospital C. This is becauseit is a public hospital that servesall the
population, and because it has the poorest community. Currently, there are no
measurementsfor any of thesecommunity programmes.
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7.2.2 Strategic Planning
This category examined how the healthcare organisations in the KSA set their
how
develop
direction,
they
their critical strategiesand action plans to
and
strategic
support the hospitals' direction. Also, this category examined how the hospital plans
are deployed and how their performance is tracked. The main function of strategic
planning is to align all the efforts of the organisationto customer satisfaction,quality,
and operationalperformanceresults (Georgeand Weimerskirch, 1998).

Three of the four KSA hospitals studied showed evidence of some type of strategic
hospital
did
have
The
that
taking
not
any strategic planning was
only
planning
place.
Hospital C (the public hospital). The other three hospitals were not deploying strategic
how
learning
its
but
is
fullest,
to
that
they
that
to
there
shows
are
evidence
planning
implementing
in
have
helping
it.
"We
As
consultants
us
use
one manager said
in
is
but
among
employees
strategic planning not well understood
strategicplanning
healthcare
improving
between
for
hospital"
There
co-operation
are strategies
our
longhospitals
have
The
and
short-term
providers and administrative support staff.
term plans, which include goals and objectives of the hospital. These plans also
include performancemeasures.

Although theseplans were on paper, they were not well implemented, and when they
depth
implemented,
The
they
of the strategic thinking and
measured.
were
were not
in
healthcare
basis
for
distinct
develop
the
to
market
position
a
competitive
acting
a
has not full been reached.Ibe hospitals have strategic committees that put strategic
in
is
hospital.
but
it
in
The
the
employees
still a very young concept
plans on paper,
the healthcare organisations,still do not understandhow their work contributes to
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theseplans. The hospitals are still learning how strategic planning can make them do
the right thing at the right time, every time.

Although strategic planning is still at its early stages in the KSA hospitals, the
employees of the hospitals seem to recognise the importance of it in the KSA
perception and understandingsurvey presentedin Chapter Six. The employeesrated
strategicplanning as a critical factor amongthe TQM factors and located it in the first
tier. The strategic planning factor was still under-emphasisedwhen comparedto the
control sample.

7.2.3 Focus on patients
The focus on patient and markets category examined how the KSA healthcare
organisationsdetermine requirements,expectations,and preferencesof customer and
markets.Also, this category examinedhow the organisationsbuild relationships with
paticnts/ customcrs to dctcrmine thcir satisfaction. The hcalthcarc quality litcraturc

emphasisedthat one can judge the quality of healthcareorganisationson the basis of
patient feedback(Marr, 1986; Graham, 1987;McMillan, 1987; Donabedian,1988).

In the healthcareorganisations,it is important to keep in mind that the patient is the
ultimate consumer. Thus, whenever the hospital is considering any aspect of
performance, it should ensure that everything ultimately contributes to the goal of
quality patient care (Barber, 1996). With the exception of Hospital C (the public
hospital), all hospitals in the KSA administer regularly patient satisfaction surveys.
Thesesurveysfocus on both service and quality measures.The data collected are then
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analysedand evaluated.Regularly, improvements are made to the hospitals basedon
surveyresults from the quality department.

There is a complaints system in all KSA hospitals. They are all effective, with the
exception of the public hospital. The complaints are dealt with as soon as they come.
Some of them are on-line. The problem in these hospitals is the passivenessof the
patients; they rarely complain. The majority of the patients are grateful for receiving
medical attention, so that they will rather remain quiet than complain. One manager
said "patients are afraid of what the nurses do to them if they complain" Also, the
languageis sometimesa barrier. It seemsthere are more staff complaining on behalf
of patientsthan patients complaining for themselves.

Knowing that the literacy level is low, the hospitals in the KSA have developed
excellent educational materials that are appropriate to various age groups and on

varioussubjects.The staff work hardin all the KSA hospitalsto provideeducationto
patientsand families, as needed,

In the KSA hospitals, the market was not an issue in three of the four studied
hospitals.Hospital D was the only private hospital that was concernedwith its market,
becausethis private hospital needsthe market to survive. Hospitals that get close to
their customers,and develop a strong customerloyalty can anticipate strong financial
performance,and the proof shows in the numbers(George and Weimerskirch, 1998).
This is probably why the employeesof private hospitals rated patient satisfaction as
the most critical factor in the perception and understanding survey discussed in
Chapter Six. The other KSA hospitals will continue to have a market, regardlessof
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the attention given to the satisfaction of patients. This is becausethe choices for the
attending patients are limited, maybe becauseit is free care or becauseit is the only
placethey can go.

The KSA hospital employees indicated in the perception and understandingsurvey
that the customer satisfaction factor is among the critical factors in the first tier. This
shows that they understand the importance of this factor. When compared to the
control group, this factor was still less emphasised,except in the private hospitals,
where it was more emphasised.

7.2.4 Information and Analysis
The information and analysis category examines the healthcare organisation's
performance measurements system, and how it analyses performance data and
information. This category measuresperformance and how it managesto drive the
improvementsof performanceand competitiveness.The quality literature emphasises
the importance of managing by fact rather than by 'gut-feeling' (Oakland, 1993;
Besterfield et al., 1995).

Hospital C (the public hospital) does not collect data or information, except the
morbidity rate. This hospital is very much behind in its quality process.In the other

KSA hospitals,the informationanddatawhich arecollectedaretied to the healthcare
strategic and action plans. Data are maintained on staff-related issuesof satisfaction,
morale, safety, education and training, use of teams, and recognition and reward.
Also, data are collected on patient satisfaction, averagelength of stay, mortality and
morbidity, employee morale, and admission rates. After the collection of these data,
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an analysis is made, and a report is sent to the party concerned. Some of the KSA
hospitals collect this infonnation on-line, and after the analysis it is put back on-line.
The systemof collection of data is not clear yet in thesehospitals. They are still trying
to developa clear and effective systemof collection.

7.2.5 Staff Focus
The staff focus category examineshow the healthcareorganisation enablesall staff to
develop and utilise their full potential aligned with the organisation's objectives.
Additionally, this category examinesthe healthcareorganisation's effort to build and
maintain a work environment and work climate conducive to performanceexcellence,
full participation, and personaland organisationalgrowth.

Both Hospital A (the specialistshospital) and Hospital B (the armed forces hospital)
job
jobs
have
job
description,
have
All
to
seem
effective staff work systems.
for
job
Also,
staff
performance
measures
exist
specification, and
requirements.
involvement, self-direction, and initiative. Goals for these measuresare expressedin
form
basis
for
Because
terms,
the
they
of
performance
recognition.
measurable
and
the high budget of thesehospitals,healthcareeducationhas been extendedbeyond the
Kingdom to other parts of the world. The hospitals also invest in their employees
intemally. Internal training is very important to the hospital.

In the perception and understandingsurvey, educationin the hospital was a priority. It

factor.
The educationthat wasreceivedwasmost
the
third
wasratedas
most critical
likely pertaining to the employeeareaof speciality. This were expressedby managers
over and over. One managerexpressed"We try to choosefor our employeestraining
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and educationalcoursesthat concentrateon the employee area of speciality. Also, we
try to avoid general education sessionsbecausewe didn't see much benefit in it. "
During the interviews, it becameapparentthat there was no education or training on
Gquality', except to those that are involved in the quality department. It was also
apparentthat most of the staff and managementwere not sure of the real meaning of
quality and how it pertains to their job. The employeesin the KSA hospitals do not
understandquality becausethey were not fully educatedor trained about it. How can
you expect people to apply something to their job that they do not understand?This
was the same in all the KSA hospitals.

The literature pointed out that in the

developing nations TQM is being adopted without a complete understandingof its
philosophy (Garvin, 1986; Sink, 1991). Also, some organisations do not adopt the
TQM fundamentals,they adopt a superficial application which misses TQM original
application (Dale and Lightburn, 1992; Lakhe and Mohanty, 1994).

All the KSA hospitals have multi-national staff. The staff have different languages
and different religions. These factors affect the communication in departmentsamong
themselves and their relationship with their patients. Hospital A (the specialist
hospital) and Hospital B (the armed forces hospital) offer their westem intemational
staff an enviromnent that is close to their own after they leave their work. They offer
them great benefit packages.Different nationalities are given different salariesfor the
samejob. This causesbiasesamongthe employees.One Asian secretarysaid "It is not
fair that we do exactly the samejob, and the westemers get more than double our
pay.99
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Hospital D (the private hospital) is having a hard time keeping its employees.The
turnover of the employees is very high. Like the other hospitals, its multi-national
staff is temporary. This makes it very difficult to invest in them. Hospital C (the
public hospital) has the worst staff work system. It has the same under-developed
systemthat it startedwith at the time of openingalmost fifty years ago.

7.2.6 Process Management
The processmanagementcategory examinesthe key aspect of processmanagement,
including customer focus, design, delivery, support, and supplier. It examines how
key processesare designed,implemented,managed,and improved to achieve better
performance. The quality literature indicated that for healthcare organisations to
succeedin quality, they have to determinewhat are the core businessprocessesthat
add value to customer satisfaction, and improve their effectiveness (George et al.,
1998)

Among the KSA hospitals, Hospital D (the private hospital) has the best process
managementdepartment. It has designed processesfor the majority its activities.
Hospital D has a well-trained team, with the skills needed,in charge of designing all
processes.These processesare updatedtwice a year, and at even shorter intervals if
there is a need. At Hospital A (the specialist hospital) and Hospital B (the armed
forces hospital), there are processesfor the maj or activities in the hospital. It takes
years for these processesto be improved. It seems to be the philosophy, 'if it's
working, why changeitT. In Hospital C (the public hospital), there are no processes,
everyoneworks as he/shewishes.
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The support processesare done internally at Hospital D (the private hospital). The
support processesat the rest of the KSA hospitals are contracted out. In the KSA
hospitals, the supplier relationships differ from one hospital to another. Hospital D
(the private hospital) and Hospital B (the armed forces hospital) seemto be selecting
their suppliers based on information about their past performances.Hospital A (the
specialisthospital) seemsto be having a rough time finding any high quality suppliers
becauseof their past experience.Hospital C (the public hospital) selectsits suppliers
based on the lowest cost. Thus the KSA hospitals are still a long way from
implementing quality into their suppliers' processes.

7.2.7 Organisational

Performance

The organisationalperformanceresults categoryexaminedthe healthcareorganisation

include
in
key
business
improvement
These
areas
areas.
performanceand
financial
healthcare
and
services performance,
patient/customer satisfaction,
marketplaceperformance, staff results, supplier and partner results, and operational
performance.

The level of quality differs in the KSA hospitals. Hospital A (the specialistshospital)
have
far.
They
have
impressive
thus
to
seems
achievementsor organisationalresults,
been known as the best hospital in the Middle East. Lately, they had one major setback financially, but they are back, and they are going in the right direction. The
evidenceof their coming back is their JIC accreditation.They are the first in the KSA
to receive it. Hospital B has been exceedingits expectedorganisational results. The
new leadership in the past five years has turned the hospital around. Also, through
their achievements,the leadershipat Hospital B (the armed forces hospital) wants to
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take the title of being the best hospital in the Middle East from Hospital A (the
specialisthospital). Both hospitals are trying to implement quality into their hospitals,
but they are facing many obstacles. The biggest obstacle is the ignorance about
quality. For quality to be implemented, a very rich educational programme about
quality needs to be implemented in the hospital. These hospitals are still young in
their quality j ourney.

Hospital C (the public hospital) seemsto have the greatestnumber of patients coming
in and out. To the leadership, this seemsto be enough in terms of organisational
implement
They
do
have
finances
They
the
to
that
they
are
quality.
say
not
results.
still struggling to have linen that is clean and equipmentin the operation rooms. Their
standardsare low, but they can not raise them becausethey can not make them any
better. As one manager said "We simply do no have the resourcesto be better than
what we are, quality is not on the agenda,what is important for us is to try to provide
healthcareto as many patients as possible." The quality departmentat this hospital has
be
is
department
to
to
The
there
seems
a quality
only one employee.
only reason
satisfy the regulationsof the MOH.

At Hospital D (the private hospital), the quality journey seemsto be strongly on its
impress
improve
implementing
the
They
to
themselves
and
way.
are
quality
increasing number of patients. There is evidence that the hospital cares for quality.
This hospital is working towards a set of clear objectives. Its organisational result
in
be
future-oriented.
D
Hospital
to
that
they
every
wants quality
shows
are very much
employee'smind.
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7.2.8 Segregation Status
The special culture profile of the KSA presentsan interesting dilemma to those who
do not understandit. Those who understandthis segregatedenvironment try to work
with it as best as they can. It is important to keep in mind that both the external and
internal cultures of the KSA healthcare organisations are segregated. Thus, all
stakeholdersof the hospitals come in from this segregatedenvironment and expect to
go into an internal enviromnent that is segregatedalso.

The KSA case studies showed that the segregationof the healthcareorganisationsis
not as strict as other organisations in the KSA. In some areas of the hospitals, the
segregationof the gendersis very apparent,while in other areasit is less so. The case
found
is
is
is
This
that
there
the
that
studies
a critical segregation
not apparent.
internal psychological segregation. Both genders felt very awkward in working
together as part of teams and in communicating with each other. This is probably

it is not 'normal' for them.
because

When trying to implement TQM in healthcare organisations in the KSA, it is

importantto understandthe segregationissue.The TQM literaturestressesthe need
for changing the organisational culture when applying TQM. This should not be a
problem if the KSA hospitals recognisethe special segregatedorganisational culture
which they have. The hospitals should understandtheir organisational culture and
should deal with it. This does not mean changing the segregated organisational
culture, becausethat is impossible, but to find alternative ways and meansto satisfy

theTQM principlesthat suit this specialculture.
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7.3 Benchmarking

KSA Hospitals to UK and USA Hospitals

The process of benchinarking has developed into a significant strategic tool.
Benchmarking is the process of identifying and learning from the best-practices
world-wide (Zairi,

1992). This process of benchmarking KSA

healthcare

organisationsagainst those of the best healthcareservices in the world has proven to
be beneficial to this study. In the next section, each of the Baldrige major categories
will be used to benchmark the KSA experiencewith quality against the selectedUK
and USA hospitals. This will be done to understandwhere the KSA quality process
lies against the best. In this benchmarking exercise, the majority of the KSA
experiencecan be grouped together, except Hospital C (the public hospital). This
hospital can not be compared becauseit is too much behind in its quality process.
There is no evidenceof any measurementsfor the community activities for any of the
KSA hospitals.Thus, the quality of theseactivities can not be measured.

7.3.1 Leadership
When assessingthe KSA experienceagainstthat of the UK and USA in the leadership
category, it was found that the UK healthcareleadership are more focused and more
detailed. In the KSA hospitals, the leadershipwere trying to implement quality, but
becauseof their limited and still early experiencewith the quality process,they were
disadvantaged.The UK and USA leadership seem to have a clear definition of the
healthcarequality process.And, they also have a processof systematicreview of their
progress.The KSA leadership did not express clarity of definition in their quality
process,probably becausethey do not fully understandit. They were expressingthat
they are implementing quality, but there were no guidelines of what constitutes
cquality'.
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Also, the leadership in the UK and USA hospitals understand and respond to the
needsof their customersmore than the KSA hospitals. The UK and USA customers
representstaff, patients, suppliers, and external organisations.The KSA leadershipare
not clear about customers.They do want to satisfy them but they are not sure who
they are. They know that the patients are their customers,but the staff, the suppliers,
and externalorganisationsare not yet included in the leadership's.

All the UK and USA leaderships have committed themselves to some form of
improvement
performance
process for their hospitals. This process is organisation
wide. It focuses its efforts on accomplishing performance improvement in areasthat
are critical to the hospitals' mission and strategic and business plans. The KSA
leadership are not that sophisticated. They are still struggling with implementing
quality into most activities.

There are somemeasurementsof quality in the UK and USA public responsibility and
citizenship category. The community programmes in the USA hospitals are much
latter
in
in
both
UK
KSA.
The
the
than
the
seem
and
programmes
more sophisticated
to be giving to the public. On the other hand, the USA programmesseemto be giving
to and taking from the public. They have great volunteer programmes, and the
majority of their community programmescollect donations.

7.3.2 Strategic Planning
Strategy development in the UK and USA healthcare organisations is much more
in
than
the KSA. In the KSA, the concept of strategic planning is still a new
mature
one. The KSA hospitals do not have enough experienceto understandthe benefits of
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strategic planning. The newly implemented concept is still being struggled with. In
the UK and USA, there seemsto be a systematic process for the development of
policy and strategy. The UK and USA hospitals have much better experiencewith
strategic planning than the KSA. Their experience can be seen, becausethey were
able to criticise themselves in what they need to do to become better strategic
planners.

Unlike the KSA hospitals, the UK and USA hospital strategies are much more
structured.First, the strategiesare convertedinto businessplans. Theseplans are used
to communicate the implementation steps of the strategy, both internally and
is
There
externally.
a systematic, annual cycle of objective and performance setting
throughout the organisation. In the UK, there seemsto be no evidence of evaluation
for the strategy, while in the USA, there is clear indication that their strategiesare
evaluated routinely.

In the USA, strategy deployment includes planning of

timetables, which demonstratesthe urgency and prioritisation of the improvement
opportunities. In the USA hospitals, the critical strategies for improvement
opportunitiesare selectedbasedon those that affect a large percentageof patientsand
customers,those that place the patient, staff, and customer at risk, those that are
improve
by
desire
to
those
that
even
prone,
and/or
are
generated
a
need
or
problem
acceptableor excellent performance.

7.3.3 Focus on patients
The UK and USA hospitals sharethe same concern with focusing on patients as the
KSA hospitals. All the hospitals studied in the UK, USA, and KSA (with the
exception of the public hospital) seem to have the minimum requirements for
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satisfying their patients, but of course this is not enough. Hospital D (the private
hospital) is more advancedin satisfying its patient requirements, and thus allocated
more resourcesto the quality department. Hospital A (the specialist hospital) and
Hospital B (the armed forces hospital) are both moderately aware of what needsto be
done to maintain a good satisfaction level with their patients. According to the UK
hospitals,their measurementsare good, and they are trying to make them better.

The long experienceof Hospital H, the USA hospital, has made it go beyond what is
expectedfrom a normal healthcareorganisation.The excellence in its responsiveness
to patients' needs is much beyond the KSA hospital. Through the hospital
feel
they
the
as if he/she were at home. Also, they
environment,
are making
patient
by
hospital
like
family,
by
hospital
the
the
providing
a
a
are
patient with
organising
cancertype. This is beyond where the KSA is currently. After time, the KSA might
reachthe position of the USA hospital.

7.3.4 Information and Analysis
The UK and USA hospitals have more developedmeasuresthan the KSA. In the USA

hospitals,therearecriteriaanda systemfor the selectionof measures.
In the UK, the
financial
in
have
KSA.
They
the
the
measuresexceed
classic measuresused
more
measuresthan the KSA. Also, the UK hospitals are collecting information to start to
benchmark.This is something very much ahead of the KSA hospitals. Some of the

benchmarking
its
KSA hospitalsdo not understand
benefits.
are
what
meansandwhat
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In the perception and understandingsurvey, the measurementfactor was slightly less
emphasisedwhen comparedto the control group. The KSA hospital employeesrated
the measurementfactor as a critical factor, giving it the importanceit required.

7.3.5 Staff Focus
The major difference between the KSA hospitals and the UK and USA hospitals is
that these hospitals have a strong human resource planning. They have a written
human resource strategy and personal development plans. These plans all have an
endlessreview cycle in place. There is a clear focus on the commitment to continuous
learning within the healthcare organisation, and resourcesare identified to facilitate
this.

A very important difference between the KSA hospitals and the UK and USA
hospitals is that both the latter attract, recruit, and retain, the best employees.These
KSA,
lives
in
have
In
the
the
the
they
samecity where
work.
employeesusually
stable
Saudi locals are still learning and developing, thus the hospitals must bring in other
bring
is
from
developed
difficult,
because
This
can
you
employees
nations.
very
more
employeesbut it is very hard to retain them. Usually, after a couple of years, the
different
is
because
back
home
This
the
to
to
their
of
country.
employeeswant
go
cultural environment of the KSA. Hospital B (the armed forces hospital) started to
invest more in its Saudi employees, giving them more training and education. Its
in
be
headed
to
the right direction. One manager suggested
seems
planning
('saudiisationis a critical goal in our strategicplans."
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In the USA and UK hospitals, there seemsto be more educating and training on
quality than in the KSA. In the western hospitals, almost all employeeshave been
educated and trained on how quality fits into their daily job. Also, most of the
employeesin the USA and UK are part of some quality team working to set the
standardsfor their jobs. This is not the casein the KSA. Very few employeesin the
KSA have some type of training on quality, and very few are part of any quality
teams.

7.3.6 ProcessManagement
When comparing the KSA hospitals to the UK and USA hospitals, it was found that
thesehospitals were much advancedin the quality of their processes.Some hospitals
used diagnostic key process review such as using the Excellence Model selfassessment, some used benchmarking of similar organisations, some used
organisationfacilitators, and some used models for improvements. These models are
mechanismsthat integrate best practices of clinical, customer service, and business
processes.They analyse existing process,measureoutcomes,designing new process,
prioritising for improvement, or experimentingwith new ways of doing things.

Somehospitals implementeda performanceimprovement process.This is a technique
which tries to continuously improve the care given to the patient by forming teamsof
people involved in the care processes.Then, by analysing the causesof problems in
the processand coming up with solutions that addressthe causes,and measuringthe
resultsto seewhether the chosensolution was successful.
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7.3.7 Organisational Performance
The UK and USA hospitals seemto be so advancedin their quality journey that there
no room for comparison between them and the KSA. The UK hospitals are very
precisein knowing where they actually stand on every issue of the hospital. This can
only meanthat they are very much awareof the negative and positive aspectsof their
hospital. They are able to criticise themselves,and try to make improvements where
they needthem. The KSA hospitals are still covering the basicsof hospital standards.

The USA hospitals are so much in advancethat they go beyond the nonnal hospital
standard.They have Clinical ExcellenceTeamsto improve clinical practice amongall
staff, they have created a customer friendly environment, they have got the
community to support the hospital by paying a one-half cent sales tax, etc.. These
results and others are far from where the KSA is standing.The KSA hospitals are still
trying to deal with fewer complaints, fewer medical errors, lesser employee turnover

rates,andmoreincome.
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7.4 Critical

Success Factors

of TQM

for

KSA

Segregated

Environment
Through the literature, the perception and understandingsurvey, and the KSA hospital
case studies, this researchhas narrowed down the critical factors into three critical
factors of TQM for a segregatedhealthcareenviromnent in the KSA. This is shown on
Table 8.1. In the literature review, the Ramirez and Loney study identified twentytwo critical successfactors and the Baldrige Criteria identified seven major critical
factors. The KSA Perception and Understanding survey findings indicated that
although all these factors existed, some were problematic. This was seenby the over
or under emphasisthe factors received from the hospital employee. The problematic
factors included senior managementcommitment, education, customer satisfaction,
cost of quality, and culture change. The case studied KSA hospitals further
emphasised some of these problematic factors to include senior management
found
It
that senior managementwas
culture
change.
was
commitment,education,and
hospitals,
in
is
departments
This
these
there
that
quality
superficial.
means
although
quality was not given full commitment from top management.Also, The casestudies
clarified that the education and training that was received in these hospitals was
generaland the only employeeswhich received quality educationor training were the
quality departmentstaff. Another finding that was seenin the case studies is that the
employeeswere not willing to changetheir culture for any managementphilosophy
and they did not truly understand how to change the organisation culture without

factors
TQM
findings
identified
These
the
the
problematic
changing societalculture.
that the KSA healthcareenvironment suffers from.
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Table 7.1 Critical Factors for Segregated Healthcare Environment

The
Problematic
Critical
Factors which
Resulted from
the KSA
Perception and
Understanding
Survey

The Critical Factors from the Literature
Review

Ramirez & Loney

Baldrige

Commitment
-Senior
-Management
Leadership
-Organisational
Management
Satisfaction
-Customer
Commitment
Mission
Statement
-Clear
Development
&
-Strategic
Change
-Culture
Deployment
-Education
-Education
Management
Healthcare
-Participative
-Patient/Customer
Quality
Planning
-Customer
-Strategic
MarketKnowledge,
Satisfaction
Clarity
-Goal
Satisfaction,
and
-ErrorPrevention
Relationship
Quality
Management
Steering
of
-Cost
-Top
Committee
&
Analysis
of
-Measurement
Change
Solving
-Culture
-Problem
Organisationall
Performance
-Measurement
Identification
-Problem
System,
Work
-Staff
Setting
-Goal
Development
and
Programme
-Recognition
Satisfaction
Improvement
-QualityCircles/
Teams
Services
-Healthcare
Partnership
-Vendor
Processes
Improvement
Process
-Project
Successes
-Publicised
Effectiveness
-Organisational
Process
Control
-Statistical
Results
Quality
of
-Cost
Defects
Attitude
-Zero
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The
Problematic
Critical
Factors which
Resulted from
the KSA Case
Studies

-Senior
Management
commitment

The
Problematic
Critical
Success
Factors which
Resulted from
the Complete
Study

-Senior
Management
to
commitment
quality

-Education
Education
-Quality
Change
-Culture
Awareness
-Culture
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If these critical factors were implemented during the TQM implementation, then a
successful TQM implementation in the KSA healthcare organisations should be
reached.The literature emphasisedthe importance of all these factors that must be
implemented correctly and fully for TQM to succeed.Later, these factors will be
incorporated into a TQM implementation model to help the process of TQM
implementation in the KSA healthcare system. The importance of each of these
factorswill be explored next.

7.4.1 Organisational Culture change
TheTQMliteraturestresses
theneedfor thetransformation
of theentireorganisation
TQM (Lengnick-Hall,
1995;Shortellet al., 1995;Rago,
culturewhenimplementing
is often
1996).Also,theTQM literatureindicates
thatthelackof significantsuccess
not a failureof the TQM concept,but a failureto pay sufficientattentionto the
culturalandstructuralvariablesthatinfluenceTQM (Becker,1993;TataandPrasad,
factor,meaningthat
1998;Smith,1998).Cultureseemsto be the ultimatesuccess
transformation
withoutthesuccessful
of theorganisation
culture,otherfactorscannot
1993;
Van
beimplemented
1991;
(Calori
Sarnin,
Saraph
Sebastian,
and
and
correctly
DonkandSanders,
1993;Kleinetal. 1995).

One must be cautious in attempting to transfer management practices based on
differences
different
hosts
If
these
theory
to
are
western
cultural value systems.
with
not taken into account, the transfers will most likely fail (Smith, 1998). For TQM to
be successfulin a particular cultural setting, it has to take on some of the host cultural
values.Thus, when applying TQM in a gender-segregated
organisationalculture, it is
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very important to take this special culture profile into account and try to deal with it
accordinglyby finding alternative ways and meansfor dealing with it.

Many researcherssuggestthat the difference betweenthe Islamic values and Western
valuesrepresentsthe main barrier to implementing western managementtheories,and
the is main reason for the failure of such implementations (Bjerke et al., 1993;
Almeer, 1999). Al-Zamany et al. (2000) concluded that there was no mismatch
betweenthe activities proposedin TQM implementation and the Islamic culture, since
all respondents perceived them as generic terms that reflect good management
practices. Al-Zamany et al. (2000) found however that the Islamic organisational
culture has someresistanceto change.They recommendthat considerablework needs
to be done to set priorities for implementation,and to facilitate gradual change,which
will be acceptedmore readily.

The literature stressesthat the national culture, or the shared values of a society or
country, influences organisational culture/ structure, and thus influences TQM
implementations (Hofstede, 1984; Tate and Prasad, 1998). The case studies of the
KSA healthcare organisations showed a clear indication that society genderis
is
based
Islamic
(which
the
traditions
the
religion)
and customs of
segregation
on
transferred into the healthcare organisation and has thus become part of the
organisationalculture.
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7.4.2 Management Commitment
The fulfilment

of Total Quality objectives requires the transformation of

organisational culture, which starts with the change of managementstyle from the
traditional style to the total quality style. Leaders must both manage and initiate
changein the organisation (Albrecht and Zemke, 1985). In the quality management
literature,top-management'srole is consideredpre-eminent,indispensableand crucial
to the successof TQM implementation (Crosby, 1979; Feigenbaum, 1983; Juran and
Gryna, 1988; Deming, 1989; Lascelles and Dale, 1990; Savolainen, 1998). The
literature stresses that TQM philosophy will fail without the dedication of top
1996).
1993;
Shortell
1995;
Huq,
(Becker,
1993;
Brown,
et
al.,
management

The pursuit of TQM requiresseniormanagement
to think and act in ways that are
Many
1998).
(Thompson,
different
from
their
previousmodesof operation
very
for
indicate
key
behavioural
top
the
necessary
of
management
characteristics
studies
TQM to be properly implemented(Waldman,1993;Johnson,1994;Spencer,1994;
Krumwiedeet al., 1995).Managersmust themselvesrecognisethe constraintsand
obstaclespreventingthe transformationto a total quality healthcareculture,andthen
be
Quality
to
behaviour
this
their
to
needs
change
reflect
newquality-orientedculture.
integratedinto the way the companyrunsits businesson a day-to-daybasis.It is not a
setof tasksperformedby an organisation.

In the KSA hospitals, top managementcommitment seemsto be strong, but not to
TQM. The literature explains that developing countries sometimes have difficulty
is
For
because
lack
TQM
the
there
commitment.
of
management
adopting
concept
TQM to succeedin the KSA healthcareorganisations,leadersof the hospitals must be
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deeply committed. Tbcse leaders must understand the principles underlying the TQM

philosophy,and they must be motivatedto apply it fully. Also, they must be awareof
the segregatedculture in which they will be applying TQM.

7.4.3 Education and Training of Staff
Although quality starts in the top, it gets its energy from the bottom. The healthcare
organisation will not make progress unless a large proportion of the workforce,
including healthcareproviders, is involved in quality improvements.This could only
happenif leaderssupport the workforce's efforts through provision of training and
development activities, including quality tools and job-spccific skills, and
developmentof communicationand feedbackmechanisms(Barber, 1996).

Unlike other programmes,TQM involves changingthe way employeesinteract and
work in the organisations.It is a contcxt-dcpcndentprogramme,the successof which
dependsto a large extent on cultural and structural factors (Becker, 1993; Tata and
Prasad, 1998). The literature stressed that many of the TQM programmes
implementedin the developingcountriesfail due to the lack of real understandingof
the principle (Wong, 1998).Failure of TQM is due to changingtoo much, too soon.
Someorganisationsget so excited about TQM that they try to changeeverything in
their companytoo quickly (Brown, 1993)

In third world countries, the literature stresses,lack of employeeinvolvement and
participationin quality improvementsis amongthe reasonswhich causedifficulty in
adopting the TQM concept (Lakhe and Mohanty, 1994). Also, reasonsfor TQM
failures include lack of employeetraining and learning (Reinertsen,1995).The case
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studies in the KSA healthcare organisations; show there was no employee training for
TQM. The implementation of TQM seems to be more superficial than
real. For TQM
to be successful in the KSA healthcare organisations, there needs to be a broad
educational and training programme that involves everyone in the organisation.
Everyone must understand TQM and must know how to apply it to his/her
specific
job. Ilere should be extra education and training that finds alternatives to
segregation
issues. Employees need to understand that TQM can in fact be
applied to their
segregatedculture and not just to the western culture.

7.5 Proposed Model for TQM implementation in KSA Segregated
Healthcare Environment
The inputs for this model were generatedfrom the review of literature,the findings of
the perceptionand understandingsurvey, and the findings of the case-studiedKSA
hospitals.The model deals with issuesthat healthcareorganisationsin segregated
environmentsshould considerwhen engagingin a TQM programme,from start-upto
implementation.

I'lie proposed model consists of four layers. Ibc outer layer is continuous
management
commitment.The secondlayer is continuouseducationand training. The
third layer is the actual TQM process, which involves planning, programming,
implcmcnting,and evaluating.The inner layer is culture awareness.This layer can be
explorcd at two levels. Theselevels are explainedin detail in the culture awareness
section. These four layers must function together for TQM to be successfulin a
segregatedenvironment.Each of theselayers will be discussedin the next section.
The proposedmodel is shownin Figure7.1 andFigure7.2.
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Figure 7.1 Proposed TQM
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Figure 7.2 Proposed TQM
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7.5.1 Continuous Top Management Commitment (Outer layer)
The outcr layer is the continuoustop managementcommitment.Managementmust be
deeplycommitted to TQM in order for TQM to succeed.They must be committed to
allocating the neededresourcesof time, money and workforce to the TQM process.
Managementmust develop a completeunderstandingof what is TQM and how they
plan to achieveit. The leadershipcommitmentmust be continuousthrough the entire
process,and afterwards their commitment is neededto maintain the TQM process.
Without this commitment,there is no needeven to start the TQM processbecauseit
layer
is
is
This
top
the
the
will not succeed.
umbrella
managementcommitment
why
that coversthe entire model.

7.5.2 Continuous Education and Training (SecondLayer)
The secondlayer is the continuous educationand training of all managementand
implement
healthcare
The
a
the
should
administrators
employeesof
organisation.
programmeto educateand train all levels of personnel.This layer involves providing
ongoing education and training. As an important opening step, this can start with
educatingthe top management.This can be doneby an internal teamor by an external
consultant.

It is generally acceptedthat successin TQM relies on continuing educationof all
levels of personnel.Each organisationgoesabout it just a little differently; however,
all do it in someforni or another.It is suggestedthat any educationor training should
take place during regular paid time. It should stressactual working conditions and
problems. Training should stress such ideals as TQM concepts, alternatives to
segregationissues,problem solving, and statistical processcontrol, including flow
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charts, cause and cffcct diagrams, histograms, scatter diagrams, run charts, and

control charts.Through the modem technology,alternativeways should be available
to focuson segregationissues,for example,video conferencing,e-mail, Internet,etc..

7.53 TQM Implementation process(Third Layer)
The third layer is the actual process for TQM implementation. This processwas
adoptedfrom the TQM healthcareliterature(Motwani ct al, 1996;Soweret al, 1996).
The process is made up of four phases, which are planning, programming,
implcmcnting,and evaluating.

The first phaseis planning. In this phase,researchis doneon TQM, and decisionsare
made on how to go about adopting it. An internal quality assessmentof the
is an
A quality assessment
organisationis madeto identify strengthsand weaknesses.
excellent tool for an organisation to utilise for two reasons: It will enable the
organisation to capitalise on its internal strengths while improving its internal
weaknesses;and it will help the organisationto determinehow ready it is to begin
implementationof TQM.

In this phase,the healthcareorganisationmust ensurethat all departmentshave the
samevision. A clear intcr-organisationalvision now will aid in the smoothnessof
transition later. All departmentheads should be cognisant of top management's
intentionsso all can pull in the samedirection.Objectivesand goalsshouldbe put in
writing. It is commonly understood that objectives and goals are more easily
attainablewhen they are explicitly written andsoughtafter.
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A new system should be designed next. If it is determined through previously
mentionedproceduresthat a changeis neededin the way the organisation administers
its business,it is best to do it as soon as possible. Also, the organisation should
forecast its internal/ external future. Each organisation, when beginning TQM, will
eventually encounter pitfalls. By anticipating and planning for future problems, an
organisation can lessen the severity of the interruption to their process. The
organisationneedsalso to maintain feedbackfor necessaryevaluation and control.

The secondphaseis programming. In this phase,the administration should name the
process.A name must be carefully chosento servethe purpose of communicating the
desire to continuously improve quality. Next, the administration should state the
purposethrough a new quality framework. The administration will communicatethe
purpose and the uniqueness of the quality programme through one or all of the
following:
"

New mission statement:Upper managementneed to re-evaluatethe mission and
policies of the organisation. Policies and the mission statement need to reflect
their quality process, including a definition of who their customers are. These
should both be communicatedto all employees.

"

Stated common vision: The managementshould develop a common vision that
feel
is
important
is
the
seizes
really
and worth working to
view of what people
achieve.

41 Strategic plan: Management can develop a strategic plan in several ways. One
option is a road map for the continuouspursuit of quality or whatever the hospital
feels comfortable with.
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9 Key concepts:Conceptsincluded should be essentialfor processsuccess,such as
use of objective information, use of quality planning principles, incorporation of
process/outcome indicators, application of multidisciplinary team process,etc..

e Qualitydefinition:Management
needsto defineTQM.
9 Quality policy: This can be reachedfrom staff and employeeinput.

The humanresource(HR) departmentis a valuable tool to help facilitate and continue
TQM in at least three important ways, including, new recruit orientation, job
description, and surveys.Both internal and external customer surveys are essentialto
TQM successsince the customer is the final judge of quality service. Surveys are
conducted in most of the organisations. Some surveys are conducted by Human
Resources,while others are conducted by quality teams or other areas of the
organisation. Employee satisfaction and support are of utmost importance to a
successfulTQM programme.Also, employees' comfort with the programmeand their

futuresis vital. A quality council must be formedto overseeand regulatethe TQM
process.Thesecouncils must meet regularly and must have a complete understanding

of theTQM concept.

Benchmarking must be part of the TQM efforts. Healthcare organisations must not
focus simply on the internal quality standards,but also look at their competitors. The
TQM efforts must include sharing information. If an organisationwere to group with
other similar organisationswhich were in a similar stageof TQM, it would be able to
reduce the chance of repeating others' mistakes and improve the productivity of its
own programme.
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The proper formation of quality improvement teamsis vital to an organisation'sTQM
success.Each issue must be analysed by a team that is responsible for finding
improvements.There is a need to establishmeasurementsbecausethey are the comer
indicators
development
The
TQM
that
the
process.
of measuresand quality
stone of
truly measurethe objectives and goals of the organisationis a difficult and sometimes
experimentalprocess.The focus should be on measures,not standards.Management
must be careful not to stress specifications over continuous improvements. Small
in
long
be
better
the
run.
stepsultimately will

Keeping an eye on long-term objectives is always considered a good measure of
management performance. Objectives communicate organisational priorities and
be
for
Objectives
direction
measurable,
synergy.
should
organisational
provide
long(annual)
be
They
or
can
short-term
realistic, challenging, and understandable.
term (three to five years). Doctor involvement is necessaryfor the successof TQM.
Get the doctors involved early, and get them the data they need. Make whatever
is
Feedback
doctor
that
to
resistance
may surface.
changesare necessary reduce any
necessaryin any TQM process,and ultimately can help any healthcareorganisation
move forward in its quality j ourney.

The third phaseis implementing. As the TQM effort progresses,it may be necessary
to form new committees, new teams, new departments,or to hire new specialiststo
help the process. Also, recognition can be a valuable tool in improving employee

be
however,
in
interest
TQM.
The
must
reward system,
morale,self-esteem,and
highly
is
dealing
One
has
to
a
educatedstaff
with
managedcarefully.
rememberone
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in the healthcare field, and monetary rewards can and will be manipulated for
personalgain without regard for the institution's well being.

The final phasein the third layer is evaluating. This phaseshould involve evaluating
successor failure of the TQM programme.This should be conductedannually. If the
programmeis not achieving its objectives, it should be redesigned.Assessmentssuch
as the Baldrige could be a good method to evaluatewhere the organisation strengths
and weaknessesare. The Baldrige can cover all areas of the TQM categories,
including leadership, strategic planning, focus on patients, information and analysis,
staff focus, processmanagement,and organisationalperformance.

7.5.4 Culture Awareness (Level One)
The centre or the heart of the proposed TQM model for the KSA segregated
environment is

implementing a culture awareness programme. Healthcare

administratorsshould take care to ensurethat the organisation's culture is suitable to
foster TQM. Its culture has to agree with basic TQM values and visions of both the
TQM philosophy and the segregatedculture.

TQM requiresextensivecultural changewhich often takesyearsbeforethe changes
becomeembeddedin the organisation(Olian and Rynes,1991;Claver et al., 2000).
Changein any situation can be threatening.It is especiallydifficult when it is
happeningin a segregatedorganisationalculture. The literature indicates that
healthcareadministratorsshoulduse greatcare when introducingTQM. It must be
done slowly and methodically. The organisation should take care to ensure that the

organisation'scultureis suitableto fosterTQM. This culturehasto agreewith basic
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TQM values and visions, promote staff commitment to TQM, and adequately
motivate the employeesto want to continuously improve.

All employeesmust be aware of their special segregatedenvironment, and they must
work together to find alternative ways and meansto apply the TQM concept without
is
highly
department
It
too.
that
their
suggested
separate
changing
segregatedculture
a
in
issues
be
the
and
should
charge
of
solving
segregation
quality
administration
within
its
fullest.
inhibit
from
being
implemented
Any
TQM
to
that
might
problems
job
his/her
in
healthcare
TQM
to
the
organisation
who
cannot
apply
employee
because of segregation issues should refer to the assigned department for
in
department
TQM
This
to
the
process a
should work
promote
recommendations.
segregatedorganisation.

7.5.4.1 Culture Awareness (Level Two)
There are certain gender-relatedfactors in segregatedhealthcare cultures that need
level
This
level
7.2
Figure
the
of
proposed model.
shows a second
special attention.
be
detailed
to
need
considered within culture
of
what
picture
presents a more
for
in
be
level
in
branches
The
to
the
a
order
need
addressed
second
awareness.
factors
implementation.
These
have
TQM
to
a successful
segregatedorganisation
include:

Involvement and Participation - Employee involvement is a long-term commitment.
It is a fundamental change in culture. Employees who have been empowered feel
personally responsible for their organisation performance. In a segregated
involve
female
is
important
it
both
to
employeesand
environment,
empower
male and
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them in decision making and planning. To do this, top managementneed to address
thesekey questions:
*

How can the organisation get both gendersinvolved in the quality improvement
process?

9 How can the organisationkeep them involved?
9 How can the organisation train both genders to take responsibility, make
decisions,and act confidently?

Teamwork - Teams are a major part of any TQM effort becauseteamwork enables
various parts of the organisationto work togetherto meet customerneedsin ways that
be
done
individual
job
through
can't
performancealone. Teams should include both
in
leadership
In
have
to
teamwork,
genders a segregatedenvironment. order
good
deal
should
with the following questions:
a Does the organisation utilise major types of teams such as steering committees,
problem-solving teams,and quality circles?
e Are both male and female employeespart of theseteams?
o Do the teamsfocus on attaining results?
9 Are the teams made up of people with appropriate skills that align with the team

objective?

Suggestion Schemes - Methods of communicating quality include suggestion
schemes.Suggestionfrom both gendersshould be treated the same by management.
In a segregatedhealthcare culture, suggestionschemesshould answer the following
questions:
e Are suggestionsschemesopen to both gendersin the organisation?
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Are suggestionschemesgiven enoughlively publicity to both genders?
Are the best suggestions(by either gender)being awardedor publicised?

Learning and Innovation - Innovations is making meaningful changesto improve
healthcare organisation's services and processes and create new value for the
organisation's stakeholder. Innovation should focus on leading the organisation to
new dimensions of performance. Healthcare organisations should be structured in
sucha way that learning and innovation becomepart of the culture and ongoing work.
Top managementshould encourageinnovation to achievepositive future results in the
fast moving healthcare industry. In order to implement learning and innovation,
leadershipneedsto deal with the following questions:
How can the organisation seekout, learn from, and build upon best practicesfrom

"

both gendersto continually improve?
How can the organisation seeksuggestionsfor new ideas and new ways to achieve

"

mission needsfrom all staff and not just a small group of plannersor researchers?
41 How can the organisation improve innovation in the science and delivery of
medicine to maintain its competitive edge?

Work Climate - Many things contribute to the overall organisation climate, but there
are some key factors that are relevant in a segregatedenvironment. Some questions
that needto be answeredinclude:
"

Are any of the employees (both genders) experiencing poor morale and wellbeing?

"

Are any of the employees(both genders)concernedaboutjob security?

"

Do employees(both genders)feel they are not valued by the organisation?
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*

Is work force diversity a sourceof friction?

Reward and recognition - Employee rewards and recognition includes such things as
performanceappraisals,compensation,recognition programs, and promotion systems.
The organisation should have a consistent (delivered the same way every time for
both genders)program for reward and recognition. Top managementshould deal with
thesequestions:
How can employees(both genders)be paid in ways that support the organisation's
quality goals?
How can performance of both genders be assessedin ways that support the
organisation'squality goals?
be
in
How
(both
can
genders)
recognised
ways that support the
e
employees
organisation'squality goals?

7.5.5 Complete Model
The completemodel, as discussedbefore, consistsof the outer layer of continuoustop
layer
the
managementcornmitment,
second
of continuous education and training, the
third layer of planning, programming, implementing, and evaluating, and the core of
the process,which is culture awareness.These componentsmust work together for

TQM implementationto succeed.If any componentstopsworking, then the TQM
implementation processwill most likely fail. The outer layer, the second layer, and
the centre must work continuously non-stop, while the third layer transfers from one
phaseto another.
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7.6 Summary
This chapter discussed the case-studied hospitals of Chapter Seven. The KSA
hospitals were benchmarked against each other to find similarities and differences.
Then, an external benchmarking exercise took place between the USA and UK
hospitalsand the KSA hospitals. Both setsof results were explored. Generally, it was
found from the literature review, the perception and understanding survey, and the
KSA hospital case studies that the KSA hospital system was very young in
implementing the TQM process,and the systemis still at the very early stagesof the
6quality' learning process.

The discussionidentified three critical factorsthat needto be implementedin the
TQM processin order for it succeed.These factors include top management
factors
These
training,
were
and
culture
awareness.
commitment,educationand
healthcareorganisation.The
includedin a proposedmodel for the KSA segregated
layer
include
commitment,
an
outer
of top management
proposedmodelcomponents
layer
layer
training,
third
of the traditional
a
and
of continuouseducation
a second
healthcarequality process,andthe centreor the heartof the process,which is culture
awareness.
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Chapter Eight
Conclusions, Recommendations, Suggestions for
Further Research

8.1 Introduction
This research project was set up with the primary objective of studying TQM
implementation in the segregatedenvironments of healthcare organisations in the
KSA. This exercise was thought to be very worthwhile since interest in the use of
TQM in the KSA healthcareorganisationshas been significantly on the increasein
important
it
While
to
the
recent years.
carrying out
research, was considered very
follow a structuredapproach,using the following steps:

be
Determining
to
the
the
41
setting of comprehensiveresearch and
methodology

used.
healthcare
Gauging
level
TQM
the
o
of perception and understanding of
among
employees.
hospitals
TQM
Case-studying
KSA
their
to
segregated
understand
several
closely
ob
process.
inhibiting
facilitating
factors.
Comparing
hospitals
KSA
the
to
e
pinpoint
and
*

Benchmarking the KSA TQM experiencewith more advancedexperiencesfrom
the UK and USA.

*

Developing a proposedmodel which would be most suitable for the KSA special
profile.
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Basedon the above approach,this chapterwill provide the overall conclusionsof the
researchproject, for the perception and understandingsurvey, a comparisonof all the
KSA hospitals, the external benchmarking experience, and the. proposed model. In
addition, the chapter will discuss some of the limitations of the research, make
recommendations,and presentsuggestionsfor future work.

8.2 Level of Perception and Understanding of TQM in KSA Hospitals
This survey assessedthe degree of understanding and perception of TQM in
healthcareorganisations in the KSA by ranking the list of 22 factors proposed by
Ramirez & Looney (1993). These factors are critical to a successful TQM
implementation. The results were then benchmarkedagainst other geographical and
cultural contexts.The most critical findings will be discussednext.

The KSA healthcare study revealed that the majority of the critical activities in the
TQM processwere less emphasisedby the respondentsin the KSA hospital samplein
relation to the control sample. The less emphasis of these critical factors can only
prove that there is a gap in the levels of awareness,understandingand perception of
what TQM means between respondentsin the KSA hospital sample and the USA
sample. Thus, the research can conclude that in the KSA sample there is a weak
appreciation,no clear understanding,and the level of awarenessand perception of the
potential of the quality philosophy are still embryonic. The degree of emphasisfor
eachquality activity varied and thus more researchneedsto be done to investigatethe
importance of each quality activity to a TQM process for a gender segregated
environment.
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Changingthe culture of the organisation.was the least emphasisedfactor in the KSA
survey. The employees in the KSA do not realise that TQM cannot be successfully
implementedwithout culture change.Yet, the KSA has a special culture profile. This
profile might have causedthe hospital employeesto not properly distinguish between
organisationalculture and national culture.

The KSA survey concluded that many activities that occur at the strategic level of an
in
do
importance
leadership
have
to
the
the
role
something
with
of
organisationand
all organisationsare under-emphasised.This is important, becausethe role of senior

is critical to successfulTQM implementationand cannotbe transferred
management
to the entire organisationif it is not there.

The survey concluded that there is more emphasisof the cost of quality factor. This
looked
is
is
fact
TQM
the
that
still
well
understood
as
and
cost
can support
not
of yet,
in
upon the traditional view.

The survey also concluded that there is a major difference between the male and
female genderfindings in the KSA healthcaresurvey in the culture changefactor. The
female gender is much more aware of the need of changing the culture when

implementingTQM thanthe malegender.

8.3 Internal Benchmarking

among KSA Case Studies

Four KSA hospitals were assessedusing the Baldrige Award Criteria for Healthcare.
Thesehospitals representedfour different types: public, private, specialist, and armed

forces.Overall,the KSA casestudiesshowthat in implementingorganisations,
TQM
intentionsand TQM policy frameworksare generally acceptable.However, the
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implementation process is generally weak and lacks coordination in the majority of
the organisations.It is clear that the majority of the KSA caseshave not succeededin
total commitment towards a total quality culture. Upon the comparison of the
hospitals, there were certain similarities and differences found. The major findings
will be discussednext.

With the exception of the public hospital, all studied KSA hospital leadershipsseem
to be strongly committed to a successful hospital, but they had superficial
commitment to quality.

The sub-category called public responsibility and citizenship within the leadership
category showed evidence that all KSA hospitals are fulfilling

their public

responsibilities. Each hospital seemsto be helping and giving to its community. The
activities differ from one hospital to another.Currently, there are no measurementsfor
any of thesecommunity programmes.

Three of the four KSA hospitals studied had some type of strategic planning taking
place. The only hospital that did not have any such planning was the public hospital.
The other three hospitals were not deploying strategic planning to its fullest, but they
are slowly learning to adopt it.

With the exception of the public hospital, all hospitals in the KSA administer regular
patient satisfaction surveys. These surveys focus on both service and quality
measures.Regularly, improvements are made from and to the surveys by the quality
departmentin eachhospital.
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There is a complaints system in all KSA hospitals. They are all effective, with the
exception of the public hospital. The problem in these hospitals is the passivenessof
the patients; they rarely complain. The majority of the patients are grateful for
receiving medical attention, so that they will rather remain quiet than complain. Also,
the languageis sometimesa barrier.

Knowing that the literacy level is low, the hospitals in the KSA have developed
excellent educational materials that are appropriate to various age groups and on
various subjects.The staff work hard in all the hospitals to provide the education to
patient and families, as needed.

Both the specialist and the armed forces hospitals seem to have effective staff work
systems.All j obs havej ob description,j ob specification, and j ob requirements.Also,
perfonnance measuresexist for staff involvement, self-direction, and initiative. The
high budget allows these hospitals to provide healthcare education and training to
their employees.The education received by the staff is in their area of speciality, and
not in quality. Thus, most of the staff do not understandthe true meaning of quality or
how to apply it to their jobs.

All the KSA hospitals have multi-national staff. The staff have different languages
and different religions. These factors affect the communication process among
themselvesand their relationship with their patients.

Among the KSA hospitals, the private hospital has the best process management
department.It designedprocessesfor the majority of its activities. The hospital has a
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well-trained team with the skills neededin charge of designing all processes.At the
specialistand armed forces hospitals, there are processesfor only the major activities
in the hospital. In the public hospital, there are no processes.

Both the specialist and armed forces hospitals seemto be side by side in their quality
process.Their organisational results seemto reveal that they are trying to implement
quality into their daily routine, but it does seem superficial. The private hospital is
also trying to improve its quality processbut its objective differs as they are doing it
to attract more customers.The public hospital has no quality results.

8.4 External Benchmarking against UK and USA Case Studies
When comparedto the UK and USA hospitals, the majority of the KSA casesshow
deficiencies in most of the critical activities that form the foundation of a successful
quality process.In the KSA, leadershiphas a superficial commitment to quality, and
its experienceand comprehensionof the quality process is still developing while in
the UK and USA, the top leadershipexperiencewith quality is much more matured.
There is much more leadershipfocus and detail in the quality processin the west than
in the KSA.

Strategydevelopmentand deployment in the UK and USA healthcareorganisationsis
also much more mature than in the KSA. The KSA hospitals do not have enough

to understandthe benefitsof strategicplanning.In the UK andUSA, there
experience
was a systematicprocessfor the developmentand deploymentof policy and strategy.
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The UK and USA hospitals sharethe same concern with focusing on patients as the
KSA hospitals. The private hospital is more advanced in satisfying its patient
requirements.The measurementsin the UK hospitals are good, and they are trying to
make them better. The USA hospitals have made it go beyond what is expectedfrom
a normal healthcare organisation. The KSA hospitals are much farther behind than
both the UK and USA hospitals.

The UK and USA hospitals have more developedmeasuresthan the KSA. In the USA
hospitals,there are criteria and a systemfor the selection of measures.In the UK, the
measuresexceed the classic measuresused in the KSA. They have more financial
measuresthan the KSA.

The major difference between the KSA hospitals and the UK and USA hospitals is
that both the latter have a strong human resource planning. They have a written
human resource strategy and personal development plans. These plans all have an
endlessreview cycle in place. There is a clear focus on the commitment to continuous
learning within the healthcare organisation, and resourcesare identified to facilitate
this.

A very important difference betweenthe KSA hospitals and those in the UK and USA
is that the latter attract, recruit, and retain, the best employees. These employees
usually have stable lives in the same city where they work. In the KSA, the Saudi
locals are still learning and developing, thus the hospitals must bring in other
employeesfrom more developednations.This is very difficult, becauseyou can bring
them, but it is very hard to retain them. Usually, after a couple of years,the employees
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want to go back to their home country. The specialisthospital startedto invest more in
its Saudi employees,giving them more training and education. Its planning seemsto
be headedin the right direction.

When comparing the KSA hospitals to the UK and USA hospitals, it was found that
the latter hospitals were much advanced in the quality of their processes.Some
hospitals used diagnostic key process review such as Excellence Model selfassessment, some used benchmarking of similar organisations, some used
organisationfacilitators, and someusedmodels for improvements.
The KSA hospitals are very much behind in their quality journey. They are very
young in applying quality to healthcare,but they are learning. The UK ones are more
better.
because
know
The
be
done
become
they
to
to
advanced
exactly what needs
USA hospitals are also advancedto the stage where they go beyond providing just
regular medical service. They are caring about the psychological and the
physiological statesof their patients.

8.5 Proposed Model of TQM implementation in KSA Segregated
Hospitals
Ile researchidentifiedthreecritical factorsthat needto be implementedin the TQM
include
factors
in
for
it
in
These
top
order
succeed
a
segregated
environment.
process
management commitment, education and training, and culture awareness. These
factors were included in a proposed model for the KSA segregated healthcare
organisation.
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The complete model consists of the outer layer of continuous top management
commitment,the secondlayer of continuous educationand training, the third layer of
planning, programming, implementing and evaluating, and the heart of the process,
which is culture awareness. These components must work together for TQM
implementation to succeed. If any component stops working, then the TQM
implementation process will most likely fail. The outer layer, the second layer, and
the centre must work continuously non-stop, while the third layer transfers from one
phaseto another.

8.6 Limitations of Study
*

The samplehas concentratedon large-sizehospitals. This has directly affected the
in
has
been
However,
this
the
validity of
research.
research
exploratory nature,
been
is
it
has
because
implementation
TQM
not
and
still a new phenomenon,
embracedby many smaller hospitals in the KSA.

*

One major difficulty with this researchhas been that there are no previous studies
regardingthe implementation of TQM in a segregatedenvironment. Although this

hasnot hadthe
hasaddedto the originality andvalueof this work, the researcher
benefit of learning from others' mistakesor building on findings of other studies.

however
has
from
lack
This
Baldrige
The
study
of empiricism.
assessmentsuffers
9
looked at the application of TQM in hospitals, and the Baldrige model covers all

the critical categoriesof TQM, with the exceptionof the segregationissues.Thus,
the assessmenthas offered the best and most completemeansof conducting such a
study.
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e This study has researchedone side of the equation, the employees.To determine
the true successof TQM implementation, another study would need to be done
regardingthe satisfaction of the real customer,the patient.

9 In the case study phase,this study covered only few employeesof the healthcare
organisation.While this was more in depth and had a more comprehensivelevel
of detail, if more employees had been studied, a wider view might have been
reached,but the time constraintwas an issue.

8.7 Recommendations
One can draw many lessons from this project. The most important of these can be
summarisedas follows:

1. There is certainly a need to launch more effective campaigns to provide better

educationand level of awareness
of TQM as a total conceptandto eliminatethe
myth that TQM is just a basic set of tools that relates to products and services.
This level of education and training could well start with senior managers,since

in the field have advocatedthat effective
all TQM gurus and most researchers
implementationrequirestop managementcommitment.

2. Associatedwith the previous point, it is important for top managementto start a
cultural awareness educational programme that distinguishes between the
changing of the organisational culture and the changing of the national culture.
Also, to develop the idea that organisationalculture changedoes not mean change
of personal religious beliefs. Furthermore, that there is a way to modernise and
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benefit from western managementphilosophy without changing cultural beliefs.
These westem philosophies can be custornisedto fit the KSA special segregated
enviromnent.

3. Senior managementin the KSA healthcareorganisations need to appreciatethat
TQM has to be implementedwith clear intentions, realistic goals and targets, and
through a processof communicating and deploying goals at all levels. This is the
main reason why best practice organisations succeed with their TQM
programmes.
4. Senior managers in the KSA healthcare environment need to comprehendthat

there are no short cuts to building an effective TQM culture. While the
methodologies proposed seem to be an excellent way to implement TQM in a
segregated enviromnent, without investing the needed resources it will not
succeed.

5. Senior managementshould be encouragedto use healthcareself-assessments
such
as the Baldrige to measuretheir TQM process.This will allow them to evaluate
themselves and identify their weaknessesand try to strengthen them. Selfassessmentagainst a recognisedmodel or standard,such as the Malcolm Baldrige
National Award or the ISO 9000 quality managementstandard, can help bring
about a better understandingof TQM.
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8.8 Suggestions for Future Research
Sincethis researchis the first building block for a segregatedhealthcareenviromnent,
there are many more building blocks needed to form a solid foundation. Thus, all
areasof researchneedto be covered.Someof thesemajor areasinclude:

*

More researchto measureand test the applicability, workability, sustainability,
and validity of the research model proposed in a segregated healthcare
organisation.

*

More researchto identify and eliminate the regulations, attitudes, policies, and
in
improvements
be
impediment
to
that
a segregated
continuous
practices
an
may
healthcareenviromnent.

41 More comprehensiveand comparative case studies of successful TQM
implementationsin a segregatedhealthcareenvironment would be helpful to those
who are struggling with TQM.

e Elaboratestudiesthat detail the stepsin building a successfulTQM system in the
in
healthcare
industry
healthcare
measures
and outline specific
segregated
evaluatingsegregatedhealthcaresystems.

0 More studiesto measurethe patients/ customerviews and expectationsof quality
in the segregatedhealthcareorganisation.
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Appendix A

Questionnaire used in phase one perception and
understanding survey

In the Name of Allah,
Most Gracious, Most merctful
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Dear Sir / Madam:

1et

:

I would be grateful if you take the time
completing the following questionnaire,
which forms part of data collection

j

activities leading to the completion of
my Doctoral thesis. This is an important
tool for gathering information on what
you believe to be the common features
of a successful quality

improvement
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processat your hospital.
Please note
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for
the purpose of this
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Thank you for your cooperation,
Yours Sincerely,
zlv-ýJl
The researcher,
Hiafa Mansour AI-Dakheel
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Part L Ranking of Quality Related Activities
STEPI: Pleaserank the following quality related activities as to
their level of importance in your hospital, by circling the
appropriatecolumn:
1. Neutral- Activities that will not seriously affect the success
or failure of your Quality Improvement Process(QIP).
2. Important- Activities that you feel may be important, but
not absolutely essential to a QIP. This processwill survive if
these are not implemented but your organization will
experiencesome unnecessarydelays and setbacksto its QIP
until theseactivities are eventually addressed.
3. Critical -Activities that you feel are absolutely essentialto
the successful implementation of a QIP. The processstandsa
good chance of ending in failure if theseactivities are not part
of it.
STEP 2: In addition to circling the appropriatenumbers,please
place an W in the column provided, to identify only those
factors/activities that your hospital is implementing or has
implemented.
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2. Cost of quality processto track rework,
waste,rejects,scrap

1

2

3

3. Culture changeor transformation

1

2

3

4. Customersatisfactionfocus, (both
internal and external customers)

1

2

3
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1. Clear vision, or purposestatement,
Supportingquality improvement
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5. Educationfor all employeeson the
Quality ImprovementProcess,both
formal and on thejob

123

6. Goal clarity and goal agreement;
constancyof purposetoward

123-J

7. Goal setting process to ensure quality
improvements

123-
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improvement

8. Managementcommitment and support
for the Quality.Improvement Process
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Measurmentsprocessesto display
'9.
progressin qual.ity improvement
10. Participative managementand
,-,- employeeempowermentculture
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List

Neutral Important Critical
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11.Problem identification process

12

12. Problem Solving and tracking process

123

13. Project by projjectimprovementprocess

123

14. Publicized quality successesof teams,
individuals or company

123

15. Quality improvementteams

16. Error prevention processes,as opposed
to quality inspection
17. Recognition programthat rewards
quality improvements
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19. Steeringcommittee guiding the process,
madeup of top management

123
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21. Involving the supplier, so insuring high
quality input products

23
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Pleaseidentifv anv additional activities or
steDsthat vou feel are missin2 from this
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list:
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20. Strategicquality planning of the longterm quality journey

25.

U
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23.

At

123

18. Control chartsand other statistics in the
production/serviceareas;to identify and
reducevariation

22. 'Zero defects' attitude by everyone

Ir

Part 11:Your Experience
Using the activity list from Part 1, pleaseanswerquestions
26 through 31 by entering the corresponding activity
number(L-25) in the spaceprovided.
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2.6.In your opinion,whatwasthe first Quality
Processactivitythatyour hospital
Improvement
implemented?

pl
.

27. If yourorganizationcouldstartoveragain,which
000
activitywouldyou startwith?

!.4 U; Z)l -4
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28. In your opinion, what was the most difficult
activity implemented?

!. LL
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30. What activity did not return anticipatedresults?
I.
2.
-3.
4.
5.

32. Did you organization utilize the service of an outside
consultantat the start of your Quality Improvement
Process?

U Yes

U-c.14
.ýj
.TA
LJI

29. What activity generatedthe most positive results?

3 1. From thoseactivities in Part I týat you circled as
critical, pleaserank in order, beginning with the
feel
five
important,
that
are
the
you
activities
most
the most important to a Quality Improvement
Process.
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Who?
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No
33. Did your organizationuse one exclusive quality discipline
or guru's approachin implementing the quality
improvementeffort?

u

Yes
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Nameof it:

cl No
34. In your opinion, what was the single most important
reason which influenced your organizationto start a
Quality Improvement Process?

35. In your opinion, what was, or is, the single most common
its'
implementation?
in
faced
problem your organization
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Part III: Demographics
1. Sex
"

Male

"

Female

2. Age
13 20 - 30
3 31 -40

r4

-to

trý

C3 41-50
U

t1

Over 51.

3. Nationality
C3 Saudi.
C3 Non-Saudi

4. Qualification
U

Below Secondary

C3 Secondaryor Equivalent
Q

Baccalaureate

U

Higher Studies(specify)
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5. Occupation
U

Nursing

C3 Managerial
U

Physician

C1 Other

6. Type of hospital
U

Public SectorHospital

C3 Private SectorHospital
C3 SpecialtyHospital
C3 Armed ForcesHospital

7. Hospital Name:
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Appendix B

Baldrige assessment used for phase two case studies

Assessment Number

BI

1.1 Organisational Leadership
Pleasedescribe how senior leaders guide your organisation, including how they
review organisational performance.
a. Senior leadership direction
(1) How do senior leadersset, communicate,and deploy organisational values, performance
expectations,and a focus on creating and balancing value for patients and other customers
and stakeholders? Include communication and deployment through your leadership
structure and to all staff.

(2) How do senior leaders establish and reinforce an environment for empowerment and
innovation, and encourageand supportorganisationaland staff leaming?

(3) How do senior leadersset directions and seekfuture opportunities for your organisation?

b. Organisational performance review
(1) How do senior leaders review organisational performance and capabilities to assess
organisational health, competitive performance, and progress relative to performance
goals and changing health care service needs?Include the key performance measures
regularly reviewed by your senior leaders.

B2

(2) How does your organisation.translate performance review findings, your priorities for
improvementand opportunities for innovation?

(3) What are you organisation's key recent performancereview findings, your priorities for
improvement and opportunities for innovation? How are they deployed throughout your
key
to
and
other
and
patients
suppliers/
partners
appropriate,
your
organisation and, as
customersto ensureorganisationalalignment?

(4) How do senior leadersuse organisationalperformancereview findings and staff feedback
to improve their leadershipeffectivenessand the effectivenessof managementthroughout
the organisation?

B3

MPublic Responsibility and Citizenship

Pleasedescribe how your organisation addressesits responsibilities to the public,
practices good citizenship, and contributes to the health of its community.
a.

Responsibilities to the public
(1) How do you addresssocietal requirements arising from regulation/ legal requirements,
accreditation, and for risks associatedwith your managementof health care servicesand
other organisationaloperations.

(2) How do you anticipate public concernswith current and future services, and operations?
How do you preparefor theseconcernsin a proactive manner?

(3) How do you ensureethical practicesin all stakeholdertransactionsand interactions?

b.

Support of Key Communities and Community Health
(1) How do your organisation, your senior leaders, and your staff actively support and
Include
health?
build
including
key
to
community
actions
communities,
strengthenyour
how you identify key communities and determine areas of emphasis for organisational
involvement and support.
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2.1 Strategy Development
Please describe your organisation's strategy development process to strengthen
organisational performance as a health care provider and its performance
relative to other organisations providing similar health care services. Summarise
your key strategic objectives.
a.

Strategy Development Process
(1) What is your strategic planning process? Include key steps and key participants in
the process

(2)

How do you consider the following key factors in your process? Include how
relevant data and information are gatheredand analysed.The factors are:
customer and health care market needs/expectations,including new health care
servicesopportunities

your competitive environment and/or the collaborative environment to conserve
community resources,including use of new technology

financial, societal, regulatory, and other potential risks

your staff capabilitiesand needs

your operational capabilities and needs, including capabilities, needs,and roles
of any health careprovider alliances.

b. Strategic Objectives
What are your key strategic objectives and your timetable for accomplishing them? In setting
factors
in
how
2.1 a (2)
how
do
to
the
they
to
respond
assess
well
evaluate
options
you
objectives,
most important to you performance?
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2.2 Strategy Deployment
Pleasedescribe your organisation's strategy deployment process. Summarise
your organisation'saction plans and related performance measures.Project the
performanceof thesekey measuresinto the future.
a. Action Plan Development and Deployment
(1) How do you develop action plans to achieveyour key strategic objectives? What are your
key short and long term action plans? Include key changes, if any, in your health care
servicesand programs and/or your markets/customers(including patient populations) that
factor into theseplans.

(2) What are your key staff requirementsand plans, based on your strategic objectives and
action plans?

(3) How do you allocate resourcesto ensureaccomplishmentof your action plans?

(4) What are your key performancemeasuresand/or indicators for tracking progressrelative
to your action plans?

(5) How do you communicate and deploy your strategic objectives, action plans, and
performancemeasures/indicators to achieveoverall organisationalalignment?

B6

b. Performance Projection
(1) What are two-to-five year projection for key performance targets and/or indicators?
Include key performancetargetsand/or goals, as appropriate.

(2) How does your projected performance compare with competitors, other organisations
providing similar health care performance, as appropriate? What is the basis for these
comparisons?

B7

3.1 Patientl Customer and Health Care Market Knowledge

Please describe how your organisation determines short and long term requirements,
expectations, and preferences of patients, other customers, and markets to ensure the relevance
of current health care services and to develop new health care service opportunities.
a.

Patient/ Customer and Health care Market Knowledge
(1) How do you determine or target patient and other customer groups, and/or health care
market segments?How do you consider customers of competitors and other potential
customersand/ or markets in this determination?

(2) How do you listen and learn to determine key requirements and drivers of health care
purchasedecisions for current, former, and potential patients/ customers?If determinations
methods differ for different patient/ customersand/ or customersgroups, include the key
differences.

(3) How do you determine and/ or project key health care service features and their relative
importance/ value to patient/ customers for purposes of current and future marketing,
health care service planning, and other businessdevelopments,as appropriate? How do
you use relevant information from current and former patients/ customers, including
marketing information, patient/ customer retention data, won/ lost analysis, and
complaints, in this determination?

(4) How do you keep your listening and learning methods current with health care service
needsand directions?

B8

3.2 Patientl Customer Satisfaction and Relationships

Please describe how your organisation determines the satisfaction of its patients
and other customers and builds relationships to retain current customers and to
develop new health care service opportunities.
a. Patient/Customerrelationships
(1) How do you determinekey accessmechanisms
to facilitatethe ability of patientsand
other customersto obtain services,seek assistanceand information, and make
complaints?Includea summeryof yourkey mechanisms.

(2) How do you determinekey patient and other customercontact requirementsand deploy
theserequirementsto all staff involved in the responsechain?

(3) What is your complaint managementprocess?Include how you ensurethat complaints
are resolved effectively and promptly, and that all complaints received are aggregated
and analysedfor use in overall organisationalimprovement.

(4) How do you build relationships with patients/ customers for continuing interactions
with the organisationand/or positive referral?

B9

(5) How do you keep your approachesto patient/ customer access and relationship
building current with health care serviceneedsand directions?

b. Patient/ Customer satisfaction Determination
(1) What processes,measurementmethods,and data do you use to determine patient and
other customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction? Include how your measurements
capture actionable information that reflects patients'/customer' future interactions with
your organisation, provider loyalty, and/or potential for positive referral. Also, include
any significant differences in processesor methods for different customer groups
and/or health care market segments.

(2) How do you follow up with patients and other customerson recently delivered health
care servicesand recent transactionsto receiveprompt and actionablefeedback?

(3) How do you keep your approachesto satisfaction determination current with health
care service needsand directions?

BIO

4.1 Measurement of Organisational Performance
Please describe how your organisation provides effective performance
measurement systems for understanding, aligning, and improving your
performanceas a health care provider throughout your entire organisation.
a. Measurement of Organisational Performance
(1) How do addressthe major componentsof an effective performance measurementsystem,
including the following key factors?
financial,
Selection
indicators
(clinical,
of
and operational), and extent
measures/
and effectivenessof their use in daily operations

Selection and integration of measures/indicators and completenessof data to
track your overall organisationalperformance

Selection, and extent and the effectivenessof use of key comparative dta and
information

.

.A

Data and information reliability and confidentiality

clinical understandingof improvementoptions

Correlations / projections of data support planning

(2) How do you keep your performancemeasurementsystem current with health care service
needsand directions?

Bll

4.2 Analysis of Organisational Performance
Please describe how your organisation analyses performance data and
information to assessand understand overall clinical and administrative/
operational performance.
a. Analysis of Organisational Performance
(1) How do you perform analysesto support your senior leaders' organisational performance
review and your organisationalplanning? How do you ensurethat the analysesaddressthe
overall successof your organisation, including your key organisational performanceresults
and strategicobjectives?

(2) How do you ensurethat the results of organisationallevel analysis are linked to work group
and/ or functional level operationsto enableeffective decision-making?

(3) How does analysis support daily operationsthroughout your organisation?Include how this
analysisensuresthat measuresalign with action plans.

5.1 Work Systems
Please describe how your organisation's work and job design, compensation,
career progression, and related work force practices enable all staff to achieve
high performance in your operations.
a.

Work Systems
(1) How do you design, organise, and manage work and jobs to promote cooperation and
collaboration, individual initiative, innovation, and flexibility, and to keep current with
health care service needs?
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(2) How do your managersand supervisors encourageand motivate staff to develop and
utilize their full potential? Include formal and/or informal mechanisms you use to
encourageand support staff in job- and career-related development/learning objectives.

(3) How does your staff performancemanagementsystem, include feedbackto staff, support
high- performance?

(4) How do your compensation,recognition, and related reward/ incentive practicesreinforce
high performance?

(5) How do you ensure effective communication, cooperation, and knowledge/ skill sharing
acrosswork units, functions, and locations,as appropriate?

(6) How do you identify characteristicsand skills needed by potential staff; how do you
recruit and hire/ privilege new staff? How do you take into account key performance
requirements,diversity of your community, and fair work force practices?
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5.2 StaffEducation, Training, and Development

Please describe how your organisation's education and training support the
achievement of your health care service objectives, build staff knowledge, skills,
and capabilities, and contribute to improved staff performance.
a.

Staff Education, Training, and Development
(1) How does you education and training approachbalance long and short term organisational
and staff needs, including licensure and recredentialing requirements, development,
learning, and careerprogression?

(2) How do you design education and training to keep current with health care service and
individual needs?Include how job and organisationalperformance are used in education
and training design and evaluation.

(3) How do you seek and use input from staff and their supervisors/ managerson education
design?
training
and
expectations,
and
needs,

(4) How do you deliver and evaluate education and training? Include formal and informal
education,training, and learning, as appropriate.
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(5) How do you address key developmental and training needs, include diversity training,
management/leadershipdevelopment,new staff orientation,and safety, as appropriate?

(6) How do you address Performance Excellence in your Education and Training? Include
how staff learn to use performancemeasurements,performance standards,skill standards,
performanceimprovement, quality control methods,and benchmarking,as appropriate.

(7) How do you reinforce knowledge and skill on the job?
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5.3 Staff Well-being and Satisfaction

Please describe how your organisation maintains a work environment and staff
support climate that contribute to the well being, satisfaction, and motivation of
all staff.
a. Work Environment
How do you addressand improve workplace health, safety, and ergonomic factors? How do staff take
part in identifying these factors and in improving workplace safety? Include performance measures
and/ or targetsfor each key environmental factor. Also, include significant differences, if any, basedon
different work environmentsfor staff units and function.

b. Staff Support Climate
(1) How do you enhance your staff's work climate via services, benefits, and policies? How are
these enhancements selected and tailored to the needs of different categories and types of
staff, and to individuals, as appropriate?

(2) How doesyour work climate considerand support the needsof a diverse work force?

C. Staff Satisfaction
(1) How do you determine the key factors that affect staff well-being, satisfaction, and
motivation?
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(2) What formal and/ or informal assessmentmethodsand measuresdo you use to determinestaff
well-being, satisfaction, and motivation? How do you tailor these methods and measuresto a
diverse work force and to different categories and types of staff? How do you use other
indicators such as staff turnover, absenteeism,grievances, and productivity to assessand
improve staff well-being, satisfaction,and motivation?

(3) How do you relate assessmentfindings to key organisational performance results to identify
work environment and staff support climate improvementpriorities?
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6.1 Health Care Service Processes)
Pleasedescribehow your organisation manageskey health care service design
and delivery processes.
a.

Health Care Service Design Processes
(1) What are your design processesfor health care servicesand their related delivery processes?

(2) How do you make decisions to launch new or significantly modified health care services,
including how you factor financial considerationsinto decision making?

(3) How do you incorporate changingpatient/ customer and health care market requirementsinto
health care service designand servicedelivery systemsand processes?

(4) How do you incorporate new technology into health care services and into service delivery
systemsand processes,as appropriate?

(5) How do your health care service design processesaddressquality and cycle time, transfer of
learning from past projects and other parts of the organisation, improved health care
outcomes, cost control, new design technology, productivity, and other efficiency/
effectivenessfactors?
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(6) How do you ensure that your health care service delivery process design accommodatesall
key operationalperformancerequirements,including regulatory/ accreditation requirements?

(7) How do you coordinate and test health care service design and delivery processesto ensure
capability for trouble-free and timely introduction of health care services?

b.

Health Care Service Delivery Processes
(1) What are your key health care service delivery processes and their key performance
requirements?

(2) How are patients' expectations addressedand considered?Include how health care service
delivery processesand likely outcomesare explained to set realistic patient expectations,and
how patient decision making and patient preferencesare factored into the delivery of health
care services.

(3) How does your day to day performanceof key health care service delivery processesensure
meeting key performancerequirements,including regulatory and payor requirements?
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(4) What are your key performance assessments,
measures,and/or indicators used for the control
and improvement of theseprocesses?Include how real-time patient/ customer input is sought,
as appropriate.

(5) How do you improve your health care service delivery processesto achieve better process
performance and improvements in health care services and health care outcomes, as
appropriate?How are improvements sharedwith other organisationalunits and processes,as
appropriate?
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6.2 Support Processes
Pleasedescribehow your organisationmanagesits key support processes.
a.

Support Processes
(1) What are your key support processes?

(2) How do you determine hey support processrequirements, incorporating input from internal
and/ or external customers, including patients, as appropriate? What are the key operational
requirements(such as cost, productivity, and cycle time) for the processes?

(3) How do you design theseprocessesto meet all the key requirements?

(4) How does your day to day operation of key support processes ensure meeting key
performance requirements? How do you determine and use in-process measures and/ or
customerfeedbackin your support processes?

(5) How do you improve your support processesto achievebetter performance and to keep them
current with health care service needsand directions, as appropriate?How are improvements
sharedwith other organisationalunits and processes,as appropriate?
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6.3 Supplier and Partnering Processes
Please describe how your organisation manages its key supplier and/or
partnering interactions and processes
a.

Supplier and Partnering Processes
(1) What key products/ servicesdo you purchase/obtainfrom supplier and/or partners?

(2) How do you incorporate performance requirements into supplier and/ or partner process
managementto ensurethat materials, instrumentationand devices, and services furnished by
others meet the organisation's needs? What key performance requirements must your
suppliersand/or partnersmeet to fulfill your overall requirements?

(3) How do you ensurethat your performancerequirementsare met? How do you provide timely
and actionable feedback to supplier and/ or partners?Include the key performance measures
and/ or indicators and any targetsyou use for supplier and/or partner assessment.

(4) How do you minimize
performance audits?

overall costs associated with inspections, tests, and process and/or

(5) How do you provide assistanceand/or incentives to suppliers and/or partners to help them
improve their overall performanceand to improve their abilities to contribute to your current
and longer-term performance?
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(6) How do you improve your supplier and/or partner processes,including your role as supportive
customer/partner,to keep current with your health care service needsand directions? How are
improvementssharedthroughout your organisation,as appropriate?
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7.1Patient and Other Customer Focused Results

Please summarise your organisation's patient and other customer focused
results, including patient/ customer satisfaction and health care service
performance results. Segment your results by customer groups and market
segments,as appropriate. Include appropriate comparative data.
a.

Patient/ Customer Focused Results
(1) What are your current levels and trends in key measuresand/ or indicators of patient and other
customer satisfaction, dissatisfaction, and satisfaction relative to competitors and other
organisationsdelivering similar health care services?

(2) What are your current levels and trends in key measuresand/or indicators of patient and other
customer loyalty, positive referral, patient/ customer-perceivedvalue, and patient/ customer
relationship building, as appropriate?

(3) What are your current levels and trends in key measuresand/or indicators of health care
functional
delivery
health
results,
and
patient
status?
care
service
outcomes,
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7.2 Financial and Market Results

Pleasesummarise your organisation's key financial and health care marketplace
performance results, segmented by market segments, as appropriate. Include
appropriate comparative data.
a.

Financial and market Results
(1) What are your current levels and trends in key measures and/ or indicators of financial
performance, including aggregate measuresof financial return and/or economic value, as
appropriate?

(2) What are your current levels and trends in key measuresand/or indicators of health care
marketplaceperformance,including market share/position,businessgrowth, and new markets
entered,as appropriate?
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7.3Staff and Work Systemresults

Please summarise your organisation's staff and work system results, including
staff well-being, satisfaction, development, and work system performance.
Segment your results by types and categories of staff, as appropriate. Include
appropriate comparative data.
a.

Staff and Work System Results
(1) What are your current levels and trends in key measuresand/or indicators of staff well-being,
satisfactionand dissatisfaction,and development?

(2) What are your current levels and trends in key measuresand/or indicators of work system
performanceand effectiveness?

7.4Supplier and Partner results

Pleasesummarise your organisation's key supplier and partner results. Include
appropriate comparative data.
a.

Supplier and Partner Results
What are your current levels and trends in key measuresand/ or indicators of supplier and partner
performance?Include your performance and/or cost improvements resulting from supplier and
partner performanceand performancemanagement.
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Z5 Organisational Effectiveness Results
Pleasesummariseyour organisation'skey operational performance results that
contribute to the achievement of organisational effectiveness. Include
appropriate comparativedata.
a.

Organisational Effectiveness Results
(1) What are your current levels and trends in key measuresand/ or indicators of key design,
service delivery, and support processperformance?Include cost, productivity, cycle time, and
other appropriatemeasuresof effectivenessand efficiency.

(2) What are your results for key measuresand/ or indicators of citizenship and contribution to the
health of your community? What are your results for key measuresand/ or indicators of
accomplishmentof organisationalstrategy?

(3) What are your results for key measuresand/ or indicators of organisational accreditation,
assessment,and legal/ regulatory compliance?

Casestudy No.
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Appendix C

Letter to American hospitals for phase three
benchmarking

Hiafa M. Al-dakheel
ManagementCentre
University of Bradford
Emm Lane
Bradford
BD9 4JL
Tel (0 1274)394 845

JaneDoe
Quality AssuranceDirector
HoustonMethodist Hospital
Building One
2340 Fanan
Tel (713) 327-0214
July 16,1999

Dear Mrs. Doe:
I want to re-introduce myself. My name is Hiafa Al-Dakheel I am a Ph.D. student in
the University of Bradford in the UK. My research deals with Total Quality
Managementin healthcare.

In regardto our previous phone conversation,I want to thank you for your support in
trying to send me some background information of the hospital (history of hospital)
and the Baldrige assessmentor any other assessmentavailable.
This information will add to the depth of my Ph.D. researchproject and enableme to
benchmark the excellence of the US experience against other international TQM
implementationefforts.
want to reassureyou that all information provided will remain strictly confidential.
Thank you again for your support,

Hiafa M. Al-dakheel
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